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&PREFACE



Can a book on quantum chemistry not make mention of the famous Dirac quote concerning the status of chemistry? Well, it is a difficult challenge to avoid that cliche´. Dirac took a backhanded swipe at chemistry by claiming that all of it was understood now, at least in principle: “The fundamental laws necessary for the mathematical treatment of a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty lies only in the fact that application of these laws leads to equations that are too complex to be solved.”1



This book tells the story of just how difficult it is to adequately describe real chemical systems using quantum mechanics. Although quantum mechanics was born in the mid-1920s, it took many years before rigorous solutions for molecular systems appeared. Hylleras2 and others3,4 developed nearly exact solutions to the single electron diatomic molecule in the 1930s and 1940s. But reasonable solutions for multi-electron multi-atom molecules did not appear until 1960, with Kolos’s5,6 computation of H2 and Boys’s7 study of CH2. The watershed year was perhaps 1970, with the publication by Bender and Schaefer8 on the bent form of triplet CH2 (a topic of Chapter 4) and the release by Pople’s group of Gaussian-70,9 the first full-featured quantum chemistry computer package that was used by a broad range of theorists and nontheorists. So, in this sense, computational quantum chemistry is really only some four decades old. The application of quantum mechanics to organic chemistry dates back to Hu¨ckel’s p-electron model of the 1930s.10 – 12 Approximate quantum mechanical treatments for organic molecules continued throughout the 1950s and 1960s with, for example, PPP, CNDO, MNDO, and related models. Application of ab initio approaches, such as Hartree-Fock theory, began in earnest in the 1970s, and really flourished in the mid-1980s, with the development of computer codes that allowed for automated optimization of ground and transition states and incorporation of electron correlation using configuration interaction or perturbation techniques. As the field of computational organic chemistry employing fully quantum mechanical techniques is about 40 years old, it struck me that this discipline is mature enough to deserve a critical review of its successes and failures in treating organic chemistry problems. The last book to address the application of ab initio computations to organic chemistry in a systematic manner was Ab Initio Molecular xiii
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Orbital Theory by Hehre, Radom, Schleyer and Pople,13 published in 1986. Obviously, a great deal of theoretical development (e.g., the explosion in the use of density functional theory) and computer hardware improvements since that time have led to vast growth in the types and numbers of problems addressed through a computational approach. There is both anecdotal and statistical evidence that use of computational chemistry is dramatically growing within the organic community. Figure P.1 represents the growth in citations for any of the Gaussian packages over the past decade. Also shown is the growth in SciFinder abstracts referencing “density functional theory.” Keep in mind that other computational codes are in wide use, as are other theoretical methods, and so these curves only capture a fraction of the use of computation tools among chemists. One must of course recognize that not all of the calculations indicated in Figure P.1 are focused on organic problems. Perhaps a better indicator of the increasing importance of computational methods for organic chemists is the number of articles published in the Journal of Organic Chemistry and Organic Letters that include the words “ab initio,” “DFT,” or “density functional theory” in their title or abstract. This growth curve is shown in Figure P.2. My favorite anecdotal story concerning the growth in the acceptance and importance of computational chemistry concerns the biannual Reaction Mechanisms Conference. At the 1990 conference at the University of Colorado-Boulder, there were two posters that had significant computational components. Just four years later, at the 1994 meeting at the University of Maine, every oral presentation made heavy use of computational results. Through this book I aim to demonstrate the major impact that computational methods have had upon the current understanding of organic chemistry. I will



Figure P.1. Number of citations per year to DFT found in SciFinder (open diamonds) or to Gaussian found in Web of Science (filled squares).
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Figure P.2. Number of articles per year in Journal of Organic Chemistry and Organic Letters making reference to “ab initio,” “DFT,” or “density functional theory” in their titles or abstracts.



present a survey of organic problems where computational chemistry has played a significant role in developing new theories or where it provided important supporting evidence of experimentally derived insights. I will also highlight some areas where computational methods have exhibited serious weaknesses. Any such survey must involve judicious selecting and editing of materials to be presented and omitted. In order to rein in the scope of the book, I opted to feature only computations performed at the ab initio level. (Note that I consider density functional theory to be a member of this category.) This decision omits some very important work, certainly from a historical perspective if nothing else, performed using semi-empirical methods. For example, Michael Dewar’s influence on the development of theoretical underpinnings of organic chemistry is certainly underplayed in this book14 because results from MOPAC and its descedants are largely not discussed. However, taking a view with an eye towards the future, the principal advantage of the semi-empirical methods over ab initio methods is ever-diminishing. Semi-empirical calculations are much faster than ab initio calculations and allow for much larger molecules to be treated. However, as computer hardware improves, as algorithms become more efficient, ab initio computations become more practical for ever-larger molecules. What was unthinkable to compute even five years ago is now a reasonable calculation today. This trend will undoubtedly continue, making semi-empirical computations less important as times goes by. The book is designed for a broad spectrum of users: practitioners of computational chemistry who are interested in gaining a broad survey, synthetic and physical organic chemists who might be interested in running some computations of their own and would like to learn of success stories to emulate and pitfalls
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to avoid, and graduate students interested in just what can be accomplished using computational approaches to real chemical problems. It is important to recognize that the reader does not have to be an expert in quantum chemistry to make use of this book. A familiarity with the general principles of quantum mechanics obtained in a typical undergraduate physical chemistry course will suffice. The first chapter of the book will introduce all of the major theoretical concepts and definitions, along with the acronyms that so plague our discipline. Sufficient mathematical rigor is presented to expose those who are interested to some of the subtleties of the methodologies. This chapter is not intended to be of sufficient detail for one to become expert in the theories. Rather, it will allow the reader to become comfortable with the language and terminology at a level sufficient to understand the results of computations, and to understand the inherent shortcoming associated with particular methods that may pose potential problems. Upon completing Chapter 1, the reader should be able to follow with ease a computational paper in any of the leading journals. Readers with an interest in delving further into the theories and their mathematics are referred to three outstanding texts, Essentials of Computational Chemistry by Cramer,15 Introduction to Computational Chemistry by Jensen,16 and Modern Quantum Chemistry: Introduction to Advanced Electronic Structure Theory by Szabo and Ostlund.17 In a way this book serves as the applied accompaniment to these other tomes. The remaining chapters present case studies where computational chemistry has been instrumental in elucidating solutions to organic chemistry problems. Each chapter deals with a set of related topics. Chapter 2 discusses some fundamental organic concepts like aromaticity and acidity. Chapter 3 presents pericyclic reactions. Chapter 4 details some chemistry of radicals and carbenes. The chemistry of anions is the topic of Chapter 5. Approaches to understanding the role of solvents, especially water, on organic reactions are discussed in Chapter 6. Lastly, our evolving notions of reaction dynamics and the important role these may play in organic reactions are presented in Chapter 7. Science is an inherently human endeavor, performed by humans, consumed by humans. To reinforce that human element, I have interviewed six prominent computational chemists while writing this book. I have distilled these interviews into short set pieces wherein each individual’s philosophy of science and history of their involvements in the projects described in this book are put forth, largely in their own words. I am especially grateful to these six – Professors Wes Borden, Chris Cramer, Ken Houk, Henry “Fritz” Schaefer, Paul Schleyer, and Dan Singleton – for their time they gave me and their gracious support of this project. Each interview ran well over an hour and was truly a fun experience for me! This group of six scientists is only a small fraction of the chemists who have been and are active participants within our discipline, and my apologies in advance to all those whom I did not interview for this book. A theme I probed in all six interviews was the role of collaboration in developing new science. As I wrote this book, it became clear to me that many important breakthroughs and significant scientific advances occurred through collaboration, particularly between a computational chemist and an experimental chemist.
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Collaboration is an underlying theme throughout the book, and perhaps signals the major role that computational chemistry can play. In close interplay with experiment, computations can draw out important insights, help interpret results, and propose critical experiments to be carried out next. I want to also mention a few additional features of the book available through the book’s ancillary web site: www.trinity.edu/sbachrac/coc. Every cited article that is available in some electronic form is listed along with the direct link to that article. Please keep in mind that the reader will be responsible for gaining ultimate access to the articles by open access, subscription, or other payment option. The citations are listed on the web site by chapter, in the same order they appear in the book. Almost all molecular geometries displayed in the book were produced using the GaussView 18 molecular visualization tool. This required obtaining the full threedimensional structure, from the article, the supplementary material, or through my reoptimization of that structure. These coordinates are made available for reuse through the web site in a number of formats where appropriate: xyz, Gaussian output, or XML-CML.19 Lastly, the bane of anyone writing a survey of scientific results in an active research area is that interesting and relevant articles continue to appear after the book has been sent to the publisher and continue on after publication. I will address this by authoring a blog attached to the web site where I will comment on new articles that pertain to topics of the book. As a blog, members of the scientific community are welcome to add their own comments, leading to what I hope will be a useful and entertaining dialog. I encourage you to voice your opinions and comments. STEVEN M. BACHRACH
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&CHAPTER 1



Quantum Mechanics for Organic Chemistry



Computational chemistry, as explored in this book, will be restricted to quantum mechanical descriptions of the molecules of interest. This should not be taken as a slight upon alternative approaches, principally molecular mechanics. Rather, the aim of this book is to demonstrate the power of high-level quantum computations in offering insight towards understanding the nature of organic molecules—their structures, properties, and reactions—and to show their successes and point out the potential pitfalls. Furthermore, this book will address applications of traditional ab initio and density functional theory methods to organic chemistry, with little mention of semi-empirical methods. Again, this is not to slight the very important contributions made from the application of Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap (CNDO) and its progeny. However, with the ever-improving speed of computers and algorithms, ever-larger molecules are amenable to ab initio treatment, making the semi-empirical and other approximate methods for treating the quantum mechanics of molecular systems simply less necessary. This book is therefore designed to encourage the broader use of the more exact treatments of the physics of organic molecules by demonstrating the range of molecules and reactions already successfully treated by quantum chemical computation. We will highlight some of the most important contributions that this discipline has made to the broader chemical community towards our understanding of organic chemistry. We begin with a brief and mathematically light-handed treatment of the fundamentals of quantum mechanics necessary to describe organic molecules. This presentation is meant to acquaint those unfamiliar with the field of computational chemistry with a general understanding of the major methods, concepts, and acronyms. Sufficient depth will be provided so that one can understand why certain methods work well, but others may fail when applied to various chemical problems, allowing the casual reader to be able to understand most of any applied computational chemistry paper in the literature. Those seeking more depth and details, particularly more derivations and a fuller mathematical treatment, should consult any of three outstanding texts: Essentials of Computational Chemistry by Computational Organic Chemistry. By Steven M. Bachrach Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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QUANTUM MECHANICS FOR ORGANIC CHEMISTRY



Cramer,1 Introduction to Computational Chemistry by Jensen,2 and Modern Quantum Chemistry: Introduction to Advanced Electronic Structure Theory by Szabo and Ostlund.3 Quantum chemistry requires the solution of the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation, ^ HC(R 1 , R2 . . . RN , r1 , r2 . . . r n ) ¼ EC(R1 , R2 . . . RN , r1 , r2 . . . rn ),



(1:1)



ˆ is the Hamiltonian operator, C(R1, R2 . . . RN, r1, r2 . . . rn) is the wavefuncwhere H tion for all of the nuclei and electrons, and E is the energy associated with this wavefunction. The Hamiltonian contains all operators that describe the kinetic and potential energy of the molecule at hand. The wavefunction is a function of the nuclear positions R and the electron positions r. For molecular systems of interest to organic chemists, the Schro¨dinger equation cannot be solved exactly and so a number of approximations are required to make the mathematics tractable.



¨ DINGER EQUATION: 1.1 APPROXIMATIONS TO THE SCHRO THE HARTREE – FOCK METHOD 1.1.1



Nonrelativistic Mechanics



Dirac achieved the combination of quantum mechanics and relativity. Relativistic corrections are necessary when particles approach the speed of light. Electrons near heavy nuclei will achieve such velocities, and for these atoms, relativistic quantum treatments are necessary for accurate description of the electron density. However, for typical organic molecules, which contain only first- and second-row elements, a relativistic treatment is unnecessary. Solving the Dirac relativistic equation is much more difficult than for nonrelativistic computations. A common approximation is to utilize an effective field for the nuclei associated with heavy atoms, which corrects for the relativistic effect. This approximation is beyond the scope of this book, especially as it is unnecessary for the vast majority of organic chemistry. The complete nonrelativistic Hamiltonian for a molecule consisting of n electrons and N nuclei is given by N 2X



h H^ ¼  2



I



n n X N N n X rI2 h2 X ZI e02 X ZI ZJ e02 X e02  ri2  þ þ , mI 2 me i rIi rIJ r i I I .J i , j ij



(1:2)



where the lower case indexes the electrons and the upper case indexes the nuclei, h is Planck’s constant, me is the electron mass, mI is the mass of nucleus I, and r is a distance between the objects specified by the subscript. For simplicity, we define e02 ¼



e2 : 4p10



(1:3)



¨ DINGER EQUATION 1.1 APPROXIMATIONS TO THE SCHRO



1.1.2
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The Born Oppenheimer Approximation



The total molecular wavefunction C(R, r) depends on both the positions of all of the nuclei and the positions of all of the electrons. Because electrons are much lighter than nuclei, and therefore move much more rapidly, electrons can essentially instantaneously respond to any changes in the relative positions of the nuclei. This allows for the separation of the nuclear variables from the electron variables, C(R1 , R2 . . . RN , r1 , r2 . . . rn ) ¼ F(R1 , R2 . . . RN )c(r1 , r2 . . . rn ):



(1:4)



This separation of the total wavefunction into an electronic wavefunction c(r) and a nuclear wavefunction F(R) means that the positions of the nuclei can be fixed and then one only has to solve the Schro¨dinger equation for the electronic part. This approximation was proposed by Born and Oppenheimer4 and is valid for the vast majority of organic molecules. The potential energy surface (PES) is created by determining the electronic energy of a molecule while varying the positions of its nuclei. It is important to recognize that the concept of the PES relies upon the validity of the Born – Oppenheimer approximation, so that we can talk about transition states and local minima, which are critical points on the PES. Without it, we would have to resort to discussions of probability densities of the nuclear-electron wavefunction. The Hamiltonian obtained after applying the Born – Oppenheimer approximation and neglecting relativity is 1 H^ ¼  2



n X i



ri2 



n X N X ZI i



I



rIi



þ



n X 1 þ V nuc r ij i,j



(1:5)



where V nuc is the nuclear –nuclear repulsion energy. Equation (1.5) is expressed in atomic units, which is why it appears so uncluttered. It is this Hamiltonian that is utilized in computational organic chemistry. The next task is to solve the Schro¨dinger equation (1.1) with the Hamiltonian expressed in Eq. (1.5). 1.1.3



The One-Electron Wavefunction and the Hartree –Fock Method



The wavefunction c(r) depends on the coordinates of all of the electrons in the molecule. Hartree proposed the idea, reminiscent of the separation of variables used by Born and Oppenheimer, that the electronic wavefunction can be separated into a product of functions that depend only on one electron,



c(r1 , r2 . . . rn ) ¼ f1 (r1 )f2 (r2 ) . . . fn (rn ):



(1:6)



This wavefunction would solve the Schro¨dinger equation exactly if it were not for the electron – electron repulsion term of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.5). Hartree next rewrote this term as an expression that describes the repulsion an electron feels
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from the average position of the other electrons. In other words, the exact electron – electron repulsion is replaced with an effective field Veff i produced by the average positions of the remaining electrons. With this assumption, the separable functions fi satisfy the Hartree equations ! N 1 2 X ZI  ri  þ Vieff fi ¼ Ei fi : (1:7) 2 rIi I (Note that Eq. (1.7) defines a set of equations, one for each electron.) Solving for the set of functions fi is nontrivial because Veff i itself depends on all of the functions fi. An iterative scheme is needed to solve the Hartree equations. First, a set of functions (f1, f2. . .fn) is assumed. These are used to produce the set of effective potential operators Veff i and the Hartree equations are solved to produce a set of improved functions fi. These new functions produce an updated effective potential, which in turn yields a new set of functions fi. This process is continued until the functions fi no longer change, resulting in a self-consistent field (SCF). Replacing the full electron – electron repulsion term in the Hamiltonian with V eff is a serious approximation. It neglects entirely the ability of the electrons to rapidly (essentially instantaneously) respond to the position of other electrons. In a later section we will address how to account for this instantaneous electron – electron repulsion. Fock recognized that the separable wavefunction employed by Hartree (Eq. 1.6) does not satisfy the Pauli Exclusion Principle. Instead, Fock suggested using the Slater determinant    f1 (e1 ) f2 (e1 ) . . . fn (e1 )     1  f1 (e2 ) f2 (e2 ) . . . fn (e2 )   c(r1 , r2 ::: rn ) ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ  ¼ f1 ;f2 . . . fn ,  n!    f (en ) f (en ) . . . f (en )  1 2 n



(1:8)



which is antisymmetric and satisfies the Pauli Principle. Again, an effective potential is employed, and an iterative scheme provides the solution to the Hartree –Fock (HF) equations. 1.1.4



Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) Approximation



The solutions to the Hartree – Fock model, fi, are known as the molecular orbitals (MOs). These orbitals generally span the entire molecule, just as the atomic orbitals (AOs) span the space about an atom. Because organic chemists consider the atomic properties of atoms (or collection of atoms as functional groups) to still persist to some extent when embedded within a molecule, it seems reasonable to construct the MOs as an expansion of the AOs, k X fi ¼ cim xm , (1:9) m
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where the index m spans all of the atomic orbitals x of every atom in the molecule (a total of k atomic orbitals), and cim is the expansion coefficient of AO xm in MO fi. Equation (1.9) thus defines the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approximation.



1.1.5



Hartree – Fock – Roothaan Procedure



Taking the LCAO approximation for the MOs and combining it with the Hartree– Fock method led Roothaan to develop a procedure to obtain the SCF solutions.5 We will discuss here only the simplest case where all molecular orbitals are doubly occupied, with one electron that is spin up and one that is spin down, also known as a closed-shell wavefunction. The open-shell case is a simple extension of these ideas. The procedure rests upon transforming the set of equations listed in Eq. (1.7) into the matrix form FC ¼ SC1,



(1:10)



where S is the overlap matrix, C is the k  k matrix of the coefficients cim, and 1 is the k  k matrix of the orbital energies. Each column of C is the expansion of fi in terms of the atomic orbitals xm. The Fock matrix F is defined for the mn element as n=2   X       2( jjmn)  ( jn jm) , Fmn ¼ knh^ ml þ



(1:11)



j



where hˆ is the core Hamiltonian, corresponding to the kinetic energy of the electron and the potential energy due to the electron – nuclear attraction, and the last two terms describe the coulomb and exchange energies, respectively. It is also useful to define the density matrix (more properly, the first-order reduced density matrix),



Dmn ¼ 2



n=2 X



cin cim :



(1:12)



i



The expression in Eq. (1.12) is for a closed-shell wavefunction, but it can be defined for a more general wavefunction by analogy. The matrix approach is advantageous, because a simple algorithm can be established for solving Eq. (1.10). First, a matrix X is found that transforms the normalized atomic orbitals xm into the orthonormal set xm0 ,



xm 0 ¼



k X



m



Xxm ,



(1:13)
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which is mathematically equivalent to Xy SX ¼ 1,



(1:14)



where X † is the adjoint of the matrix X. The coefficient matrix C can be transformed into a new matrix C0 , C0 ¼ X1 C:



(1:15)



Substituting C ¼ XC0 into Eq. (1.10) and multiplying by X † gives Xy FXC0 ¼ Xy SXC0 1 ¼ C0 1



(1:16)



By defining the transformed Fock matrix F0 ¼ Xy FX,



(1:17)



we obtain the simple Roothaan expression F0 C0 ¼ C0 1:



(1:18)



The Hartree –Fock – Roothaan algorithm is implemented by the following steps: 1. Specify the nuclear position, the type of nuclei, and the number of electrons. 2. Choose a basis set. The basis set is the mathematical description of the atomic orbitals. We will discuss this in more detail in a later section. 3. Calculate all of the integrals necessary to describe the core Hamiltonian, the coulomb and exchange terms, and the overlap matrix. 4. Diagonalize the overlap matrix S to obtain the transformation matrix X. 5. Make a guess at the coefficient matrix C and obtain the density matrix D. 6. Calculate the Fock matrix and then the transformed Fock matrix F0 . 7. Diagonalize F0 to obtain C0 and 1. 8. Obtain the new coefficient matrix with the expression C ¼ XC0 and the corresponding new density matrix. 9. Decide if the procedure has converged. There are typically two criteria for convergence, one based on the energy and the other on the orbital coefficients. The energy convergence criterion is met when the difference in the energies of the last two iterations is less than some preset value. Convergence of the coefficients is obtained when the standard deviation of the density matrix elements in successive iterations is also below some preset value. If convergence has not been met, return to Step 6 and repeat until the convergence criteria are satisfied. One last point concerns the nature of the molecular orbitals that are produced in this procedure. These orbitals are such that the energy matrix 1 will be diagonal, with the diagonal elements being interpreted as the MO energy. These MOs are
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referred to as the canonical orbitals. One must be aware that all that makes them unique is that these orbitals will produce the diagonal matrix 1. Any new set of orbitals fi0 produced from the canonical set by a unitary transformation X fi 0 ¼ U ji fj (1:19) j



will satisfy the Hartree – Fock (HF) equations and produce the exact same energy and electron distribution as that with the canonical set. No one set of orbitals is really any better or worse than another, as long as the set of MOs satisfies Eq. (1.19). 1.1.6



Restricted Versus Unrestricted Wavefunctions



The preceding development of the Hartree – Fock theory assumed a closed– shell wavefunction. The wavefunction for an individual electron describes its spatial extent along with its spin. The electron can be either spin up (a) or spin down (b). For the closed-shell wavefunction, each pair of electrons shares the same spatial orbital but each has a unique spin—one is up and the other is down. This type of wavefunction is also called a (spin) restricted wavefunction, because the paired electrons are restricted to the same spatial orbital, leading to the restricted Hartree – Fock (RHF) method. When applied to open-shell systems, this is called restricted open-shell HF (ROHF). This restriction is not demanded. It is a simple way to satisfy the exclusion principle, but it is not the only means for doing so. In an unrestricted wavefunction the spin-up electron and its spin-down partner do not have the same spatial description. The Hartree – Fock – Roothaan procedure is slightly modified to handle this case by creating a set of equations for the a electrons and another set for the b electrons, and then an algorithm similar to that described above is implemented. The downside to the (spin) unrestricted Hartree – Fock (UHF) method is that the unrestricted wavefunction usually will not be an eigenfunction of the Sˆ2 operator. As the Hamiltonian and Sˆ2 operators commute, the true wavefunction must be an eigenfunction of both of these operators. The UHF wavefunction is typically contaminated with higher spin states. A procedure called spin projection can be used to remove much of this contamination. However, geometry optimization is difficult to perform with spin projection. Therefore, great care is needed when an unrestricted wavefunction is utilized, as it must be when the molecule of interest is inherently open-shell, like in radicals. 1.1.7



The Variational Principle



The variational principle asserts that any wavefunction constructed as a linear combination of orthonormal functions will have its energy greater than or equal to the lowest energy (E0) of the system. Thus,     kFH^ Fl kFjFjl



 E0



(1:20)
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if F¼



X



ci f i :



(1:21)



i



If the set of functions fi is infinite, then the wavefunction will produce the lowest energy for that particular Hamiltonian. Unfortunately, expanding a wavefunction using an infinite set of functions is impractical. The variational principle saves the day by providing a simple way to judge the quality of various truncated expansions—the lower the energy, the better the wavefunction! The variational principle is not an approximation to treatment of the Schro¨dinger equation; rather, it provides a means for judging the effect of certain types of approximate treatments. 1.1.8



Basis Sets



In order to solve for the energy and wavefunction within the Hartree– Fock – Roothaan procedure, the atomic orbitals must be specified. If the set of atomic orbitals is infinite, then the variational principle tells us that we will obtain the lowest possible energy within the HF-SCF method. This is called the Hartree – Fock limit, EHF. This is not the actual energy of the molecule; recall that the HF method neglects instantaneous electron – electron interactions. Because an infinite set of atomic orbitals is impractical, a choice must be made on how to truncate the expansion. This choice of atomic orbitals defines the basis set. A natural starting point is to use functions from the exact solution of the Schro¨dinger equation for the hydrogen atom. These orbitals have the form



x ¼ Nx i y j z k ez(rR) ,



(1:22)



where R is the position vector of the nucleus upon which the function is centered and N is the normalization constant. Functions of this type are called Slater-type orbitals (STOs). The value of z for every STO for a given element is determined by minimizing the atomic energy with respect to z. These values are used for every atom of that element, regardless of the molecular environment. At this point it is worth shifting nomenclature and discussing the expansion in terms of basis functions instead of atomic orbitals. The construction of MOs in terms of some set of functions is entirely a mathematical “trick,” and we choose to place these functions at nuclei because that is the region of greatest electron density. We are not using “atomic orbitals” in the sense of a solution to the atomic Schro¨dinger equation, but just mathematical functions placed at nuclei for convenience. To make this more explicit, we will refer to the expansion of basis functions to form the MOs. Conceptually, the STO basis is straightforward as it mimics the exact solution for the single electron atom. The exact orbitals for carbon, for example, are not hydrogenic orbitals, but are similar to the hydrogenic orbitals. Unfortunately, with STOs
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many of the integrals that need to be evaluated to construct the Fock matrix can only be solved using an infinite series. Truncation of this infinite series results in errors, which can be significant. Following on a suggestion of Boys,6 Pople decided to use a combination of Gaussian functions to mimic the STO. The advantage of the Gaussian-type orbital (GTO), 2



x ¼ Nx i y j z k ea(rR)



(1:23)



is that with these functions, the integrals required to build the Fock matrix can be evaluated exactly. The trade-off is that GTOs do differ in shape from the STOs, particularly at the nucleus where the STO has a cusp, but the GTO is continually differentiable (Fig. 1.1). Therefore, multiple GTOs are necessary to adequately mimic each STO, increasing the computational size of the calculation. Nonetheless, basis sets comprised of GTOs are the ones most commonly used. A number of factors define the basis set for a quantum chemical computation. First, how many basis functions should be used? The minimum basis set has one basis function for every formally occupied or partially occupied orbital in the atom. So, for example, the minimum basis set for carbon, with electron occupation 1s22s22p2, has two s-type functions and px, py, and pz functions, for a total of five basis functions. This minimum basis set is referred to as a single-zeta (SZ) basis set. The use of the term zeta here reflects that each basis function mimics a single STO, which is defined by its exponent, z. The minimum basis set is usually inadequate, failing to allow the core electrons to get close enough to the nucleus and the valence electrons to delocalize. An obvious solution is to double the size of the basis set, creating a double-zeta (DZ) basis. So, for carbon, the DZ basis set has four s basis functions and two p basis functions (recognizing that the term “p basis functions” refers here to the full set of px, py, and pz functions), for a total of ten basis functions. Further improvement can be had by choosing a triple zeta (TZ) or even larger basis set.



Figure 1.1. Plot of the radial component of a Slater-type orbital (STO) and a Gaussian-type orbital (GTO).
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As most of chemistry focuses on the action of the valence electrons, Pople developed the split-valence basis sets,7,8 single zeta in the core and double zeta in the valence region. A double-zeta split-valence basis set for carbon has three s basis functions and two p basis functions for a total of nine functions, a triple-zeta split valence basis set has four s basis functions and three p functions for a total of thirteen functions, and so on. For the vast majority of basis sets, including the split-valence sets, the basis functions are not made up of a single Gaussian function. Rather, a group of Gaussian functions are contracted together to form a single basis function. This is perhaps most easily understood with an explicit example: the popular splitvalence 6-31G basis. The name specifies the contraction scheme employed in creating the basis set. The dash separates the core (on the left) from the valence (on the right). In this case, each core basis function is comprised of six Gaussian functions. The valence space is split into two basis functions, frequently referred to as the “inner” and “outer” functions. The inner basis function is composed of three contracted Gaussian functions, and each outer basis function is a single Gaussian function. Thus, for carbon, the core region is a single s basis function made up of six s-GTOs. The carbon valence space has two s and two p basis functions. The inner basis functions are made up of three Gaussians, and the outer basis functions are each composed of a single Gaussian function. Therefore, the carbon 6-31G basis set has nine basis functions made up of 22 Gaussian functions (Table 1.1). Even large, multi-zeta basis sets will not provide sufficient mathematical flexibility to adequately describe the electron distribution. An example of this deficiency is the inability to describe bent bonds of small rings. Extending the basis set by including a set of functions that mimic the atomic orbitals with angular momentum one greater than in the valence space greatly improves the basis flexibility. These added basis functions are called polarization functions. For carbon, adding polarization functions means adding a set of d GTOs, but for hydrogen, polarization functions are a set of p functions. The designation of a polarized basis set is varied. One convention indicates the addition of polarization functions with the label “þP”: DZþP indicates a double-zeta basis set with one set of polarization functions. For the split-valence sets, adding a set of polarization functions to all atoms but hydrogen is designated by an asterisk, that is, 6-31G , and adding the set of p functions to hydrogen as well is indicated by double asterisks, that is, 6-31G . As adding multiple sets of polarization functions has become broadly implemented, the use of asterisks has been abandoned in favor of explicit indication of the number of polarization functions within parentheses, that is, 6-311G(2df,2p) means that two sets of d functions and a set of f functions are added to nonhydrogen atoms and two sets of p functions are added to the hydrogen atoms. For anions or molecules with many adjacent lone pairs, the basis set must be augmented with diffuse functions to allow the electron density to expand into a larger volume. For split-valence basis sets, this is designated by “ þ ,” as in 6-31þG(d). The diffuse functions added are a full set of additional functions of the same type as are present in the valence space. So, for carbon, the diffuse functions would be
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TABLE 1.1. Composition of the Carbon 6-31G and 6-311G(d) Basis Sets. 6-31G Basis Functions Core Valence



GTOs



GTOs 6 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1



Diffuse



s (diffuse) py (diffuse) pz (diffuse) pz (diffuse)



1 1 1 1



Polarization



dxx dyy dzz dxy dxz dyz



1 1 1 1 1 1



19



32



9



6 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1



Basis Functions s s (inner) s (outer) px (inner) px (outer) py (inner) py (outer) pz (inner) pz (outer)



Total



s s (inner) s (outer) px (inner) px (outer) py (inner) py (outer) pz (inner) pz (outer)



6-31 þ G(d)



22



an added s basis function and a set of p basis functions. The composition of the 6-31þG(d) carbon basis set is detailed in Table 1.1. The split-valence basis sets developed by Pople are widely used. The correlation-consistent basis sets developed by Dunning are popular alternatives.9 – 11 The split-valence basis sets were constructed by minimizing the energy of the atom at the HF level with respect to the contraction coefficients and exponents. The correlation-consistent basis sets were constructed to extract the maximum electron correlation energy for each atom. We will define the electron correlation energy in the next section. The correlation-consistent basis sets are designated as “cc-pVNZ,” to be read as correlation-consistent polarized splitvalence N-zeta, where N designates the degree to which the valence space is split. As N increases, the number of polarization functions also increases. So, for example, the cc-pVDZ basis set for carbon is double-zeta in the valence space and includes a single set of d functions, and the cc-pVTZ basis set is triple-zeta in the valence space and has two sets of d functions and a set of f functions. The addition of diffuse functions to the correlation-consistent basis sets is designated with the prefix aug-, as in aug-cc-pVDZ.
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Basis sets are built into the common computational chemistry programs. A valuable web-enabled database for retrieval of basis sets is available from the Molecular Science Computing Facility, Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory “EMSL Gaussian Basis Set Order Form” (http://www.emsl.pnl.gov/forms/ basisform.html).12 Because, in practice, basis sets must be of some limited size far short of the HF limit, their incompleteness can lead to a spurious result known as basis set superposition error (BSSE). This is readily grasped in the context of the binding of two molecules, A and B, to form the complex AB. The binding energy is evaluated as   ab Ebinding ¼ EAB  EAa þ EBb ,



(1:24)



where a refers to the basis set on molecule A, b refers to the basis set on molecule B, and ab indicates the union of these two basis sets. Now, in the complex AB, the basis set a will be used to (1) describe the electrons on A, (2) describe, in part, the electrons involved in the binding of the two molecules, and (3) aid in describing the electrons of B. The same is true for the basis set b. The result is that the complex AB, by having a larger basis set than available to describe either A or B individually, is treated more completely, and its energy will consequently be lowered, relative to the energy of A or B. The binding energy will therefore be larger (more negative) due to this superposition error. The counterpoise method proposed by Boys and Bernardi attempts to remove some of the effect of BSSE. The counterpoise correction is defined as   ECP ¼ EAab þ EBab  EAa  þ EBb  :



(1:25)



The first term on the right-hand side is the energy of molecule A in its geometry of the complex (designated with the asterisk) computed with the basis set a and the basis functions of B placed at the position of the nuclei of B, but absent the nuclei and electrons of B. These basis functions are called ghost orbitals. The second term is the energy of B in its geometry of the complex computed with its basis functions and the ghost orbitals of A. The last two terms correct for the geometric distortion of A and B from their isolated structure to the complex. The counterpoise corrected binding energy is then CP ¼ Ebinding  ECP : Ebinding



1.2



(1:26)



ELECTRON CORRELATION: POST-HARTREE –FOCK METHODS



The HF method ignores instantaneous electron –electron repulsion, also known as electron correlation. The electron correlation energy is defined as the difference between the exact energy and the energy at the HF limit: Ecorr ¼ Eexact  EHF :



(1:27)
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How can we include electron correlation? Suppose the total electron wavefunction is composed of a linear combination of functions that depend on all n electrons X ci c i : (1:28) C¼ i



We can then solve the Schro¨dinger equation with the full Hamiltonian (Eq. 1.5) by varying the coefficients ci so as to minimize the energy. If the summation is over an infinite set of these N-electron functions, ci, we will obtain the exact energy. If, as is more practical, some finite set of functions is used, the variational principle tells us that the energy so computed will be above the exact energy. The HF wavefunction is an N-electron function (itself composed of 1-electron functions—the molecular orbitals). It seems reasonable to generate a set of functions from the HF wavefunction cHF, sometimes called the reference configuration. The HF wavefunction defines a single configuration of the N electrons. By removing electrons from the occupied MOs and placing them into the virtual (unoccupied) MOs, we can create new configurations, new N-electron functions. These new configurations can be indexed by how many electrons are relocated. Configurations produced by moving one electron from an occupied orbital to a virtual orbital are singly excited relative to the HF configuration and are called singles; those where two electrons are moved are called doubles, and so on. A simple designation for these excited configurations is to list the occupied MO(s) where the electrons are removed as a subscript and the virtual orbitals where the electrons are placed as the superscript. Thus, the generic designation of a singles configuration is cia or cS, a doubles configuration is cijab or cD, and so on. Figure 1.2 shows a MO diagram for a representative HF configuration and examples of some singles, doubles, and triples configurations. These configurations are composed of spin-adapted Slater



Figure 1.2. MO diagram indicating the electron occupancies of the HF configuration and representative examples of singles, doubles, and triples configurations.
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determinants, each of which is constructed from the arrangements of the electrons in the various, appropriate molecular orbitals. 1.2.1



Configuration Interaction (CI)



Using the definition of configurations, we can rewrite Eq. (1.28) as CCI ¼ c0 cHF þ



occ X vir X i



þ



occ X vir X i, j, k a, b, c



cai cia þ



a



abc abc cijk cijk þ



occ X vir X i, j



occ X



ab cab ij cij



a, b vir X



abcd abcd cijkl cijkl þ    :



(1:29)



i, j, k, l a, b, c, d



In order to solve the Schro¨dinger equation, we need to construct the Hamiltonian matrix using the wavefunction of Eq. (1.29). Each Hamiltonian matrix element is the integral Hxy ¼ kcx jH jcy l,



(1:30)



where H is the full Hamiltonian operator (Eq. 1.5) and cx and cy define some specific configuration. Diagonalization of this Hamiltonian then produces the solution: the set of coefficients that defines the configuration interaction (CI) wavefunction.13 This is a rather daunting problem as the number of configurations is infinite in the exact solution, but still quite large for any truncated configuration set. Fortunately, many of the matrix elements of the CI Hamiltonian are zero. Brillouin’s Theorem14 states that the matrix element between the HF configuration and any singly excited configuration cia is zero. The Condon– Slater rules provide the algorithm for computing any generic Hamiltonian matrix elements. One of these rules states that configurations that differ by three or more electron occucA pancies will be zero. In other words, suppose we have two configurations  f1 f2    fn3 fi fj fk  and cB ¼ and c defined as the Slater determinants c ¼ B A  f1 f2    fn3 fr fs ft j, then kcA jH jcB l ¼ 0:



(1:31)



Therefore, the Hamiltonian matrix tends to be rather sparse, especially as the number of configurations included in the wavefunction increases. As the Hamiltonian is both spin- and symmetry-independent, the CI expansion need only contain configurations that are of the spin and symmetry of interest. Even taking advantage of the spin, symmetry, and sparseness of the Hamiltonian matrix, we may nonetheless be left with a matrix of size well beyond our computational resources. Two approaches towards truncating the CI expansion to some manageable length are utilized. The first is to delete some subset of virtual MOs from being
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potentially occupied. Any configuration where any of the very highest energy MOs are occupied will be of very high energy and will likely contribute very little towards the description of the ground state. Similarly, we can freeze some MOs (usually those describing the core electrons) to be doubly occupied in all configurations of the CI expansion. Those configurations where the core electrons are promoted into a virtual orbital are likely to be very high in energy and unimportant. The second approach is to truncate the expansion at some level of excitation. By Brillouin’s Theorem, the single excited configurations will not mix with the HF reference. By the Condon – Slater rules, this leaves the doubles configurations as the most important for including in the CI expansion. Thus, the smallest reasonable truncated CI wavefunction includes the reference and all doubles configurations (CID): occ X vir X ab cab (1:32) CCID ¼ c0 cHF þ ij cij : i, j



a, b



The most widely employed CI method includes both the singles and doubles configurations (CISD): CCISD ¼ c0 cHF þ



occ X vir X i



a



cai cai þ



occ X vir X i, j



ab cab ij cij ,



(1:33)



a, b



where the singles configurations enter by their nonzero matrix elements with the doubles configurations. Higher-order configurations can be incorporated, if desired. 1.2.2



Size Consistency



Suppose one was interested in the energy of two molecules separated far from each other. (This is not as silly as it might sound—it is the description of the reactants in the reaction A þ B ! C.) This energy could be computed by calcu˚ . An lating the energy of the two molecules at some large separation, say 100 A alternative approach is to calculate the energy of each molecule separately and then add their energies together. These two approaches should give the same energy. If the energies are identical, we call the computational method “size consistent.” Although the HF method and the complete CI method (infinite basis set and all possible configurations) are size-consistent, a truncated CI is not size-consistent! A simple way to understand this is to examine the CID case for the H2 dimer, with the two molecules far apart. The CID wavefunction for the H2 molecule includes the double excitation configuration. So, taking twice the energy of this monomer effectively includes the configuration where all four electrons have been excited. However, in the CID computation of the dimer, this configuration is not allowed; only doubles configurations are included, not this quadruple
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configuration. The Davidson correction15 approximates the energy of the missing quadruple configurations as EQ ¼ (1  c0 )(ECISD  EHF ): 1.2.3



(1:34)



Perturbation Theory



An alternative approach towards including electron correlation is provided by perˆ that can be decomposed into turbation theory. Suppose we have an operator O two component operators ^ ¼O ^ (0) þ O ^ 0, O



(1:35)



ˆ (0) are known. The operator O ˆ 0 defines a where the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of O perturbation upon this known system to give the true operator. If the perturbation is small, then Rayleigh – Schro¨dinger perturbation theory provides an algorithm for finding the eigenvectors of the full operator as an expansion of the eigenvectors ˆ (0). The solutions derive from a Taylor series, which can be truncated to whatof O ever order is desired. Møller and Plesset developed the means for applying perturbation theory to a molecular system.16 They divided the full Hamiltonian (Eq. 1.5) into essentially the HF Hamiltonian, where the solution is known and a set of eigenvectors can be created (the configurations discussed above), and a perturbation component that is essentially the instantaneous electron –electron correlation. The HF wavefunction is correct through first-order Møller – Plesset (MP1) perturbation theory. The second-order correction (MP2) involves doubles configurations, as does MP3. The fourth-order correction (MP4) involves triples and quadruples. The terms involving the triples configuration are especially time-consuming. MP4SDQ is fourth-order perturbation theory neglecting the triple contributions, an approximation that is appropriate when the HOMO – LUMO (highest occupied molecular orbital/lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) gap is large. The major benefit of perturbation theory is that it is computationally more efficient than CI. MP theory, however, is not variational. This means that, at any particular order, the energy may be above or below the actual energy. Furthermore, because the perturbation is really not particularly small, including higher-order corrections is not guaranteed to converge the energy, and extrapolation from the energy determined at a small number of orders may be impossible. On the positive side, MP theory is size-consistent at any order. 1.2.4



Coupled-Cluster Theory



Coupled-cluster theory, developed by Cizek,17 describes the wavefunction as ^



C ¼ eT cHF :



(1:36)



The operator Tˆ is an expansion of operators T^ ¼ T^ 1 þ T^ 2 þ    þ T^ n ,



(1:37)
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where the Tˆi operator generates all of the configurations with i electron excitations. Because Brillouin’s Theorem states that singly-excited configurations do not mix directly with the HF configuration, the Tˆ2 operator T^ 2 ¼



occ X vir X i, j



tijab cijab



(1:38)



a, b



is the most important contributor to Tˆ. If we approximate Tˆ ¼ Tˆ2, we have the CCD (coupled-cluster doubles) method, which can be written as the Taylor expansion: ! ^ 22 T^ 23 T T^ 2 (1:39) CCCD ¼ e cHF ¼ 1 þ T^ 2 þ þ þ    cHF : 2! 3! Because of the incorporation of the third and higher terms of Eq. (1.36), the CCD method is size consistent. Inclusion of the Tˆ1 operator is only slightly more computationally expensive than the CCD calculation and so the CCSD (coupled-cluster singles and doubles) method is the typical coupled-cluster computation. Inclusion of the Tˆ3 operator is quite computationally demanding. An approximate treatment, where the effect of the triples contribution is incorporated in a perturbative treatment, is the CCSD(T) method,18 which has become the “gold standard” of computational chemistry—the method of providing the most accurate evaluation of the energy. CCSD(T) requires substantial computational resources and is therefore limited to relatively small molecules. Another downside to the CC methods is that they are not variational. There are a few minor variations on the CC methods. The quadratic configuration interaction including singles and doubles (QCISD)19 method is nearly equivalent to CCSD. Another variation on CCSD is to use the Brueckner orbitals. Brueckner orbitals are a set of MOs produced as a linear combination of the HF MOs such that all of the amplitudes of the singles configurations (tai ) are zero. This method is called BD and differs from the CCSD method only in fifth order.20 Inclusion of triples configurations in a perturbative way, BD(T), is frequently more stable (convergence of the wavefunction is often smoother) than in the CCSD(T) treatment.



1.2.5 Multiconfiguration SCF (MCSCF) Theory and Complete Active Space SCF (CASSCF) Theory To motivate a discussion of a different sort of correlation problem, we examine how to compute the energy and properties of cyclobutadiene. A RHF calculation of rectangular D2h cyclobutadiene 1 reveals four p MOs, as shown in Figure 1.3. The HF configuration for this molecule is   (1:40) cHF ¼    p12 p22 :
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Figure 1.3. p MO diagram of cyclobutadiene (1). Only one configuration is shown for the D4h form.



As long as the HOMO – LUMO energy gap (the difference in energy of p2 and p3) is large, then this single configuration wavefunction is reasonable. However, as we distort cyclobutadiene more and more towards a D4h geometry, the HOMO – LUMO gap grows smaller and smaller, until we reach the square planar structure where the gap is nil. Clearly, the wavefunction of Eq. (1.40) is inappropriate for D4h cyclobutadiene, and also for geometries close to it, because it does not contain any contribution from the degenerate configuration    p12 p32 . Rather, a more suitable wavefunction for cyclobutadiene might be     (1:41) c ¼ c1    p12 p22  þ c2    p12 p32 : This wavefunction appears to be a CI wavefunction withtwo configurations. Adding  even more configurations, like spin-paired,    p12 p21 p31 , would capture more of the dynamic electron correlation. The underlying assumption to the CI expansion is that the single-configuration reference, the HF wavefunction, is a reasonable description of the molecule. For cyclobutadiene, especially as it nears the D4h geometry, the HF wavefunction does not capture the inherent multiconfigurational nature of the electron distribution. The MOs used to describe the first configuration of Eq. (1.41) are not the best for describing the second configuration. To capture this nondynamic correlation, we must determine the set of MOs that best describe each of the configurations of Eq. (1.41), giving us the wavefunction     2 (1:42) cMCSCF ¼ c1    s11 p12 p22  þ c2    s0112 p012 p032 ; where the primed orbitals are different from the unprimed set. We have explicitly indicated the highest s-orbital in the primed and unprimed set to emphasize that all of the MOs are optimized within each configuration. In the multiconfiguration SCF (MCSCF)21 method, the coefficient ci of each configuration, along with the LCAO expansion of the MOs of each configuration, are solved for in an iterative, self-consistent way. The question arises as to how to select the configurations for the MCSCF wavefunction. In the example of cyclobutadiene, one might wonder about also
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including the configurations where p2 and p3 are each singly occupied with net spin of zero,     2 cMCSCF ¼ c1    s11 p12 p22  þ c2    s0112 p012 p032    þ c3    s 00 p 002 p 001 (a)p 001 (b): 11



1



2



3



(1:43)



Perhaps a more appropriate selection might also include configurations where the electrons from p1 are excited into the higher-lying p-orbitals. A goal of ab initio theory is to make as few approximations and as few arbitrary decisions as possible. In order to remove the possibility that an arbitrary selection of configurations might distort the result, the Complete Active Space SCF (CASSCF)22 procedure dictates that all configurations involving a set of MOs (the active space) and a given number of electrons comprise the set of configurations to be used in the MCSCF procedure. This set of configurations is indicated as CASSCF(n,m), where n is the number of electrons and m is the number of MOs of the active space (both occupied and virtual). So, an appropriate calculation for cyclobutadiene is CASSCF(4,4), where all four p-electrons are distributed in all possible arrangements among the four p MOs. As MCSCF attempts to account for the nondynamic correlation, really to correct for the inherent multiconfiguration nature of the electron distribution, how can one then also capture the dynamic correlation? The application of perturbation theory using the MCSCF wavefunction as the reference requires some choice as to the nonperturbed Hamiltonian reference. This had led to a number of variants of multireference perturbation theory. The most widely utilized is CASPT2N,23 which is frequently referred to as CASPT2, although this designation ignores other flavors developed by the same authors. Along with CCSD(T), CASPT2N is considered to be one of the more robust methods for obtaining the highest quality treatments of molecular quantum mechanics.



1.2.6



Composite Energy Methods



Although rigorous quantum chemical methods are available, the best of them are exceptionally demanding in terms of computer performance (CPU time, memory, and hard disk needs). For all but the smallest molecules, these best methods are impractical. How then to capture the effects of large basis sets and extensive accounting of electron correlation? The answer depends in part on what question one is seeking to answer. Are we looking for accurate energies or structures or properties? As all of these are affected by the choice of basis set and treatment of electron correlation, oftentimes to different degrees, just what methods are used depends on what information we seek. As we will demonstrate in the following chapters, prediction of geometries is usually less demanding than obtaining accurate energies. We may then get by with relatively small basis sets and low-orders of electron correlation treatment. Accurate energies are, however, quite sensitive to the computational method.
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The composite methods were developed to provide an algorithm for obtaining accurate energies. They take the approach that the effect of larger basis sets, including the role of diffuse and polarization functions, and the effect of higher-order treatment of electron correlation can be approximated as additive corrections to a lower level computation. One can thereby reproduce a huge computation, say a CCSD(T) calculation with the 6-311þG(3df,2p) basis set, by summing together the results of a series of much smaller calculations. This first model chemistry, called G1,24 was proposed by Pople and Curtiss in the late 1980s, but was soon replaced by the more accurate G225 model chemistry. The baseline calculation is to compute the energy at MP4 with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set using the geometry optimized at MP2 with the 6-31G(d) basis set. Corrections are made to this baseline energy. The steps for carrying out the G2 calculation are as follows: 1. Optimize the geometry at HF/6-31G(d) and compute the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE). 2. Optimize the geometry at MP2/6-31G(d) and use this geometry in all subsequent calculations. 3. Compute the baseline energy: E[MP4/6-311G(d,p)]. 4. Correct for diffuse functions: E[MP4/6-311þG(d,p)] 2 E[MP4/6-311G (d,p)]. 5. Correct for addition of more polarization functions: E[MP4/6-311G(2df,p)] 2 E[MP4/6-311G(d,p)]. 6. Correct for better treatment of electron correlation: E[QCISD(T)/ 6-311G(d)] 2 E[MP4/6-311G(d,p)]. 7. Correct for third set of polarization functions alongside the diffuse functions. In order to save computational effort, compute this correction at MP2: E[MP2/6-311þG(3df,2p)] 2 E[MP2/6-311G(2df,p)] 2 E[MP2/6-311 þ G(d, p)] þ E[MP2/6-311G(d,p)]. 8. Apply an empirical correction to minimize the difference between the computed and experimental values of the atomization energies of 55 molecules: 20.00481 * (number of valence electron pairs) 20.00019 * (number of unpaired valence electrons). 9. Compute the G2 energy as E[G2] ¼ 0.8929 * ZPVE(1) þ (3) þ (4) þ (5) þ (6) þ (7) þ (8). Subsequently, the G2(MP2)26 model was produced, with the major advantage of avoiding the MP4 computations in favor of MP2. The G3 model,27 which utilizes a very large basis set in Step 7 and the MP4/6-31G(d) energy as the baseline, is somewhat more accurate than G2. There are also two other series of composite methods, the CBS-n models of Petersson28,29 and the Wn models of Martin.30 All of these composite methods are conceptually similar, just varying in which methods are used for the baseline and the corrections, and what sets of compounds, and what
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properties will be used in the ultimate fitting procedure.31 Because of the fitting of the calculated energy to some experimental energy (often atomization energies), these composite methods have an element of semi-empirical nature to them. The focal-point scheme developed by Allen and Schaefer32 combines (1) the effect of basis set by extrapolating the energies from calculations with large basis sets (up to cc-pV6Z), (2) the effect of higher-order correlation by extrapolation of energies from higher-order MP (up to MP5) or CC (up to CCSDT), and (3) corrections for the assumed additivity of basis set and correlation effects. It produces extraordinary accuracy without resorting to any empirical corrections, but the size of the computations involved restricts application to molecules of less than 10 atoms. An alternative composite method divides the system of interest into different distinct regions or layers. Each layer is then treated with an appropriate computational method. Typically, some small geometric layer is evaluated using a high-level quantum mechanical method and the larger geometric layer is evaluated using a more modest computational method, perhaps even molecular mechanics. This type of procedure is called “QM/MM.” In its simplest application, the total energy is evaluated as large small small þ (EQM  E MM ): Ecomplete ¼ E MM



(1:44)



The QM/MM procedure is particularly appropriate for very large molecules such as enzymes, where the active site is evaluated with a high-level quantum computation, and the protein backbone is treated with molecular mechanics. A number of different QM/MM algorithms have been developed.33,34 A great deal of effort has been directed towards properly treating the interfacial regions between the layers, particularly when chemical bonds cross the boundary. A popular method is the ONIOM (“our own n-layered integrated molecular orbital molecular mechanics”) scheme,35 which divides the system into three layers: a small layer where the important chemistry occurs and is treated with a very accurate QM method, a medium layer usually treated with a semi-empirical MO method, and a large layer typically treated with molecular mechanics.



1.3



DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY (DFT)



The electronic wavefunction is dependent on 3n variables: the x, y, and z coordinates of each electron. As such, it is quite complicated and difficult to readily interpret. The total electron density r(r) is dependent on just three variables: the x, y, and z positions in space. Because r(r) is simpler than the wavefunction and is also observable, perhaps it might offer a more direct way to obtain the molecular energy? The Hohenberg – Kohn36 existence theorem proves just that. There exists a unique functional such that E½r(r) ¼ Eelec ,



(1:45)
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where Eelec is the exact electronic energy. Furthermore, they demonstrated that the electron density obeys the variational theorem. This means that, given a specific electron density, its energy will be greater than or equal to the exact energy. These two theorems constitute the basis of density functional theory (DFT). The hope is that evaluation of Eq. (1.45) might be easier than traditional ab initio methods because of the simpler variable dependence. Before proceeding with an explanation of how this translates into the ability to compute properties of a molecule, we need to define the term functional. A mathematical function is one that relates a scalar quantity to another scalar quantity, that is, y ¼ f(x). A mathematical functional relates a function to a scalar quantity and is denoted with brackets, that is, y ¼ F[ f(x)]. In Eq. (1.45), the function r(r) depends on the spatial coordinates, and the energy depends on the values (is a functional) of r(r). In order to solve for the energy via the DFT method, Kohn and Sham37 proposed that the functional has the form E½r(r) ¼ Te0 ½r(r) þ Vne ½r(r) þ Vee ½r(r) þ Exc ½r(r)



(1:46)



where Vne, the nuclear – electron attraction term, is Vne ½r(r) ¼



nuclei Xð j



Zj r(r)dr, j r  rk j



(1:47)



and Vee, the classical electron – electron repulsion term, is 1 Vee ½r(r) ¼ 2



ðð



r(r1 )r(r2 ) dr1 dr2 : j r1  r2 j



(1:48)



The real key, however, is the definition of the first term of Eq. (1.46). Kohn and Sham defined it as the kinetic energy of noninteracting electrons whose density is the same as the density of the real electrons, the true interacting electrons. The last term is called the exchange-correlation functional, and is a catch-all term to account for all other aspects of the true system. The Kohn –Sham procedure is then to solve for the orbitals that minimize the energy, which reduces to the set of pseudoeigenvalue equations h^ KS i xi ¼ 1i xi :



(1:49)



This is closely analogous to the Hartree equations (Eq. 1.7). The Kohn – Sham orbitals are separable by definition (the electrons they describe are noninteracting), analogous to the HF MOs. Equation (1.49) can, therefore, be solved using a similar set of steps as was used in the Hartree – Fock –Roothaan method. So, for a similar computational cost as the HF method, DFT produces the energy of a molecule that includes the electron correlation! This is the distinct advantage of
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DFT over the traditional ab initio methods discussed previously—it is much more computationally efficient in providing the correlation energy. DFT is not without its own problems, however. Although the Hohenberg – Kohn Theorem proves the existence of a functional that relates the electron density to the energy, it offers no guidance as to the form of that functional. The real problem is the exchange-correlation term of Eq. (1.44). There is no way of deriving this term, and so a series of different functionals have been proposed, leading to lots of different DFT methods. A related problem with DFT is that if the chosen functional fails, there is no way to systematically correct its performance. Unlike with CI, where one can systematically improve the result by increasing the number and type of configurations employed in the wavefunction expansion, or with MP theory, where one can move to arbitrarily higher order corrections, if a given functional does not provide a suitable result, one must go back to square one and select a new functional. Paraphrasing Cramer’s1 description of the contrast between HF and DFT, HF and the various post-HF electron correlation methods provide an exact solution to an approximate theory, but DFT provides an exact theory with an approximate solution. 1.3.1



The Exchange-Correlation Functionals



The exchange-correlation functional is generally written as a sum of two components, an exchange part and a correlation part. This is an assumption, an assumption that we have no way of knowing is true or not. These component functionals are usually written in terms of an energy density 1, ð



ð



Exc ½r(r) ¼ Ex ½r(r) þ Ec ½r(r) ¼ r(r)1x ½r(r)dr þ r(r)1c ½ r(r)dr:



(1:50)



The local density approximation (LDA) assumes that the value of 1x could be determined from just the value of the density. A simple example of the LDA is Dirac’s treatment of a uniform electron gas, which gives 1LDA ¼ Cx r1=3 : x



(1:51)



This can be extended to the local spin density approximation (LSDA) for those cases where the a and b densities are not equal. Slater’s Xa method is a scaled form of Eq. (1.51), and often the terms “LSDA” and “Slater” are used interchangeably. Local correlation functionals were developed by Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair, which involve a number of terms and empirical scaling factors.38 The most popular versions are called VWN and VWN5. The combination of a local exchange and a local correlation energy density is the SVWN method. In order to make improvements over the LSDA, one has to assume that the density is not uniform. The approach that has been taken is to develop functionals that are dependent on not just the electron density but also derivatives of the
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density. This constitutes the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). It is at this point that the form of the functionals begins to cause the eyes to glaze over and the acronyms to appear to be random samplings from an alphabet soup. For full mathematical details, the interested reader is referred to the books by Cramer1 or Jensen2 or the monograph by Koch and Holhausen, A Chemist’s Guide to Density Functional Theory.39 We will present here just a few of the more widely utilized functionals. The DFT method is denoted with an acronym that defines the exchange functional and the correlation functional, in that order. For the exchange component, the most widely used is one proposed by Becke.40 It introduces a correction term to LSDA that involves the density derivative. The letter “B” signifies its use as the exchange term. Of the many correlation functionals, the two most widely used are due to Lee, Yang, and Parr41 (referred to as “LYP”) and Perdew and Wang42 (referred to as “PW91”). Although the PW91 functional depends on the derivative of the density, the LYP functional depends on r2r. So the BPW91 designation indicates use of the Becke exchange functional with the Perdew – Wang (19)91 correlation functional. Last are the hybrid methods that combine the exchange-correlation functionals with some admixture of the HF exchange term. The most widely used DFT method is the hybrid B3LYP functional,43,44 which includes Becke’s exchange functional along with the LYP correlation functional: B3LYP ¼ (1  a)ExLSDA þ aExHF þ bDExB þ (1  c)EcLSDA þ cEcLYP : Exc



(1:52)



The three variables (a, b, and c) are the origin of the “3” in the acronym. As these variables are fit to reproduce experimental data, B3LYP (and all other hybrid methods) contain some degree of “semi-empirical” nature. Recently, hybrid meta functionals45 – 47 have been developed, which include a kinetic energy density. These new functionals have shown excellent performance47 in situations that have been notoriously problematic for other DFT methods, such as noncovalent interactions, including p – p stacking, and transition metal – transition metal bonds.



1.4



GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION



The first step in performing a quantum chemical calculation is to select an appropriate method from the ones discussed above. We will discuss the relative merits and demerits of the methods in the remaining chapters of the book. For now, we assume that we can choose a method that will be suitable for the task at hand. The nomenclature for designating the method is “quantum mechanical treatment/ basis set,” such as MP2/6-31þG(d), which means that the energy is computed using the MP2 theory with the 6-31þG(d) basis set. Next, we need to choose the geometry of the molecule. It is antithetical to the idea of ab initio methods to arbitrarily choose a geometry; rather, it is more consistent to
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find the best geometry predicted by the quantum mechanics itself. In other words, we should optimize the geometry of the molecule such that a minimum energy structure is found. There are many, many methods for optimizing the value of a function, and detailed discussion of these techniques is inappropriate here.48 The general procedure is to start with a guess of the molecular geometry and then systematically change the positions of the atoms in such a way as the energy decreases, continuing to vary the positions until the minimum energy is achieved. So how does one decide how to alter the atomic positions; that is, should a particular bond be lengthened or shortened? If the derivative of the energy with respect to that bond distance is positive, that means that the energy will increase with an increase in the bond separation. Computation of all of the energy gradients with respect to the positions of the nuclei will offer guidance then in which directions to move the atoms. But how far should the atoms be moved; that is, how much should the bond distance be decreased? The second derivatives of the energy with respect to the atomic coordinates provides the curvature of the surface, which can be used to determine just how far each coordinate needs to be adjusted. The collection of these second derivatives is called the Hessian matrix, where each element Hij is defined as



Hij ¼



@2 E , @q1 @q2



(1:53)



where qi is an atomic coordinate (say for example the y-coordinate of the seventh atom). Efficient geometry optimization, therefore, typically requires the first and second derivatives of the energies with respect to the atomic coordinates. Computation of these derivatives is always more time consuming than the evaluation of the energy itself. Further, analytical expression of the first and second energy derivatives is not available for some methods. The lack of these derivatives may be a deciding factor in which method might be appropriate for geometry optimization. An economical procedure is to evaluate the first derivatives and then make an educated guess at the second derivatives, which can be updated numerically as each new geometry is evaluated. The optimization procedure followed in many computational chemistry programs is as follows: 1. Make an initial guess of the geometry of the molecule. 2. Compute the energy and gradients of this structure. Obtain the Hessian matrix as a guess or by computation. 3. Decide if the geometry meets the optimization criteria. If so, we are done. 4. If the optimization criteria are not met, use the gradients and Hessian matrix to suggest a new molecular geometry. Repeat Step 2, with the added option of obtaining the new Hessian matrix by numerical updating of the old one.
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What are the criteria for determining if a structure has been optimized? A local energy minimum will have all of its gradients equal to zero. Driving a real-world quantum chemical computation all the way until every gradient vanishes will involve a huge number of iterations with very little energy change in many of the last steps. Typical practice is to set a small but nonzero value as the maximum acceptable gradient. Testing of the gradient alone is not sufficient for defining a local energy minimum. Structures where the gradient vanishes are known as critical points, some of which may be local minima. The diagonal elements of the Hessian matrix, called its eigenvalues, identify the nature of the critical point. Six of these eigenvalues will have values near zero and correspond to the three translational and rotational degrees of freedom. If all of the remaining eigenvalues are positive, the structure is a local minimum. A transition state is characterized by having one and only one negative eigenvalue of the diagonal Hessian matrix. Computing the full and accurate Hessian matrix can therefore confirm the nature of the critical point, be it a local minimum, transition state, or some other higher-order saddle point. At the transition state, the negative eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix corresponds with the eigenvector that is downhill in energy. This is commonly referred to as the reaction coordinate. Tracing out the steepest descent from the transition state, with the initial direction given by the eigenvector with the negative eigenvalue, gives the minimum energy path (MEP). If this is performed using mass-weighted coordinates, the path is called the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC).49 The Hessian matrix is useful in others ways, too. The square root of the element of the diagonal mass-weighted Hessian is proportional to the vibrational frequency vi. Within the harmonic oscillator approximation, the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE) is obtained as ZPVE ¼



vibrations X i



hvi : 2



(1:54)



The eigenvector associated with the diagonal mass-weighted Hessian defines the atomic motion associated with that particular frequency. The vibrational frequencies can also be used to compute the entropy of the molecule and ultimately the Gibbs free energy. The molecular geometry is less sensitive to computational method than is its energy. As geometry optimization can be computationally time-consuming, often a molecular structure is optimized using a smaller, lower-level method, and then the energy is computed with a more accurate higher-level method. For example, one might optimize the geometry at the HF/6-31G(d) level and then compute the energy of that geometry using the CCSD(T)/6-311þG(d,p) method. This computation is designated “CCSD(T)/6-311þG(d,p)//HF/6-31G(d)” with the double slashes separating the method used for the single-point energy calculation (on the left-hand side) from the method used to optimize the geometry (on the righthand side).
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We next take on the task of analyzing the wavefunction and electron density. All of the wavefunctions described in this chapter are represented as very long lists of coefficients. Making sense of these coefficients is nigh impossible, not just because there are so many coefficients, and not just because these coefficients multiply Gaussian functions that have distinct spatial distributions, but fundamentally because the wavefunction itself has no physical interpretation. Rather, the square of the wavefunction at a point is the probability of locating an electron at that position. It is therefore more sensible to examine the electron density r(r). Plots of the electron density reveal a rather featureless distribution; molecular electron density looks very much like a sum of spherical densities corresponding to the atoms in the molecule. The classical notions of organic chemistry, like a build-up of density associated with a chemical bond, or a lone pair, or a p-cloud are not readily apparent—as seen in isoelectronic surfaces of ammonia 2 and benzene 3 in Figure 1.4. The notion of transferable atoms and functional groups pervades organic chemistry—a methyl group has some inherent, common characteristics whether the methyl group is in hexane, toluene, or methyl acetate. One of these characteristics is, perhaps, the charge carried by an atom (or a group of atoms) within a molecule. If we can determine the number of electrons associated with an atom in a molecule, which we call the gross atomic population N(k), then the charge carried by the atom (qk) is its atomic number Zk less its population qk ¼ Zk  N(k):



(1:55)



As there is no operator that produces the “atomic population,” it is not an observable and so the procedure for computing N(k) is arbitrary. There are two classes of methods for computing the atomic population: those based on the orbital population and those based on a spatial distribution.50



Figure 1.4. Isoelectronic surface of the total electron density of ammonia (2) and benzene (3). Note the lack of lone pairs or a p-cloud.
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Orbital-Based Population Methods



Of the orbital-based methods, the earliest remains the most widely used method: that developed by Mulliken and called the Mulliken Population.51 The total number of electrons in a molecule N must equal the integral of r(r) over all space. For simplicity we will examine the case of the HF wavefunction. This integral can then be expressed as ð MOs AOs MOs AOs X X X X N(i) c2ir þ 2 N(i) cir cis Srs , N ¼ cHF cHF dr ¼ r



i



(1:56)



r.s



i



where N(i) is the number of electrons in MO fi, and Srs is the overlap integral of atomic orbitals xr and xs. Mulliken then collected all terms of Eq. (1.56) for a given atom k, to define the net atom population n(k) MOs X



n(k) ¼



N(i)



X



c2irk



(1:57)



rk



i



and the overlap population N(k, l )



N(k, l) ¼



MOs X



N(i)



i



X



cirk cisl Srk sl :



(1:58)



rk , sl



The net atomic population neglects the electrons associated with the overlap between two atoms. Mulliken arbitrarily divided the overlap population equally between the two atoms, producing the gross atomic population



N(k) ¼



MOs X i



N(i)



X rk



cirk cirk þ



X



! cisl Srk sl :



(1:59)
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The Mulliken population is easy to compute and understand. All electrons that occupy an orbital centered on atom k “belong” to that atom. However, Mulliken populations suffer from many problems. If a basis set is not balanced, the population will reflect this imbalance. Orbital populations can be negative or greater than zero. This deficiency can be removed52 by using orthogonal basis functions (the Lo¨wdin orbitals53). But perhaps most serious is that the Mulliken procedure totally neglects the spatial aspect of the atomic orbitals (basis functions). Some basis functions can be quite diffuse, and electrons in these orbitals might in fact be closer to a neighboring atom than to the nuclei upon which the function is centered. Nonetheless, the Mulliken procedure assigns these electrons back to the atom upon which the AO is centered. The Natural Population Analysis (NPA) of Weinhold54 creates a new set of atomic orbitals that have maximal
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occupancy, effectively trying to create the set of local atomic orbitals. NPA charges, although somewhat more expensive to compute, suffer fewer of the problems that plague the Mulliken analysis. 1.5.2



Topological Electron Density Analysis



The alternative approach is to count the number of electrons in an atom’s “space.” The question is how to define the volume an individual atom occupies within a molecule. The topological electron density analysis (sometimes referred to as atoms-in-molecules or AIM) developed by Bader55 uses the electron density itself to partition molecular space into atomic volumes. The molecular electron density is composed of overlapping, radially-decreasing, distorted spheres of density. One can think of each nucleus as being the location of the “mountain peak” in the electron density. Between two neighboring atoms, there will then be a “valley” separating the two “mountains.” The “pass” through the valley defines the boundary between the “mountains.” To do this in a more rigorous way, the local maxima and minima of the electron density are defined as critical points, the positions where  rr(r) ¼



@ @ @ þ þ r(r) ¼ 0: @x @y @z



(1:60)



The type of electron density critical point is defined by diagonalized matrix L, Lij ¼



@2 r(r) , @ri @rj



(1:61)



where ri is the x, y, or z coordinate. Each critical point is then classified by the rank, the number of nonzero eigenvalues of L, and the signature, the number of positive eigenvalues less the number of negative eigenvalues. The nuclei are (3, 23) critical points, where the density is at a local maximum in all three directions. The bond critical point (3, 21) is a minimum along the path between two bonded atoms, and a maximum in the directions perpendicular to the path. A gradient path follows the increasing electron density towards a local maximum. The collection of all such paths that terminate at the bond critical point forms a curtain, a surface that separates the two neighboring atoms from each other. If we locate all of these surfaces (known as zero-flux surfaces) about a given atom, it defines the atomic basin Vk, a unique volume that contains a single nucleus. All gradient paths that originate within this basin terminate at the atomic nucleus. We can integrate the electron density within the atomic basin to obtain the electron population of the atom ð



r(r)dr:



N(k) ¼ Vk



(1:62)
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The bond critical point is the origin of two special gradient paths. Each one traces the ridge of maximum electron density from the bond critical point to one of the two neighboring nuclei. The union of these two gradient paths is the bond path, which usually connects atoms that are joined by a chemical bond. The inherent value of the topological method is that these atomic basins are defined by the electron density distribution of the molecule. No arbitrary assumptions are required. The atomic basins are quantum mechanically well-defined spaces, individually satisfying the virial theorem. Properties of an atom defined by its atomic basin can be obtained by integration of the appropriate operator within the atomic basin. The molecular property is then simply the sum of the atomic properties.



1.6



COMPUTED SPECTRAL PROPERTIES



Once the wavefunction is in hand, all observable properties can, at least in principle, be computed. This can include spectral properties, among the most important means for identifying and characterizing compounds. The full theoretical and computational means for computing spectral properties are quite mathematically involved and beyond the scope of this chapter. The remainder of the book is a series of case studies of the applicability of computational methods towards understanding organic chemistry, particularly aiming at resolving issues of structure, energetics, and mechanism. Questions of suitability and reliability of computational methods are taken up in these later chapters. However, in this section we will discuss the question of how the various computational methods perform in terms of predicting infrared (IR), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) spectra.



1.6.1



IR Spectroscopy



Vibrational frequencies, used to predict IR spectra, are computed from the Hessian matrix, assuming a harmonic oscillator approximation. Errors in the predicted frequencies can be attributed then to (1) the use of an incomplete basis set, (2) incomplete treatment of electron correlation, and (3) the anharmonicity of the potential energy surface. The first two can be assessed by examining a series of computations with different basis sets and treatments of electron correlation, looking for an asymptotic trend. In terms of treating the anharmonicity, recently developed techniques demonstrate how one can directly compute the anharmonic vibrational frequencies.56 Due to the harmonic approximation, most methods will overestimate the vibrational frequencies. Listed in Table 1.2 are the mean absolute deviations of the vibrational frequencies for a set of 32 simple molecules with different computational methods. A clear trend is that as the method improves in accounting for
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TABLE 1.2. Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) of the Vibrational Frequencies (cm21) for 32 Molecules.a Method HF MP2 CCSD(T) BPW BLYP B3LYP mPW1PW a



MAD 144 99 31 69 59 31 39



Computed using the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.57



electron correlation, the predicted vibrational frequencies are in better accord with experiment. Another view of the dependence of the vibrational frequencies upon computational method is given in Table 1.3, where the computed vibrational frequencies of formaldehyde and ethyne are compared with experimental values. Again, as the basis set is improved and as the accounting for electron correlation becomes more complete, the computed vibrational frequencies become more in accord with experiment. Although the computed vibrational frequencies are in error, they appear to be systematically in error. Pople61 proposed scaling the values of the vibrational frequencies to improve their overall agreement with experiment. The problem with scaling the frequencies is that a unique scaling factor must be determined for every different computational level, meaning a scaling factor has to be determined for every combination of computational method and basis set. Radom62 has established the scaling factors for a number of computational levels, including HF, MP2, and DFT with various basis sets by fitting the frequencies from 122 molecules. Scaling factors for additional methods have been suggested by Schlegel63 and others.64 It is also important to recognize that the vibrational frequencies enter into the calculation of the ZPVE, and a different scaling factor is required to produce the appropriately scaled ZPVEs. Careful readers may have noted a scaling factor of 0.8929 applied to the ZPVE in Step 9 of the G2 composite method (Section 1.2.6). A common use of computed vibrational frequencies is to ascertain the identity of an unknown structure by comparison with experimental IR spectra. Two recent examples of the positive identification of transient intermediates will suffice here. In the attempt to prepare benzocyclobutenylidene (4), an unknown was detected. By comparing the experimental IR spectrum with the computed IR spectra of a number of different proposed intermediates 5 – 8, the cycloalkyne 6 was verified as the first intermediate detected. 6 then rearranges to 7 under
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TABLE 1.3. Vibrational Frequencies (cm21) and Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) from Experiment.a Method



v1(a1)



v2(a1)



v3(a1)



v4(b1)



v5(b2)



v6(b2)



MAD



1337 1337 1325 1337 1335 1211 1198 1243 1245 1207 1204 1206 1181 1191 v4(pg)



3147 3169 3183 3153 3155 3030 3048 3071 3090 3003 3021 3030 3000 2997 v5(pu)



1364 1363 1360 1370 1367 1291 1267 1316 1305 1290 1275 1279 1262 1299 MAD



134 140 142 137 135 19 22 56 57 39 21 24 18



815 817 784 807 810 562 601 642 682 577 630 634 593 624



875 872 866 868 869 770 754 804 798 774 768 770 748 747



171 168 170 166 166 45 25 63 68 31 17 21 15



Formaldehyde HF/6-311G(d,p) HF/6-311þþG(d,p) HF/cc-pVDZ HF/cc-pVTZ HF/aug-cc-pVTZ MP2/6-311G(d,p) MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ CISD/6-311G(d,p) CISD/aug-cc-pVTZ QCISD/6-311G(d,p) QCISD/aug-cc-pVTZ CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ Exptb Method



3081 3097 3109 3084 3087 2964 2973 3007 3021 2945 2955 2961 2932 2978 v1(sg)



1999 1996 2013 1999 1992 1777 1753 1879 1875 1913 1803 1817 1765 1778 v2(sg)



1648 1650 1637 1652 1648 1567 1540 1595 1580 1566 1545 1549 1530 1529 v3(su)



Ethyne HF/6-311G(d, p) HF/6-311þþG(d,p) HF/cc-pVDZ HF/cc-pVTZ HF/aug-cc-pVTZ MP2/6-311G(d,p) MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ CISD/6-311G(d,p) CISD/aug-cc-pVTZ QCISD/6-311G(d,p) QCISD/aug-cc-pVTZ CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ Exptc



3676 3675 3689 3674 3674 3550 3534 3587 3583 3536 3527 3529 3503 3495



2215 2206 2224 2213 2210 1970 1968 2088 2099 2023 2035 2044 1995 2008



3562 3561 3577 3556 3554 3460 3432 3484 3467 3438 3416 3417 3394 3415



a



Ref. 58; bref. 59; cref. 60.



further photolysis, and the structure of 7 was confirmed by comparison of its computed and experimental IR spectra.65 In the second example, the carbene 9 and the strained allene 10, which can be interconverted by irradiation at 302 nm, were identified by the comparison of their experimental and computed IR spectra.66 The computed IR spectra were particularly helpful in identifying the stereochemistry of 9.
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance



Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy involves the energy required to flip a nuclear spin in the presence of a magnetic field. Computation of this effect requires, among other terms, derivatives of the kinetic energy of the electrons. This necessitates a definition of the origin of the coordinate system, called the “gauge origin.” The magnetic properties are independent of the gauge origin, but this is only true when an exact wavefunction is utilized. Because this is not a practical option, a choice of gauge origin is necessary. The two commonly used methods are the individual gauge for localized orbitals (IGLO)67 and gauge-including atomic orbitals (GIAO).68,69 Although there are differences in these two methods, implementations of these methods in current computer programs are particularly robust and both methods can provide good results. To assess the performance of computed NMR properties, particularly chemical shifts, we will focus on three recent studies. Rablen70 examined the proton NMR shifts of 80 organic molecules using three different DFT functionals and three different basis sets. Although the correlation between the experimental and computed
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chemical shifts was quite reasonable with all the methods, there were systematic differences. In analogy with the scaling of vibrational frequencies, Rablen suggested two computational models that involve linear scaling of the computed chemical shifts: a high-level model based on the computed shift at GIAO/B3LYP/ 6-311þþG(2df,p)//B3LYP/6-31þG(d) and a more economical model based on the computed shift at GIAO/B3LYP/6-311þþG(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31þG(d). The root mean square error (RMSE) is less than 0.15 ppm for both models. Suggesting that the relatively high error found in Rablen’s study comes from the broad range of chemical structures used in the test sample, Pulay examined two separate sets of closely related molecules: a set of 14 aromatic molecules71 and a set of eight cyclic amide72 molecules. Again using a linear scaling procedure, the predicted B3LYP/6-311þG(d,p) proton chemical shifts have an RMSE of only 0.04 ppm for the aromatic test suite. This same computational level did well for the amides (RMSE ¼ 0.10 ppm), but the best agreement with the experimental values in D2O is with the HF/6-311G(d,p) values (RMSE ¼ 0.08 ppm). The magnetic effect of the electron distribution can be evaluated at any point, not just at nuclei, where this effect is the chemical shift. The chemical shift, evaluated at some arbitrary non-nuclear point, is called “nucleus-independent chemical shift” (NICS).73 Its major application is in the area of aromaticity, where Schleyer has advocated its evaluation near the center of a ring as a measure of relative aromaticity. NICS will be discussed more fully in Section 2.4. 1.6.3



Optical Rotation and Optical Rotatory Dispersion



Optical rotation and ORD provide spectral information unique to enantiomers, allowing for the determination of absolute configuration. Recent theoretical developments in DFT provide the means for computing both optical rotation and ORD.74,75 Although HF fails to adequately predict optical rotation, a study of eight related alkenes and ketones at the B3LYP/6-31G level demonstrated excellent agreement between the calculated and experimental optical rotation (reported as [a]D, with units understood throughout this discussion as deg . [dm . g/cm3]21, see Table 1.4) and the ORD spectra.76 A subsequent, more comprehensive study on a set of 65 molecules (including alkanes, alkenes, ketones, cyclic ethers, and amines) was carried out by Frisch.77 Overall, the agreement between the experimental [a]D values and those computed at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31G is reasonable; the RMS deviation for the entire set is 28.9. An RMS error this large, however, implies that molecules with small rotations might actually be computed with the wrong sign, the key feature needed to discriminate the absolute configuration of enantiomers. In fact, Frisch identified eight molecules in his test set where the computed [a]D is of the wrong sign (Table 1.5). Frisch concludes, contrary to the authors of the earlier study, that determination of absolute configuration is not always “simple and reliable.” Kongsted also warns that vibrational contributions to the optical rotation can be very important, especially for molecules that have conformational flexibility.78 In this case, he advocates using the “effective geometry,” the geometry that minimizes the electronic plus zero-point vibrational energy.
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TABLE 1.4. Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Optical Rotationa for Ketones and Alkenes.b



a



[a]D (expt)



[a]D (comp)



[a]D (expt)



[a]D (comp)



2180



2251



240



2121



244



285



268



299



þ59



þ23



236



250



þ7



þ13



215



þ27



[a]D in deg . [dm . g/cm3]21; bcomputed at B3LYP/6-31G (ref. 76).



TABLE 1.5. Compounds for Which Calculated Optical Rotationa Disagrees in Sign with the Experimental Value.b



a



[a]D (expt)



[a]D (comp)



[a]D (expt)



[a]D (comp)



215.9



3.6



278.4



13.1



6.6



211.3



39.9



211.0



23.1



226.1



14.4



29.2



29.8



210.1



259.9



20.0



[a]D in deg . [dm . g/cm3]21; bcomputed at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31G (ref. 77).
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We finish this section with a case study where computed spectra79 enabled complete characterization of the product of the Bayer – Villiger oxidation of 11, which can, in principle, produce four products (12 – 15) (Scheme 1.1). A single product was isolated and, based on proton NMR, it was initially identified as 12. Its optical rotation is positive: [a]546(expt) ¼ 16.5. However, the computed (B3LYP/ aug-cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31G ) optical rotation of 12 is negative: [a]546(comp) ¼ 252.6. Because 13 might have been the expected product based on the migratory propensity of the tertiary carbon over a secondary carbon, a computational reinvestigation of the reaction might resolve the confusion. The strongest IR frequencies, both experimental and computational, for the four potential products are listed in Table 1.6. The best match with the experimental spectrum is that of 12. In particular, the most intense absorption at 1170 cm21 and the two strong absorptions at 1080 and 1068 cm21 are well reproduced by the computed spectrum for 12. All of the major spectral features of the experimental vibrational circular dichroism spectrum are extremely well reproduced by the computed spectrum for 12, with substantial disagreements with the other isomers. These results firmly establish the product of the Bayer – Villiger oxidation of 11 is 12, and provide a warning concerning the reliability of computed optical activity.



Scheme 1.1.



TABLE 1.6. Experimental and Computed Vibrational Frequencies (cm21) and Dipole Strengths of 12–15.a Expt. 1407 (79.0) 1305 (153.7) 1285 (91.2)



1170 (452.6) 1090 (14.3) 1080 (139.7) 1068 (303.0) 984 (85.3) a



12



13



1445 (48.4) 1332 (171.8) 1313 (55.4)



1428 (98.8)



1189 (409.1) 1103 (181.0) 1093 (21.3) 1090 (122.5) 999 (92.1)



14



15



1354 (79.2) 1274 (127.1) 1259 (191.7) 1197 (216.9) 1154 (446.6) 114 (153.3) 1063 (168.8)



1190 (365.2) 1176 (171.4) 1099 (116.1) 1068 (105.7) 852 (72.5)



1263 (170.7) 1253 (145.2) 1194 (174.5) 1176 (207.7) 1107 (167.2) 1067 (162.3)



Computed at B3PW91/TZ2P, frequencies are unscaled, and dipole strengths (in parentheses) in units of 10240 esu2 cm2 (ref. 79).
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&CHAPTER 2



Fundamentals of Organic Chemistry



When students confront organic chemistry for the first time, the discipline appears overwhelming, seemingly a huge collection of unrelated facts: reactants, reagents, solvents, and products. The beauty and power of organic chemistry is that patterns and rules can be discerned to help organize and generalize these facts. Organic chemists talk about functional group transformations and reaction mechanisms to bring order to the field, allowing chemists to design complex syntheses of new materials with great success. This chapter presents four powerful organizing concepts of organic chemistry. As reactions involve making and breaking bonds, we begin the chapter by discussing the two ways bonds can be cleaved. Heterolytic cleavage, creating two radicals, provides the classic definition of bond energy. The alternative is homolytic cleavage, which creates an anion/cation pair. The homolytic cleavage of a X22H bond defines the acid strength of a molecule. We then turn to two general concepts that define the stability (or lack thereof) of cyclic molecules. The first is the ring strain energy that tends to destabilize molecules possessing small rings with distorted bond angles. The chapter concludes with a discussion of aromaticity, an enormously important organizational concept that dates back to the 1880s, yet still challenges careful definition. The emphasis in this and the subsequent chapters will be on the role computational chemistry has played in helping to bring definition and understanding to organic problems.



2.1



BOND DISSOCIATION ENTHALPY



Chemistry is fundamentally about making and breaking bonds. Thus, in order to understand a reaction at its most basic level, one must account for how much energy is required to cleave the appropriate bonds and how much energy will be released when the new bonds are formed. The energy associated with a chemical
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bond, called the bond dissociation enthalpy (BDE), is measured as the energy required for the reaction AB ! A þ B †



(Reaction 2:1)



†



This is a heterolytic cleavage, resulting in two radicals. Computation of the BDE requires simply computing the energies of each of the three species, the molecule AB and the two radicals A and B . Although this computation might seem straightforward at first, the open-shell radicals are inherently different from their closed-shell counterparts: the unpaired electron does not “have” as much correlation energy as the other electrons in the radical or in the closed-shell molecule, because it does not have a partner electron sharing the same space. Some computational methods, therefore, will not treat the open-shell and closed-shell species on equivalent footings. A simple manifestation of this is that a spin-restricted wavefunction is quite suitable for the closed-shell parent, but a spin-unrestricted wavefunction is likely to be required for computing the energies of the open-shell radicals. Representative computed DPEs for a number of simple bond cleavages using a variety of different methodologies are compared with experimental values in Table 2.1. In all of these cases, the necessary radicals are computed with the spin-unrestricted wavefunction. The Hartree – Fock (HF) method seriously underestimates the BDE for all of the examples in Table 2.1. This results from the inherent lesser electron correlation in the radicals than in the parent species, and electron correlation is completely neglected in the HF method. Inclusion of some electron correlation, as in the MP2 †



†



TABLE 2.1. Bond Dissociation Enthalpy (DH298, kcal mol21) of Some Simple Organic Molecules. CH3CH22 2H CH2CH2 2H HCC2 2H CH3O2 2H CH3CH22 2CH3 CH32 2CH3 



HF/6-31G HF/6-31þG HF/aug-cc-pVTZ



78.03 74.37 77.41



87.72 81.52 87.79



98.85 99.66 101.62



64.90 65.89 69.85



62.44 57.78 59.21



60.85 58.84 57.16



B3LYP/6-31G B3LYP/6-31þG B3LYP/6-311þþ G(d,p)a B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ



100.11 99.07 99.0



109.12 108.63 108.2



131.14 131.49 134.5



94.80 95.98 99.3



85.91 82.86



89.05 85.78 84.4



98.45



108.26



134.07



99.61



81.34



84.42



MP2/6-31G MP2/6-31þG MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ



92.87 91.83 102.31



107.85 107.41 117.51



136.74 136.93 147.89



93.94 95.88 111.01



90.84 88.65 92.78



90.95 88.42 92.37



G2MP2 G3a CBS-Qa



102.68 102.0 101.6



112.24 110.2 110.3



135.18 133.4 133.2



104.40 105.0 105.4



90.76



91.05 88.3 90.0



Expt.b



101.1



110.7



133.32



104.6



89.0



90.1



a



Ref. 1; bref. 2.
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method, dramatically improves the estimated BDEs. Nonetheless, with all three basis sets, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) between the predicted and experimental BDEs is greater than 4 kcal mol21, and the values with the largest basis set (aug-cc-pVTZ) are actually inferior to those obtained with either smaller basis set. In a study of the BDE of the C22H bond in 19 small molecules, Radom found that the MAD at the MP2/6-311þG(2df,p)//MP2/6-31G(d) level is 3.6 kcal mol21.3 This error is generally larger than the error associated with the experimental method, and so DPEs obtained using MP2 may be problematic. On the other hand, the composite methods very accurately predict BDEs. The MAD for the molecules listed in Table 2.1 using the G2MP2 method is only 1.3 kcal mol21. The G3 and CBS-Q methods were evaluated for their ability to predict the BDE for a broad selection of molecules, including hydrocarbons, alkyl halides, alcohols, ethers, and amines.1 The MAD for the G3 values (165 values) is 1.91 kcal mol21 and that for CBS-Q (161 values) is 1.89 kcal mol21. Radom determined the C—H BDEs for a set of 22 small organic molecules. The G3(MP2) method performed well, with its MAD of 0.9 kcal mol21, and CBS did even better, with a MAD of only 0.6 kcal mol21.3 Clearly, extensive treatment of electron correlation is required to compute reasonable BDEs, but the computational demands of the composite methods make them prohibitive for any but the smallest molecules. As DFT incorporates electron correlation at a fraction of the computational cost of more traditional ab initio methods, it is potentially an attractive procedure. The MAD of the BDEs predicted by the B3LYP computations for the molecules of Table 2.1 are 3 – 4 kcal mol21, somewhat better than the MP2 methods. For the set of 165 BDEs used in Feng’s study,1 the MAD of the B3LYP values using the 6-31G(d), 6-311þþG(d,p) and 6-311þþD(3df,2p) basis sets were 3.66, 4.63, and 4.23 kcal mol21, respectively. For a set of 23 C22H BDEs, Radom found the MAD of the UB3LYP/ 6-311þG(3df,2p)//UB3LYP/6-31G(d) values was 2.7 kcal mol21, but the estimates were improved using the restricted DFT method: the MAD was then only 1.3 kcal mol21.3 Although these deviations are a bit larger than experimental errors, the DFT values of the BDEs are systematically lower than the experimental values. In fact, the DFT values correlate quite well with experimental or G3 predicted BDEs.4 However, more detailed evaluations of the performance of DFT methods have revealed serious deficiencies. In a study of 57 different bond cleavages, including representative examples of C22H, C22C, O22H, C22N, C22O, C22S, and C22X bonds, both the B3LYP/6-311þG(d,p) and B3PW91/6-311þG(d,p) very poorly predicted the BDEs; their MAD values were 5.7 and 4.4 kcal mol21, respectively, with some individual bond energies in error by 14 kcal mol21.5 On the other hand, the MPW1P86/6-311þG(d,p) BDEs are in satisfactory agreement with experiment (MAD ¼ 1.7 kcal mol21). Gilbert investigated the C22C BDE for a number of branched hydrocarbons using the G3MP2, MP2/6-311þþG(d,p), and B3LYP/ 6-311þþG(d,p) methods (Table 2.2).6 Consistent with the other composite methods, G3MP2 quite accurately predicts the BDEs, with a MAD of 1.7 kcal mol21. The MAD is greater with the MP2 values, but still marginally
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TABLE 2.2. Experimental and Predicted C2 2C BDE (kcal mol21).a



CH32 2CH3 CH3CH22 2CH3 (CH3)2CH2 2CH3 CH3CH22 2CH2CH3 (CH3)3CH32 2CH3 (CH3)2CH2 2CH2CH3 (CH3)3C2 2CH2CH3 (CH3)2CH2 2CH(CH3)2 (CH3)3C2 2CH(CH3)2 (CH3)3C2 2C(CH3)3



Expt.b



G3MP2



MP2c



B3LYP c



90.2 + 0.2 88.5 + 0.5 88.2 + 0.9 86.8 + 0.6 86.9 + 0.7 86.1 + 0.9 84.5 + 0.9 84.5 + 1.1 81.5 + 1.1 77.1 + 1.0



85.9 85.9 85.7 86.0 85.6 85.4 84.7 84.1 82.6 79.8



86.6 87.3 87.8 88.1 88.2 88.1 87.9 87.3 86.3 84.1



81.5 79.1 76.5 76.7 73.7 73.0 69.2 68.2 63.2 56.0



1.7



2.8



13.7



MADd a



Ref. 6; bref. 8; c MP2 and B3LYP were performed with the 6-311þþG(d,p) basis set; dmean absolute deviation.



acceptable at 2.8 kcal mol21. However, B3LYP completely fails to adequately predict BDEs, especially for the larger molecules where the errors are of the order of 20 kcal mol21! This error results from its systematic underestimation of the heats of formation of linear alkanes; Curtiss and colleagues estimated an error of nearly 0.7 kcal mol21 per bond with B3LYP.7 So, although B3LYP might be acceptable for small molecules, its error increases with the size of the molecule, becoming unacceptable even with molecules as small as propane. Undeniably, the composite methods are best suited for prediction of bond dissociation enthalpies. However, these methods may be impractical for many molecules of interest. In these cases, extreme caution must be used with any other computational method. The best situation would be to test the method of choice with a series of related molecules, comparing these computed BDEs with either experimental or high-level computed values to obtain some sort of correlation that would justify the use of the more moderate computational method. 2.1.1



Case Studies of BDE



We next discuss two cases where computational chemistry has assisted in understanding the chemistry related to bond energies. First is the trend in R22X BDE with differing a-substitution, and the second is the difficult case of BDE of oximes. 2.1.1.1 Trends in the R22X BDE The standard thought on alkyl radical stability is that it increases with a-substitution; that is, Me , Et , i-Pr , t-Bu, a trend based on the BDEs of simple alkanes. However, it has also been long recognized that the trend in R22X BDE is dependent on the nature of the X group.9 These differences are clearly presented in the plot shown in Figure 2.1a, where BDEs relative to Me—X are plotted against increasing a-substitution of the R22X molecule. The BDE of the C22H bond decreases with increasing a-substitution. The same is also
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Figure 2.1. Trends in relative C2 2X BDE (0 K, kcal mol21) computed at (a) G3 and (b) 10 B3LYP/6-311þ(3df,2p). Adapted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A, 2005, 109, 7558. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.



true for the C22C bond, although the size of the effect is diminished. However, the exact opposite trend is observed for the C22F and C22OH bonds, and for the C22OMe series, the BDE actually turns over. As expected, the G3 composite method accurately reproduces the experimental BDEs with an MAD of only 0.7 kcal mol21.10 The B3LYP vales are much inferior; the MAD is 7 kcal mol21, well outside the error limits of the experiments. Even more discouraging is that the relation between a-substitution and C22X BDE for the different X groups is not reproduced (Fig. 2.1b). Although the trend of decreasing C22H and C22C BDEs with increasing a-substitution is predicted by the B3LYP values, the a effect is magnified. For the C22F BDE, B3LYP again predicts the correct trend that the bonds become stronger with increasing a-substitution, but the size of the effect is diminished. For the C22OMe bonds, B3LYP predicts a turnover too early with a-substitution. The C22OH trend, which is for increasing bond energies with a-substitution, is incorrectly predicted at B3LYP to have a turnover. B3LYP underestimates BDEs, and the error becomes worse with increasing size of the molecule, consistent with the data in Table 2.2. This is yet another cautionary tale concerning the use of B3LYP to predict bond dissociation enthalpies. As to the origins of the trends expressed in Figure 2.1a, Coote, Pross, and Radom11 noted that the R22X bond lengths increase in the order Me , Et , i-Pr , t-Bu, regardless of the group X. Thus, the distance increases independently of the bond strength; only sterics seemingly affect the bond length. So, for example, with X ¼ F and OH, increasing the a-substitution from Me to t-Bu leads to longer and stronger bonds. The key to understanding these trends is to examine how the charge on the X group varies with a-substitution. The NBO charges are listed in Table 2.3, and two distinct trends are apparent. Not unexpectedly, as X becomes more electronegative, the negative charge on X becomes greater. So, for any alkyl group R, the polarity of the C22X bond increases as C22C , C22O , C22F. More interestingly, as the R group becomes more branched, then charge on X becomes more negative. In other words, a-substitution increases the electron-donating capability of the R
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TABLE 2.3. NBO Charge on X of R2 2X.a R Me Et i-Pr t-Bu a



X ¼ CH3



X ¼ OCH3



X ¼ OH



X¼F



0.000 0.008 0.018 0.028



20.298 20.303 20.309 20.317



20.282 20.285 20.289 20.294



20.387 20.393 20.400 20.407



Computed at MP2, (ref. 11).



group. The upshot is that as a-substitution increases, the C22X bond becomes more polar. Coote, Pross, and Radom argue that the R22X bond can be considered within valence-bond theory as a resonance hybrid of three structures: R : X $ RþX2 $ R2Xþ. As X becomes more electronegative, the RþX2 structure becomes more important. Also, as the degree of a-substitution increases, the RþX2 structure becomes more important. This ionic contribution adds strength to the R22X bond, especially so when X is very electronegative or if R is highly branched. When X ¼ F, the ionic character is very important and increasing a-substitution enhances this polarity, leading to the C22F strength increasing with a-substitution. When X ¼ H or CH3, the ionic contribution is minimal and so the stability of the alkyl radical dominates the trend in BDEs. When X ¼ O, the two trends work in opposite directions, with alkyl stability more important with minimal alkyl branching, and ionic stabilization important with higher alkyl branching. This argument confirms the one put forth by Zavitsas based on the Pauling electronegativity equation.12 2.1.1.2 BDE of Oximes The bond dissociation enthalpy of oximes (Reaction 2.2), a seemingly innocuous example, has been a matter of controversy since the early 1970s when the first iminoxyl radical was isolated. Based on calorimetric measurements of three oximes, which have BDEs in the range of 80.9– 84.3 kcal mol21, Ingold claimed that “unhindered oximes will have O22H bond strengths of about 86 kcal mol21.”13 R1 R2 C55NOH ! R1 R2 C55NO þ H †



†



(Reaction 2:2)



The controversy erupted when, some twenty years later, Bordwell14 reported electrochemical measurements of a series of oximes with BDE values above Ingold’s estimate, some of them well above that estimate (Table 2.4). In a follow-up paper, Bordwell15 reported the BDEs of (t-Bu)2C55NOH and (t-Bu)(1-Ad)C55NOH for comparison with Ingold’s measurements. Bordwell’s electrochemical values suggested that the BDE for these two compounds differ by 3.5 kcal mol21, while Ingold’s EPR equilibrium measurements13 indicate that they are identical. How to reconcile these differing results? Along with re-measuring the BDEs for some select oximes, Pratt and Ingold computed the BDEs of the oximes listed in Table 2.4. They first assessed the dependence of the BDEs on computational
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TABLE 2.4. Experimental and Computed O2 2H BDE (kcal mol21) of Some Oximes. Computed BDEa



Experimental BDE R1 H H Me H Ph i-Pr t-Bu t-Bu t-Bu



R2



Calorimetric



Electrochemical



DFT b



H Me Me Ph Ph i-Pr i-Pr t-Bu 1-Ad



84.3e 82.4a 79.7a 84.3g (82.6)h 80.9g (79.2)h 80.9g (79.2)h



98.2c 95.8c 86.9c 89.0c 87.7 f 86.0i 84.2 f, 82.6i 81.7 f



81.5 83.0, 80.6d 82.6 81.9, 77.4 79.6 80.7 79.5 75.6 75.2, 74.9



CBS-QB3 83.4 85.0, 83.7 85.1 85.3, 81.6 82.5



a



Ref. 16; b(RO)B3LYP/6-311þG(2d,2p)//(U)B3LYP/6-31G(d); csee ref. 14; dvalues in bold are for the Z-conformer; epredicted value from ref. 13; fsee ref. 15; gsee ref. 13; hvalues in parentheses are corrected values from ref. 16; isee ref. 17.



method. Listed in Table 2.5 are the values of the O22H BDE of acetone oxime computed with four different composite methods. These values are clustered near each other, and the value from the best method (CBS-APNO: 84.6 kcal mol21) is in excellent agreement with the predicted value made by Ingold in 1973 (slightly modified by Pratt and Ingold to account for a revised heat of formation of E-azobenzene to 84.3 kcal mol21). Given the general excellent performance of the composite methods to predict BDEs, these computed results hint that Bordwell’s values may be erroneous. As expected, the DFT prediction of the BDE of acetone oxime is too low; however, some of the molecules of interest are too large to be treated by the composite methods. Hence, the DFT BDEs are the only computed values available. Listed in Table 2.4 are BDEs for seven oximes at both CBS-QB3 and DFT, indicating that DFT underestimates the values by about 3 – 4 kcal mol21. We might anticipate a larger error with even bigger molecules, based on the studies described above. The CBS-QB3 and DFT values clearly disagree with the electrochemical experimental values. The CBS-QB3 values are 5–10 kcal mol21 below Bordwell’s TABLE 2.5. O2 2H BDE (298 K, kcal mol21) of Acetone Oxime.a Method G3MP G3 CBS-QB3 CBS-APNO DFTa a



BDEb 86.5 85.9 85.1 84.6 82.6



See ref. 16; b(RO)B3LYP/6-311þG(2d,2p)//(U)B3LYP/6-31G(d).
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values, but the agreement with the calorimetric values is excellent. DFT predicts that the BDEs of (t-Bu)2C55NOH and (t-Bu)(1-Ad)C55NOH differ by no more than 0.7 kcal mol21, which again is in agreement with the calorimetric results and significantly different than the electrochemical results. The BDEs determined by the electrochemical method are clearly incorrect, perhaps due to the role of solvent, particularly in its ability to hydrogen bond, in these experiments. Pratt and Ingold conclude “(t)hus, after a 12 year hiatus, order has been restored to the O22H BDEs.” The computational work was critical to resolving the experimental disagreements.



2.2



ACIDITY



As an alternative to what was discussed in the previous section, bond cleavage can occur heterolytically, with the two bonding electrons accompanying one of the atoms of the former bond, creating an anion and cation pair. The most important example of the heterolytic cleavages is for A22H bonds, where cleavage results in the anion A2 and a proton (Reaction 2.3). This process is better known as defining the chemistry of an acid, and the energy required to perform this cleavage determines the acidity of the A22H species. A22H ! A þ Hþ :



(Reaction 2:3)



Because computational chemistry typically models the gas phase, Reaction (2.3) defines the gas-phase acidity of the Brønsted acid AH. This can also be termed the deprotonation energy (DPE). Gas-phase acidities have been well studied by experiment,18,19 often as the reverse of Reaction 2.1, defining in this case the proton affinity of the Brønsted base A2. Computed acidities have been reported since the dawn of the age of computational chemistry. Instead of taking a historical walk through this development, we present the highlights of the methodological developments necessary to accurately compute DPEs motivated by the results presented in Table 2.6. This table presents the DPEs of acetic acid, acetone, and propene computed with the Hartree – Fock, MP2, MP4, B3LYP, and G2MP2 methods, using a variety of basis sets. For all cases, the geometry of the acid and its conjugate base were completely optimized at the level under consideration, except for the MP4 energies, which were computed using the MP2 geometries. The computed enthalpy of deprotonation is reported to allow for the best comparison with the experimental enthalpies of reaction. A very striking dependency on the make-up of the basis set is readily apparent from the data of Table 2.6. Although the DPEs increase by 1 – 6 kcal mol21 with the addition of polarization functions, the effect of added diffuse functions is much larger. Regardless of the computational method, diffuse functions reduce the DPEs by some 10 – 20 kcal mol21! The role of diffuse functions is to properly describe the tail behavior of orbitals, especially those in electron-rich systems where electron – electron repulsion leads to a more extensive distribution than usual. Kollmar20 first recognized that diffuse functions dramatically aid in
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TABLE 2.6. Deprotonation Enthalpiesa for Acetic Acid, Acetone, and Propene. Method



Acetic Acid



Acetone



Propene



HF/6-31G HF/6-31G(d) HF/6-31þG(d) HF/6-31þG(d,p) HF/6-311þG(2d,p)



354.71 359.67 348.90 353.02 353.69



383.91 390.90 377.74 378.46 378.90



412.66 415.72 398.63 398.81 398.97



MP2/6-31G MP2/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31þG(d) MP2/6-31þG(d,p) MP2/6-311þG(2d,p)



360.60 356.72 339.91 346.15 345.16



385.05 386.43 367.41 370.88 367.65



412.35 412.02 389.50 392.64 388.34



MP4/6-31Gb MP4/6-31G(d)b MP4/6-31þG(d)b MP4/6-31þG(d,p)b MP4/6-311þG(2d,p)b



354.68 358.16 341.11 347.53 346.42



386.09 388.39 369.37 373.10 370.15



414.87 413.72 391.99 395.50 391.45



B3LYP/6-31G B3LYP/6-31G(d) B3LYP/6-31þG(d) B3LYP/6-31þG(d,p) B3LYP/6-311þG(2d,p)



354.41 359.18 342.28 345.66 346.10



381.82 385.85 368.01 368.43 368.05



407.81 408.82 388.45 388.35 387.90



G2MP2



346.90



369.81



390.45



368.8



391.1



Expt. a



c



348.7 b



Enthalpies computed using the unscaled vibrational frequencies; computed at MP4SDTQ//MP2 with the vibrational frequencies from the MP2 calculation; cref. 19.



determining the proton affinity of methyl anion. However, it was a communication by Schleyer21 that really highlighted their critical necessity in describing anions in order to obtain reasonable DPEs and popularized their wide use. Even with diffuse functions, expanded valence space and multiple polarization functions, the DPEs predicted by the HF method are too high—here from 5 to 10 kcal mol21 too large, which is a typical performance. Inclusion of electron correlation is needed to improve the computational results. In fact, DPEs obtained using MP2/6-31þG(d) are frequently within 3 kcal mol21 of experiment,22 although that is not the case for acetic acid. For some carbon acids, higher orders of perturbation were not helpful.22 For the examples listed in Table 2.6, the MP4 DPEs are all larger than the values obtained at MP2, and the MP4/6-311þG(2d,p) DPEs are within 1.4 kcal mol21 of the experimental values. Clearly, quite reasonable DPEs can be obtained at the MP2 level, with slight improvement achieved by increasing to MP4. Density functional theory offers partial treatment of electron correlation at drastically reduced computational cost relative to other post-HF methods. How well does DFT account for acidity? DPEs computed using the popular B3LYP method are listed in Table 2.6. As with the other methods, diffuse functions are essential for reasonable estimation of DPEs using B3LYP. With a set of diffuse functions,
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even the smallest basis set tried (6-31þG(d)) produced quite satisfactory results; the DPEs of acetone and propene are predicted within 2.5 kcal mol21 of the experimental values, but that of acetic acid is off by 6.5 kcal mol21. For a set of 45 acids, the average absolute error for the B3LYP/6-31þG(d)-predicted DPEs is 4.7 kcal mol21.23 Improvement of the basis set leads to smaller errors. With the B3LYP/6-311þG(2d,p) method, even the DPE of acetic acid is predicted with an error less than 2.5 kcal mol21. For the set of 45 acids, the average error is only 2.1 kcal mol21 with the B3LYP/6-311þþG(3df,2pd) level. Merrill and Kass have examined a series of alternative functionals for predicting the DPEs of a set of 35 anions.24 They find that not all functionals are appropriate for predicting DPEs. In particular, Slater’s local exchange function, whether coupled with a local (S-VWN) or nonlocal (S-LYP) correlation functional, fails to adequately predict DPEs, having average unsigned errors of 10– 20 kcal mol21. The BVWN and BLYP functionals perform somewhat better, with average errors of about 4 kcal mol21 when aug-cc-pVTZ or similar basis sets are employed. However, the B3PW91 functional, with diffuse-augmented, polarized double- or triple-zeta basis sets have average errors of 2.5 kcal mol21 or less. Thus, very reasonable estimates of acidities can be made with fairly inexpensive methods, as long as a hybrid functional (B3LYP, B3PW91, and so on) is employed. As larger basis sets and increased treatment of correlation improve the prediction of acidities, the composite methods potentially offer particular value. In a paper describing the CBS-4 and CBS-Q methods, Petersson notes the excellent agreement with experiment these two methods give for the deprotonation energies of benzene and ethylene.25 Wiberg26 examined 16 small acids using the CBS-4, CBS-Q, G2MP2, and G2 methods. All four of these methods give excellent results, with average unsigned errors ranging from 1.8 kcal mol21 with CBS-4 to 1.1 kcal mol21 with G2. As we will discuss next a number of interesting carbon acidity cases, it is worth concluding here with a look at the relative performance of some reasonable methods in predicting the DPEs of simple hydrocarbons. Table 2.7 presents the gas-phase DPEs for six compounds using methods that should be adequate, based on the discussions above. Excluding the DPE of cyclohexane, G2MP2, MP2/ 6-311þþG(d,p), and B3LYP/6-311þþG(d,p) all produce acceptable results, TABLE 2.7. Gas-Phase DPEs for Some Carbon Acids.a Compound



MP2b



B3LYPc



G2MP2



Expt.d



Ethyne Cyclopentadiene Ethane Cyclopropane Toluene Cyclohexane



379.3 348.0 420.9 414.0 384.4 413.5



376.7 353.7 418.9 413.1 380.9 411.9



377.4 354.0 420.5 413.1 382.9 414.5



379.5 353.9 420.1 412 380.8 404.0



3.7 2.5



2.2 1.1



2.7 1.2



ASEe Errore



DH (298 K) in kcal mol21, ref. 27; b MP2/6-311þþG(d,p); c B3LYP/6-311þþ G(d,p); dref. 19; eAverage unsigned error, values in bold omit cyclohexane data. a
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with B3LYP doing a very fine job (average error of only 1.1 kcal mol21).27 Given the quality of the predictions made by these computational methods, the very large disagreement between the computed and experimental DPE of cyclohexane really calls into question the experimental result. 2.2.1



Case Studies of Acidity



2.2.1.1 Carbon Acidity of Strained Hydrocarbons The difference in the formal hybridization at carbon accounts for the relative acidities of alkanes versus alkenes versus alkynes. The greater the s-character of the carbon of the C22H bond of interest, the more acidic is that proton. Of interest here is extension of this idea to strained compounds, which may employ greater or lesser s-character to accommodate the unusual geometries. Will these compounds have acidities that reflect their hybridization? Are strained hydrocarbons more acidic than their unstrained analogs? The general answer to these questions is yes. In 1989, DePuy and coworkers measured the gas-phase deprotonation energies of a number of small alkanes using the reaction of hydroxide with alkyltrimethylsilanes in a flowing afterglowselected ion flow tube.28 Their experimental DPEs for some simple alkanes are listed in Table 2.8. The DPE of cyclopropane, 411.5 kcal mol21, is much lower than that of a typical acyclic alkane (415–420 kcal mol21). Cyclobutane is less acidic than cyclopropane, reflecting the diminished s-character of its C22H bonds. Also in Table 2.8 are the computed DPEs using MP2/6-31þG , and again very good agreement is seen between the computed and experimental data. Since the 1990s, theoreticians and experimentalists have examined more exotic strained hydrocarbons. Noting a previous study indicating that cubane exchanged hydrogen faster than cyclopropane,29 Ritchie and Bachrach computed the DPE of cubane and cyclopropane.30 They first obtained the energy difference between the neutral species and its conjugate base at MP2/6-31þG//HF/6-31þG. They then corrected for the absence of polarization function by adding in the difference in the DPE using the HF/6-31þG and HF/6-31þG energies and corrected for the difference in zero-point vibrational energies using vibrational frequencies computed at AM1. Their estimated value for cyclopropane was 413.1 kcal mol21, within the error bars of the experimental value. Their estimate for the DPE of cubane was TABLE 2.8. DPEs (DH, kcal mol21) of Some Simple Alkanes. Alkane



Expt.a



MP2b



Ethane Propane (C12 2H) (C22 2H) Cyclopropane Cyclobutane



420.1



420.5



415.6 419.4 411.5 417.4



415.6 417.9 413.7 417.2



a



Ref. 28, with error bars of +2 kcal mol21; bMP2/6-31þG .
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406.3 kcal mol21, indicating that cubane was in fact much more acidic than cyclopropane. Eaton and Kass subsequently measured the gas-phase DPE of cubane to be 404 kcal mol21.31 This is in excellent agreement with the computational prediction. Eaton and Kass also obtained a value of 404.7 kcal mol21 for the DPE of cubane at a slightly better computational level (MP2/6-31þG(d)// MP2/6-31þG(d)þZPE). Kass and Prinzbach examined the acidity of the next larger hydrocarbon analog of the platonic solids, dodecahedrane 1.32 The MP2/6-31þG(d)//HF/6-31þG(d) computed DPE of 1 is 406.7 kcal mol21. This level of theory overestimates the DPEs of related hydrocarbons by about 1.6 kcal mol21, leading to a corrected estimate of 405.1 kcal mol21 for the DPE of 1, similar to that of cubane. (The DPE of 1 is 405.4 kcal mol21 when computed with B3LYP/6-31þG(d).) In the FTMS experiments, 1 was deprotonated by amide to produce the dodecahedryl anion 1cb, which then deprotonates ethylamine, dimethylamine, and water. This allows an experimental assignment of 402 + 2 kcal mol21 for the DPE of 1, somewhat below the computational estimate. Kass and Prinzbach argued that the increased acidity of 1 relative to acyclic simple hydrocarbons (Table 2.8) results from the spread of anionic charge over a number of carbon atoms in 1cb. The Mulliken charge for the deprotonated carbon is only 20.38 e, significantly less than the charge at the deprotonated carbon of the cubyl anion (20.86 e).



3,3-Dimethylcyclopropene (2) is another highly strained species. Because the C22H coupling constant, a measure of the s-character of the C22H bond, for 2 is similar to that of acetylene, their acidities and C22H bond strengths are likely to be similar. Kass computed the DPE of 2 to be 381.9 (B3LYP/6-31þG(d)) and 383.6 (G3) kcal mol21.33 Gas-phase experiments using both bracketing techniques via flowing afterglow spectroscopy and kinetic exchange between 2 and methoxide in an FTMS give DHacid ¼ 382.7 + 1.3 kcal mol21, indicating excellent agreement between experiment and computation. It is also very similar to the acidity of acetylene, DHacid ¼ 376.9 kcal mol21, as expected. Next, Kass determined the electron affinity of 2r by electron transfer from 2cb to a set of reference compounds. The experimental value of 37.6 + 3.5 kcal mol21 is in close agreement with the B3LYP/6-31þG(d) and G3 values of 35.1 and 37.4 kcal mol21, respectively. Using the thermodynamic cycle shown in Scheme 2.1, Kass was able to estimate the bond dissociation energy of 2 as 106.7 kcal mol21. This is again in excellent accord with the computed values: 103.3 (B3LYP) and 107.2 (G3) kcal mol21. This bond dissociation energy is much more similar to 13
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Scheme 2.1.



that of methane (104.9 kcal mol21) than acetylene (132.8 kcal mol21). It appears that the radical 2r is more stable than expected. Kass argued that 2r is stabilized by an interaction between the radical orbital on C1 and s(C2 – C3) orbital. This allows the radical to delocalize, especially onto C3. As listed in Scheme 2.2, the spin densities at C1 and C3 are quite similar, at 0.59 and 0.34, respectively. A further manifestation of this delocalization is the short C1 – C3 ˚ ) in 2r compared to that in 2 (1.512 A ˚ ). This orbital interaction is distance (1.493 A negligible in the anion 2cb because it is a filled– filled interaction. The charge density is much more localized onto C1 for 2a than is the spin density for 2r. Consequently, 2r is more stable than expected, leading 2 to have a smaller BDE than anticipated. 2 thus has the “acidity of an acetylene but the bond energy of methane.”33 The last example is the acidity of the ethynyl-expanded cubane 3. Inspired by the synthesis of the methoxy-substituted buta-1,3-diynediyl expanded cubane 4,34 Bachrach examined some of the properties of its smaller homolog 3.35 Since the



Scheme 2.2.
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TABLE 2.9. Free Energy (kcal mol21) for Deprotonation. Compound Cubane Propyne 5 2-Butyne 6 Pent-1,4-diyne 7 3-Ethynylpenta-1,4-diyne 8 3



B3LYP/6-31þG(d)



MP2/6-31þG(d)



Expt.



399.8 371.6 377.8 346.8 325.9 316.1



397.6 377.1 382.5 353.7 334.1 (325.2)c (327.6)d



396.5a 381.5b



a



Ref. 31; bref. 37; cestimated using Eq. (2.1); destimated using Eq. (2.2), see ref. 36.



s-character of the C22H bonds of 3 should be large and its conjugate base 3cb can potentially delocalize the anion into three neighboring alkynyl units, 3 might be quite acidic.



Merrill and Kass demonstrated that MP2/6-31þG(d) DPEs are in excellent agreement with experimental values, due to fortuitous cancellations of errors.24 However, computation of 3, and (especially) 3cb is prohibitively expensive with this method. B3LYP/6-31þG(d) is a much more tractable method; however, it underestimates the value of the deprotonation energy. Bachrach therefore computed the free energy for deprotonation of a number of compounds related to 3, namely cubane and 5–8, with both the MP2 and B3LYP methods (Table 2.9). These values correlate well, providing the relationship in Eq. (2.1) for estimating the MP2 DPE from the B3LYP value. The estimated free energy of deprotonation of 3 is extremely small, at only 325.2 kcal mol21. In a follow-up study, Bachrach36 developed a more refined method for estimating the MP2 value of the DPE (Eq. 2.2), where N3MR, N4MR, and Ntrip are the number of three-member rings, four-member rings, and triple bonds, respectively. This estimate for the free energy of deprotonation of 3 with Eq. (2.2) is 327.6 kcal mol21. Compounds with similar acidities include methyl- and fluorobenzoic acids and lysine! DG(MP2) ¼ 0:936DG(B3LYP) þ 29:3 DG(MP2) ¼ 0:897DG(B3LYP)  2:031N3MR  0:509N4MR þ 0:062Ntrip þ 42:28



(2:1) (2:2)
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What makes 3 such a strong acid? The propargyl proton is acidic because the resulting anion can be delocalized into the p-bond of the adjacent triple bond, giving rise to resonance structures 9A and 9B. This latter resonance structure is likely to predominate, because the anion resides in a formal sp 2 orbital rather than the formal sp3 orbital of 9B. The participation of 9B requires that the Ct;;Ct22R angle be bent, reflecting the allenic character of the anion. The structures of 5cb, 7cb, 8cb, and 3cb are drawn in Figure 2.2. The Ct;;Ct22H angles in 5cb, 7cb, and 8cb are 121.98, 141.58, and 153.98, respectively. The angle is wider with increasing number of triple bonds, reflecting delocalization into each triple bond, resulting in less negative charge at each terminal carbon and less sp2 character. This is also evident in the decreasing terminal C22C bond lengths in the series 5cb, 7cb, and 8cb, suggesting lessened allenic character to each triple bond. The participation of the allenic resonance structure is seen in 3cb by the strong kink along each edge that terminates at the anion carbon: the Ct;;Ct22C angle is 136.68.



Figure 2.2. B3LYP/6-31þG optimized geometries.35
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The addition of more triple bond fragments that can conjugate with the anionic center allows for ever greater stabilization of the anion, leading to the reduction in deprotonation energy in the series 5 (377.1 kcal mol21) to 7 (353.7 kcal mol21) to 8 (334.1 kcal mol21). As the anion of 3cb can also interact with three triple bonds, it is reasonable to expect that the DPE of 3 should be similar to that of 8. However, 3 is about 9 kcal mol21 more acidic than 8. The additional factor contributing to the enhanced acidity of 3 is strain relief upon deprotonation. The ring strain energy (see Section 2.3) is 48 kcal mol21, but that of 3cb is only 29.2 kcal mol21. This energy difference in strain energies perfectly accounts for the difference in DPEs of 3 and 8. Predicted to be even more acidic is the hydrocarbon 10, the diethynyl-expanded cubane. The free energy of deprotonation of 10 is 309.4 kcal mol21 using Eq. (2.2).36 The DPE of 10 is so small due to the resonance stabilization of the conjugate base. The formal anion can be delocalized into the three adjacent diethynyl groups, giving rise to seven different resonance structures. This is an amazingly small DPE for a pure hydrocarbon. Organic molecules with comparable acidities include TNT and 2,3-dinitrophenol.



2.2.1.2 Origin of the Acidity of Carboxylic Acids Why are carboxylic acids so acidic? This question makes sense only when the acidities of carboxylic acids are compared with some reference compound(s). The usual comparison is between carboxylic acids and alcohols, because an O22H bond is cleaved when both act as acids. The standard textbook explanation for the difference in acidity between alcohols and carboxylic acids resides in the stability of the resulting anions. So, for example, when methanol loses a proton, the negative charge in the resulting anion (methoxide) is localized largely on oxygen. However, when formic acid loses a proton, its conjugate base (11) can be written as two equivalent resonance structures, indicating delocalization of charge onto both oxygen atoms. This delocalization reduces the electron – electron repulsion. Therefore, the stability of 11 leads to the enhanced acidity of formic acid over methanol.
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In 1984, Siggel and Thomas38 first presented the case that resonance plays a minor role in explaining the acidity of carboxylic acids. They separated the deprotonation process into two components. The first process is the loss of the proton from the acid. This energy can be computed as the negative of the electrostatic potential (2V ) at the site of the acidic proton within the neutral acid. The second step is the reorganization of the electrons and the nuclei to produce the ground state of the anion. The energy associated with this step, the relaxation energy R, Siggel and Thomas associated with the resonance stabilization. They reported the difference in the potential and relaxation energies for acetic acid and 2-propanol at HF/3-21þG; the values are DV ¼ 239.7 kcal mol21 and DR ¼ 10.6 kcal mol21. They conclude that the enhanced acidity is largely due not to resonance but rather to the less negative potential at the hydrogen in the acid than in the alcohol. The carbonyl group inductively polarized the O22H bond, making the hydrogen more positively charged than the hydrogen of an alcohol. Schleyer challenged this argument on the basis that the relaxation energy R does correspond to the concept of resonance energy typically used by organic chemists.39 He rightfully pointed out that the reference used by Siggel and Thomas, the hypothetical anion formed by the loss of a proton with no relaxation of the electron density nor nuclear geometry, is not the appropriate reference. The typical model for resonance energy is instead the energy difference between the anion and a hypothetical anion, where all of the electron pairs are localized within one Lewis structure. This, however, was not the end of the challenge to the orthodox model for the acidity of carboxylic acids. Siggel, Thomas and Streitwieser40 examined the changes in charge distribution upon deprotonation of formic acid and methanol (Table 2.10). Although the absolute magnitude of the charges obtained by the topological method and natural population analysis (NPA) differ dramatically, the changes in atomic charge upon deprotonation predicted by the two methods are similar. The oxygen of the hydroxy group gains about 0.2 e after deprotonation of either formic acid or ethanol. The resonance model suggests this oxygen in formic acid should gain fewer electrons than that of ethanol, becuase charge should be delocalized to the other oxygen. However, the carbonyl oxygen is quite negatively charged and so it can accept only a little additional charge upon deprotonation of formic acid. As extensive charge redistribution is not occurring upon TABLE 2.10. Atomic Chargesa of Formic Acid, Ethanol and Their Conjugate Bases. Topological



NPA



Compound



C5 5O



C5 5O



O2 2H



C5 5O



C5 5O



O5 5H



HCO2H HCO2 2



21.39 21.50



þ1.97 þ2.11 C1 þ0.67 þ1.06



21.30 21.50 O 21.25 21.49



20.69 20.90



þ0.81 þ0.81 C1 20.04 þ0.05



20.79 20.90 O 20.82 21.05



CH3CH2OH CH3CH2O2 a



Computed at HF/6-31þG , see ref. 40.
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deprotonation of formic acid, Siggel, Thomas and Streitwieser argue that the enhanced acidity is due to inductive polarization in formic acid. The carbonyl group withdraws charge from the proton, reducing the potential at the hydrogen, making it easier to remove as a bare proton. Although a number of authors41 – 44 have disputed these results and conclusions, two papers published in the early 2000s have added considerable support to the notion of the importance of the inductive effect in explaining the acidity of carboxylic acids. Rablen45 employed carefully constructed isodesmic reactions to assess the relative contribution of resonance (DEres) and electrostatics (DEel) in enhancing the acidity of carboxylic acids. In order to assess the enhanced acidity of acetic acid, Rablen chose tert-butanol as the reference system, arguing that C22C bonds are less polar than C22H bonds, and thereby eliminating the polarization effects that may be inherent in smaller alcohol reference molecules, like methanol or ethanol. The proton exchange shown in Reaction (2.4) defines the relative acidities of acetic acid versus tert-butanol. Using the CBS-Q method, acetic acid is 27.9 kcal mol21 more acidic than tert-butanol. DE ¼ 27:9 kcal mol ðReaction 2.4Þ Rablen next partitioned this enhanced acidity into a resonance and electrostatic contribution, as shown in Eq. (2.3). The factor of 2 for the electrostatic component reflects the contribution of two additional C22O bonds (one s and one p) in acetic acid relative to tert-butanol: DEacid enhancement ¼ DEres þ 2DEel



(2:3)



With two unknowns in Eq. (2.3), another equation is needed in order to solve for the values of these contributions. Rablen suggested that acetic acid could act as a base and experience the same type of resonance stabilization as afforded acetate ion. Reaction (2.5) presents the relative basicity of acetic acid vs. acetone. At CBS-Q, acetic acid is 6.2 kcal mol21 less basic than acetone. This energy difference can again be partitioned into an electrostatic and resonance contribution, but in this case resonance enhances the basicity, but electrostatic interactions diminish it by destabilizing the resulting conjugate acid (Eq. 2.4). Solving for the resonance and electrostatic contributions using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) yields DEel ¼ 211.4 kcal mol21 per bond and DEres ¼ 5.2 kcal mol21. Therefore, resonance accounts for only 20% of the enhanced acidity of acetic acid, the remainder coming from electrostatic effects. DE ¼ 27:9 kcal mol



(Reaction 2:5Þ DEbase enhancement ¼ DEres  DEel



(2:4)
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TABLE 2.11. B3LYP/6-311G DPEs (kcal mol21) of 12–14.a n



12



13



14



1 2 3



321.5 314.8 310.9



334.1 327.1 322.0



351.9 339.4 331.3



a



Ref. 46.



An alternative approach towards quantifying the contributions of resonance and electrostatic/inductive effects was offered by Holt and Karty.46 They assessed the resonance contribution towards the enhanced acidity of carboxylic acids by comparing the deprotonation energies of a series of conjugated hydroxyaldehydes in their planar (12) versus perpendicular (13) conformations. This perpendicular reference should have the same inductive effect as the planar conformation but should lack the resonance effect. The DPEs for these two sets of compounds with n ¼ 1–3 are listed in Table 2.11. A plot of the difference in these deprotonation energies with n is linear, and extrapolating back to n ¼ 0 gives a value of 13.5 kcal mol21. This is an estimate of the resonance energy contribution to the acidity enhancement of formic acid.



To assess the inductive effect, Holt and Karty employed the reference series 14. The DPEs of these compounds are listed in Table 2.11. The terminal methyl group should make no inductive contribution. The resonance energy of the molecules in the series 14 should be equal to their analog in the 13 series. Therefore, the difference in DPEs between 13 and 14 should reflect solely the inductive effect of the carbonyl group. This difference decreases with increasing n, reflecting the diminishing effect of induction with increasing distance between the groups. Using an exponential function of n to fit these DPE differences, Holt and Karty extrapolate a value of 24.2 kcal mol21 when n ¼ 0. This provides the estimate for the inductive/electrostatic contribution to the acidity enhancement of formic acid. Combined with their estimate for the resonance energy above, this estimates that the DPE of formic acid is 37.7 kcal mol21 less than that of methanol. The B3LYP/6-31þG computed difference for these two compounds is actually 39.0 kcal mol21, showing good internal consistency. With the inductive contribution estimated to be almost twice the size of the resonance contribution, Holt and Karty’s results are in complete agreement with Rablen’s results. These results, coupled with the charge distribution results of Siggel, Thomas, and Streitwieser, provide strong evidence that the classic textbook explanation that resonance stabilization of the resulting anion accounts for why carboxylic acids are acidic is misleading, if not erroneous. The inductive effect is the dominant player.
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2.2.1.3 Polydeprotonation of Benzene and Lithiated Benzenes For the vast majority of compounds, removal of the second proton, forming a dianion, is much more difficult than the removal of the first proton. For example, the DPE of benzene, computed at MP2/6-311þG(d,p), is 400.0 kcal mol21 (ref. 47), which is in quite acceptable agreement with the experimental48 value of 401.7 + 0.5 kcal mol21. Loss of a second proton gives one of three isomers: the o-, m-, or p-dianions shown in Figure 2.3. The calculated phenyl anion DPEs are 512.1, 495.6, and 490.9 kcal mol21 to obtain the o-, m-, or p-dianions, respectively. These energies reflect the relative stability of the dianions. The most stable dianion, the para isomer, has the two formal carbanion centers as far from each other as possible to minimize their repulsions. As the two carbanions get closer, their energies increase, leading to larger DPEs. The very large energies needed to form the dianions suggests that making such polyanions will be extremely difficult. Organolithium compounds often have unusual geometries, particularly the propensity for lithium to bridge across formal carbanion centers.49 Some examples are shown in Figure 2.4. The dilithiomethane dimer 15 has two lithium atoms bridging across the two carbon atoms. The most stable structure of dilithiacetylene has the two lithium atoms bridging across the triple bond (16).50,51 There are two local minima for 1,2-dilithioethene, the trans isomer 17 and the cis isomer 18.52 The cis isomer forces the two anionic orbitals to be near each other, and so the trans isomer, based solely on the anionic component, should be lower in energy. In both 17 and 18, the lithium atoms bridge the two carbons, although the more effective bridging is



Figure 2.3. Deprotonation enthalpy (kcal mol21) of phenyl anion at MP2/6-311þG(d,p).47



Figure 2.4. MP2/6-31þG(d) optimized structures of some organolithium compounds.
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Figure 2.5. MP2/6-311þG(d,p) optimized structures of 20–22.47



possible when the two anions are on the same side. The result is that the two isomers are nearly isoenergetic, with the trans isomer only 0.2 kcal mol21 more stable than the cis isomer at MP2/6-31þG(d). 1,4-Dilithiobutadiene 19 also exhibits the bridging capability of lithium across carbanion centers.53,54 Conjecturing that lithium bridging might stabilize dianions of benzene, Bachrach and Kass examined the deprotonation of phenyllithium.47 They optimized the structure of three isomers: deprotonation from the ortho (20), meta (21), and para (22) positions. These MP2/6-311þG(d,p) optimized structures are drawn in Figure 2.5. The deprotonation energies of phenyllithium leading to 20 – 22 are listed in Table 2.12. The most stable anion of the three is 20, where the lithium cation can strongly interact with both formal carbanion centers. The greater separation of the carbanion centers in the para isomer means much less electrostatic repulsion, and outweighs the better electrostatic interactions between the lithium cations and the carbanions in the meta isomer, resulting in 22 being more stable than 21. The DPE of phenyllithium to give 20 is about 10 kcal mol21 less than the DPE of benzene itself! The collision-induced dissociation of 22 did produce the (C6H4)22Liþ species, confirming the stability of this ion.47 In a follow-up study, Bachrach55 examined the deprotonation of polylithiated benzenes. The free energies for the deprotonation of phenyllithium to pentalithiobenzene computed at B3LYP/6-311þG(d,p) are listed in Table 2.13. All of these are in fact lower than the free energy for the deprotonation of benzene (391.8 kcal mol21 at this same computational level). This shows the enormous stabilizing effect of the lithium cation for carbanion centers, especially when bridging across multiple carbanions is possible. TABLE 2.12. Deprotonation Enthalpy (kcal mol21) of Phenyllithium.a Product 20 21 22 a



MP2/6-311þG(d,p)



MP4/6-311þG(d,p)b



B3LYP/6-311þG(d,p)



389.5 401.3 396.8



390.5 401.4 397.4



389.8 404.3 400.2



Thermal corrections were made using the HF/6-31þG(d) frequencies, see ref. 47. bUsing the MP2/ 6-311 þ G(d,p) geometry.
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TABLE 2.13. B3LYP/6-3111G(d,p) Free Energies for the Deprotonation of Polylithiated Benzene.a Compound C6H5Li C6H4Li2 C6H3Li3 C6H2Li4 C6HLi5 a



2.3



DG 382.7 368.0 365.0 377.4 378.3



Ref. 55.



RING STRAIN ENERGY



Among the many interesting properties of cyclic compounds, none has captured the attention of physical and synthetic organic chemists as has their strain energy. Rings, especially small rings, require angles about the atoms that deviate from their normal value in acyclic species. The angular deviation results in a high-energy molecule, a ring strain. This ring strain energy (RSE) can be exploited to drive reactions, often reactions that are difficult in the absence of the ring. For example, nucleophilic substitution of ethers is uncommon, but substitution reactions of epoxides are widely utilized.56 We begin by addressing the methods for quantifying the strain energy. A cyclic compound is strained because it has greater energy than an unstrained analog. The key concept in evaluating RSE is, therefore, finding a suitable reference system. What are the ring strain energies of the simple hydrocarbon rings cyclopropane (23) and cyclobutane (24)? These rings are made up of methylene groups, CH2 fragments, just like the interior carbons in straight-chain, unstrained alkanes. The difference in energy between, say, n-hexane and n-pentane can be attributed to the energy of the extra, unstrained methylene group; we call this energy increment due to the CH2 group E(CH2). Using experimental gas-phase heats of formation,57 E(CH2) ¼ DHf (n-hexane) 2 DHf (n-pentane) ¼ (239.94 2 (235.11)) kcal mol21 ¼ 24.83 kcal mol21. If cyclopropane was unstrained, its energy would be three times this increment: 3 E(CH2) ¼ 3(24.83) ¼ 214.49 kcal mol21. Similarly, the unstrained reference for cyclobutane has an energy of 4 E(CH2) ¼ 219.32 kcal mol21. The energy difference between the actual heats of formation of 23 or 24 and their respective reference energies gives their RSE: RSE(23) ¼ DH f (23)  3 E(CH2 ) ¼ 12:74  (14:49) ¼ 27:23 kcal mol1 RSE(24) ¼ DH f (24)  4 E(CH2 ) ¼ 6:79  (19:32) ¼ 26:11 kcal mol1 : Benson built upon this idea to create a procedure to determine conventional ring strain energy (CRSE).58,59 Benson devised group equivalents, the average energy of chemical groups based on regression analysis of many organic compounds. These group equivalents (GE), when summed together for a given molecule, provide the
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energy of this normal unstrained species. The difference in energy between the actual heat of formation of the cyclic compound and the sum of the appropriate group equivalents is the conventional RSE. The CRSEs for cyclopropane and cyclobutane are CRSE(23) ¼ DH f (23)  3 GE(C  (C)2 (H)2 ) ¼ 12:74  3 ( 4:95) ¼ 27:69 kcal mol1 CRSE(24) ¼ DH f (24)  4 GE(C  (C)2 (H)2 ) ¼ 6:79  4 ( 4:95) ¼ 26:59 kcal mol1 : This approach is not directly amenable to computational chemistry, because most calculations do not provide heats of formation. Although some attempts to create ab initio equivalents have been published,60 – 63 their real failure is that equivalents are not transferable between methods and basis sets, necessitating huge sets of such ab initio equivalents. The alternative approach is to choose molecule(s) that can serve as reference(s) for the strained species. The energy of a balanced chemical reaction where the strained molecule is the reactant and the product is the unstrained reference directly provides the RSE. One simply needs to compute the energies of all species in the appropriate chemical equation, determine the reaction energy, and the RSE is at hand. This method works only if the sole difference between the reactants and the products is the presence of the ring on the reactant side and its absence on the product side. The choice of molecule(s) to serve as the unstrained reference is not unique, nor is the chemical reaction that is ultimately used to compute the RSE. Three methods for generating an appropriate chemical reaction have found utility: the isodesmic reaction, the homodesmotic reaction, and the group equivalent reaction. The RSE is then equal to the negative of the energy of these reactions. For this discussion we will determine the RSE of cyclobutane (24), cyclobutene (25), and oxetane (26). The isodesmic reaction conserves the number of bonds of a given formal type.64 This is accomplished by choosing reference molecules that contain two heavy atoms, preserving the formal bond between them. The four C22C bonds of cyclobutane are preserved in the reference as four ethane molecules. Cyclobutene, having one C55C and three C22C bonds, needs a molecule of ethene and three molecules of ethane as reference. The two C22O bond and two C22C bonds of oxetane translate into two molecules of ethanol and two molecules of ethane. Balancing the reaction to conserve all other bonds leads to the isodesmic reactions (2.6i)– (2.8i). (Reaction 2.6i) ðReaction 2.7iÞ (Reaction 2.8i)
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Although the isodesmic reaction is simple to define and compute, the reactants and products differ by more than just the ring. For example, in Reaction (2.6i), the eight secondary C22H bonds of cyclobutane and the 16 C22H bonds of methane must correlate with the 24 primary C22H bonds of ethane. In Reaction (2.7i), the two Csp222Csp3 bonds correlate with the Csp322Csp3 bond in ethane. These bonds are not of equivalent energy, and so these reaction energies contain contributions from these differences along with the RSE. The homodesmotic reaction65,66 attempts to remove these contributions by conserving (1) the number of carbon (and other heavy) atoms and their state of hybridization and (2) the number of carbon (and other heavy) atoms bearing zero, one, two, and three H atoms. This effectively preserves the bond types, that is, Csp3 – Csp3, Csp222Csp3, and so on. Reference molecules usually contain three heavy atoms. The homodesmotic reactions used to obtain the RSEs of 24 –26 are Reactions (2.6h) – (2.8h), respectively. (Reaction 2.6h)



(Reaction 2.7h)



(Reaction 2.8h) Whereas the homodesmotic reaction is a notable improvement over the isodesmic scheme, it too suffers from inequivalences between reactant and product other than the presence/absence of the ring. In Reaction (2.8h), for example, oxetane has two carbons classified by Benson as C22(C)(O)(H)2, whose group equivalent energy 28.5 kcal mol21. These carbons correspond to C22(C)2(H)2 groups in the product (the methylene of propane), but its group equivalent energy is 24.95 kcal mol21. The energy of Reaction (2.8h) reflects, therefore, not just the RSE but also the difference in the group equivalent energies. The group equivalent reaction67 was developed to eliminate this error. The algorithm for constructing the group equivalent reaction is simple. Every equivalent group in the cyclic molecule must be paired with an equivalent group in a short acyclic molecule in the product. This will typically require molecules having three heavy atoms, although occasionally larger molecules are needed.68 Oxetane contains the following equivalent groups: C22(C)2(H)2, 2C22(C)(O)(H)2, and O22(C)2. The shortest acyclic molecules that contain these groups are propane, ethanol, and dimethyl ether, respectively. These molecules constitute the reference set. The reaction is then balanced by adding small acyclic molecules, usually containing two heavy atoms, selected to balance the equivalent groups in the products. The group equivalent reactions for 24 – 26 are
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given as Reactions (2.6g) – (2.8g). The group equivalent reaction effectively conserves next-nearest neighbors. (Reaction 2.6g) (Reaction 2.7g)



(Reaction 2.8g) The estimates of the RSE for small cyclic alkanes, cyclo-olefins, and cyclic ethers using all three reactions are listed in Table 2.14. The failure of the isodesmotic reaction is readily apparent by examining the RSE of the cyclic alkanes. For the rings having five or more carbon atoms, the isodesmic method predicts that there is no strain energy. Rather, it predicts that these cyclic species are more stable than their acyclic counterparts. The homodesmotic and group equivalent reactions, which are identical for the cyclic alkanes, provide RSEs in excellent agreement with CRSE estimates. For the cycloalkenes, the isodesmic reaction again fails miserably to predict RSE. The homodesmotic reaction systematically overestimates the RSE by about 0.5 kcal mol21 relative to CRSE. The RSEs from the group equivalent reaction are in excellent agreement with CRSE. The RSEs of the cyclic ethers demonstrate the usefulness of the group equivalent scheme. Figure 2.6 plots the RSE against ring size for the cyclic ethers computed with the different schemes. As before, the isodesmic reaction fails by estimating positive reaction energies for the larger rings. The homodesmic reaction fails here in the same way. However, the group equivalent reaction closely mimics the CRSE. The group equivalent algorithm does not specify a unique reaction, only a specification that group equivalents be conserved. The last two entries of Table 2.14 demonstrate two different group equivalent reactions that can be used to estimate the RSE of the cyclic ethers. The results are very similar, indicating that larger reference molecules are not needed to obtain consistent results. The last issue presented in Table 2.14 is the ability to compute RSE. The composite method G2MP2, which closely mimics the results of the more rigorous G2 method, but at a fraction of the computational cost, was used to compute the energies of the species present in the group equivalent reactions for the cycloalkanes, cycloalkenes, and cyclic ethers. The agreement between the RSE predicted with the G2MP2 energies and the experimental heats of formation is outstanding. Figure 2.7a displays the correlation between the experimental and G2MP2 RSE for the entire set of compounds listed in Table 2.14. This plot clearly demonstrates that reaction energies for group equivalent reactions can be very accurately computed. Gordon has shown that RSE computed using HF/6-31G(d)//HF/3-21G and MP2/6-31G(d)//HF/3-21G energies and the homodesmotic equation are in good agreement for the smallest cycloalkanes, differing from each other by no
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TABLE 2.14. RSE (kcal mol21) Evaluated Using the Isodemic, Homodesmotic, and Group Equivalent Reactions.a



Method Isodesmic Homodesmotic Group equiv. CRSEb



19.48 27.72 28.03 27.6



15.77 26.77 26.34 26.2



27.03 6.72 6.54 6.3



216.01 0.48 0.51 0



212.50 6.74 6.69 6.4



211.76 10.23 11.70 9.9



Isodesmic Homodesmotic Group equiv.



40.39 54.18 53.54 55.01 53.7



13.86 30.40 29.92 31.20 29.8



213.24 6.05 5.57 6.09 5.9



220.29 1.74 1.27 1.39 1.4



219.05 5.74 5.26 5.78 5.4



221.06 6.48 6.00



10.42 21.39 27.51 27.11 27.65 27.52 27.6



6.00 19.72 25.84 25.59 25.98 26.00 26.4



216.54 20.07 6.05 6.25 6.19 6.65 6.7



223.66 24.45 1.67 1.47 1.82 1.87 2.2



CRSEb



Isodesmic Homodesmotic Group equiv.c Group equiv.d CRSEb



6.0



a Values in normal text derived from experimental heats of formation (ref. 57); values in bold are from G2MP2 computed energies; brefs. 58 and 59; cevaluated using the reaction;



d



evaluated using the reaction



more than 1.5 kcal mol21.69 The RSE for all of the cyclic species shown in Table 2.14 have been computed at G2MP2, HF/6-31G(d), and B3LYP/6-31þG(d) using the group equivalent reaction. These values have then been compared with the RSE obtained using the group equivalent reaction and experimental heats of formation in the plots shown in Figure 2.7. All three show an excellent linear relationship, indicating that correlation effects cancel in the group equivalent reaction. The best fit is with the composite G2MP2 method, but certainly satisfactory results can
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of RSE and ring size for the cyclic ethers evaluated using CRSE, isodesmic, homodesmotic and group equivalent reactions.



Figure 2.7. Plots of RSE (group equivalent reaction) for the compounds of Table 2.14 determined using experimental heats of formation versus those determined using (a) G2MP2 energies, (b) HF/6-31G(d) energies, or (c) B3LYP/6-31þG(d ) energies.
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be obtained with the relatively cheap HF/6-31G(d) method. On the other hand, the computed values of the RSEs of trioxirane (27) and triaziridine (28) are dependent upon the method.70 The RSE of 27 at HF/6-31G , MP2/6-31G and G2 is 38.8, 29.2, and 33.3 kcal mol21, respectively, but that of 28 is 31.9, 30.1, and 23.4 kcal mol21, respectively. The computational difficulty with these molecules is their many adjacent atoms with lone pairs that require correlated methods for reasonable treatment of the electron distribution.



2.3.1



RSE of Cyclopropane (23) and Cyclobutane (24)



A long-vexing problem for physical organic chemists is why the ring strain energies of cyclopropane (27.6 kcal mol21) and cyclobutane (26.2 kcal mol21) are so similar. If one just considers the C22C22C angles in these two compounds, the distortion of the normal sp3 bond angle from 109.58 to 608 in cyclopropane seems as if it should entail much greater strain than the much smaller distortion (to 908) necessary in cyclobutane. Their similar RSEs can be interpreted as (1) some effect is stabilizing cyclopropane or (2) some effect is destabilizing cyclobutane.71 Most work has emphasized the former—cyclopropane is more stable than might be expected based solely on its ring angles. In order to rationalize the RSEs of cyclopropane and cyclobutane, it is necessary to consider all effects that may stabilize or destabilize them. This process was most completely spelled out by Cremer and Gauss,72 whose arguments are largely presented next. The simplest effect, and earliest to be identified, is the angular deviation about the carbon atoms, called Baeyer strain.73,74 If the bending about the carbon is considered to be like a spring, then the Baeyer strain, DE(B), is proportional to the square of the angle deviation, Da, DE(B) ¼



nka (Da)2 , 2



(2:5)



where ka is the CCC bending force constant. Choosing the bending force constant of ˚ rad22)75 gives the Baeyer strains of cyclopropane and propane (1.071 mdyn . A cyclobutane as 173 and 36 kcal mol21, respectively. The former value is astonishingly large, suggesting that the simple definitions utilized here are inappropriate. Nevertheless, it does reinforce the notion that cyclopropane appears to be much more stable than it ought to be! The first assumption is that the bond angle is 608. Certainly, this is the angle formed by the internuclear line segments. However, Walsh76 argued for bent bonds in strained rings and so the bonding electron density may not necessary follow the
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internuclear path. The topological method developed by Bader77 rigorously defines the maximum electron density path between two bonding atoms, called the bond path. The angle formed between two bond paths originating from the nucleus defines a more reasonable bond angle (called b), reflecting how the electron density deviates from that in a normal unstrained molecule. The values of b in cyclopropane and cyclobutane are 78.88 and 96.58, respectively, leading to Baeyer strain energies of 66.4 for 23 and 15.9 kcal mol21 for 24. The second assumption concerns the value of ka. Cremer and Gauss72 argue for a smaller angle force constant, because 1,3 carbon –carbon interactions are absent in 23, but are present in propane. Using ˚ rad22) and the angle b their best guess for the force constant (k ¼ 0.583 mdyn . A 21 leads to a Baeyer strain in cyclopropane of 41.3 kcal mol and 13.0 in cyclobutane. Cremer later revised the value of the Baeyer strain for cyclopropane, raising it to 46.3 kcal mol21 with the inclusion of anharmonicity effects.71 A Newman projection down the C22C bond of cyclopropane makes readily apparent the next type of strain to be considered. The C22H bonds are all eclipsing, giving rise to what is called Pitzer strain, DE(P).78 Planar cyclobutane has all of its C22H bonds eclipsing as well, but the Pitzer strain can be diminished somewhat when cyclobutane adopts a puckered conformation, leading in fact to its ground state form. As the rotational barrier in ethane is nearly 3 kcal mol21, a first estimate at the Pitzer strain due to a pair of eclipsing C22H bonds is 1 kcal mol21. This leads to DE(P) of 6 kcal mol21 for 23 and 8 kcal mol21 for 24. This needs to be tempered by the fact that C22C22H angle is wider in 23 (118.18) and 24 (114.68) than in ethane (111.78). Substituting in the appropriate value for this angle and computing the energy difference between staggered and eclipsed ethane reduces DE(P) by about 2 kcal mol21 for both 23 and 24. The value for 24 is further reduced due to its puckering, which changes the H22C22C22H dihedral angle from 0.08 to 25.58. This reduces the Pitzer strain on the order of cos(3 * 25.58) or 2 kcal mol21 for 24. Therefore, the final corrected values of DE(P) are 4.0 and 3.9 kcal mol21 for 23 and 24, respectively. Dunitz and Shomaker offered another type of interaction that plays a role in determining RSE: nonbonding 1,3-CC repulsions, DE(DS).79 Cyclopropane does not suffer from this repulsion; however, both cyclobutane and propane are affected. The 1,3-CC repulsion is stronger in cyclobutane than propane because of the shorter distances between the affected carbon atoms, as well as the fact that there are two such repulsions in 24, but only one in propane. No truly satisfactory way of estimating the strength of this effect has been offered. Bauld80 has estimated its magnitude by taking the difference between the computed CNDO/2 energy with and without the Fock matrix elements corresponding to the 1,3-CC interactions. Cremer and Gauss72 argued that these resulting values for DE(DS) are too large. They proposed a scheme of scaling these values and simultaneously fitting them and the force constant necessary for the Baeyer strain. Their estimated values of DE(DS) are 12.5 and 3.2 kcal mol21 for cyclobutane and propane respectively. Keep in mind that because cyclopropane does not have any 1,3-CC interactions, its value of DE(DS) is exactly zero.
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Coulson and Moffitt81 were the first to suggest that the strain energies of small rings might be offset by changes in the hybridization at carbon, resulting in stronger C22H bonds. For example, the C22C bonds of cyclopropane must have high p-character, thereby enhancing the s-character of the bonds to hydrogen. As the s-character of the hybrid orbitals of carbon used to bond to hydrogen is larger in 23 than 24, the RSE of the former will be reduced in 23 relative to 24. The key is how to evaluate the energy associated with the C22H bonds. The experimental bond dissociation energies of cyclopropane82 and propane83 are 106.3 + 0.3 and 98.6 + 0.4 kcal mol21, respectively. Because there are six C22H bonds in cyclopropane, each of which is 7.7 kcal mol21 stronger than the analogous bond in propane, one might conclude that cyclopropane is stabilized by 46.2 kcal mol21 due to its strong C22H bonds. This analysis is flawed by neglecting the fact that the RSE of the cyclopropyl radical is not equivalent to that in cyclopropane. In order to quantify the stabilizing effect of rehybridization at carbon in small rings, two separate computational tacks have been followed. The first approach attempts to determine the energy of a bond in a single molecule using its electron density, and the second approach makes use of isodesmic reaction energies. Cremer and Gauss72 estimated the C22C and C22H bond energies based on the topological method.77 First, they obtained the quantity N(A,B) by integrating the density over the surface between the two bonded atoms A and B: þ



r( r) nA ( r) dS( r):



N(A,B) ¼ R(A,B)



(2:6)



AB



The bond energy was then calculated by multiplying N(A,B) by a scaling factor a(A,B) and dividing by the distance along the bond path between atoms A and B, Rb. Thus, the bond energy BE(A,B) is given by BE(A,B) ¼



aðA,BÞN(A,B) : Rb



(2:7)



The quantities a(C,H) and a(C,C) were fit to the atomization energies of methane and ethane. The resulting bond energies for cyclopropane, cyclobutane, and propane computed using HF/6-31G densities are listed in Table 2.15. As the C22C bonds in 23 are 10.9 kcal mol21 weaker than in propane, its strain energy is about 33 kcal mol21. However, because its C22H bonds are 1.1 kcal mol21 stronger than in propane, the C22H bonds stabilize cyclopropane by about 6 kcal mol21. On the other hand, the C22H bonds of 24 are only slightly stronger (0.4 kcal mol21) than in propane, leading to a stabilization of about 3 kcal mol21, 50% that of 23. Grimme84 suggested an alternative method for evaluating the bond energy, again using topological electron density properties, but using only properties that can be evaluated at the bond critical point (bcp), thereby simplifying the computations.
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TABLE 2.15. Bond Energies (kcal mol21) Computed Using Topological Approaches for 23, 24, and Propane. Bond



BE(A,B)a



BE(A,B)b



C2 2C C2 2H C2 2C C2 2Hax C2 2Heq C2 2C sec-C2 2H C2 2Hi C2 2Hp



71.0 106.6 73.9 105.9 105.9 81.9 105.5 105.2 104.8



73.2 105.8 79.1 104.3



Molecule 23 24



Propane



87.0 104.3



a



Computed using Eq. (2.7), see ref. 72; bcomputed using Eq. (2.8), see ref. 84.



He proposed the relationship shown in Eq. (2.8) for evaluating bond energies:



BE(A,B) ¼ 



cAB 1 E( rBCP(AB) )  AB c2 þ r( rBCP(AB) )



 cAB 3 (Rb  Re )



(2:8)



Schleyer85 refit the parameters for this equation with a larger set of test molecules computed with better methods than Grimme had done. The values for the bond energies of 23, 24 and propane using Schleyer’s parameters for Eq. (2.8) are presented in Table 2.15. Using cyclohexane as the reference for the “strainless” C22H bond, Schleyer estimated that the C22H bond in cyclopropane is 1.95 kcal mol21 stronger, leading to a stabilization energy of 11.7 kcal mol21. The C22H bond in cyclobutane is only 0.46 kcal mol21 stronger than that in cyclohexane, giving a stabilization of only 3.7 kcal mol21. Borden,86 in examining the origin of strain in methylenecyclopropene, computed the energy of Reaction (2.9), an isodesmic reaction, with CASPT2N/6-31G // HF/6-31G . The reaction is quite exothermic: 29.1 kcal mol21 (28.77 kcal mol21 at G2MP2). The analogous reaction for cyclopropane, Reaction (2.10), is also exothermic, DH ¼ 210.0 at G2MP2. Borden claims that this demonstrates the unusually strong C22H bonds of cyclopropane, a claim also supported in similar work by Bach.87,88 Reactions (2.9) and (2.10) can be recast as the group equivalent Reactions (2.11) and (2.12). Both have energies very close to their isodesmic counterparts: 28.66 for Reaction (2.11) and 29.39 kcal mol21 for Reaction (2.12). Nonetheless, all four of these reactions assume that the RSE of the parent three-member ring and its radical are equivalent. The RSE of cyclopropane is 28.0 kcal mol21 at G2MP2 (Table 2.14), but that of the cyclopropyl radical, computed using Reaction (2.13), is 37.4 kcal mol21. It is not obvious how one can partition these RSEs in order to deduce how much of their difference is due to differential C22H bond energies. At best, one can cautiously conclude that the
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C22H bond is stronger in cyclopropane than in propane (or cyclobutane), leading to some reduction in its RSE. The Schleyer estimates of the stabilization due to rehybridization for 23 and 24, namely 11.7 and 3.7 kcal mol21, respectively, appear to be suitable compromise values. (Reaction 2.9) (Reaction 2.10) (Reaction 2.11) (Reaction 2.12) (Reaction 2.13)



We now assess the state of all of these contributions. In Table 2.16, we reproduce the contributions due to Baeyer strain, Pitzer strain, Dunitz – Shomaker strain, and rehybridization that leads to strengthened C22H bonds. We list two values for this last quantity, those provided by Cremer and the revised values of Schleyer. Summing these contributions leads to a value of 25– 26 kcal mol21 for cyclobutane. This is nearly identical to the CRSE of cyclobutane, thereby accounting for its strain in total. On the other hand, the sum of these contributions is 38.6 kcal mol21 (43.9 kcal mol21 using the smaller value for the effect of CH strengthening) for cyclopropane, which is 11 – 16 kcal mol21 larger than its RSE. In other words, cyclopropane is about 11 kcal mol21 more stable than what these effects predict. Dewar suggested one further type of stabilization for cyclopropane.89,90 In analogy with benzene, which is stabilized by aromaticity provided by six



TABLE 2.16. Decomposition of the RSE of 23 and 24.a 23 DE(B) DE(P) DE(DS) DE(CH strengthening) Sub total RSE DE(s) a



Ref. 71; bref. 72; cref. 84.



46.3 4.0 0.0 26.4b (211.7)c 43.9 (38.6) 27.6 216.3 (211.0)



24 13.0 3.9 12.0 22.8b (23.7)c 26.1 (25.2) 26.2 0
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p-electrons, Dewar argued for s-aromaticity provided by the six s-electrons of the C22C bonds of cyclopropane. Dewar’s arguments lay with simple MO theory and energetic analysis. Cremer later provided firmer footing for the concept of s-aromaticity. First, he noted that the electron density in the interior of the cyclobutane ring is much less then in the internuclear region. The value of the electron density at the C22C ˚ 23 at the ring critical ˚ 23, but only 0.554 e A bond critical point is about 1.68 e A point. On the other hand, the density at the ring critical point of cyclopropane is ˚ 23, or about 82% of the density at the bond critical point.91 Cremer 1.379 e A argued that this is evidence of surface delocalization of electron density, a manifestation of s-aromaticity. Second, using the arguments that are summarized in Table 2.16, Cremer71,72 suggested that the difference between the subtotal (DE(B) þ DE(P) þ DE(DS) þ DE(CH strengthening) and the RSE is the stabilization energy associated with s-aromaticity, DE(s). Cyclobutane, which exhibits little to no surface delocalization, and whose subtotal of the energetic consequences of the standard components of ring strain fully accounts for its RSE, does not possess any s-aromaticity. For cyclopropane, however, the value of DE(s) is substantial, ranging from – 11 to – 16 kcal mol21. Dewar90 and Cremer72,91 ascribe this energetic stabilization to s-aromaticity. The rationale for s-aromaticity lies largely in the energetic partitioning scheme of the RSE displayed in Table 2.16. The value of each component relies quite heavily on the underlying assumptions. The component with least certainty is the strengthening of the C22H bonds in small rings. No clear, unambiguous way exists to define this bond energy, and so the magnitude of s-aromaticity in threemembered rings remains poorly defined. Schleyer has offered support of s-aromaticity based on magnetic properties.92 The NICS value at the center of the cyclopropane ring is 242.8 ppm. This very negative value results from the combination of C22C (224.3 ppm) and C22H (218.0 ppm) shielding. In contrast, the NICS values at the center of cyclopentane and cyclohexane are 25.2 ppm (þ6.0 due to the C22C bonds) and 21.8 ppm (þ6.6 ppm due to the C22C bonds), respectively. The negative NICS value for 1, Schleyer argues, indicates diatropic magnetic effects, just as in the aromatic prototype benzene, while cyclopentane and cyclohexane exhibit no unusual magnetic shielding. Furthermore, the NICS value for cyclobutane is 2.6 ppm, with a very large, positive C22C contribution of þ15.2 ppm. This paratropic magnetic effect is opposite that of cyclopropane and is suggestive of perhaps s-antiaromaticity in cyclobutane. Schleyer offers no energetic evaluation of the destabilization afforded cyclobutane by this antiaromatic contribution, but if it were present, it would offer another factor towards understanding the close RSEs of 23 and 24. It should be noted, however, that the concept of s-aromaticity is fairly limited in its applicability—to just three-member rings—certainly in contrast to the notion of aromaticity. For example, aromaticity can be used to group compounds with differing ring sizes (benzene, naphthalene, [14]-annulene, cyclopentadienyl anion, cyclooctatetraene dianion, tropylium cation, and so on), but no one is suggesting that cyclopentane, which has 10 s-electrons, exhibits s-aromaticity.
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2.4



AROMATICITY



Aromaticity is among the most important organizational concepts within organic chemistry, dating back into the 1800s.93,94 Aromaticity is plagued, however, by being rather ill-defined. In fact, there is no single definition of aromaticity, but rather a collection of properties associated with aromatic molecules. These properties include the following. . .



.



.



Aromatic compounds are stable relative to some nonaromatic reference. Aromatic compounds display magnetic properties related to a ring current. These include unusual chemical shifts, especially of protons, large magnetic anisotropies, and large diamagnetic susceptibility exaltations. Aromatic compounds tend to be planar and have equivalent C22C bond lengths, even though formal Lewis structures indicate alternating single and double bonds about the rings. Even though their Lewis dot structures show C55C bonds, aromatic compounds prefer substitution reactions to addition reactions.



Debate has raged during the past century over exactly what constitutes an aromatic compound and what properties can best be used to judge relative aromaticity.95 – 97 A survey of the literature might bring one to despair. Stabilization energy can be rather small for some “aromatic” compounds, for example only 5.3 kcal mol21 for pyrrole.98 Some aromatic compounds are nonplanar, like corranulene,99 yet others express bond alternation (defined as the difference in the lengths of the C22C bonds about the ring, DCC), like [30]-annulene.100 Some aromatic compounds will readily undergo addition reactions: phenanthene and anthracene add bromine. Perhaps there really is only one truly aromatic compound: benzene!101 More recent efforts have been towards developing a linear regression among the various aromaticity measures that might produce a single equation that can be used to rank-order aromatic compounds.102 – 106 These efforts are challenged by whether the component measures are truly orthogonal or not. Before addressing a number of critical questions of evaluating properties associated with aromatic compounds using computational chemistry, a word of caution concerning geometries and methodologies is needed. One might imagine that of all the properties of benzene, getting the structure to be planar would seem to be perhaps most fundamental, and likely a trivial result of any geometry optimization. Unfortunately, as recently demonstrated by Schleyer and Schaefer107 this turns out not to be true. Any one-electron wavefunction method, like HF and DFT, does predict a planar benzene structure. Many widely used correlated methods predict that planar benzene has one or more imaginary frequencies, indicating that a nonplanar structure is more stable than the planar one. For example, MP2/ 6-311þþG(d,p) and CISD/6-311þþG(d,p) both predict one imaginary frequency for planar benzene: 936i and 247i cm21, respectively. Even computations of planar benzene at MP2 with very large sp[C(8s7p)/H(7s)] or spd [C(8s7p6d)/H(7s6p)]
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basis sets have at least one imaginary frequency. The culprit is improperly large correlation energy between the s and p electrons, resulting from an intramolecular basis set incompleteness error that can be removed only with careful balance of the spd basis functions with higher angular momentum functions. The Dunning correlation consistent basis sets and atomic natural orbital (ANO) basis sets minimize these errors, and properly predict that benzene is planar using any of the major electron correlation methods. We will not concern ourselves here with the attempt to discern a true definition of aromaticity, nor with the largely unproductive108 desire to rank-order relative aromaticity. Rather, we will focus on how computational chemistry has been used to help define two of the criteria of aromaticity. We will discuss how to compute the stabilization energy of an aromatic species and then how we can compute magnetic properties that can be related to aromaticity. We will then conclude with a discussion of how these measures have been employed to investigate the nature of annulenes and the Mills – Nixon effect. 2.4.1



Aromatic Stabilisation Energy (ASE)



Aromatic compounds are unusually stable. The classic demonstration of this stability is with the heat of hydrogenation of benzene, DHrxn ¼ 249.2 kcal mol21 (Reaction 2.14) and the heat of hydrogenation of cyclohexene, DHrxn ¼ 228.3 kcal mol21 (Reaction 2.15). If we can consider benzene as being composed of three normal C22C double bonds, then we might expect the heat of hydrogenation of benzene to be three times that of Reaction (2.15) or 284.9 kcal mol21. The difference between this estimated heat of hydrogenation of benzene and its actual value 235.7 kcal mol21 is due to the stability of this aromatic ring. (Reaction 2.14)



(Reaction 2.15)



As with the evaluation of ring strain energy discussed previously, evaluating the stabilization afforded by aromaticity requires comparison with some sort of nonaromatic reference. In the following discussion, all computed energies were carried out at the G2MP2 level, the same method we used in the previous section to obtain accurate RSEs. This composite method will be compared with some experimental values in the following, and the agreement is once again excellent. Computational evaluation of the stability of aromatic compounds really began with Roberts’ report of Hu¨ckel delocalization energy for a series of aromatic hydrocarbons.109 The delocalization energy tends to increase with the size of the compound, and some compounds predicted to have large delocalization energies turn out to be unstable. The error here is not so much with the computational method,
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which is of course very rudimentary, but rather with the reference compound.110 In the Hu¨ckel approach, the p-energy of the aromatic compound is compared with the p-energy of the appropriate number of ethylene molecules, that is, for benzene, the reference is three ethylene molecules. One can recast the use of ethylene as a reference into an isodesmic reaction (Reaction 2.16), where its reaction energy should indicate the stabilization due to aromaticity for benzene. One can use the experimental DHf or the computed energies to obtain the overall energy of this reaction. The resulting estimate for the stabilization energy (65 kcal mol21) is large, due to additional differences between reactants and products besides just aromaticity. This includes strain energy, for which the isodesmic Reactions (2.17) and (2.18) might improve matters. These reactions are less exothermic. DHrxn ðexptÞ ¼ 64:2 kcal mol1 DHrxn ðG2MP2Þ ¼ 63:9 kcal mol1 ðReaction 2:16Þ DHrxn ðexptÞ ¼ 48:5 kcal mol1 DHrxn ðG2MP2Þ ¼ 47:5 kcal mol1 ðReaction 2:17Þ DHrxn ðexptÞ ¼ 35:7 kcal mol1 DHrxn ðG2MP2Þ ¼ 35:8 kcal mol1 ðReaction 2:18Þ Recalling our discussion of isodesmic reactions in the previous section, it is clear that Reactions (16) – (18) contain energetic consequences for other effects besides aromaticity, including changes in hybridization. In particular, delocalization effects are not conserved. It is important to distinguish “delocalization” effects from “resonance” effects from “aromatic” effects. The first refers to stabilization when double bonds come into conjugation, and the second occurs when multiple resonance structures (Kekule structures for aromatic compounds) are needed. Aromatic compounds benefit from both of these stabilizing effects. The third category is necessary to distinguish the stability of, say, the allyl anion from that of benzene—both require multiple resonance structures, but the allyl anion, unlike benzene, is not aromatic. Aromatic effects, really aromatic stabilization energy (ASE), might be argued as arising from resonance in a cyclic species. The Pauling – Wheland definition of “resonance energy” captures all three of these delocalization effects.111 It is the difference in the energy of the actual molecule and the energy of its single most important contributing resonance structure. Mo and Schleyer112 have employed a block-localized wavefunction to compute the energy of the virtual 1,3,5-cyclohexatriene molecule that corresponds to one of the standard Kekule resonance structures of benzene. The resonance energy of
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benzene, taken as the energy difference between the virtual 1,3,5-cyclohexatriene and benzene, is 57.5 kcal mol21. Dewar proposed the first reasonable definition of ASEe.113 He defined the reference energy as Eref ¼ n0 E0 þ n00 E00 þ nCH ECH ,



(2:9)



where E0 , E00 , and ECH are the average energies of the formal single and double C22C bonds and C22H bonds, respectively, in acyclic polyenes. The Dewar resonance energy (DRE) of benzene is then computed as DRE(benzene) ¼ DHf (benzene) – (3E0 þ 3E00 þ 6ECH). This reference includes the effect of delocalization. In other words, the reference incorporates the fact the Csp222Csp2 bond is stronger than a typical C22C bond, and that the double bond in a conjugated system is not equivalent to a normal double bond. This idea can be recast into a homodesmotic reaction that conserves the number of Csp222Csp2 bonds by choosing 1,3-butadiene as the reference (Reaction 2.19). The energy of this reaction is 221.5 kcal mol21, significantly less than the isodesmic Reactions (2.16) – (2.18). One might question the use of trans-1,3-butadiene as a suitable reference, because the stereochemistry about the formal C22C single bonds of benzene is cis.114 Reaction (2.20) employs cis-1,3-butadiene as the reference, and gives the ASE for benzene as 230.8 kcal mol21. An alternative is to use 1,3-cyclohexadiene as the reference, which constrains the diene to the s-cis conformation, leading to Reaction (2.21).114 This reaction might also incorporate some of the effect of ring strain. The close agreement of the values of ASE from Reactions (2.20) and (2.21) suggest that there is little ring strain in benzene, not an unexpected result. DHrxn (expt) ¼ 21:5 kcal mol1 DHrxn (G2MP2) ¼ 22:0 kcal mol1 ðReaction 2:19Þ DHrxn (G2MP2) ¼ 30:8 kcal mol1 (Reaction 2.20) DHrxn (expt) ¼ 30:5 kcal mol1 DHrxn (G2MP2) ¼ 30:4 kcal mol1 (Reaction 2.21) Perhaps a better example of the importance of trying to separate out the effect of ring strain from aromaticity is in the evaluation of ASE for furan. The simple homodesmotic Reaction (2.22) predicts that its ASE is 27.1 kcal mol21 (G2MP2).
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Reaction (2.23), proposed by Cyranski and Schleyer,98 is a homodesmotic reaction that attempts to balance the RSE in the products and the reactants; it predicts that the ASE of furan is 212.2 kcal mol21. The difference in these two estimates, about 5 kcal mol21, is a reasonable estimate of the RSE of furan, based on the RSEs of tetrahydrofuran and cyclopentadiene (Table 2.14). DHrxn (G2MP2) ¼ 7:1 kcal mol1 (Reaction 2.22) DHrxn (G2MP2) ¼ 12:2 kcal mol1 (Reaction 2.23) One might question whether 1,3-butadiene is sufficiently long enough to capture the conjugation of benzene. The conjugation length in benzene, one might argue, is six carbons. Perhaps a better reference would be (3E)-1,3,5-hexadiene, which also has a conjugation length of six carbons. Hess and Schaad115 proposed the “hyperhomodesmotic” Reaction (2.24) to determine the ASE of benzene. At G2MP2, it predicts a value of 219.4 kcal mol21. This is about 2 kcal mol21 lower than the value predicted with Reaction (2.19). Therefore, the larger conjugation length might reduce the ASE values from Reactions (2.20) and (2.21) to about 228 kcal mol21. Because the formal double bonds in benzene are cis, a wiser reference is likely to be (3Z )-1,3,5-hexatriene, Reaction (2.25).108 This reaction predicts the ASE of benzene as 224.3 kcal mol21. This value is probably a bit too low as the reference conformation is s-trans, rather than the s-cis of benzene (see the difference in ASE from Reactions 2.19 and 2.20). Unfortunately, the bis-s-cis conformation of (3Z)-1,3,5-hexatriene is nonplanar and likely suffers from steric interactions between its interior terminal hydrogen atoms. DHrxn (G2MP2) ¼ 19:4 kcal mol1 (Reaction 2.24) DHrxn (G2MP2) ¼ 24:3 kcal mol1 (Reaction 2.25) Schleyer proposed one last alternative method for gaging ASE. Noting that many of these better methods (especially those analogous to Reaction 2.23) require computation of many compounds, he developed the “isomerization stabilization energy” (ISE) method, particularly useful for strained aromatic systems.116 ISE measures the energy realized when an isomeric compound converts into its aromatic analog. Benzene itself cannot be analyzed by the ISE method; however, toluene can, and
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the ASE of toluene and benzene are expected to be quite similar. The conversions of two different isomers into toluene provide the ISE for toluene (Reactions 26a and 26b). Both of these reactions do not conserve s-cis – s-trans diene conformations. Reaction (2.27) can be added once to Reaction (26a) and twice to Reaction (26b) to give the corrected ISE values of 232.0 and 228.9 kcal mol21, respectively. DHrxn (G2MP2) ¼ 31:5 kcal mol1 (Reaction 2.26a) DHrxn (G2MP2) ¼ 27:9 kcal mol1 (Reaction 2.26b) DHrxn (G2MP2) ¼ 0:5 kcal mol1 (Reaction 2.27) In a minor modification of the ISE method, Schleyer117 suggests using the indene – isoindene comparison, Reaction (2.28), which he calls ISEII. This method conserves the number of sp 2 centers within the ring. ISEII also needs to be corrected for the number of cis and trans dienes. The corrected value for the ISEII of benzene is 29.0 kcal mol21. DHrxn (B3LYP) ¼ 21:8 kcal mol1 ISEII (corrected) ¼ 29:0 kcal mol1 (Reaction 2.28) Although the different reaction schemes presented here show some variation, the methods that most carefully attempt to conserve all chemical properties other than “aromaticity” do come to an accord. These methods, namely Reactions (2.21), (2.25), (2.26), and (2.28) suggest the ASE of benzene is about 228 kcal mol21. Application of these techniques to other aromatics should provide quite reasonable estimates of their stabilization energies, and these will be utilized in upcoming sections of this book. It should, however, be noted that all of these procedures for estimating ASE contain arbitrary references—as Schleyer put it: “no choice is free from objection.”118 2.4.2



Nucleus-Independent Chemical Shift (NICS)



Magnetic properties are often pointed to as being very distinctive for aromatic compounds.119 Until fairly recently, the two most widely utilized magnetic properties for identifying and ranking aromatics were diamagnetic susceptibility exaltation (Lm)
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and 1H NMR chemical shifts. Diamagnetic susceptibility exaltation is the increase of the molar susceptibility above that computed as a sum of atomic and bond increments. Dauben120,121 popularized the notion that the value of the diamagnetic susceptibility exaltation can indicate aromatic character; that is, compounds with Lm . 0 are aromatic, those with Lm  0 are nonaromatic, and those with Lm , 0 are antiaromatic. Although Schleyer93 has advocated that “magnetic susceptibility exaltation is the only unique applicable criterion” for aromaticity, it is not without its critics. Primary concerns include (1) that the value of Lm is dependent on a nonunique reference system to garner the increments and (2) Lm is dependent on the square of the area of the ring, making direct comparison of Lm values for different compounds problematic. 1 H NMR chemical shifts for aromatic systems generally appear in the region of 7 – 9 ppm, a downfield shift of about 2 ppm from typical alkenes. These are for protons on the outside of a ring. The effect is even more dramatic for protons in the interior of a ring, such as in [18]annulene, where the outside protons have their chemical shift at 9.17 ppm, but the inner protons appear at 22.96 ppm.122,123 Establishment of a relative aromaticity scale based on chemical shifts has not been forthcoming. Furthermore, Schaefer and Schleyer have recently argued that downfield chemical shifts do not necessarily indicate aromatic behavior.124 They cite two prime examples. First, the proton chemical shifts of cyclopentadiene, pyrrole, and furan (the latter two are aromatic but the first is nonaromatic) have comparable chemical shifts (Fig. 2.8). Second, they computed the 1H NMR shifts for 29, shown also in Figure 2.8. The chemical shifts of the protons of 29 range from 7.0 to 8.4 ppm, all well within the aromatic range; however, 29 is not an aromatic compound. It does not satisfy the 4n þ 2 rule and it displays significant bond alternation ˚ . Lazzeretti125 has criticized the arguments put forward in this work. The of 0.08 A unusual downfield shifts in 29 do result from diatropic p-ring currents, identifiable by examining the in-plane and perpendicular components of the shielding tensor.



Figure 2.8. 1H NMR chemical shifts (d 1H, in ppm) for cyclopentadiene, pyrrole, furan and 29, the last computed at PW91/IGLO-III//B3LYP/6-311þG .124
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Nonetheless, Lazzeretti agrees that downfield proton shifts are “not reliable aromaticity indicators.” In 1996, Schleyer126 proposed a new magnetic measure of aromaticity, one that he hoped would avoid some of the pitfalls facing other aromaticity measures, namely dependence on some arbitrary reference and dependence on the ring size. Schleyer advocated the use of the absolute magnetic shielding computed at the geometric center of the ring. In order to comply with NMR chemical shift convention, the sign of this computed value is reversed to give the “nucleus-independent chemical shift” (NICS). When evaluated at the geometric center of the ring, they are called NICS(0). Representative NICS(0) values for some aromatic, nonaromatic, and antiaromatic compounds are listed in Table 2.17. It must first be remarked that there is no way to compare these computed NICS values with an experimental measurement, becuase there is no nucleus (typically) at the center of aromatic rings. The values in Table 2.17 demonstrate some small basis set dependence. Schleyer126 recommended the use of diffuse functions for the evaluation of NICS. NICS is a local measure, a magnetic property at a single point. There are concerns over using such a local property to evaluate the global nature of a molecule, such as whether it is aromatic or not.119 This is particularly troubling when the molecule has multiple rings. Nevertheless, the NICS values appear to readily classify standard molecules into three discrete categories. Aromatic molecules possess NICS values that are negative. The values at the center of the six-member rings of benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene are 29.7, 29.9, and 28.2 for the outer ring and 213.3 ppm for the inner ring, respectively. Charged aromatic molecules also have negative NICS values; the values for cyclopentadienyl anion and tropylium cation are 214.3 and 27.6 ppm, respectively. Nonaromatic compounds such as cyclohexane and adamantane have NICS values near zero. Lastly, antiaromatic molecules such as cyclopentadiene and planar D4h cyclooctatetraene have NICS values that are positive, 27.6 and 30.1 ppm, respectively. Schleyer demonstrated the utility of NICS as an aromaticity metric by comparing NICS values with the values of ASE for a series of five-member ring systems.126 This relationship is shown in Figure 2.9, with ASE determined using the method shown in Reaction (2.23).98 The correlation is quite acceptable, suggesting that NICS might be useful for rank-ordering relative aromatic character. An example of NICS used in this way was in the study of a series of dimethyldihydropyrene derivatives. NICS and other aromaticity measures were found to correlate.128 About a year later, Schleyer118 advocated evaluating NICS at a point above the ring center. Dissecting the total NICS value into its s- and p-contributions indicated a strong paramagnetic s-contribution, one that rapidly falls off with distance.130 For benzene, the p-contribution, which is diamagnetic, also falls off with distance above the ring (Table 2.18). However, the total NICS value reaches a maximum at a value ˚ above the ring center. For the antiaromatic compound cyclobutadiene, the of 1 A s-contribution to NICS again falls off sharply with distance above the ring. However, the p-contribution, which is diamagnetic in cyclobutadiene, is negligible
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TABLE 2.17. NICS(0) (in ppm) for a Series of Hydrocarbons. NICS(0)a



NICS(0)b



22.2 21.1 29.7 29.9



211.5 211.4



(outer ring) (central ring)



28.2 213.3



29.6 214.3



(5-ring) (7-ring)



219.7 27.0



Compound Cyclohexane Adamantane Benzene Naphthalene



27.6 2 14.3



Cyclobutadiene Cyclooctatetraene



219.4



(6-ring) (5-ring)



212.5 219.5



(6-ring) (5-ring)



212.4 216.4



(planar)



27.6 30.1



(6-ring) (4-ring)



22.5 22.5



(6-ring) (4-ring)



25.1 19.0



(6-ring) (5-ring)



28.6 2.9 24.2



(6-ring) (5-ring)



211.3 21.4



(6-ring) (5-ring)



210.7 0.5



a Computed at GIAO/6-31þG //B3LYP/6-31G , ref. 126; bcomputed at GIAO/6-31G //B3LYP/ 6-31G , ref. 127.
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Figure 2.9. Plot of NICS(0) (ppm at PW91/IGLO-III//B3LYP/6-311þG , ref. 129) versus ASE (kcal mol21 at B3LYP/6-311þG , ref. 98) for C4H4X heterocycles.



˚ above the ring center. Thus, at the ring center and reaches a maximum at about 1 A the positive NICS for cyclobutadiene when evaluated at its ring center is due entirely to s-effects. In order to more clearly measure the magnetic consequence of ring current, which is associated with aromaticity, evaluating NICS at a distance of ˚ above the ring center might prove more reliable. The choice of where to evaluate 1A NICS is clearly arbitrary, and so NICS fails in reaching the goal to remove all arbitrary components of aromaticity measure. Stanger131 has proposed using NICS evaluated along the line perpendicular to the ring center, calling this a NICS scan, a simplification of the two-dimensional grid approach suggested by Schleyer.130 Decomposing this into in-plane and out-of-plane curves creates sets of plots that appear to differentiate aromatic from nonaromatic compounds. The in-plane curves are similar for aromatic and antiaromatic species, but the out-of-plane curves are dramatically different: antiaromatic compounds have large positive values that decline with increasing distance above the ring, but for aromatic compounds, the out-of-plane curve is negative near the ring center with a minimum at some small distance above the ring.



TABLE 2.18. Dissected NICS (ppm) for Benzene and Cyclobutadiene.a Compound



xb



NICS (total)



s



p



CH



Core



Benzene



0 1 0 1



28.8 210.6 þ20.8 þ12.7



þ13.8 þ2.3 þ23.2 þ1.5



220.7 29.6 20.2 þ14.1



21.3 23.0 21.6 22.8



20.6 20.3 20.4 0.0



Cyclobutadiene a



˚ above the ring center. Evaluated at PW91/IGLO-III//B3LYP/6-311þG from ref. 130; bdistance in A
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Pople’s132 original description of the induced magnetic field, which points opposite the applied magnetic field in the center of the ring, gives rise to the downfield chemical shifts of the protons of benzene. Lazzeretti125 reinforced this notion by pointing out that aromaticity should relate solely to this magnetic effect in the direction perpendicular to the ring plane. These comments inspired Schleyer to propose another NICS variation.129 Both NICS(0) and NICS(1) make use of the total isotropic shielding, the average of the three diagonal elements (xx, yy, and zz) of the shielding tensor. The component of the shielding tensor that is perpendicular to the aromatic ring (usually taken as zz) is consistent with Pople’s argument of the induced magnetic field that arises from the aromatic character of the molecule. When evaluated at the ring center, this is called NICS(0)zz. Perhaps even closer to the Pople model is to evaluate this perpendicular tensor component using only the p MOs, giving rise to NICS(0)pzz. In comparing these new NICS indices with the NICS(0) and NICS(1) for a set of 75 mono- and polyheterocyclic five-member rings, Schleyer finds the best correlation with the ASE when using the NICS(0)pzz (the r 2 correlation coefficient is 0.980). This is better than the correlation with either NICS(0) (r 2 ¼ 0.946) or NICS(1) (r 2 ¼ 0.935). Figure 2.10 shows the plot of NICS(0)pzz vs. ASE for the same set of compounds as in Figure 2.9, demonstrating the improved correlation with the NICS(0)pzz index. A significant benefit of this measure is its much broader range than for the isotropic NICS(0). Nonetheless, the traditional NICS methods (NICS(0) and NICS(1)) have found widespread use in evaluating relative aromatic and antiaromatic character for a variety of systems—aromatic transition states,133 – 136 antiaromatic dications,137,138 aromatic bowls139 – 141—and the two cases we consider next: the annulenes and the Mills– Nixon effect.



Figure 2.10. Plot of NICS(0)pzz (ppm at PW91/IGLO-III//B3LYP/6-311þG , ref. 129) versus ASE (kcal mol21 at B3LYP/6-311 þ G , ref. 98) for C4H4X heterocycles. Adapted with permission from Org. Lett., 2006, 8, 863. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
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Case Studies of Aromatic Compounds



2.4.3.1 [n]Annulenes The Hu¨ckel rule – that compounds containing 4n þ 2 p-electrons are stable and those containing 4n p-electrons are unstable — inspired the study of the monocyclic hydrocarbons consisting of alternating single and double C22C bonds, known as the annulenes. The prototype annulene, [6]annulene, better known as benzene, is the paradigm of aromatic compounds. Its counterpart is [4]annulene, cyclobutadiene, the archetype of antiaromatic compounds. We take up now the question of the larger annulenes. Are the [4n þ 2]annulenes aromatic? What is the balance between energetic stabilization due to delocalization and destabilization from ring strain? Are the [4n]annulenes antiaromatic? Computational chemists have weighed in greatly on these issues, inspiring the synthesis of some very interesting hydrocarbons. We begin with what should be the next-larger aromatic annulene after benzene, namely [10]annulene. The first characterization of [10]annulene was reported by Masumane and coworkers in 1971.142 They identified two different isomers. The first isomer, type I, exhibits a single 1H NMR signal (d ¼ 4.43 ppm) and a single 13 C NMR signal (d ¼ 130.4 ppm) at temperatures from 2408C to 21608C. Based on this NMR data, Masamune argued that type I has the all-cis configuration, and although the planar form is likely to be unstable due to ring strain, equivalent nonplanar boat-like forms (30) would be able to interconvert through low energy transition states. The NMR spectra of the other isomer, type II, exhibits strong temperature dependence. At 2408C, both the 1H and 13C NMR shows a single peak. At 21008C, however, the proton spectrum has two signals and the 13C spectrum has five signals. Masamune argues that type II must have a single trans double bond and that migration of the trans double bond about the ring gives rise to the temperature dependence of its NMR spectra. Masamune suggested the “twist” conformation (31) for type II.



The first ab initio study of [10]annulene was the work of Schaefer and coworkers.143 Eight different isomers of [10]annulene were optimized at MP2/ DZP//HF/DZP. They first ruled out the two planar isomers, 32 having D10hsymmetry and 33 having D5h symmetry, because both have multiple imaginary frequencies (3 and 2, respectively). The boat-like conformation suggested by Masamune (30) has one imaginary frequency. The two lowest energy local minima have the twist conformation (31) or a naphthalene-like conformation (34). An azulene-like isomer (35) was located from a large MM3 stochastic conformational search. The relative energies of these isomers are listed in Table 2.19. Based on these results, Schaefer argued that Masamune’s type II could be the twist
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TABLE 2.19. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of [10] Annulene Isomers. Isomer Rel. E a Rel. E b Rel. E c Rel. E d Rel. E e Rel. E f Rel. E g Rel. E h Rel. E i 31 34 35 30 32 33 36 a



0.0 0.62 5.11 6.02 13.79 22.04



0.0 0.53 24.15 6.81



0.0



0.0



0.0 2.04 8.61 5.66



0.0 1.74



0.0 1.40



0.0 1.15 4.60 4.42



0.0 1.7 6.3 5.4



27.06



26.99



þ3.52



5.99



6.29



4.24



2.05



5.0



b



Calculated at MP2/DZP//HF/DZP with ZPE at HF/DZP, ref. 143; calculated at MP2/TZ2P//MP2/ DZd, refs 144,145; ccalculated at B3LYP/TZP, ref. 144; dcalculated at CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/ DZd, ref. 146; ecalculated at CCSD(T)/DZd//MP2/DZd, ref. 145; fcalculated at CCSD(T)/DZd, ref. 145; gcalculated at CCSD(T)/TZ2P//CCSD(T)/DZd, ref. 145; hcalculated at KMLYP/6-311þG , ref. 147; icalculated at CCSDT(T)/cc-pvDZ//CCSD/6-31G, ref. 148.



isomer 31, but that type I could not be the boat form 30, because it is a transition state.



In a follow-up study, Schaefer and Schleyer discovered another isomer of [10]annulene, this one in a heart-like conformation (36). Masamune’s original suggestion was that 36 would be the transition state interconverting mirror images of the twist isomer. Surprisingly, 36 is lower in energy than the twist isomer 31 at both the MP2 and B3LYP levels (Table 2.19). There is little bond alternation in 36 ˚ ), its magnetic susceptibility exaltation is very large (D(C22C) ¼ 0.050 A (266.9 ppm cgs), and its predicted 1H NMR signals are 26.2 ppm for the inward proton and 7.9– 8.6 ppm for the outward protons. All of these values are consistent with 36 having significant aromatic character.



Unfortunately, the situation became much more complicated. Schaefer and Luthi noted that 36 would give rise to six 1H NMR signals, not the five noted in the experiment. In addition, single-point computations at CCSD(T) reverse the relative energies of the twist and heart isomers (Table 2.19), suggesting that the heart isomer cannot be described by just a single configuration wavefunction.146
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In 1999, Schaefer and Stanton reinvestigated the isomers of [10]annulene by optimizing the structures of 31, 34, and 36 at CCSD(T)/DZd.145 These are shown in Figure 2.11, along with the structures, optimized at other levels, for the remaining isomers. Isomers 31 and 34 display large bond alternation, but the C22C distances ˚ . Their relative energies are listed in Table 2.19. The in 36 vary by only 0.046 A two lowest energy isomers at CCSD(T)/DZd//MP2/DZd are the twist isomer 31 and the naphthalene isomer 34. The heart-like isomer 36, which as noted before was very stable at the MP2 and B3LYP levels, is much higher than these two isomers. As the geometries of these isomers were found with what may be inappropriate wavefunctions, reoptimization with the CCSD(T) method is warranted. However, the relative ordering of these three isomers is unchanged upon this reoptimization, and so these best energy computations indicate that the two most favorable conformations of [10]annulene are 31, which agrees with Masamune’s type II, and 34.



Figure 2.11. Geometries of [10]annulene isomers: 32, B3LYP/6-31G , 33, HF/6-31G , 30, B3LYP/DZd; 31, CCSD(T)/DZd; 34, CCSD(T)/DZd; 35, B3LYP/DZd; 36, CCSD(T)/DZd (ref. 145).
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TABLE 2.20. Computeda 13C Chemical Shifts for 31, 34, and 36 Compared with the Experimental Values for Type II.



d (ppm)



Conformer 31 34 36 Type II (expt.)



128.0 130.7 126.1 128.3 125.6 126.1 128.4 131.4



130.9 131.2 128.6 133.2 127.1 129.8 131.6 132.3



131.9 144.8 130.3 136.2 132.5



a



Chemical shifts estimated by the additivity equation: s ¼ s (MP2/TZP) 2 s (CCSD(T)/DZP) 2 s (MP2/DZP), ref. 149.



Stanton149 confirmed the assignment of type II as the twist isomer by computing the 1H NMR shifts of 31, 34, and 36, shown in Table 2.20. The heart isomer (36) gives rise to six signals, inconsistent with the five observed in the experiment. The differences between the experimental chemical shifts and the computed values for isomer 31 are less than 1.1 ppm, but 13.1 ppm for 34. The relative spacings between the peaks also match much better with 31. This still leaves open for question the exact nature of Masamune’s type I isomer. Castro and Karney examined the mechanism for the possible interconversion of [10]annulene isomers.148 Masamune’s original explanation of the NMR of type I and type II forms of [10]annulene involve interconverting structures, so location of the appropriate transition states might help account for the NMR spectra. The transition state that connects 31 to 36 is 10.1 kcal mol21 above 31 (Fig. 2.12a) at CCSDT(T)/cc-pvDZ//CCSD/6-31G. This is consistent with the variable temperature NMR corresponding to Masamune’s type II isomer, and his interpretation of this structure, with the proviso that 36 is not the transition state but an intermediate. The pseudorotational barrier of 30 is essential negligible; it lies in a very shallow well with little energy difference between C2 and Cs forms. Therefore, 30 is consistent with an NMR spectrum that shows a single carbon peak despite increasing the temperature—Masamune’s type I isomer. Isomer 34 isomerizes via a bond shift. This barrier is computed to be 3.9 kcal mol21 (Fig. 2.12b). This small barrier implies that at higher temperature, it would show three 13C NMR signals, inconsistent with either of Masamune observed [10]annulene structures. Isomer 35 can undergo a conformational change through a barrier of only 2.7 kcal mol21 (Fig. 2.12b). This process creates five unique carbon atoms. Bond shifting of 35 has a barrier of only 0.6 kcal mol21, so when combined with the conformation process, all 10 carbon atoms are equivalent. This could be consistent with the type I NMR spectrum. Castro and Karney, however, identified a transition state that connects 34 to 35, with a barrier of 12.6 kcal mol21 relative to 35. At higher temperature, 35 would convert to 34 and so the NMR would show three signals. As this does not occur, they discount 34 or 35 as the type I structure. The net result is that in fact Masamune was correct after all; the type I compound is 30 and the type II compound is 31.
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Figure 2.12. Potential energy surfaces (CCSDT(T)/cc-pvDZ//CCSD/6-31G) for (a) the bond shift of 31 through 36 and (b) the bond shift of 34, its conformational change into 35 and its conformational change to 350 .148



The energetics of the structures of 1,2-didehydro[10]annulene differs markedly from that of [10]annulene.150 The lowest energy conformation has one trans double bond and has the heart-like conformation (37). The next lowest energy isomer, lying 17.0 kcal mol21 above 37 at CCSD(T)//cc-pvDZ//B3LYP/6-31G , is the all-cis form, with C2v symmetry (38). The geometries of these two isomers are drawn in Figure 2.13. The removal of the two hydrogens from [10]annulene



Figure 2.13. B3LYP/6-31G optimized structures of 37 and 38.150
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Figure 2.14. B3LYP/6-31G optimized geometries of 39 and 40.



relieves some angle strain, allowing 37 to be the most stable isomer. Both express little bond alternation; 38 is a planar structure, while 37 is nearly so. The predicted 1H NMR shifts are from 7.8 to 8.4 ppm for the external hydrogens and 21.5 ppm for the internal hydrogen of 37, while chemical shifts of the external hydrogens of 38 are from 8.3 to 8.8 ppm. Thus, these two isomers both possess aromatic character. An interesting extension of the work on [10]annulene is the speculation by Schleyer and Schaefer151 on how to create a planar, and thereby perhaps a more aromatic, [10]annulene. Noting that the C22C22C angle in D10h [10]annulene (32) is 1448, they suggested that cyclopropane, with its C22C22H angle of 1518 might be used as a “spacer” to create derivatives of [10]annulene that may be planar. They optimized the geometry of 39 and 40 at B3LYP/DZd, finding planar geometries for both, of D2h and D5h symmetry, respectively (Fig. 2.14). Both are local minima; that is, they have only real frequencies. Inspection of Figure 2.14 shows that both compounds exhibit very little bond alternation. Their NICS(0) values are both quite negative, 214.9 for 39 and 210.8 ppm for 40, and both have very large, negative magnetic susceptibility exaltations. The ASEs of each were evaluated with the homodesmotic Reactions (2.29) and (2.30). The energies of these two reactions were corrected for the ring strain energy by restricting the reference compounds to the same angles as in 39 and 40. The corrected ASEs are 13.9 kcal mol21 for 39 and 18.5 kcal mol21 for 40. All of these measures indicate that both 39 and 40 express appreciable aromatic character. However, to date neither has been prepared. Controversy surrounds the nature of [14]annulene and [18]annulene as well. As the annulenes become larger, a more localized structure is expected, because the aromatic stabilization energy per carbon is predicted to decrease with increasing size.100,152 Large annulenes should thus become more polyene-like.153 This turnover from delocalized, aromatic structures to localized polyene structures has been suggested to occur with [18]annulene.100 The X-ray crystal structures of both [14]annulene and [18]annulene have been interpreted as evidence of aromatic character. [14]Annulene is nonplanar due to steric interactions between the internal hydrogen atoms, but the bond alternation ˚ , about the same as in naphthalene.154 The two X-ray structures of is only 0.057 A
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(Reaction 2.29)



(Reaction 2.30)



[18]annulene support a D6h geometry with C22C bond distances differing by ˚ at 80 K (ref. 155) and 0.020 A ˚ at 111 K (ref. 156). 0.037 A  B3LYP/6-311G and MP2/6-31G optimizations of [14]annulene both con˚ and 0.013 A ˚ , respectively.157 Optimverged to a Cs structure, with D(CC) ¼ 0.014 A ˚ at ization of the geometry of [18]annulene gave a D6h structure with DCC ¼ 0.017 A 158   ˚ B3LYP/6-311G and 0.016 A at MP2/6-31G . Baldridge and Siegel also optimized the structure of [18]annulene with three different DFT methods, finding a ˚ . All of these D2h minimum with each. At B3PW91/DZ(2df,2p), D(CC) ¼ 0.018 A calculations suggest a delocalized, and aromatic structure for [18]annulene, consistent with the X-ray experiments.155,156 The only major concern was the very poor agreement between the computed 1H NMR shifts of [18] annulene (9.7 and 215.3 ppm) and its experimental122,123 values (9.17 and 22.96 ppm). The authors suggest that “(t)he discrepancy between experiment and theory may arise . . . because the ring current is overestimated at these computational levels.” The work of Schaefer and Schleyer on [10]annulene certainly support this suggestion. DFT and MP2 provided unsatisfactory descriptions of the different isomers of [10]annulene, artificially favoring delocalized structures, such as 36. Noting that because various DFT methods overestimate the degree of delocalization and that HF underestimates it, Schaefer and Schleyer proposed using DFT methods with large HF components to study [14]- and [18]annulene.147 Using the KMLYP/6-311þG and BHLYP/6-311þG methods, they found that D2 and C2h forms of [14]annulene are transition states. The lowest energy isomer of [14]annulene is 41, having Cs symmetry (Fig. 2.15). For [18]annulene, the D6h, D3h, and D3 structures have one imaginary frequency, and the lowest energy structure, 42, has C2 symmetry. Justification for these low-symmetry isomers comes from their computed 1H NMR spectra. The chemical shifts for 41 range from 0.0 to 20.4 ppm for its inner hydrogens and 7.4 to 8.2 ppm for its outer hydrogens, in fine agreement with the experimental values of 0.0 and 7.6 ppm.159 The X-ray prediction of [14]annulene is for a C2h structure. Computed chemical shifts for this geometry are 26.1 ppm for the inner protons and 8.7–9.4 ppm for the outer protons, completely different from the
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Figure 2.15. BHLYP/6-311þG optimized geometries of 41 and 42.147



experimental values. The BHLYP and KMLYP predicted chemical shifts for 42 are 22.3 to 22.9 ppm for the inner protons and 8.9–9.4 ppm for the outer protons, in excellent agreement with the experimental values123 of 22.96 and 9.17 ppm. Again, the computed chemical shifts (about 211 and 11.5 ppm) for the D6h structure, the structure predicted by the X-ray experiments, are in total disagreement with the experimental values. Schaefer and Schleyer suggest that the X-ray structures are incorrect, and that lower symmetry forms are found for these two annulenes. They also note that both [14]- and [18]annulene express aromatic character in these NMR shifts. ˚ for 41 Nevertheless, the bond alternation in each is appreciable: D(CC) ¼ 0.101 A ˚ for 42. Thus, they conclude, “conjugated 4n þ 2 p-electron systems and 0.100 A may have appreciable bond alternation and still be delocalized and aromatic.” We turn our attention to the [4n]annulenes. Heilbronner160 suggested the idea that a conjugated, cyclic system might be stabilized, that is, aromatic,161 if there was a twist along the p-orbitals, creating a Mo¨bius topology. Schleyer investigated the possibility of a Mo¨bius [12]-, [16]-, and [20]annulene using B3LYP/6-31G .162 The lowest energy [12]annulene has Hu¨ckel topology, but 43, which has a Mo¨bius topology, lies only 4.4 kcal mol21 higher in energy. Its bond alternation is rather small, ˚ (Fig. 2.16) and its NICS(0) value is 214.6 ppm, both characteristic D(CC) ¼ 0.070 A of an aromatic compound. An isomer of [16]annulene, 44, expresses even stronger



Figure 2.16. B3LYP/6-31G optimized structures of the Mo¨bius annulenes 43–45.162
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˚ , and its NICS(0) ¼ 24.5 aromatic behavior: its D(CC) is very small, only 0.019 A 21 ppm. However, 44 is 15.8 kcal mol higher in energy than the most favorable Hu¨ckel [16]annulene. 44 is even 10 kcal mol21 higher than the lowest energy Mo¨bius [16]annulene, although this conformer shows little aromatic character. Lastly, the Mo¨bius [20]annulene, 45, lies 6.2 kcal mol21 above the best Hu¨ckel form, but it does show some aromatic character, with a large negative NICS (210.2 ˚ ). ppm) and slight bond alternation (D(CC)¼0.049 A These calculations inspired the synthesis of a derivative of [16]annulene with a Mo¨bius topology, 46, by Herges.163 The crystal structure of 46 was obtained and ˚ in indicated C2 symmetry. The bond alternation in the polyene bridge is 0.120 A  ˚ the X-ray structure and 0.095 A at B3LYP/6-31G . Herges computed an ASE, using a modification of Schleyer’s ISE method,117 of 4.04 kcal mol21, concluding that it is “moderately aromatic.”



Recent computations by Schleyer and coworkers have cast serious doubts on the aromatic nature of 46.164 They reoptimized the geometry of 46 at B3LYP/ 6-311þG and its geometry is compared with that of the X-ray structure in Figure 2.17. They first noted that the bond alternation within the bridge is larger than the alternation found in long-chain polyenes. Further, they pointed out that the bond alternation should be examined for the entire 16-carbon path, not just



Figure 2.17. Comparison of the B3LYP/6-311 þ G 164 and experimental163 distances of 46.
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Figure 2.18. BH&HLYP/6-311þG optimized structure of 48.166



the bridge. The degree of alternation is even larger for the entire path than just within ˚ at B3LYP and 0.157 A ˚ in the X-ray structure. The computed the bridge, 0.135 A NICS(0) value is only 23.4 ppm, much below that found in 44. The ISE value of 46 is nearly identical to the value obtained for an acyclic analog of the bridge alone, and the ISE value when corrected for s-cis/s-trans relations is only 0.6 kcal mol21. These authors conclude that 46 is not aromatic. They attribute the lack of aromatic character to large deviations from planarity about the double bonds and the tendency of the C22C bonds within benzene rings to not delocalize into fused rings. The [16]annulene core of 46 requires the formal participation of two bonds that are also shared with a benzene ring. However, the electrons in these bonds preferentially localize to the benzene ring and do not fully participate in creating a delocalized 16-member ring.165 It seems clear that definitive evidence of an aromatic Mo¨bius annulene has not been produced. However, Castro and Karney166 have suggested that an aromatic Mo¨bius annulene has been prepared, but as a transition state. They optimized transition state 48 for the “twist-coupled bond shifting” process that connects the tri-trans-[12]annulene 47 with the di-trans-[12]annulene 49. This transition state, shown in Figure 2.18, is 18.0 kcal mol21 above 47 at CCSD(T)// cc-pvDZ//BH&HLYP/6-311þG , which corresponds well with the activation barrier for the conversion of 47 to 49 observed by Oth as the rate limiting step in producing 50. 48 has aromatic properties—its NICS value is 213.9 ppm and its ˚ —supporting the notion of a Mo¨bius annulene bond alternation is only 0.032A transition state.
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2.4.3.2 The Mills – Nixon Effect The Mills–Nixon effect is bond localization within a benzene ring due to annelation of one or more small rings. Mills and Nixon were actually interested in isolating benzene in one of its two Kekule tautomeric structures.167 Although this two-well model for benzene was thoroughly discredited by the Pauling resonance model, the idea of bond localization within a formal benzene ring remains of both theoretical and experimental interest.168 The search for compounds demonstrating the Mills–Nixon effect is the subject of this section. The idea behind bond localization in annelated benzenes is exemplified by compound 51, tricyclopropabenzene. Of the two standard Kekule structures of 51, one places the double bonds within the three-member ring (called endo) and the other places the double bonds outside (exo) the small ring. Because cyclopropene is much more strained than cyclopropane, the avoidance of strain energy suggests that the double bonds might be localized into the exo positions. Compounds 51 and 52 are the prime test subjects for this idea of strain-induced bond localization (SIBL).169



Both 51 and 52 have been examined with a variety of computational techniques, from HF170,171 to CASSCF172 to DFT.169,173 The X-ray crystal structure174 of 52 has been determined. The B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ structures are shown in Figure 2.19. Bond localization can be measured as the difference in the length of the R(C22Cendo) and R(C—Cexo) bonds, DR ¼ Rendo 2 Rexo. The computed and experimental values of these distances and DR are listed in Table 2.21. Bond localization is not observed in any of the calculations of 51 and 52, and the crystal structure of 52 also indicates only a very small difference in the bond lengths about the central ring. Clearly, the Mills–Nixon effect is not operational in these two compounds. Was the idea of strain-induced bond localization then just wishful thinking? In order to assess the effect of angle strain alone upon a benzene ring, Stanger optimized the geometry of benzene with fixed C22C22H angles.170 Because rehybridization at



Figure 2.19. B3LYP/6-311þG(d,p) optimized structures of 51 and 52.
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˚ ) of the Endo and Exo Bonds of the Central Benzene TABLE 2.21. Length (A Ring and Their Difference (DR) in 51 –52 and 55 –57. Method



Rendo



Rexo



DR



1.356 1.367 1.361 1.363 1.356 1.361



0.003 0.010 0.023 0.027 0.027 0.010



1.361 1.378 1.377 1.389 1.386 1.389 1.383 1.386 1.383 1.390



0.047 0.013 0.014 0.017 0.024 0.023 0.025 0.016 0.018 0.023



1.344 1.373 1.366 1.353 1.349



0.096 0.057 0.077 0.098 0.089



1.309 1.317 1.338 1.342 1.335



0.214 0.183 0.177 0.174 0.178



1.329 1.353 1.346 1.335



0.152 0.098 0.143 0.160



51 a



HF/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31G b B3LYP/6-31G c B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZd B3LYP/6-311þG(d,p) CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G(d)e



1.359 1.377 1.384 1.390 1.384 1.371 52



f



HF/3-21G HF/6-31G(d)a HF/6-311G g MP2/6-31G g B3LYP/6-31G c B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZd B3LYP/6-311 þ G(d,p) CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G(d)e Expt.g



1.408 1.391 1.391 1.406 1.410 1.412 1.408 1.402 1.401 1.413 55



a



HF/6-31G(d) MP2/6-31G(d)i B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G(d)e Expt.h



1.440 1.430 1.443 1.451 1.438 56



e



HF/3-21G HF/6-31G(d)a B3LYP/6-31G c B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZd B3LYP/6-311þG(d,p)



1.523 1.500 1.515 1.516 1.514 57



a



HF/6-31G(d) CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G(d)e B3LYP/6-311þG Expt.i a



1.481 1.451 1.489 1.495



Ref. 171; bref. 175; cref. 169; dref. 173; eref. 172; fref. 170; gref. 174; href. 176; iref. 177.
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hydrogen is minimal and hydrogen does not participate in the p-system, Stanger argued that relief of angle strain should be the only driving force behind any bond ˚ in localization in this model. At HF/3-21G he found that DR increased from 0.0 A ˚ normal benzene to 0.2427 A when the C22C22H angle is 908. Stanger found that a correlation between the distortion angle a, where a ¼ (1208 2 uC22C22H) and DR, DR ¼ A sin2 a þ B:



(2:10)



Excellent correlation between a and DR is seen in Figure 2.20 for computations at HF/3-21G and B3LYP/6-311 þ G . Although the DFT computations indicate a smaller bond localization than predicted at HF/3-21G, distinct bond localization does result from C22C22H angular distortion from the normal 1208 value. So why is there little bond localization in 51 and 52, in particular as each suffers from large angular distortions (uC-C-C equals 62.68 in 51 and 93.28 in 52)? Using the ˚ for 52, significantly DFT values, Eq. (2.10) predicts that DR should be 0.143 A ˚ greater than its actual value of 0.025 A. Stanger suggested that the bonds in the three- and four-member rings are highly bent, thereby relieving some of the strain at the carbon atoms common to both the benzene and small ring. There is both experimental and computational support for this notion of bent bonds in the annelated benzenes. The electron density maps available from the X-ray crystal structures of 52 – 54 show maxima that are shifted outside the four-member rings. Although the quality of the electron density map174 of 52 does not allow for a measurement of size of this shift, these maxima could be located for 53 and 54.175 The bond angles measured along the maximum electron density paths are 1068 in 53 and 1078 in 54, much larger than their angles measured from the positions of the



Figure 2.20. Plot of Eq. 2.1 for distorted benzene at HF/3-21G (ref. 170) and B3LYP/ 6-311þG .
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nuclei (about 93.58 in both 53 and 54). The topological electron density analysis defines bond angles as the union of two bond paths at the central atom. Yanez176 has computed this topological angle for 51 at HF/6-31G and MP2/6-31G , finding values of 85.08 and 81.78, respectively. Again, these electron density-defined angles are much larger than the angles defined by the positions of the nuclei (63.08 and 62.88, respectively).



The lack of significant bond alternation in 51 and 52 appears to be attributable to bent bonds relieving some of the strain. Baldridge and Siegel171 offered up 55 as a strained annelated benzene whose bridgehead carbon should be reluctant to participate in a bent bond to the aromatic ring. Their HF/6-31G optimized structure of 55 ˚ , respectively, appreciable bond has endo and exo bond lengths of 1.440 and 1.344 A ˚ alternation of almost 0.1 A. Subsequent calculations that include electron correlation (Table 2.21 and Fig. 2.21) show similar alternation. This prediction was confirmed with the synthesis and X-ray structure determination of 55 by Bu¨rgi, Siegel and ˚ , respectively. coworkers;177 its endo and exo bond lengths are 1.438 and 1.349 A Structure 55 clearly demonstrates the bond alternation of the Mills – Nixon effect, although this is more properly attributed to SIBL.



With the distinct bond alternation of 55, might its aromaticity be reduced? The NICS values at the center of the six-member ring of benzene, 53, and 55 computed



Figure 2.21. Optimized B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ structure of 55.
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Figure 2.22. B3LYP/6-311þG(d,p) optimized structures of 56 and 57.



at B3LYP/6-31G are 29.65, 210.13, and 27.34 ppm, respectively.179 The NICS values for 51 and 52 at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ are 210.7 and 29.0 ppm, respectively. These NICS values indicate that 51 and 52, with little bond alternation, are certainly aromatic. Although the NICS value of 55 is somewhat reduced from that of benzene, it is nevertheless fairly negative and indicates appreciable aromatic character. A second category of benzannelated compounds that express the Mills – Nixon effect are exemplified by 56 and 57. Vollhardt’s 1986 synthesis of starphenylene (57) revitalized interest in the Mills – Nixon effect.179 The X-ray crystal structure ˚ and a short exo distance of of 57 indicates a long endo distance of 1.495 A ˚ 1.335 A – strong evidence of the Mills – Nixon effect. Computations have reproduced this large bond alternation in 57 (Table 2.21 and Fig. 2.22).



Structure 56 is a smaller analog of starphenylene. The computed structure of 56 also shows bond alternation; in fact, it is larger than in any of the other examples ˚ , comparable (Table 2.21). The DFT computations suggest that DR is about 0.17 A to the difference in length between normal C22C single and double bonds. Vollhardt179 and Baldridge and Siegel171 have attributed the bond localization in 56 and 57 to avoidance of the cyclobutadiene structure. Proposing that the annelated molecule will distort to maximize the number of 4n þ 2 p-electron rings and minimize the number of 4n p-electron rings, Baldridge and Siegel examined the series of compounds displayed in Figure 2.23. These compounds are divided into three categories based on whether the annelation is 4n þ 2 (aromatic), neutral if it does not participate in the p-system, or 4n (antiaromatic). As discussed before, there is
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Figure 2.23. Bond alternation of aromatic neutral and antiaromatic benzanneleated species computed at HF/6-31G(d).171



little bond alternation in the neutral examples 51 and 52. Because the nitrogen p-orbital contributes two electrons, the three-member rings of 59 are formally antiaromatic, just like the four-member rings of 56. For both of these compounds, DR is quite large—the endo bond is long to minimize the p-contribution from the bond shared by the two rings. This reduces the antiaromatic character of the annelated ring. On the other hand, the p-orbital of boron is empty, making the three-member rings of 58 potentially aromatic. The four-member rings of 60 are similarly potentially aromatic. The values of DR for 58 and 60 are very negative (a reversed Mills –Nixon effect). The endo bond is quite short in these compounds. By building up the p-character of the bond shared by the two rings, both rings can express aromatic character. The fact that bond localization is greater in 56 than in 57 can be understood in terms of the avoidance of the 4n ring. In 56, the four-member ring will always have full participation of the two p-electrons from its double bond. This forces the double bonds of the six-member ring to localize completely to the exo positions to minimize any antiaromatic character. However, in 57, the outside phenyl rings do not fully contribute two p-electrons to the four-member ring due to delocalization, allowing the central ring to delocalize some p-density into the endo positions. The NICS(0) value for 56 is þ1.3 ppm.173 The NICS(1) value for the central six-member ring of 57 is 21.1ppm.180 These NICS measures indicate that the central six-member ring of both compounds is not aromatic. This is consistent with the extreme bond localization in these molecules. The experimental heat of hydrogenation of 57 is 271.7 kcal mol21.181 When this is corrected for the strain in the resulting cyclohexyl ring, the heat of hydrogenation of 57 is nearly identical to that of three
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times the heat of hydrogenation of cyclohexene. Vollhardt concluded from these studies that the central ring of 57 behaves as if it were cyclohexatriene and not benzene. Alhough the explanation first offered by Mills and Nixon to account for bond alternation in benzannelated species is discredited, bond alternation can be induced by both angle strain and p-effects. Perhaps the answer to the question posed by Stanger in the title of his 1991 article “Is the Mills Nixon effect real?” is both “no” and “yes”—no, bond alternation does not result from a freezing out of a particular Kekule structure, but yes, bond alternation is most certainly observed in a number of “aromatic” compounds.
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Interviewed March 28, 2006 Professor Paul Schleyer is the Graham Perdue Professor of Chemistry at the University of Georgia, where he has been for the past eight years. Prior to that, he was a professor at the University at Erlangen (co-director of the Organic Institute) and the founding director of its Computer Chemistry Center. Schleyer began his academic career at Princeton University. Professor Schleyer’s involvement in computational chemistry dates back to the 1960s, when his group was performing MM and semi-empirical computations as an adjunct to his predominantly experimental research program. This situation dramatically changed when Professor John Pople invited Schleyer to visit Carnegie – Mellon University in 1969 as the NSF Center of Excellence Lecturer. From discussions with Dr. Pople, it became clear to Schleyer that “ab initio methods could look at controversial subjects like the nonclassical carbocations. I became hooked on it!” The collaboration between Pople and Schleyer that originated from that visit lasted well over 20 years, and covered such topics as substituent effects, unusual structures that Schleyer terms “rule-breaking,” and organolithium chemistry. This collaboration started while Schleyer was at Princeton, but continued after his move to Erlangen, where Pople came to visit many times. The collaboration was certainly of peers. “It would be unfair to say that the ideas came from me, but it’s clear that the projects we worked on would not have been chosen by Pople. Pople added a great deal of insight and he would advise me on what was computationally possible,” Schleyer recalls of this fruitful relationship. Schleyer quickly became enamored with the power of ab initio computations to tackle interesting organic problems. His enthusiasm for computational chemistry eventually led to his decision to move to Erlangen—they offered unlimited (24/7) computer time, while Princeton’s counteroffer was just two hours of computer time per week. He left Erlangen in 1998 due to enforced retirement. However, his adjunct status at the University of Georgia allowed for a smooth transition back to the United States, where he now enjoys a very productive collaborative relationship with Professor Fritz Schaefer.
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Perhaps the problem that best represents how Schleyer exploits the power of ab initio computational chemistry is the question of how to define and measure aromaticity. Schleyer’s interest in the concept of aromaticity spans his entire career. He was drawn to this problem because of the pervasive nature of aromaticity across organic chemistry. Schleyer describes his motivation: “Aromaticity is a central theme of organic chemistry. It is re-examined by each generation of chemists. Changing technology permits that re-examination to occur.” His direct involvement came about by Kutzelnigg’s development of a computer code to calculate chemical shifts. Schleyer began use of this program in the 1980s and applied it first to structural problems. His group “discovered in this manner many experimental structures that were incorrect.” To assess aromaticity, Schleyer first computed the lithium chemical shifts in complexes formed between the lithium cation and the hydrocarbon of interest. The lithium cation would typically reside above the aromatic ring and its chemical shift would be affected by the magnetic field of the ring. Although this met with some success, Schleyer was frustrated by the fact that lithium was often not positioned particularly near the ring, let alone in the center of the ring. This led to the development of nucleus-independent chemical shift (NICS), where the virtual chemical shift can be computed at any point in space. Schleyer advocated using ˚ above the ring center. the geometric center of the ring, then later a point 1 A Over time, Schleyer came to refine the use of NICS, advocating an examination of NICS values on a grid of points. His most recent paper posits using just the component of the chemical shift tensor perpendicular to the ring evaluated at the center of the ring. This evolution reflects Schleyer’s continuing pursuit of a simple measure of aromaticity. “Our endeavor from the beginning was to select one NICS point that we could say characterizes the compound,” Schleyer says. “The problem is that chemists want a number which they can associate with a phenomenon rather than a picture. The problem with NICS was that it was not soundly based conceptually from the beginning because cyclic electron delocalization-induced ring current was not expressed solely perpendicular to the ring. It’s only that component which is related to aromaticity.” The majority of our discussion revolved around the definition of aromaticity. Schleyer argues that “aromaticity can be defined perfectly well. It is the manifestation of cyclic electron delocalization which is expressed in various ways. The problem with aromaticity comes in its quantitative definition. How big is the aromaticity of a particular molecule? We can answer this using some properties. One of my objectives is to see whether these various quantities are related to one another. That, I think, is still an open question.” Schleyer further detailed this thought, “The difficulty in writing about aromaticity is that it is encrusted by two centuries of tradition, which you cannot avoid. You have to stress the interplay of the phenomena. Energetic properties are most important, but you need to keep in mind that aromaticity is only 5% of the total energy. But if you want to get as close to the phenomenon as possible, then one has to go to the property most closely related, which is magnetic properties.” This is why he focuses upon the use of NICS as an aromaticity measure. He is quite confident in his new
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NICS measure employing the perpendicular component of the chemical shift tensor. “This new criteria is very satisfactory,” he says. “Most people who propose alternative measures do not do the careful step of evaluating them against some basic standard. We evaluate against aromatic stabilization energies.” Schleyer notes that his evaluation of the aromatic stabilization energy of benzene is larger than many other estimates. This results from the fact that, in his opinion, “all traditional equations for its determination use tainted molecules. Cyclohexene is tainted by hyperconjugation of about 10 kcal mol21. Even cyclohexane is very tainted, in this case by 1,3-interactions.” An analogous complaint can be made about the methods Schleyer himself employs: NICS is evaluated at some arbitrary point or arbitrary set of points, the block-diagonalized “cyclohexatriene” molecule is a gedanken molecule. When pressed on what then to use as a reference that is not “tainted,” Schleyer made this trenchant comment: “What we are trying to measure is virtual. Aromaticity, like almost all concepts in organic chemistry, is virtual. They’re not measurable. You can’t measure atomic charges within a molecule. Hyperconjugation, electronegativity, everything is in this sort of virtual category. Chemists live in a virtual world. But science moves to higher degrees of refinement.” Despite its inherent “virtual” nature, “Aromaticity has this 200 year history. Chemists are interested in the unusual stability and reactivity associated with aromatic molecules. The term survives, and remains an enormously fruitful area of research.” His interest in the annulenes is a natural extension of the quest for understanding aromaticity. Schleyer was particularly drawn to [18]annulene because it can express the same D6h symmetry as does benzene. His computed chemical shifts for the D6h structure differed significantly from the experimental values, indicating that the structure was clearly wrong. “It was an amazing computational exercise,” Schleyer mused, “because practically every level you used to optimize the geometry gave a different structure. MP2 overshot the aromaticity, HF and B3LYP undershot it. Empirically, we had to find a level that worked. This was not very intellectually satisfying but was a pragmatic solution.” Schleyer expected a lot of flak from crystallographers about this result, but in fact none occurred. He hopes that the X-ray structure will be re-done at some point. Reflecting on the progress of computational chemistry, Schleyer recalls that “physical organic chemists were actually antagonistic toward computational chemistry at the beginning. One of my friends said that he thought I had gone mad. In addition, most theoreticians disdained me as a black-box user.” In those early years as a computational chemist, Schleyer felt disenfranchised from the physical organic chemistry community. Only slowly has he felt accepted back into this camp. “Physical organic chemists have adopted computational chemistry; perhaps, I hope to think, due to my example demonstrating what can be done. If you can show people that you can compute chemical properties, like chemical shifts to an accuracy that is useful, computed structures that are better than experiment, then they get the word sooner or later that maybe you’d better do some calculations.” In fact, Schleyer considers this to be his greatest contribution to science —demonstrating by his own example the importance of computational chemistry towards solving relevant chemical problems. He cites his role in helping to establish
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the Journal of Computational Chemistry in both giving name to the discipline and stature to its practitioners. Schleyer looks to the future of computational chemistry residing in the breadth of the periodic table. “Computational work has concentrated on one element, namely carbon,” Schleyer says. “The rest of the periodic table is waiting to be explored.” On the other hand, he is dismayed by the state of research at universities. In his opinion, “the function of universities is to do pure research, not to do applied research. Pure research will not be carried out at any other location.” Schleyer sums up his position this way—“Pure research is like putting money in the bank. Applied research is taking the money out.” According to this motto, Schleyer’s account is very much in the black. 2.6
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&CHAPTER 3



Pericyclic Reactions



Into the mid-1960s, a large swathe of organic chemistry was a sea of confusing reactivity. Seemingly related or analogous reagents gave unrelated products. Reactions would often give outstanding regio- and stereoselectivity, but with no apparent rhyme or reason. Some examples are shown in Scheme 3.1. Alkenes do not react under thermal conditions to give cyclobutanes, yet an alkene and diene will add to give cyclohexenes—the famous Diels – Alder reaction. Placing a donor substituent on the diene and an acceptor substituent on the dienophile accelerates the Diels – Alder reaction, and the resulting major product is the more congested 3,4-substituted cyclohexene rather than 3,5-substituted cyclohexene. cis-2,3-Dimethylcyclobutene opens upon heating to give cis,trans-2,4-hexadiene, but cis-5,6-dimethyl-1,3-cyclohexadiene opens to give trans,trans-2,4,6-octatriene. [1,3]-Hydrogen migrations are very rare, but [1,5]-hydrogen migrations are facile. Perhaps the greatest achievement of theoretical organic chemistry was the development of systematic rules that organized all of these (and more) disparate reactions. Beginning in 1965, Woodward and Hoffmann developed the concept of conservation of orbital symmetry for pericyclic reactions, reactions in which “concerted reorganization of bonding occurs through a cyclic array of continuously bonded atoms.”1 Fukui developed an alternative viewpoint focusing on the interaction of frontier molecular orbitals.2,3 Zimmerman extended these ideas with the concept of Hu¨ckel and Mo¨bius orbitals.4 Together, these ideas consolidated electrocyclizations, cycloadditions, sigmatropic rearrangements, chelotropic reactions, and group addition reactions into one conceptual framework. Detailed discussion of these organizing concepts for pericyclic reactions (particularly the ideas of orbital correlation diagrams, frontier molecular orbital theory and the aromatic transition state) is outside the scope of this book. The interested reader is referred to a number of fine introductory texts.5 – 7 Given the great success of the conservation of orbital symmetry to understand pericyclic reactions, it should come as no surprise that computational chemistry has been widely applied to this area.8 – 10 Instead of surveying this broad literature, we focus our discussion on a few reactions where either computational chemistry has served to broaden our insight into pericyclic reactions or where these studies have helped discern the limitations of computational methods. We begin Computational Organic Chemistry. By Steven M. Bachrach Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Scheme 3.1.



using the Diels – Alder reactions and Cope rearrangements to help define which computational methods are appropriate for studying pericyclic reactions. These studies have served as paradigms for the selection of computational methods for a broad range of organic chemistry. Next, we discuss the role computational chemistry played in determining the mechanism of the Bergman cyclization and defining the category of pseudopericyclic reactions. We conclude with a discussion of torquoselectivity, an extension of the orbital symmetry rules developed largely from the results of computational chemistry. 3.1



THE DIELS – ALDER REACTION



The Diels – Alder reaction is among the most important of the pericyclic reactions. By simultaneously creating a ring, often with great regioselectivity, and setting up to four stereocenters, the Diels – Alder reaction finds widespread application in synthetic chemistry. As the first pericyclic reaction typically presented in introductory organic chemistry textbooks, the Diels – Alder reaction has virtually become the paradigm for pericyclic reactions. It is therefore not surprising that the Diels – Alder reaction has been the subject of considerable attention by the computational chemistry community. Perhaps more surprising is that some controversy has also been raised concerning the nature of the reaction mechanism. Focusing on the parent Diels – Alder reaction of butadiene with ethylene to give cyclohexene (Reaction 3.1), we discuss in this section (1) how the concerted activation barrier depends on the computational method, (2) the competition between the concerted and stepwise paths, and (3) the use of kinetic isotope effects to distinguish these two possible mechanisms.



(Reaction 3.1)
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The Concerted Reaction of 1,3-Butadiene with Ethylene



The reaction of 1,3-butadiene with ethylene to give cyclohexene is an allowed reaction if the ethylene fragment approaches the butadiene fragment from one face, preserving a plane of symmetry as indicated in 4. As shown in the orbital diagram in Figure 3.1, overall symmetry is preserved and both HOMO – LUMO interactions are symmetry allowed. The Hu¨ckel-type arrangement of the p-orbitals shown in 4 involves six electrons and so should express some aromatic stabilization.



Figure 3.1. MO diagram for Reaction (3.1): from left, 1,3-butadiene, ethylene, TS 4, and cyclohexene 3.
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We first take up the issue of computing the activation barrier for this parent Diels –Alder reaction. Rowley and Steiner11 experimentally determined an activation barrier of 27.5 + 0.5 kcal mol21 for Reaction (3.1). Using thermal corrections computed at B3LYP/6-31G , Houk and coworkers12 estimate that DH ‡ (0 K) ¼ 23.3 + 2 kcal mol21. A large number of computational estimates of the activation energy have been reported, many of which are listed in Table 3.1. A number of important trends can be drawn from Table 3.1, trends that have influenced how computational chemists approach related (and sometimes even largely unrelated) problems. Hartree–Fock SCF computations vastly overestimate the barrier, predicting a barrier twice as large as experiment.13 – 15 The omission of any electron correlation more seriously affects the transition state, where partial bonds require correlation for proper description, than the ground state reactants. Inclusion of nondynamical correlation is also insufficient to describe this reaction. CASSCF computations also overestimate the barrier by some 20 kcal mol21.16 – 20 Clearly, dynamical correlation must be included. The first study to obtain a reasonable value for the barrier was the work of Bach, where they employed perturbation theory.14 MP2 lowers the barrier substantially from the HF result; unfortunately, it predicts a barrier that is too low, in the range of 16 –20 kcal mol21. MP3 raises the barrier but now predicts too high a value (27 – 28 kcal mol21). Finally, MP4 provides very good agreement with experiment, but triples configurations must be included to get the best fit (Ea values of 22.4 – 22.8 kcal mol21). Very similar trends were obtained by Jorgensen in his examination of the Diels – Alder reaction of cyclopentadiene with ethylene and related dienophiles.21 Perturbation corrections also dramatically improve upon the CASSCF results. MRMP218 and CASPT212 predict an activation barrier within a few kcals mol21 of the experimental value. Lischka20 used the multireference averaged quadratic coupled cluster (MRAQCC) method to obtain a barrier of 23.7 kcal mol21, and correcting for complete interacting space predicts a barrier of 22.2 kcal mol21, in excellent agreement with experiment. The MRAQCC method is a CI expansion from a multiconfiguration reference, correcting for size-extensivity using a coupled cluster approach.22 All of the gradient-corrected density functional methods provide very fine estimates of the barrier for Reaction (3.1). In particular, B3LYP (Ea ¼ 23 – 27 kcal mol21),12,23 – 25 MPW1K (Ea ¼ 24.4 kcal mol21),12 and KMLYP (Ea ¼ 21 –22 kcal mol21)12 produce excellent values. OLYP and O3LYP, however, overestimate the barrier by 4– 8 kcal mol21.26 There are only a few reports of CI computations of the Diels – Alder reaction. A QCISD(T)/6-31G study using B3LYP/6-31G geometries gives a fine value for the barrier (25.0 kcal mol21).17 CCSD computations give a barrier that is too high, but inclusion of the triples configurations (similar to what was found with MP4) results in a reasonable barrier (26 – 28 kcal mol21).27 Lastly, there are three reports of composite method studies of Reaction (3.1). Morokuma has applied two variations on the G2 method, both of which employ smaller basis sets at various levels.27 These two variants give excellent values for the activation barrier: 24.6 and 23.9 kcal mol21 with G2MP2 and G2MS,
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˚) TABLE 3.1. Computed Activation Energya (kcal mol21) and R16 Distance (A for the Concerted Pathway of Reaction (3.1). R16



Ea



HF/3-21G//HF/3-21G HF/6-31G //HF/6-31G c HF/6-31G /HF/6-31G d



2.210 2.201 2.273



35.9 45.0 45.9



CASSCF(6,6)/3-21G//CASSCF(6,6)/3-21Ge CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G f MRMP2-CAS(6,6)/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G g CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G //CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G e CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G(d,p)//CASSCF(6,6)/6-31(d,p)h CASSCF(6,6)-MP2/6-31G(d,p)//CASSCF(6,6)/6-31(d,p)h CASSCF(6,6)/6-311þG(d,p)//CASSCF(6,6)/6-31(d,p)h CASSCF(6,6)-MP2/6-311þG(d,p)//CASSCF(6,6)/6-31(d,p)h CASPT2/6-31G //CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G i CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G //CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G j MR-AQCC/6-31G //MR-AQCC/6-31G j MR-AQCC/6-31G //MR-AQCC/6-31G j MR-AQCC/6-311G //MR-AQCC/6-311G j MR-AQCC/6-311G(2d,p)//MR-AQCC/6-311G(2d,p)j



2.217



37.3 43.8 28.6 43.8 44.5 39.4 37.0 40.9 25.0 43.6 25.7 25.3 24.2 23.7



Method b



MP2/6-31G //HF/6-31G c MP2/6-31G //MP2/6-31G k MP2/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G g MP2/6-31G //MP2/6-31G d MP2/6-311G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31Gl MP3/6-31G //HF/6-31G c MP3/6-311G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31Gl MP4(SDQ)/6-31G //HF/6-31G c MP4(SDTQ)/6-31G //HF/6-31G c MP4(SDTQ)/6-31G //MP2/6-31G k MP4(SDTQ)/6-311G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31Gl BLYP/6-31G //BLYP/6-31G m B3LYP/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G m,n B3LYP/6-31G /B3LYP/6-31G o B3LYP/6-31þG //B3LYP/6-31þG i B3LYP/6-311þG(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-311þG(2d,p)i BPW91/6-31G //BPW91/6-31G i MPW1K/6-31þG //MPW1K/6-31þG i KMLYP/6-31G //KMLYP/6-31G i KMLYP/6-311G//KMLYP/6-311Gi OLYP/6-31G(d)//OLYP/6-31G(d)p OLYP/6-311þG(2d,p)//OLYP/6-311þG(2d,p)p OLYP/6-311G(2df,2pd)// OLYP/6-311G(2df,2pd)p O3LYP/6-31G(d)//OLYP/6-31G(d)



2.223 2.221



2.223 2.240 2.236 2.241 2.240 2.285 2.244



2.286 2.272 2.268



16.6 18.5 20.4 15.9 17.5 26.9 28.2 29.0 21.9 22.4 22.8 23.1 24.9 22.4 27.2 26.2 19.9 24.4 21.1 22.4 26.7 30.1 29.2 26.8 (Continued)
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TABLE 3.1. Continued. Method



R16



Ea



O3LYP/6-311þG(2d,p)//OLYP/6-311þG(2d,p)p O3LYP/6-311G(2df,2pd)// OLYP/6-311G(2df,2pd)p



30.1 29.3



QCUSD(T)/6-31G //CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G e QCISD(T)/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G f CCSD/6-311G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31Gl CCSD(T)/6-311G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31Gl CCSD(T)/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G g



25.5 25.0 30.8 25.7 27.6



G2MP2/6-311þG(3df,2p)l G2MS/6-311þG(2df,2p)l CBS-QB3i



24.6 23.9 22.9



a



Activation energy relative to s-trans-1,3-butadiene þ ethylene; most calculations include zero-point vibrational energy; bref. 13; cref. 14; dref. 15; eref. 16; fref. 17; gref. 18; href. 19; iref. 12; jref. 20; kref. 28; lref. 27; mref. 23; nref. 24; oref. 25; pref. 26.



respectively. The CBS-QB3 method predicts a barrier of 22.9 kcal mol21.12 These composite methods, developed and tested on grossly differing reactions, nevertheless provide excellent activation energies and are likely to be applicable to a broad range of organic reactions. Their computational expense will continue, however, to severely limit their practical utility. We can also extract some trends concerning the affect the computational method has on the geometry of the transition state. Figure 3.2 presents the B3LYP/6-31G optimized TS structure (4). All the methods (HF, MP, CASSCF, CI, and DFT)



Figure 3.2. B3LYP/6-31G optimized structures of 4–8.
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predict a transition state with Cs symmetry, which demands synchronous formation of the two new s-bonds. In all of these studies, s-cis-1,3-butadiene is assumed to be the reactive conformer, even though it is less stable than s-trans-1,3-butadiene. Johnson has located the transition state for the concerted reaction of s-trans-1,3-butadiene with ethylene to give trans-cyclohexene (Reaction 3.2) with a variety of methods.29 The B3LYP/6-31G transition state 5 is shown in Figure 3.2. The cis TS (4) is significantly lower in energy than the trans TS (5) at all levels—anywhere from 16.1 kcal mol21 at MP2/6-31G to 19.7 kcal mol21 at CASSCF(6,6)/3-21G. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the concerted reaction proceeds from the s-cis conformation of 1,3-butadiene.



(Reaction 3.2)



Kraka and Cremer25 have carefully detailed the reaction pathway for this concerted process that maintains Cs symmetry. It is easiest to understand this by tracing the path forward and backward from the Cs transition state. Proceeding backward from the transition state, the two fragments separate, maintaining Cs symmetry by restricting butadiene to a planar cis conformation. Eventually, a bifurcation point is reached, at an energy of 3.9 kcal mol21 above isolated reactants. This point corresponds to where the pathway divides by breaking symmetry and allowing butadiene to rotate from the cis into the trans conformation. In the forward direction, cyclohexene is formed in the chair (Cs) conformation. This is another bifurcation point; the forward pathway divides here to give two paths towards the twist (C2) conformation, which lies 5.7 kcal mol21 below the bifurcation point. Thus, the concerted Cs reaction path lies strictly between these two bifurcation points. The most important geometrical parameter of the concerted TS is R16, the distance of the forming s-bond between the two fragments. This value is listed in Table 3.1. The most striking observation is that the range of computed distance ˚ to 2.286 A ˚ . The CASSCF and MRAQCC is small, only varying from 2.201 A ˚ ˚, optimizations cluster around 2.22–2.24 A, and the DFT values around 2.27–2.28 A showing little variation with basis set. On the other hand, at the HF level, R16 increases ˚ in going from 6-31G to 6-31G , but with MP2, the same basis set change by 0.07 A ˚. results in a decrease in R16 by 0.04 A This brings up the question of the role of the basis set. In terms of geometry, although there is some variation with the size of the basis set, all the methods with varying basis set size provide extremely comparable TS geometries. With the most suitable computational methods (MP4(SDTQ), B3LYP and MRAQCC), the activation energy varies by less than 2 kcal mol21 with differing basis sets. Therefore, quite reasonable results can be produced with the relatively small 6-31G basis set with these QM methods.
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One further consideration with regards to basis set choice is the degree of basis set superposition error (BSSE). Very little is understood of how BSSE might effect the computation of a transition state, its geometry, and energy. However, Kobko and Dannenberg have surveyed exactly these effects for Reaction (3.1) with the HF, B3PW91, B3LYP, and MP2 methods.30 Some of their results are gathered in Table 3.2. As expected, the 3-21G basis set exhibits extremely large BSSE and is unsuitable for obtaining reasonable barrier heights. Keeping in mind that the counterpoise correction overestimates BSSE, the error in the activation barrier is still large with the widely used 6-31G basis set with all four computational methods. However, the 6-311þþG basis set, which is quite large, expresses minimal, and likely acceptable, BSSE. A similar situation applies with regards to the R16 error due to BSSE. Figure 3.3 provides a simple pictorial representation of the effect of BSSE on the potential energy surface. BSSE is maximal in the product and nil for the reactants. Subtracting off this error results in a reaction that is now less exothermic. Application of the Hammond Postulate suggests that the counterpoise-corrected (CP) TS will be later (i.e., a shorter R16) than the normally computed TS. Interestingly, BSSE is much smaller for the DFT methods than MP2, supplying a further reason for their use in computing activation energies of organic reactions. Concerted pericyclic transition states have been argued as being favorable due to possessing some aromatic character. Calculation of the magnetic properties of the Diels – Alder transition state supports this notion. Shown in Figure 3.4 are the computed 1H NMR shifts for the reactions of ethylene with butadiene or cyclopentadiene, computed using the IGLO method.28 In particular, note the large upfield shifts of the methylene protons in the cyclopentadiene TS, indicative of a strong ring current. These TS values also express large, negative magnetic susceptibilities, indicative of aromaticity. NICS values have also been computed for the TS of Reaction (3.1).31 The value is dependent on the position inside the ring; TABLE 3.2. Comparison of Normal and Counterpoise-Corrected TSs for Reaction (3.1).a Method HF/3-21G HF/6-31G HF/6-31G HF/6-311þþG B3PW91/6-31G B3PW91/6-311þþG B3LYP/6-311þþG MP2/3-21G MP2/6-31G MP2/6-311þþG



DDH ‡b



DDR16c



10.02 3.89 3.60 0.72 2.72 0.69 0.62 13.16 7.07 3.96



20.0147 2-0.0077 20.0055 20.0015 20.0087 20.0033 20.0005 20.0495 20.0269 20.0133



Ref. 30; bDDH ‡ ¼ DH ‡ (CP-corrected) 2 DH ‡ (normal) in kcal mol21; cDDR16 ¼ DR16 ˚. (CP-corrected) 2 DR16 (normal) in A a
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of the normal and counterpoise-corrected (CP) potential energy surfaces for the Diels–Alder reaction. Adapted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A, 105, 1946 (2001). Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.



Figure 3.4. IGLO calculated 1H NMR shifts for the reaction of ethylene with (a) 1,3-butadiene or (b) cyclopentadiene.28



however, all of the points examined in the interior region have large negative values (221.4 to 227.2). To summarize this section, for the Diels – Alder reaction, HF and CASSCF vastly overestimate the reaction barrier. Dynamical correlation is essential to the description of the Diels – Alder transition state. MP2 underestimates the barrier. MP4 and CI methods both provide very good results, but triples configurations must be included. The preferred method, when one combines both computational efficiency and accuracy, is clearly DFT, and especially the B3LYP method. It is likely the strong performance of B3LYP with pericyclic reactions, typified by the Diels – Alder results described here, that propelled this method to be one of the most widely used by computational organic chemists.
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3.1.2 The Nonconcerted Reaction of 1,3-Butadiene with Ethylene An alternative mechanism for the Diels –Alder reaction involves a stepwise pathway (Reaction 3.3). Here, one end of each of the butadiene and ethylene fragments approaches each other, passing through transition state 6, to form a diradical intermediate 7. In a second distinct chemical step, the second new s-bond is formed through transition state 8 to give cyclohexene.



(Reaction 3.3)



Houk and coworkers provided experimental evidence in favor of the concerted mechanism.13 They reacted 1,1,4,4-tetradeuterio-1,3-butadiene with cis- or trans-1,2dideuterioethene to give the tetradeuteriocyclohexenes (Scheme 3.2). The cyclohexenes were then reacted with MCPBA to make the epoxides, which were characterized by 1H NMR. Less than 1% of the nonstereoconserved isomers were observed. If a stepwise reaction were occurring through a diradical intermediate (7), extensive scrambling would be expected. They conclude that the concerted activation energy must be at least 3.7 kcal mol21 below that of the stepwise reaction. This “energy of concert” is in agreement with the estimate of 5.7 kcal mol21 by Doering and Roth.32,33 This stepwise pathway has been examined numerous times with differing computational levels. There are three conformations of the diradical intermediate to consider (anti, gauche-in, and gauche-out) and corresponding transition states to create them. We discuss only the lowest energy pathway, the one invoking the anti conformation. Listed in Table 3.3 are the energies of the critical points along Reaction (3.3) and the B3LYP/6-31G optimized structures of 6 – 8 are drawn in Figure 3.2. Locating the second transition state (8) is more difficult then locating the first. Structure 8 corresponds mostly to rotation about the C222C3 bond, changing



Scheme 3.2.
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TABLE 3.3. Computed Energies (kcal mol21) for the Entrance (6) and Exit (8) TSs and Intermediate (7) for the Stepwise Pathway of Reaction (3.3).a Method



6 



HF/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G



b



MP2/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G b CASSCF(6,6)/3-21G//CASSCF(6,6)/ 3-21Gc CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G // CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G c CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G //B3LYP/ 6-31G d CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G //B3LYP/ 6-31G b CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G(d,p)// CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G(d,p)e CASSCF(6,6)-MP2/6-31G(d,p)// CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G(d,p)e CASSCF(6,6)/6-311þG(d,p)// CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G(d,p)e CASSCF(6,6)-MP2/6-311þG(d,p)// CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G(d,p)e CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G // CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G f MR-AQCC/6-31G //CASSCF(6,6)/ 6-31G f MR-AQCC/6-31G //CASSCF(6,6)/ 6-31G f



7



8



4



21.3 (8.8)



46.6



49.9 (42.0)



20.4



43.1



41.1



37.3



45.7



40.7



43.8



40.7



43.8



46.6 (42.0) 44.6



40.4



43.5



44.5



41.1



35.1



38.3



39.4



46.4



42.5



45.5



47.0



41.7



35.3



38.1



40.9



45.6



40.7



43.9



43.6



32.0



29.7



32.6



25.7



31.8



29.5



32.4



25.3



UB3LYP/6-31G //UB3LYP/6-31G g



33.6 (28.2)



29.0 (27.6)



24.8



UQCISD(T)/6-31G //CASSCF(6,6)/ 6-31G c RQCISD(T)/6-31G //CASSCF(6,6)/ 6-31G c QCISD(T)/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G b



39.2



30.3



29.4



35.7



29.8



25.5



CCSD(T)/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G b a



40.7 (32.1) 40.7 (32.0)



45.1



27.6 27.6



Spin corrected energies are presented in parentheses; bref. 18; cref. 16; dref. 17; eref. 19; fref. 20; gref. 24.



the conformation from anti to gauche-in. Once C1 and C6 near each other, they collapse to form the s-bond without further barrier. The major question is which pathway is preferred: the concerted one passing through 4 or the stepwise one, whose rate-limiting step is through 6. The HF
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method, which grossly overestimates the barrier of the concerted process, favors the stepwise pathway, indicating a very low barrier of only 8.8 kcal mol21 after spin correction.18 This estimate is substantially below the experimental value, and one should conclude that the HF method is entirely inappropriate for describing the Diels –Alder (and likely all other pericyclic reactions). CASSCF favors the concerted TS over the stepwise TS, but by less than 2 kcal mol21. In all cases the diradical intermediate 7 lies 4–5 kcal mol21 below 4.16,18 – 20 As we will discuss in more detail in the section on the Cope rearrangement, CASSCF tends to overstabilize diradicals, favoring them over closed-shell species, and so these results here are likely spurious. Perturbation theory, which largely corrected the errors of the HF and CASSCF methods for the concerted pathway, fails to properly estimate the energy of 6 relative to 4. MP2 suggests that the stepwise barrier is 22 kcal mol21 above the concerted TS,18 and CASSCF-MP2 suggests a separation of less than 2 kcal mol21. However, the MRAQCC method predicts that 6 lies about 6 kcal mol21 above 4,20 in accord with experimental evidence. The CI methods also largely fail, predicting that the stepwise path is disfavored by about 10 kcal mol21.16,18 On the other hand, DFT performs extraordinarily well. Spin contamination is a problem with DFT methods such as B3LYP and so an unrestricted wavefunction must be used and spin correction applied. Using this approach, Houk found 4 to lie 3.4 kcal mol21 below 6 and 2.8 kcal mol21 below 7. Coupled with the computed kinetic isotope effects, discussed next, the results of computational studies indicate that the Diels – Alder reaction proceeds by the concerted mechanism. 3.1.3 Kinetic Isotope Effects and the Nature of the Diels –Alder Transition State With all of the theoretical analysis pointing towards an allowed concerted pathway for the Diels – Alder reaction, it is perhaps unexpected that in the mid-1980s a small controversy surrounded the mechanism. This controversy surfaced with Dewar’s proposal that all concerted reactions could not normally be synchronous,34 or in other words, when multiple bonds are made or broken in a single chemical step, the degree of bond making/breaking is not synchronous. Dewar’s work was inspired by semi-empirical calculations on the Diels – Alder cycloaddition and the Cope rearrangement that found decidedly asymmetric transition states, if not outright stepwise pathways. All of the ab initio calculations that include electron correlation to some extent clearly favor the concerted pathway for Reaction (3.1). All of these computations also identified a transition state with Cs symmetry, indicating perfectly synchronous bond formation. One method for distinguishing a synchronous from an asynchronous transition state is by secondary kinetic isotope effects (KIE). Isotopic substitution alters the frequencies for all vibrations in which that isotope is involved. This leads to a different vibrational partition function for each isotopically labeled species. Bigeleisen and Mayer35 determined the ratio of partition functions for
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isotopically labeled species. Incorporating this into the Eyring transition state theory results in the ratio of rates for the isotopically labeled species (Eq. 3.1):36 ! 3N6 X (uH  uD ) 3N6 3N6 Q uH Q ½1  exp (  uH ) exp 2 kH vzH ½1  exp (  uD ) u h i (3:1) ¼ z z Dz ! z 3N 7 z kD vD 3NQ7 uH 3N z 7 1  exp (  uz ) X (uH  uzD ) H Q h i exp 2 uzD 1  exp (  uzD ) Computation of the vibrational frequencies is thus sufficient to predict KIEs, as long as the vibrational frequencies can be computed accurately. Because the termini carbons of both the diene and dienophile change hybridization from sp 2 to sp 3, the corresponding C22H out-of-plane vibration frequency increases during the Diels – Alder reaction.37 Therefore, deuterium or tritium substitution at the termini positions will potentially lead to differing reaction rates. An inverse 28-KIE is expected for the forward reaction (kH/kD , 1), but the reverse reaction would experience a normal 28-KIE (kH/kD . 1). Houk and Singleton have pioneered the use of both experimental and computational KIEs to determining the nature of pericyclic TSs, and we discuss here their studies of the Diels – Alder reaction. Houk first examined the 28-KIE for Reaction (3.1) using the MP2, CASSCF, and UHF methods to optimize the appropriate transition states and compute the necessary vibrational frequencies. The computed KIE are compared with experimental results for analogous reactions in Table 3.4. Although the agreement between experimental and computation is not exact, one important result can be readily extracted: the predicted KIE for the concerted transition state are in much better agreement with experiment than those for the stepwise transition state. In particular, note that the stepwise KIEs are all normal and the concerted are all inverse, in agreement with the experimental inverse KIEs. Employing NMR to quantify the amount of remaining labeled and unlabeled reactants after considerable reaction, Singleton was able to determine very accurate KIEs using natural isotope abundance.40 The KIE for the Diels – Alder reaction of isoprene and maleic anhydride (Reaction 3.4) are shown in Figure 3.5a. Computed B3LYP/6-31G KIEs for Reaction 3.1 are presented for the concerted (Fig. 3.5b) and stepwise (Fig. 3.5c) pathway.24 The most salient feature is that the KIEs for the stepwise reaction are completely inconsistent with the experimental values, especially in their prediction of normal KIE at the two termini positions, whereas only inverse KIEs are found. Shown in Figures 5d and e are the B3LYP/6-31G KIEs for Reaction (3.4) passing through either the concerted endo or exo transition states.41 The agreement between the computed and experimental KIEs is excellent, and is truly outstanding if one adjusts the value of the KIE for the reference methyl group from 1.00 (assumed in the original experimental work) to the values computed at B3LYP. These studies confirm that kinetic isotope effects can be accurately computed and applied to a variety of reactions.42 – 46
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TABLE 3.4. Comparison of Experimental and Computeda Kinetic Isotope Effects for Some Diels –Alder Reactions.



Reactants



a



Concerted MP2/6-31G (CASSCF/6-31G )



Stepwise (6) UHF/6-31G (CASSCF/6-31G )



0.92b



0.93 (0.95)



1.02 (0.97)



0.93b



0.93 (0.95)



1.02 (0.97)



0.85b



0.87 (0.90)



1.06 (0.94)



0.92b



0.93 (0.95)



1.02 (0.97)



0.87b



0.87 (0.90)



1.06 (0.94)



0.92c



0.89 (0.92)



1.08 (1.04)



0.76c



0.81 (0.85)



1.07 (0.92)



Expt.



Theoretical KIEs based on the reaction of ethylene with 1,3-butadiene, ref. 36; bref. 38; cref. 39.
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Figure 3.5. KIE for some Diels –Alder cycloadditions. (a) Experimental values for Reaction (3.4) (ref. 40), B3LYP/6-31G computed values24 for the (b) concerted and (c) stepwise pathways for the reaction of ethylene and 1,3-butadiene, and B3LYP/6-31G computed values41 for the (d) endo, and (e) exo pathways for Reaction (3.4).



These KIE studies indicate a concerted reaction, but what about its synchronicity? Using isoprene instead of 1,3-butadiene as the diene component breaks the symmetry of the cycloaddition. This symmetry break is seen in the transition states for the reaction of isoprene with maleic anhydride (Fig. 3.6). This reaction undoubtedly proceeds through a concerted transition state, based on the KIE discussed above. The computed TSs show slight asymmetry; the forming s-bonds ˚ . The asynchronicity is small and might be understood as differ by about 0.1 A simply being the necessary result of the lack of symmetry of the reactants. Similarly, Morokuma located four transition states (9 – 12) for the Diels – Alder cyclization of acrylic acid with 2,4-pentadienoic acid.27 These transition states are shown in Figure 3.7. All show rather large asynchronous bond formation, with a ˚! difference in the new s-bond distances of as much as 0.5 A
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Figure 3.6. B3LYP/6-31G structures for the endo and exo TSs for Reaction (3.4).41



Figure 3.7. B3LYP/6-31G optimized geometries of 9–14.27,47



More interesting would be Diels – Alder cycloadditions between reactants that could potentially conserve Cs symmetry, and thereby pass through a synchronous transition state, but rather prefer an asynchronous route. Somewhat remarkably, there are examples of such cases. The transition state (13) for the cyclization of
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1,3-butadiene with maleic acid is predicted to be highly asynchronous.47 In fact, the ˚ . Imposing Cs symmetry during the two forming s-bond distances differ by 0.512 A optimization leads to a second-order saddlepoint 14 that is only 1.6 kcal mol21 above the first-order saddle point 13. The experimental KIEs for the reaction of isoprene with dimethyl maleate were obtained and compared with computed KIEs of analogous systems. A clear-cut distinction between a pathway through a synchronous TS or through an asynchronous TSs cannot be made. In this case KIEs are consistent with either path. Nonetheless, highly asynchronous Diels – Alder TSs certainly appear feasible. 3.2



THE COPE REARRANGEMENT



The Cope rearrangement is perhaps the premier example of [3,3]-sigmatropic rearrangements. The simplest case is the degenerate rearrangement of 1,5-hexadiene 15 shown in Reaction (3.5). Although first discovered in the 1940s, the mechanism of this reaction remained controversial into the 1990s.48



(Reaction 3.5)



The classic Doering and Roth experiment addressed the stereochemistry of the Cope rearrangement.49 Heating threo- or meso-3,4-dimethyl-1,5-hexadiene gives mixtures of octadienes that indicate a preference for the reaction to occur through a chair-like transition state (Scheme 3.3). They estimated that the chair pathway was preferred over the boat by at least 5.7 kcal mol21 in free energy, a figure later supported by Goldstein’s experiments50 with deuterated 1,5-hexadiene. Therefore, our discussion will focus primarily on the reaction in the chair conformation.



Scheme 3.3.
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Scheme 3.4.



More contentious has been the nature of the mechanism itself. Outlined in Scheme 3.4, are the three limiting cases for the mechanism. The reaction can proceed along a concerted path, passing through a single transition state (16a) with no intermediates (path a). This transition state invokes delocalization across all six carbon centers and has been termed an “aromatic” transition state. There are two stepwise possibilities. Following path (b), the s (C322C4) bond is cleaved first, creating two noninteracting allyl radical species (16b). The ends of these allyl radicals can then combine to give product. The alternative is path (c), where the bond between C1 and C6 forms first, creating cyclohexane-1,4-diyl (16c) as a stable intermediate. Cleaving the C322C4 bond then forms the product. The experimental activation enthalpy for the Cope rearrangement of 1,5-hexadiene is 33.5 kcal mol21.51 The cleavage-first pathway (Scheme 3.4, path b) has been discounted for two reasons. First, the estimate for the dissociation energy of 1,5-hexadiene into two allyl radicals is 59.7 kcal mol21, much higher than the activation barrier. Second, experiments show no crossover products, which would be expected if allyl fragments were produced.52,53 Doering et al.51 estimated that cyclohexane-1,4-diyl would be 33.7 kcal mol21 above 1,5-hexadiene, essentially identical to the experimental activation barrier, championing path (c) (Scheme 3.4). However, they utilized a faulty estimate for the bond dissociation energy for forming the iso-propyl radical from propane. With current group equivalents54 and bond energies,55 the diyl is estimated to be 42 kcal mol21 higher in energy than 1,5-hexadiene, suggesting that it too is unlikely to participate in the Cope rearrangement. Nevertheless, the diyl pathway remained intriguing, as Cope rearrangements with radical stabilizing substituents might make the diyl competitive.56 – 62 This sets up the environment in which computational chemists came to weigh in on the nature of the Cope rearrangement.
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Theoretical Considerations



The implication of the multiple possible reaction pathways shown in Scheme 3.4 is that any computational approach must allow for the possible contribution of at least these three valence bond structures.63 The simplest approach to the nature of the wavefunction for the Cope rearrangement is to just account for the correlation of the active orbitals of the reactants with those of the products. The s-bond between C3 and C4 of the reactant correlates to s (C122C6) in the product. Assuming that 1,5-hexadiene has C2 symmetry, both of these orbitals have a symmetry. The in-phase mixing of the two p-bonds of the reactant (p (C122C2) þ p (C522C6)) has b symmetry and correlates with (p (C222C3) þ p (C422C5)) of the product. The out-of-phase combination of the reactant p-bonds (p (C122C2) 2 p (C522C6)) has a symmetry and correlates with (p (C222C3) 2 p (C422C5)) of the product. If the reaction proceeds through a C2h geometry, orbital symmetry demands that these active orbitals of a 2a 2b 2 must become a2ga2ub2u. So, we may take as the “aromatic” configuration the Slater determinant Carom Carom ¼ j    7ag 2 5au 2 7bu 2 j: Pictorial representations of these orbitals are displayed in Figure 3.8. To account for the possible contribution of cyclohexane-1,4-diyl, we must include the configuration arising from excitation of the electrons from the HOMO to the LUMO. Thus, the diyl Slater determinant Cdiyl is Cdiyl ¼ j    7ag 2 5au 2 7bu 2 j  c1 j    7ag 2 5au 2 8au 2 j, where the value of the coefficient c1 is near one. The last contribution comes from the bis-allyl supermolecule. This structure arises from removing the electrons from 5au and placing them into 5bg, Cbis-allyl ¼ j    7ag 2 5au 2 7bu 2 j  c2 j    7ag 2 5bg 2 7bu 2 j, where c2 ¼ 1 when the two allyl groups are infinitely separated. A Hartree – Fock wavefunction includes only Carom, and therefore minimizes the contribution of any diradical or bis-allyl character. The most reasonable approach would be to use a CASSCF wavefunction where the active space involves the three occupied MOs (7ag, 5au, 7bu) and the three lowest energy unoccupied orbitals (8ag, 5bg, 8bu). All possible occupations of the six valence electrons within this set of MOs will capture the three most important valence bond contributors. It will also provide some accounting for the dynamic correlation between these six electrons. What is missing is the dynamic correlation between these six valence electrons and the remaining 28 electrons. One reason why the Cope rearrangement represents such an important test case for computational chemistry is that this dynamic correlation has turned out to play a much larger role than ever
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Figure 3.8. Representation of the active space orbitals for the Cope rearrangement.



suspected, a finding that was especially surprising for a reaction as seemingly straightforward as this one. 3.2.2



Computational Results



The computational studies dealing with the Cope rearrangement focus on the nature of the mechanism. Specifically, is there a stable intermediate (the diyl) or just a single transition state? The majority of researchers approached this question by examining a C2h slice through the potential energy surface. They scanned the distance, R16, between the formal allylic species, looking for minima. The C2h minima were then determined to be either transition states or intermediates on the global energy surface. We will concentrate this discussion solely on the reaction in the chair conformation.
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The earliest serious computational studies of the Cope rearrangement were carried out using the semiempirical methods MINDO/264 and MINDO/3.65 Both of these ˚ sitting about 3 studies identified a stable C2h intermediate with R16 of about 1.6 A 21 kcal mol below the transition state. A follow-up study using the more sophisticated AM1 model also identified a stable intermediate, but one residing in a well so small (0.1 kcal mol21) as to not have “any definite significance.”66 We note these results mainly because they, along with Dewar’s controversial contention34 that reactions involving making and breaking many bonds could not be concerted, inspired the rigorous application of ab initio calculations to the Cope rearrangement. Instead of proceeding with a historical presentation, we discuss the computational results by methodology. Using HF/6-31G , the only feature located on the C2h slice ˚ . This through the potential energy surface is a transition state with R16 ¼ 2.046 A geometry looks quite reasonable; however, as is found with many other pericyclic reactions, the activation barrier is dramatically overestimated: DHa ¼ 55.0 kcal mol21 versus 33.5 kcal mol21 from experiment (Table 3.5). A number of different CASSCF computations have been reported, varying in the size of the active space and the basis set.67 – 69 Optimization of C2h structures ˚ using CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G revealed both a diyl structure with R16 ¼ 1.641 A 69 21 ˚ and a transition state with R16 ¼ 2.189 A. The diyl structure is 1.9 kcal mol below the transition state. A Cs transition state leading to the diyl was also located; it lies 1.3 kcal mol21 above the diyl but 0.6 kcal mol21 below the C2h “aromatic” transition state. Further complicating matters, the energies of both the diyl and transition state give calculated barrier heights that are at least 11 kcal mol21 above the experimental value. These large differences lead to the surprising conclusion that CASSCF(6,6) calculations are unsuitable for probing the mechanism of the Cope rearrangement. Resolution came with the development of perturbation methods that use a multireference wavefunction. Of interest here are the techniques of applying second-order Møller – Plesset perturbation theory using a CASSCF wavefunction as the reference. In the mid-1990s, two slightly different formulations of multireference perturbation theory were applied to the Cope rearrangement.70,71 Both methods find only a single ˚ , depending on basis set. There is transition state with R16 between 1.74 and 1.88 A no diyl intermediate. Furthermore, the activation energies are much improved; DH ‡ ¼ 32.2 kcal mol21 at CASPT2/6-311G(2d,p). A limitation of these MP-CASSCF calculations was that full geometry optimization could not be performed due to a lack of analytical gradients. In 2003, Lischka reported MR-CISD (multireference configuration interaction with single and double excitations) and MR-AQCC22,72 (multireference averaged quadratic coupled cluster) calculations that include fully optimized structures for the Cope rearrangement of 1,5-hexadiene.73 Their largest computations (MR-AQCC/ 6-311G(2d,1p) using the CASSCF(6,6) reference) indicate a single transition ˚ . The activation enthalpy at this level is 33.4 kcal mol21, state with R16 ¼ 1.902 A essentially the experimental value. Why are the CASSCF computations not only quantitatively but also qualitatively incorrect? Inclusion of dynamic correlation decreases the diradical contribution to
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TABLE 3.5. Energies (kcal mol21) and R16 for Transition States and Intermediates for the Cope Rearrangement. ˚) R16 (A



Method



DE ‡



DH ‡298



56.6 48.7 31.2 33.1 42.1 41.1 35.2 37.7 34.4



55.0 46.9 30.8 32.2 41.1



Transition State a



RHF/6-31G CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G a CASPT2 N/6-31G b CASPT2 N/6-311G(2d,2p)b CCD/6-31G c CCSD/6-31G h CCSD(T)/6-311G h CR-CCSD(T)/6-311G h B3LYP/6-31G a B3LYP/6-31þG(d,p)d B3LYP/6-311þG e B3PW91/6-31G a CBS-QB3f MD-CISD(CAS6,6)/6-31G g MR-AQCC(CAS6,6)/6-31G g MR-AQCC(CAS6,6)/6-311G(2d,1p)g MR-AQCC-ars(CAS6,6)/6-311G(2d,1p)g MCQDPT/6-311G h



2.046 2.189 1.745 1.775 1.874 1.89 1.82 1.86 1.966 2.004 1.877



33.7 32.1



1.88



40.5 37.3 36.8 33.4 28.3



1.558 1.641 1.784 1.72 1.72 1.652 1.611



20.4 46.8 28.5 36.2 35.3 37.4 32.3



1.725 1.902



33.2 34.0 32.2 31.0 33.0



Intermediate UHF/6-31G a CASSCF(6,6)/6-31G a MP2/6-31G e CCSD(T)/6-31G h CCSD(T)/6-311G h UB3LYP/6-31G a B3PW91/6-31G a



19.2 47.0 28.1



36.4 31.5



a



Ref. 63; bref. 70; cref. 71; dref. 77; eref. 75; fref. 12, DH‡0; gref. 73; href. 78.



the wavefunction, which is overestimated by CASSCF. This was a very surprising result at the time. The simple valence bond model described above would imply that the CASSCF approach should be satisfactory. The failure of CASSCF meant that much greater computational resources than anyone had expected would be needed to adequately describe even simple organic reactions, such as the Cope rearrangement. As inclusion of dynamic electron correlation increases the importance of the aromatic contribution (Carom) at the expense of the diradical contributions, a singlereference post-HF method might be satisfactory. CCD and QCISD find a transition ˚ . Both methods predict an activation barrier that is about 7 state with R16 ¼ 1.87 A 21 71 kcal mol too high.
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A recent study of the Cope rearrangement using coupled-cluster theory revealed a discouraging result. McGuire and Piecuch first obtained the C2h PES at UB3LYP/ 6-311G by optimizing the geometry with a range of fixed values of R16. They then computed the energy of these geometries using the CCSD, CCSD(T), and a renormalized version of CCSD(T), called CR-CCSD(T). The renormalization is a slightly reworked treatment of the perturbative correction of the triple excitations.74 The CCSD surface shows a single minimum on the C2h slice, corresponding to an aromatic-like transition state. However, CCSD(T) predicts a very different result. ˚ , the diyl structure. CCSD(T)/6-31G predicts a single minimum with R16 ¼ 1.72 A  With the larger 6-311G basis set, the CCSD(T) C2h PES has two minima, one ˚ and the second with R16 ¼ 1.82 A ˚ . These two structures differ with R16 ¼ 1.72 A 21 by only 0.03 kcal mol . Whether these two local minima are real is certainly questionable, but the PES is certainly very flat in the region that differentiates the aromatic transition state from the diyl. Because CCSD(T) is generally considered to be one of the most accurate computational methods, this failure to discern the nature of the Cope rearrangement is disappointing. The completely renormalized variation, ˚ . This CR-CCSD(T), predicts a single minima on the C2h PES with R16 ¼ 1.86 A result is consistent with the best MP-CAS computations in predicting a single aromatic transition state for the Cope rearrangement. MP2/6-31G finds a diyl structure,75 but the MP4 energy using the CCD geometry differs by less than a kcal mol21 from the experimental value.71 None of these single-configuration methods, however, has reached convergence; higher levels of perturbation theory might actually give poorer agreement with experiment. Density functional theory has also been applied to the Cope rearrangement. Nonlocal methods, such as BLYP and B3LYP find a single transition state with R16 ˚ . The barrier height is in excellent agreement with experiment.76 approximately 2 A These first DFT results were extremely encouraging because DFT computations are considerably less resource-intensive than multireference perturbation theory. Moreover, analytical first and second derivatives are available for DFT, allowing for efficient optimization of structures (particularly transition states) and the computation of vibrational frequencies needed to characterize the nature of the stationary points. Analytical derivatives are not available for MRPT calculations, which means a more difficult optimization procedure and the inability to fully characterize structures. The competition between the chair and boat transition states for the Cope rearrangement has also been the subject of computations.70,77 Based on Goldstein’s studies of the Cope rearrangement of deuterated 1,5-hexadienes, the chair transition state is estimated to be 11.3 kcal mol21 lower in enthalpy than the boat transition state.50 Shea and Phillips designed the diastereomeric pair 17c and 17b, which can undergo a Cope rearrangement exclusively through a chair transition state (17cTS) or a boat transition state (17bTS), respectively.79 Consistent with Goldstein’s results, the activation enthalpy for the Cope rearrangement of 17c is 13.8 kcal mol21 lower than that of 17b. Dolbier followed these experiments with a study of the difluorinated analogs, 18c and 18b.80 The activation enthalpy for the Cope rearrangement of 18c is 5.6 kcal mol21 below that of 17c, but the barrier for reaction of 18b is 7.9 kcal mol21 above that for 17b. Perhaps even more intriguing are the
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experimental activation entropies: 211.3 and 217.5 eu for 17c and 18c, respectively, which are in the range of typical values, but DS ‡(17b) ¼ 20.7 eu and DS ‡(18b) ¼ þ8.7 eu! The more positive activation entropies of the boat than chair paths suggest more bond breaking than bond forming in the former. The very positive activation entropy for 18b suggests there is essentially no bond making, only bond breaking in this boat transition state. To quote Dolbier directly, “This (the reaction of 18b) is a Cope rearrangement which does not want to be pericyclic!”80



The B3LYP/6-31þG(d,p) chair and boat transition states77 for the Cope rearrangement of 1,5-hexadiene (15) are shown in Figure 3.9, and their relative energies are listed in Table 3.6. The boat TS (15bTS) has a computed activation enthalpy that is higher than the chair TS (15cTS) by 7.2 kcal mol21. As the agreement between experiment and calculation for the chair barrier is excellent, this computational method is underestimating the boat transition state enthaply. This trend carries over to the computations on 17 and 18; the chair activation enthalpies are in excellent agreement with experiment, but the boat TS enthalpies are underestimated.77 Also of concern is that the predicted activation entropies for the boat TSs, although more positive than those computed for the chair TSs, are not nearly positive enough, particularly for 18b. These results suggest that the transition states for 17b, and especially 18b, are poorly described by the B3LYP/6-31þG(d,p) method. Rather, the transition states are likely to have much larger dissociative character, that is, a strong bis-allyl contribution. This same failure was noted in early ab initio calculations of the boat transition state 15bTS.70 It has been suggested that that the variational transition state (i.e., the geometry that minimizes the free energy of activation) occurs at a looser geometry with higher entropy than the C2v structure that minimizes the activation enthalpy. A word of caution with regards to DFT computations is necessary. A spin-restricted wavefunction cannot properly describe either of the dissociation limits for the Cope rearrangement, but using an unrestricted wavefunction can help to mitigate this problem. UB3LYP, UB3PW91, and UB3P86 all identify a C2h cyclohexane-diyl
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Figure 3.9. Chair and boat transition state geometries for the Cope rearrangements of 15, 17, and 18.77 TABLE 3.6. Activation Enthalpies (kcal mol21) and Entropies (eu) for the Cope Rearrangements of 15, 17, and 18.a



15c 15b 17c 17b 18c 18b a



DH ‡



DS ‡



34.0 33.5 41.2



28.1 213.8 26.1



27.0 28.0 35.3 41.6



25.6 211.3 24.3 20.7



24.2 22.4 39.8 49.5



28.5 217.5 23.6 8.1



Values computed at B3LYP/6-31þG(d,p) are listed in normal text and experimental values are listed in bold, ref. 77.
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radical for the Cope rearrangement as well as the aromatic transition state found using their restricted analogs. One now has to ask which (if either) is correct? Any time a wavefunction may have diradical character, care must be taken to insure that the wavefunction is stable with respect to lifting the requirement of spin restriction. This can be simply tested by examining whether an unrestricted wavefunction is lower in energy. For the Cope rearrangement, the RHF wavefunc˚ and 3.4 A ˚ . In contrast, the tion is always unstable for the region of R16 between 1.4 A B3LYP and B3PW91 wavefunctions are both stable in the region of interest for the ˚ , R16 , 2.7 A ˚ ). This means that the DFT prediction of Cope rearrangement (1.8 A an aromatic transition state is likely to be real.81 As for the diyl found on the UDFT surfaces, Staroverov and Davidson82 examined the MRPT energies of points along a C2h cut with varying R16 distances, using UB3LYP and UB3PW91 geometries about the predicted diradical intermediate. For both cases, a diyl was not found by MRPT. They concluded that the prediction of a diradical intermediate is an artifact of the unrestricted formalism. What is the nature of the single transition state for the Cope rearrangement? Examination of the CASSCF wavefunction indicates that the Carom dominates the wavefunction, and becomes even more important when dynamic correlation is included. The C22C distances within the allyl fragments are typical of those for aromatic molecules, and R16 is similar to the lengths of forming C22C distances in a variety of pericyclic reactions. IGLO calculations for the transition state using either CISD or MP2 predict upfield shifts for axial protons and downfield shifts for the equatorial protons.75 The magnetic susceptibility exaltation of the chair Cope transition state is larger than for benzene, and its NICS value is quite negative (222.7). All these point towards a concerted, aromatic transition state.31 Computational chemistry has converged upon a mechanism for the Cope rearrangement. The reaction is characterized by a single transition state, having C2h symmetry. There are no intermediates; the reaction occurs by a single chemical step. The transition state can be best characterized as having some aromatic character. A representation of the mechanism that captures the nature of the transition state is given in Scheme (3.5); the transition state is composed of resonance structures for the two radical contributors, but with a much larger contribution, from the delocalized aromatic structure. Perhaps the most significant result of these computational studies is in clarifying the decision concerning which is the appropriate methodology for investigating pericyclic reactions. For reactions where multiple configurations may play a role, CASSCF is necessary to provide an unbiased description of the transition structure, but CASSCF is unlikely to be sufficient to adequately describe the reaction surface. Rather, the CASSCF wavefunction is the appropriate reference wavefunction, but some accounting of dynamic correlation amongst all of the electrons will be necessary.83 MRPT, usually in its CASPT284 or MRMP285 formulation, has become the de facto standard for high-level authoritative computations, particularly for pericyclic reactions. Unfortunately, this methodology is very resource-intensive. Frequently, MRPT is employed simply to benchmark cheaper, more efficient methods. For example, it appears that UB3LYP produces the correct results for the Cope rearrangement. Along with its success with the Diels – Alder reaction described in
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Scheme 3.5.



the previous sections, the wide adoption of this DFT methodology by organic chemists was encouraged by its success in treating the Cope rearrangement. Future practitioners of computational chemistry should be hesitant to use the Cope rearrangement as the sole reaction on which to rest their methodological choice; it is always best to try out new computational approaches on a variety of different reactions, preferably ones closely related to those reactions where the methodology is intended to be applied. 3.2.3



Chameleons and Centaurs



The transition state of the Cope rearrangement as depicted in Scheme (3.5) is a mixture of the three resonance contributors. The C2h slice of the potential energy surface is very ˚ to 2.2 A ˚ . A continuum representation whereby the flat in the range of R16 from 1.6 A cyclohexane-1,4-diyl resonance structure becomes more important at small values of R16 and the bis-allyl contribution becomes greater at large values of R16 has been proposed by a number of people.57 – 60 Doering named this model “chameleonic.”86 The chameleonic model suggests that substituents may alter the relative weights of the resonance contributions, although the transition state maintains C2h symmetry of the six-member ring. Radical stabilizing groups, such as cyano, phenyl, or vinyl, can then be classified based on their position of attachment. Those attached at C1, C3, C4, or C6 will stabilize the allylic structure and are termed “active.” Those attached to C2 or C5 will stabilize the cyclohexadiyl structure and are termed “nodal.” Multiple substituents of the same type, either all “active” or all “nodal,” should be additive and enhance the biallylic or diyl contribution, respectively. Doering then examined the case where substituents of different types are placed on 1,5-hexadiene. For example 1,3,5-triphenylhexa-1,5-diene (19) has two substituent of the “active” type (the phenyl groups on C1 and C3), which would favor the
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bis-allyl contribution, and one substituent of the “nodal” type (the phenyl on C5), which would favor the diyl contribution. If the stronger of these two dominates, that would be a “chameleonic” transition state. However, Doering proposed the possibility where each set of substituents acts only on its half of the molecule; for our example the C122C3 fragment would be allylic-like and the C422C6 fragment would be diyl-like. The transition state would still have equal R16 bond lengths; but each half would distort to have bond lengths appropriate to its substitutents, with C122C2 and C222C3 shorter than C422C5 or C522C6. Doering86 termed such a transition state “centauric” after the mythological creature that is half man, half horse. Doering examined the Cope rearrangements of 1,3,5-triphenylhexa-1,5-diene86 (19) and 1,3-dicyano-5-phenyl-1,5-hexadiene (20).87 These two molecules are set up to test the “centauric” model. Are the stabilizing effects of substituents additive, as the “centauric” model suggests, or does one set dominate, indicative of the “chameleonic” model? Direct comparison of activation barriers between model compounds (such as 1,3-diphenyl-1,5-hexadiene and 1,3-dicyano-1,5-hexadiene and the parent itself) might be inappropriate, as the substituents affect the reactants and products, not just the transition state region. Correcting for these stabilizing effects, Doering finds that the activation barriers are lowered more than is suggested by the “chameleonic” model, but shy of what the “centauric” model predicts.



The Houk and Borden groups have collaborated on a couple of important studies to address the effect of multiple substituents on the Cope rearrangement.88,89 They examined the effects of cyano, phenyl, and vinyl substituents at various positions on 1,5-hexadiene. All three substituents give similar results, but only the cyano and phenyl cases will be discussed here. The cyano case was also examined by Staroverov and Davidson, coming to the same conclusions as presented here but with a slightly different analysis.82 The calculated activation enthalpies for the Cope rearrangements of various cyano- and phenyl-substituted 1,5-hexadienes were calculated at B3LYP/6-31G and are listed in Table 3.7. A couple of initial observations are warranted. First, the agreement in the activation enthalpy between the calculated B3LYP and the experimental values is truly outstanding! Second, radical stabilizing substituents, such as cyano and phenyl, can dramatically decrease the activation barrier of the Cope rearrangement, suggesting a greater participation by the radical contributors to the wavefunction (Scheme 3.5). Both cyano and phenyl substituents prefer to conjugate with a double bond, making the Cope rearrangement of 1-cyano and 1-phenyl-1,5-hexadiene endothermic, and making direct comparisons of their activation enthalpies meaningless. However, a simplified Marcus model suggests that in the absence of any special stabilizing effects, the
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˚ ) for the Cope TABLE 3.7. Activation Enthalpies (kcal mol21) and R16 (A Rearrangements of Cyano- and Phenyl-Substituted 1,5-Hexadienes.a DH298 Substituents



Calc.



H



33.2



1-CN 3-CN 1,4-diCN 1,3,4,6-tetraCN 2-CN



35.5 29.3 29.9 24.7 28.0 27.8 24.4 20.2 26.5 29.1



2,5-diCN 2,4-diCN 1,2,3-triCN 1-phenyl 3-phenyl 1,4-diphenyl 1,3,4,6-tetraphenyl 2-phenyl 2,5-diphenyl 2,4-diphenyl 1,3,5-triphenyl



36.2 28.4 29.2 19.1 30.3 29.4 24.8 21.3 26.7 29.2



Expt.



R16 b



33.5 + 0.5



(23.3)c



28.1 + 0.4d 29.9 + 1.6e 21.3 + 0.1f 29.3 + 1.6d 21.3 + 0.3d,g 24.6 + 0.8d 27.8 + 0.2



1.965 2.082, 2.131 2.131, 2.082 2.236 2.467 1.825 1.607 1.752 1.575 1.915, 1.966 2.104 2.062, 2.122 2.122, 2.062 2.241 2.649 1.777, 1.700 1.599 1.839, 1.667 1.576 1.979, 1.900 2.113, 2.106



a



Values in bold refer to reaction intermediates; bref. 51; cactivation enthalpy for the reaction of 2,5-dicyano-3-methyl-1,5-hexadiene; ref. 58; dref. 57; eref. 90; fref. 91; gref. 92.



average of the activation enthalpies of 1-cyano and 3-cyano-1,5-hexadienes (or 1-phenyl and 3-phenyl-1,5-hexadienes) should equal that of the parent Cope rearrangement. However, the average for the cyano case is 32.4 kcal mol21, 0.8 kcal mol21 less than for the parent, suggesting that a cyano group in the “active” position will lower the barrier by 0.8 kcal mol21. The average for the phenyl case is 32.3 kcal mol21, indicating that a phenyl group in the “active” position lowers the barrier by 0.9 kcal mol21. The 1,4-disubstituted cases are degenerate, so no averaging is needed. The “chameleonic” model suggests that the substituent effects should be additive, or a predicted value of DH ‡ ¼ 31.6 kcal mol21 for 1,4-dicyano-1,5-hexadiene and DH ‡ ¼ 31.4 kcal mol21 for 1,4-diphenyl-1,5-hexadiene. The computed barriers are actually lower than these values. The barrier for the 1,3,4,6-tetrasubstituted cases are lowered by more than four times the effect of a single substituent. Thus, the multiple substituents in the “active” position act cooperatively, not simply additively. Substituents in the “active” positions should act to increase the bis-allyl contribution. This should manifest itself in a longer R16 distance as the number of
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“active” substituents is increased. This trend is true for both the cyano and phenyl ˚ for the cyano cases; in fact, R16 is very long in the tetrasubstituted cases: 2.467 A ˚ and 2.649 A for the phenyl. Placing a substituent in the “nodal” positions should stabilize the diyl contribution. The activation enthalpy for both 2-cyano and 2-phenyl-1,5-hexadiene are lower than for the parent. The stabilizing effect of a cyano or phenyl group placed in a “nodal” position is 5.2 kcal mol21 and 3.0 kcal mol21, respectively. In fact, the substituents stabilize the diyl contribution so much that an intermediate is found for both cases. The second “nodal” substituent further stabilizes both the transition state and the intermediate. The barrier for 2,5-dicyano-1,5-hexadiene is 24.4 kcal mol21 or 8.8 kcal mol21 less than for the parent. This is less than twice the stabilizing effect of a single cyano, yet this is misleading. First, the intermediate diyl is now much lower in energy, 20.2 kcal mol21 above reactants. Second, both the intermediate and transition state suffer from spin contamination; Houk and Borden estimate that the diyl intermediate is only 18 kcal mol21 above the reactants, for a net stability greater than three times the value of a single “nodal” cyano group. Similar stabilizing effects are seen with the phenyl substituent. The geometric effect of the “nodal” substituents is also clearly seen in the shrinking R16 distances with increasing substitution. Both the 2,5-dicyano and 2,5-diphenyl intermediates have C122C6 distances in the range of normal C22C single bonds. Cooperativity between multiple substituents in “active” or “nodal” sites can be rationalized in the following way. The first substituent substantially alters R16; the first “active” substituent lengthens R16, creating the allyl radicals, and the first “nodal” substituent shortens this distance, creating the diyl. The next substituent(s) benefit from the “work” the first did in changing R16 and their effect is mostly just to stabilize the resulting radical. Thus, each subsequent substituent effectively acts to stabilize a radical, but the first substituent largely has to create the radical. Therefore, energetic stabilization afforded by later substituents is greater than that afforded by the first. The last issue we need to address is what happens when “active” and “nodal” substituents are both present. The “centauric” model predicts an additive substituent effect. As DH ‡ ¼ 29.3 kcal mol21 for 3-cyano-1,5-hexadiene and a “nodal” cyano group offers a stabilizing effect of 5.2 kcal mol21, the activation enthalpy for 2,4-dicyano-1,5-hexadiene should be 24.1 kcal mol21. The same argument suggests DH ‡ ¼ 25.5 kcal mol21 for 2,4-diphenyl-1,5-hexadiene. Both, in fact, have barriers higher than what additivity predicts. Furthermore, the barrier for the Cope rearrangement of 1,3,5-tricyano-1,5-hexadiene is only 0.6 kcal mol21 less than that of 1,3-dicyano-1,5-hexadiene; the “nodal” cyano group here has a stabilizing effect of about 10% its expected value. Simple additivity of the effect of three phenyl groups predicts DH ‡ ¼ 27.4 kcal mol21 for 1,3,5-triphenyl-1,5-hexadiene, but B3LYP indicates a barrier of 29.2 kcal mol21. These results suggest a competitive interaction between the “active” and “nodal” substituents. The geometries of these transition states support this competition; their R16 values are quite similar to the distance found in the parent 1,5-hexadiene. Computational examinations of the substituent effects on the Cope rearrangement conclude that the “centauric” model does
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not apply. The “chameleonic” model makes a better accounting of the cooperative and competitive ways that substituents affect the Cope rearrangement. Borden has proposed a simple mathematical model that allows for predicting the stabilization of the transition state by substituents, solely on the change in R16.93 In a related study Borden and coworkers have examined whether other pericyclic reactions might express chameleonic behavior.94 Using B3LYP/6-31G calculations, they located transition states for the 1,5-hydrogen shift in phenyl-substituted 1,3-pentadienes (21 – 23). The activation enthalpy (Fig. 3.10) for the 1,5-hydrogen shift of the parent 1,3-pentadiene is 32.0 kcal mol21. The effect of a phenyl group on C1 or C5 can be estimated by taking the average activation enthalpies for 22a and 22b; this phenyl substituent lowers the barrier by 1.5 kcal mol21. (This effectively removes the bias due to the fact that 22a is 8.7 kcal mol21 more stable than 22b.) Similarly, averaging of the activation enthalpies of 22b and 22d gives the effect of a phenyl group on C2 or C4, lowering the barrier by 1.0 kcal mol21. A single phenyl substitution on C3 increases the barrier by 0.5 kcal mol21. Diphenyl substitution reduces the barrier, by 3.2 kcal mol21 in 23a and 2.1 kcal mol21 in 23b. The effect of the two substituents is about additive. This is quite different from the effect of phenyl substitution in the Cope rearrangement, where the effect is cooperative and much more stabilizing of the transition state. The smaller substituent effect on the 1,5-hydrogen migration is also apparent in the very small geometry changes upon substitution. Borden concludes that 1,5-hydrogen migration is not chameleonic. Rather than having a shift of the dominant resonance contributor with substitution, as occurs in the Cope rearrangement, regardless of substitution, the transition state for the



Figure 3.10. B3LYP/6-31G activation enthalpies for 1,5-hydrogen shifts of substituted 1,3-pentadienes.94
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Scheme 3.6.



1,5-H shift is dominated by resonance contribution C shown in Scheme 3.6. Resonance structure C can be viewed as an allyl radical and a hydrogen atom bonded to the two terminal carbon atoms. This structure has a node through C3, which explains why the phenyl substituent on C3 has very little effect. The geometry of the transition state provides further support for C. The two terminal carbon atoms must twist toward the central migrating hydrogen, resulting in disruption of the p-overlap with C2 and C4. Doering95 has recently investigated the [1,5]-H migrations in 24 and 25, finding that the activation barriers of both are lowered by essentially the same amount relative to 26. Doering evokes this as evidence of a chameleonic effect, though alternative explanations involving strain relief in the transition states may also account for these energy differences.
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In the 1980s, a series of structurally related naturally occurring antibiotics were discovered and characterized, generating a cottage industry within the chemistry community. Synthetic organic chemists pursued the total synthesis of these complex molecules and then their non-natural analogs. Biochemists and biologists looked towards understanding the nature of the activity of these molecules. And computational chemists tried to understand the chemical mechanism underlying the biological activity. Of particular interest for us here is that once again a seemingly straightforward mechanism proved to be very difficult to accurately compute. Nonetheless, once computational chemists settled on appropriate methodologies, these computations helped settle some experimental controversies and provided great insight for the design of new potential drugs with similar molecular mechanisms of biological action. These novel, extremely potent antibiotics all possessed one very unusual chemical structural feature: an enediyne fragment within a ring.96,97 The first discovered was neocarzinostatin (NSC), which was found to be composed of a protein (NSC
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apoprotein) and the neocarzinostatin chromophore 27 in a 1 : 1 complex.98 The biological activity is associated with the NCS chromophore. However, it took until the discovery of the calichaemicin99,100 28 and esperamicin101,102 29 families in 1987 to really garner the broad attention of chemists. Other enediyne antibiotics include the dynemicin103,104 family 30, the kedarcidin chromophore105,106 31, namenamicin107 32, and the C-1027 chromophore 33.108
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Intensive investigation of these drugs uncovered a very elegant method of action involving delivery of the molecule to a DNA strand, a triggering step to activate the molecule, followed by abstraction of hydrogen atoms from the DNA molecule leading to its scission. This is illustrated in Figure 3.11 for calichaemicin as a representative example of the enediyne drugs. First, the sugar moiety binds the molecule to the minor groove of DNA. Next, the molecule is activated by a
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Figure 3.11. Mechanism of action of calichaemicin 28. Reprinted with permission from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. Engl. 30, 1391 (1991). Copyright 1991 Wiley Interscience.



nucleophilic substitution at the trisulfide fragment, creating a thiolate anion that can undergo a conjugate addition to the bridgehead alkene. The resulting enediyne 34 undergoes a Bergman cyclization to form the aromatic diradical 35. This diradical then excises hydrogen atoms from the neighboring DNA molecule, leading to the eventual cleavage of the DNA strands and cell death. Using militaristic terms, the sugar is the targeting mechanism, the trisulfide cleavage and conjugate addition act as the triggering mechanism, and the diradical is the warhead, wreaking havoc upon the target DNA molecule. Computational chemists have explored a number of these critical steps, which we will detail in later chapters. This section explores the step that creates the warhead, in other words the Bergman cyclization that converts the enediyne into an aromatic diradical. The Bergman cyclization derives its name from the studies of the Bergman group that began in 1972. Jones and Bergman prepared (3Z)-3-hexene-1,5-diyne deuterated in the acetylenic positions (36).109,110 Heating 36 to 2008C in the gas phase led to rapid scrambling of the deuteriums, but only the two symmetrically substituted analog 36 and 38 were identified. Heating 39 in solution with a hydrogen donor, such as 1,4-cyclohexadiene, gave benzene, but heating in the presence of CCl4 gave 1,4-dichlorobenzene. These reactions are typical of free radical behavior, suggesting the intermediacy of p-benzyne 41. They estimated the barrier for the conversion of 39 to 41 to be about 32 kcal mol21. A careful thermochemical study of the Bergman cyclization of 41 gave DH ‡ (470 K) ¼ 28.2 + 0.5 kcal mol21.111 A follow-up study of the thermal reaction of 42 provides additional thermochemical data.112 The activation barriers are 42 ! 43, 27.4 kcal mol21; 43 ! 42, 16 kcal mol21; and 43 ! 44, 10 kcal mol21.
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The cyclization of 39 has a large activation barrier and it is in fact stable at 258C. Calichaemicin and the other enediyne drugs are also stable at 258C, but rapidly undergo cyclization after activation. Nicolaou et al. proposed, based on MM calculations, that the critical factor is the distance between the terminal alkynyl carbons, a distance they call cd.113,114 When the terminal alkynes are ˚ ), the enediyne is stable, and when the distance is small far apart (cd . 3.31 A ˚ (cd , 3.20 A), the cyclization is spontaneous. Based on this model, the ˚ ). 10-membered ring enediyne 45 falls in the intermediate range (cd ¼ 3.25 A They prepared this molecule and found its activation energy is 23.8 kcal mol21, with a half-life at 378C of 18 h. This is consistent with the predicted intermediate-type behavior.



Computational chemists have investigated a number of relevant issues. What is the nature of the mechanism? Can the cd distance predict the reactivity of the enediynes or does some other factor dictate reactivity? What factors govern the reactivity of the intermediate p-benzyne? Will it ring open or abstract hydrogen atoms? What is the ground state of p-benzyne? How does the activation take place, especially the
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nucleophilic substitution at the trisulfide moiety? We address the first three questions in this chapter. The electronic structure and properties of the benzynes are discussed in Chapter 4 and the substitution reaction is presented in Chapter 5.



3.3.1



Theoretical Considerations



Before presenting the application of quantum calculations to the Bergman cyclization, we first discuss the orbital transformations that occur during the course of the reaction. A simple description of the bond changes is that the in-plane p-bonds of the two triple bonds of (3Z )-3-hexene-1,5-diyne are converted into the s-bond between C1 and C6 and two singly occupied sp2-like orbitals, one on C2 and the other on C5, making p-benzyne. In terms of molecular orbitals, for the reactant enediyne, MO 18 and MO 19 are the in-phase and out-of-phase combinations of the in-plane p-bonds (Fig. 3.12). These will transform into MO 15, describing the new s-bond of p-benzyne, and MO 20. Note that this latter molecular orbital (MO 20) is mostly comprised of the out-of-phase combination of the p-orbitals at the para positions which can favorably interact with the s  orbitals at C122C6 and C322C4. The in-phase combination of these p-orbitals appears in MO 21, the LUMO of p-benzyne. Here, the p-orbitals interact with the s orbitals at C122C6 and C322C4. The appropriate description of the wavefunction of p-benzyne comes down to the relative contribution of two configurations that differ only in the occupation of one orbital. The first configuration doubly occupies MO 20, and the second doubly occupies MO 21. The wavefunction can therefore be written as C ¼ c1 j    1b2g 2 2b1g 2 5b1u 2 j þ c2 j    1b2g 2 2b1g 2 6ag 2 j:



(3:2)



The pure orbital-symmetry conserved wavefunction has c2 ¼ 0 and a single configuration wavefunction would therefore be an acceptable reference. The pure biradical wavefunction has c2 ¼ 2c1, necessitating a multiconfiguration reference. Here then is the crux of the computational difficulty. The reactant, (3Z)-3hexene-1,5-diyne, is well described by a single configuration reference wavefunction. The product, p-benzyne, is likely to have appreciable diradical character and necessitates a multiconfiguration wavefunction. The transition state will exist somewhere in between. The choice of computational method suited to describe all three structures equally well is nontrivial, and in the next section we discuss the various approaches employed and results obtained by a number of research groups over the past decade.



3.3.2 Activation and Reaction Energies of the Parent Bergman Cyclization We first take up the prototype Bergman cyclization, the conversion of (3Z )-3hexene-1,5-diyne (39) into p-benzyne (41). Computational chemists came to the Bergman cyclization problem at about the same time as they came to understand
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Figure 3.12. Molecular orbitals of (3Z)-3-hexene-1,5-diyne (39) and p-benzyne (41).



the computational difficulties of the Cope rearrangement discussed in the previous section. These studies of the Cope rearrangement greatly colored the early choice of methodologies to be used for the Bergman cyclization.
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Recognizing the inherent multiconfigurational nature of 41 and the likely multiconfigurational nature of the transition state 40, the CASPT2, large CI, or DFT approaches offered the most promising options. None, however, is without potential difficulties. The CASPT2 method, while offering a true multiconfiguration reference, systematically overestimates the dynamic correlation of unpaired electrons, and this is a real concern for the Bergman cyclization where the number of unpaired electrons is not conserved.115 The CC method is a powerful tool for treating dynamic correlation, but it too does not treat the reactant and product equivalently. In describing 41, the contribution from the second important configuration (see Eq. 3.2) enters as a double excitation from the reference configuration. This second configuration will be a large contributor, and one should correct it for dynamic correlation. This can be accomplished by taking double excitations from the second configuration, but these are not included within the CCSD(T) ansatz; one would need to include contributions from the T4 operator. Thus, CCSD(T) will do a better accounting of the correlation energy for 39 than for 41, thereby overestimating the heat of reaction. With respect to DFT, questions abound concerning whether the single-determinant DFT can describe the multiconfiguration problem, whether a restricted DFT solution will be stable for p-benzyne, and, of course, the usual nagging problem of which functional is best suited for this problem. An additional complication is that the available experimental reaction and activation enthalpies were obtained at different temperatures: DH (39 ! 41, 298 K) ¼ 8.5 + 1.0 kcal mol21 and DH ‡ (39 ! 41, 470 K) ¼ 28.2 + 0.5 kcal mol21. These can be corrected for different temperatures if the vibrational frequencies are known. Unfortunately, the experimental values are unavailable, but DFT computed frequencies can be used in their place.116 This gives DH ‡ (39 ! 41, 298 K) ¼ 28.7 + 0.5 kcal mol21. One can also obtain relative electronic energies at 0 K with no ZPE corrections for direct comparison to computed values: DE (39 ! 41) ¼ 7.8 + 1.0 kcal mol21 and DE ‡(39 ! 41) ¼ 30.1 + 0.5 kcal mol21. The first serious computational study employed a CASSCF wavefunction followed by a CI expansion.117 However, the active space employed for the geometry optimization only included the in-plane p-orbitals of the triple bond, which neglects the true symmetry of the species involved; the C122C6 s-bond in 41 is included in the active space while the C322C4 s-bond is not. Using large CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations, Lindh and coworkers examined the parent Bergman cyclization.118,119 The CASSCF(12,12) active space included all of the out-of-plane p-orbitals (the occupied orbitals included for 39 are MOs 16, 17, and 20 and for 41 are MOs 17, 18, and 19; Fig. 3.12) and the in-plane p-orbitals and the C322C4 s-bond (for 39 these are MOs 14, 18, and 19 and for 41 these are MOs 14, 15, and 20). They included dynamic correlation using a couple of different perturbation schemes, CASPT2[0] and CASPT2[g1], along with a number of different basis sets. CASSCF(12,12) predicts a barrier that is too high (greater than 40 kcal mol21; Table 3.8) and a reaction enthalpy that is too large; essentially CASSCF is overestimating the stability of the reactant relative to the TS and product. The situation is dramatically improved when dynamic correlation is included. Their best CASPT2 calculation (CASPT2[g1]/ANO//CASSCF(12,12)/ANO) gives the
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TABLE 3.8. Computed Energiesa (kcal mol21) for the Prototype Bergman Cyclization 39 ! 41. Method



TS



Product



˚) cd b (A



CASSCF(4,4)/MIDI1c CAS(10,10)/MIDI4//CASSCF(4,4)/MIDI1c MRSDCIc



45.3 44.7 37.6



20.7 28.3 22.0



CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p)d CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p) with MBPT(2) frequenciesd MBPT(2)/6-31G(d,p)d CCSD/6-31G(d,p)d



29.5 28.5 23.3 37.7



5.5 8.0 212.3 27.2



CAS(12,12)/DZPe CASPT2//CAS(12,12)/DZPe CAS(12,12)/TZ2Pe CASPT2//CAS(12,12)/TZ2Pe CAS(12,12)/ANOe CASPT2[0]//CAS(12,12)/ANOe CASPT2[g1]//CAS(12,12)/ANOf CCSD//CAS(12,12)/ANOf CCSD(T)//CAS(12,12)/ANOf



40.40 20.63 43.64 21.55 43.64 23.20 23.87 40.03 29.65



22.39 24.22 27.64 0.42 27.70 2.34 3.84 31.10 10.81



1.923



BLYP/6-311þG //BLYP/6-31G g



28.4



17.6



2.077



BPW91/cc-pVDZh CASPT2//BPW91/cc-pVDZh CCSD(T)//BPW91/cc-pVDZh BCCD(T)//BPW91/cc-pVDZh Compositeh



22.0 21.7 25.6 25.6 27.7



0.9 22.6 4.8 4.8 11.0



2.116



BPW91/6-311G i BPW91/6-311G i BP86/6-311G //BPW91/6-311G i BPW91/ANO//BPW91/6-311G i B3LYP/6-311G //BPW91/6-311G i B3LYP/ANO//BPW91/6-311G i



25.50 24.33 24.62 24.40 34.35 32.81



SVWN/6-31G j SVWN/cc-pVDZj BP86/6031G j BP86/cc-pvDZj BPW91/6-31G j BPW91/cc-pvDZj BLYP/6-31G j BLYP/cc-pVDZj B3PW91/6-31G j B3PW91/cc-pVDZj B3LYP/6-31G j



17.7 19.2 22.4 24.6 23.3 25.4 25.4 28.6 28.9 31.2 31.2



11.64 11.62 11.01 10.08 25.67 23.77 24.6 0.6 0.6 6.0 0.2 5.4 6.8 13.6 22.8 2.7 3.3



1.95



1.993 2.077



1.896 1.895



2.064



2.178 2.105 2.123 2.062 2.120 2.061 2.073 2.008 1.929 1.966 1.978 (Continued )
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TABLE 3.8. Continued. Method B3LYP/cc-pVDZj MPW1PW91/6-31G j MPW1PW91/cc-pVDZj Experimentalj



TS



Product



˚) cd b (A



34.4 29.6 31.8 30.1



10.1 2 5.6 2 0.1 7.8



1.925 1.996 1.949



a



Energies of the transition state 40 and product 41 relative to reactant 39; relative enthalpies at 298 K are given as normal type, and relative electronic energies are given in bold; bcd, distance in the transition state; cref. 117; dref. 120; eref. 118; fref. 119; gref. 122; href. 121; the composite enthalpy is defined as in Eq. (3.3); iref. 123; jref. 116.



activation enthalpy as 23.87 kcal mol21 and the reaction energy as 3.84 kcal mol21. Using empirical corrections for the difference in the number of unpaired electrons in reactant, TS and product and basis set superposition error, they estimate the reaction enthalpy at 298 K is 5.4 + 2.0 kcal mol21, just below the error limits of the experimental result. They estimate the activation energy is 25.5 kcal mol21, well below the corrected experimental value of 30.1 kcal mol21. At about the same time, Kraka and Cramer reported a CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p) study of the parent Bergman cyclization.120 The CCSD(T) optimized structures are shown in Figure 3.13. Using MP2/6-31G frequencies with the CCSD(T) electronic energies, they find DH(39 ! 41, 298 K) ¼ 8.0 kcal mol21 and DH ‡(39 ! 41, 298 K) ¼ 28.5 kcal mol21, both in excellent agreement with experiment. The role of the triples configurations is key; they allow for correlation between an electron pair and a single electron. Without these contributions (i.e., CCSD), the barrier is 37.7 kcal mol21 and, even worse, the reaction energy is þ27.2 kcal mol21! Cramer has criticized these CCSD(T) results on a number of issues.121 First, he argues that MP2 frequencies for 41 are likely to be very poor, for reasons we will discuss in Section 4.4 dealing with the nature of the benzynes. If BPW91/ cc-pVDZ frequencies are used instead with the CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p) energies,



Figure 3.13. Optimized geometries of 39, 40, and 41. CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p)120 results in ˚ and all normal text and (U)BPW91/cc-pVDZ121 results are in bold. All distances are in A angles are in degrees.
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the reaction endothermicity is 5.8 kcal mol21, still in quite respectable agreement with experiment. Next, Cramer points out that the HF reference does not dominate the CCSD wavefunction, rather kCCCSDjCHFl ¼ 0.520. This is much lower, for example, than the overlap value for ozone of 0.7– 0.8, a molecule possessing significant multireference character. This results in the CCSD(T) energy being inordinately sensitive to geometry, because the triples contribution is performed in a perturbative sense. Cramer suggested using Brueckner orbitals, which remove the singles contribution to the CC expansion. The resulting BCCD(T) energies are much less sensitive to geometry. He proposed a composite method to combine the BCCD(T) energy with some accounting of the basis set effect, Ecomp ¼ BCCD(T)=cc-pVDZ þ ½CCSD=cc-pVTZ  CCSD=cc-pVDZ: This composite approach gives DH(39 ! 41, 298 K) ¼ 11.0 kcal mol21 and DH ‡(39 ! 41, 298 K) ¼ 27.7 kcal mol21. The earliest attempts at using DFT to obtain the energetics of the parent Bergman cyclization found the hybrid methods wanting. Schreiner compared B3LYP with BLYP in their ability to describe properties of 41.122 Although both DFT methods are far from ideal, the hybrid B3LYP method performs more poorly. Chen and coworkers used B3LYP, BP86, BLYP, and BPW91 to determine the activation energy and reaction energy for the Bergman cyclization (Table 3.8).123 B3LYP drastically overestimates both the barrier and overall reaction energies. BLYP overestimates the reaction energy. Both BP86 and BPW91 provide reasonable estimates. Cramer noted that the spin-unrestricted DFT energy is always lower than the spin-restricted energy for 41, a problem for both of these previous studies, which employed restricted solutions only. Use of the UDFT geometry and energy suggests that the reaction is nearly thermoneutral.121 The UBPW91/cc-pVDZ geometry of 41 is shown in Figure 3.13. In 2000, Kraka and coworkers presented a large study of DFT methods applied to the Bergman cyclization, which clarified a number of important issues.116 They compared a local spin density (LSD) functional (SVWN), three generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functionals (BP86, BPW91, and BLYP), and three hybrid functionals (B3LYP, B3PW91, and mPW91PW91). For 41, the spin-restricted solution is unstable with respect to the unrestricted solution with all of the functionals. In contrast, the spin-restricted solution for the reactant 39 and the transition state 40 is stable with all the functionals. Therefore, UDFT must be employed to describe the product, in order to get a reasonable geometry and vibrational frequencies. The LSD and GGA functions produce more stable solutions than the hybrid functions, although, again all are unstable for 41. The LSD and GGA functionals underestimate the activation energy, a situation not realized earlier because of comparison to the inappropriate experimental values. The hybrid methods, previously discounted because of too high energy values, give the best results. In fact, the best results are obtained using RB3LYP for 39 and 40 and UB3LYP (corrected for spin contamination) for 41 with the 6-311þG(3df,3pd) basis set: DH(39 ! 41, 298 K) ¼ 8.5 kcal mol21 (experiment: 8.5 kcal mol21) and DH ‡(39 ! 41, 470 K) ¼ 29.9 kcal mol21 (experiment: 28.2 kcal mol21).
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To summarize, with sufficient care, the energetics of the Bergman cyclization can be accurately reproduced by theory. The basis set must include polarization functions, preferentially on all atoms, and at least a DZ representation of the valence space. Larger basis sets (TZ or bigger, multiple polarization functions and higher angular functions) are warranted if very accurate energies are desired. If a CASSCF approach is taken, the active space must include all p-electrons, and be followed by accounting for some dynamical correlation, for example CASPT2. A CC approach must include some accounting of triples configurations. Lastly, if a DFT approach is employed, UDFT must be used for 41. GGA functionals are appropriate, although hybrid functionals may give slightly better energies. The geometry of p-benzyne will be discussed in Section 4.4. The geometry of the reactant 39 can be adequately modeled by a large variety of methodologies.124 One interesting feature is that the two alkyne units bend slightly away from each other, in the opposite direction of the reaction coordinate for the Bergman cyclization. The geometry of the TS 40 is dependent on the methodology. Listed in Table 3.8 is the critical geometric parameter of the TS, the distance between C1 and C6, also referred to as the cd distance. Using CASSCF(12,12) to optimize the structure, ˚ with DZP, 1.896 A ˚ the cd distance decreases as the basis set improves: 1.923 A ˚ with TZP, and 1.895 A with ANO. It is slightly longer when optimized at ˚ . LSD and GGA DFT optimizations provide even CCSD(T)/6-31G : 1.993 A ˚ regardless of method or basis set, up to longer cd distances, always over 2 A  ˚ 2.178 A using SVWM/6-31G . Hybrid methods provide cd distances between ˚ at B3LYP/cc-pVDZ. the CASSCF and the CCSD(T) values, for example, 1.925 A It is interesting that stability problems occur in computing the product 41 but not for the TS 40. The instability arises from the need for multiple configurations to adequately describe the electron occupancy; 41 has significant diradical character. Based on the occupation numbers of the natural orbitals from their CCSD(T) computations, Kraka and Cramer find that although p-benzyne has significant diradical character (about 65%), both the reactant and TS have essentially no diradical character at all.120 Lindh and coworkers used two different measures of the diradical character of the CASSCF(12,12) wavefunctions. First, they compare the excess electron occupation of the symmetric representation of the in-plane p-orbitals (which includes the s radical orbitals of 41). A pure diradical will have an excess occupation of one electron. The excess occupation in 41 is 0.65, but it is only 0.201 in the TS 40.118 Alternatively, they examined the relative percentage of the two configurations that describe the two radical electrons in the two available orbitals. For reactant 39, the first configuration’s weight is 84%, but the second does not contribute at all. At the TS, the weights are 73.3% and 8.8%, and in the product, they are 56.6% and 27.6%.119 Similar weights are reported by Cramer.121 All of these measures come to the same conclusion, that although there is considerable diradical character in p-benzyne, there is very little diradical character in the TS. As the TS has little diradical character, it has less need for a multiconfigurational description. This result also suggests an early transition state, with the diradical character being generated rather late along the reaction pathway.
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TABLE 3.9. cd Distances and Stabilities of Cyclic Enediynes.a Compound



n



˚) cd (A



46a 46b (¼45) 46c 46d 46e 46f 46g 46h



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



2.84 3.25 3.61 3.90 4.14 4.15 4.33 4.20



Unknown t 12 ¼ 18 h at 258C Stable at 258C Stable at 258C Stable at 258C Stable at 258C Stable at 258C Stable at 258C



3.20



t12 ¼ 11.8 h at 378C



3.29



t12 ¼ 4 h at 508C



3.34



t12 ¼ 2 h at 508C



3.42



Stable at 258C



OH



Stability



OH



OH



OH



a



From ref. 127.



A couple of studies have addressed the degree of aromatic character of the Bergman cyclization transition state using the NICS criteria. Both studies find large negative NICS values for 40 (218.8, 217.9, and –19.5 ppm, depending on computational method), indicating significant aromatic character. However, the first study, using a valence bond method, argued that it is due to s-aromaticity rather than p-aromaticity.125 This argument is rejected in the second study, which partitions the NICS contributions into s and p contributions.126 The p contribution is negative (215.1 ppm) and dominates the small positive s contribution.
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The cd Criteria and Cyclic Enediynes



Nicolau developed the cd reaction criteria based on two observations. First, based on ˚ and the molecule is MM2 structures, the cd distance in calichaemicin is 3.35 A stable. However, after activation to give 34 (Fig. 3.11), the distance contracts to ˚ and cyclization occurs spontaneously.113 Second, Nicolaou and coworkers 3.16 A prepared a series of cyclic enediynes 46a– h.114 Their cd distances, as estimated by MM2, and their stabilities are shown in Table 3.9, along with a few related compounds. (It is important to mention that MM2 grossly underestimates the cd distance ˚ , it is 4.38 A ˚ at in the parent enediyne 39; MP2 estimates this distance is 4.12 A ˚ .)124 Their CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ, and the microwave experimental value is 4.32 A ˚ will conclusion, the cd criteria, is that molecules having cd less than 3.2 A ˚ are stable. This argument cyclize spontaneously, but those with cd greater than 3.3 A implies that the critical feature that initiates (or precludes) Bergman cyclization is the distance between the ends of the two alkynes; if they are close enough together, the reaction occurs, otherwise the enediyne is stable.



An alternative proposal put forward by Magnus128 – 130 and Snyder131,132 is that the amount of strain energy relief afforded by the transition state dictates the relative stabilities of the enediynes. For example,130 47 and 48 have similar cd distances, ˚ ) than the in the latter (3.368 A ˚ ). with it slightly longer in the former (3.391 A ‡ Yet, 47 cyclizes 650 times faster than 48, corresponding to DDG (48 – 47) ¼ 5.1 + 0.2 kcal mol21. Semiempirical calculations estimate that 47 experiences a drop of about 6 kcal mol21 in going from reactant to transition state, but 48 experiences a net gain in strain energy of 1.5 kcal mol21.



Kraka and Cramer120 addressed the cd criteria by performing CCSD(T)/
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˚ , the reaction becomes 6-31G(d,p) constrained optimizations of 39. When cd is 3.3 A 21 thermoneutral and the barrier is lowered by 6 kcal mol and further shortening of ˚ reduced the barrier by another 3 kcal mol21. Using CASPT2, Lindh and cd to 3.0 A 118 Persson find similar energetic consequences to shortening the cd distance, seemingly in agreement with the cd criteria. However, they note that these reductions in activation barriers still leave sizable barriers such that reaction kinetics are much slower than for the natural enediynes. They suggest that the cd distance is insufficient to predict reaction rates. Due to the large size of the cyclic enediynes presented in Table 3.9, computational chemists were forced to use DFT methods in order to study their activation barriers. Schreiner122 employed BLYP/6-311þG //BLYP/6-31G and Chen123 used BPW91/6-311G . Both did not appreciate the need for using spin-unrestricted solutions for the p-benzyne analogs, and so we will discuss just the activation barriers here. BLYP gives longer cd distances and higher barriers than BPW91; however, the trends within each set of results are identical. Methyl substitution at the termini of 39, giving (3Z)-3-heptene-1,5-diyne 49 and (4Z )-4-octene-2,6-diyne 50, only slightly increases the cd distance, yet the activation barrier increase by 3 – 4 kcal mol21 with each methyl addition (Table 3.10). Schreiner argues that a methyl group stabilizes an sp carbon over an sp 2 carbon, thereby lowering the energy of the reactant. This is inconsistent with the cd criteria. Schreiner was unable to find either transition states or products for the cyclization of the smallest cyclic enediynes, 51 and 52. These are simply too strained. The barrier for 46a is very low and should spontaneously cyclize at room temperature (Table 3.10). The barrier for 46b is lower than that of 39 and is consistent with it slowly cyclizing at room temperature. These barriers are consistent with the cd cri˚ ) is only slightly longer than in 46b teria. However, the cd distance in 46c (3.413 A 21 ˚ (3.588 A), yet its barrier is 5 – 7 kcal mol greater. Schreiner therefore claims that there is no straightforward correlation between cd and the activation barrier. Chen and coworkers note that the MM2 strain energy for 46a, 46b, and 46c is 14.8 11.4, and 9.0 kcal mol21, respectively. This accounts for about 40% of the activation barrier differences between the three compounds, indicating that the differential strain energy alone is not complete. It appears that both models provide limited predictive capacity. A recent attempt to predict the activation energy as a cubic expansion about the cd distance shows only modest correlation.133 Accurate barriers therefore still require direct experimental or computational determination. A recent theoretical study of the biological activity of dynamicin A (30) dealt in part with the question of the cd distance. Tuttle, Kraka, and Cramer134 examined the Bergman cyclization of 30 to 53 and compared it to cyclization of activated dynamicin A (54) to its diradical product (55). Given the size of these molecules, they optimized the needed structures at the relatively small B3LYP/3-21G level, but it is important to note that this level predicts the barrier for the cyclization of the 10-member ring enediyne (45) with an error of less than 1 kcal mol21, clearly a situation of fortuitous cancellation of errors. Energies were then computed at B3LYP/6-31G(d). The
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TABLE 3.10. DFT Computed cd Distances and Activation Enthalpies for Acyclic and Cyclic Enediynes.a cd



DH ‡



4.548 4.512 4.522



28.4 24.33 27.07



4.571 4.541



29.9 30.99



2.512



NA



2.636



NA



46a



2.924 2.913



16.3 11.56



46b (¼45)



3.413 3.393



25.0 20.21



46c



3.588 3.976



31.9 25.72



4.353



40.3



Compound 38



46d a











BLYP/6-311þG //BLYP/6-31G in normal print (ref. 122); BPW91/ 6-311G in bold (ref. 123).



activation enthalpy for the cyclization of 30 is 52.3 kcal mol21, and the barrier for cyclization of 54 is dramatically reduced to 17.9 kcal mol21. It is even much lower than the barrier for the cyclization of 45; at 28 kcal mol21.
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The epoxide ring of 30 forces the two adjoining cyclohexene rings into boat-like ˚ , leading conformations. This conformation forces a very long cd distance of 3.540 A to the very large activation energy. However, when dynamicin A is activated, the epoxide ring is broken and the cyclohexane rings can adopt half chair confor˚ . An mations. This results in a sharp contraction of the cd distance to 3.169 A additional factor towards reducing the activation barrier for Bergman cyclization is that the enediyne ring in 54 is strained relative to 45 by about 11 kcal mol21. The accompanying strain relief in the transition state for the Bergman cyclization lowers the barrier in 54 relative to 55. Thus, dynamicin A is carefully tuned to act as a warhead towards DNA. Inactivated dynamicin A will not undergo the Bergman cyclization at body temperature because of its very high activation barrier. However, the activated form 54 has a barrier of only 17 kcal mol21, sufficiently low enough for efficient reaction within the body. In order to ensure that the diradical 55 has sufficient lifetime to abstract
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protons from DNA, the retrocyclizations back to 54 or to 56 must have barriers greater than 12 kcal mol21, the barrier for H-abstraction. These barriers are estimated as 23.5 and 25.6 kcal mol21, respectively, indicating high biological activity. 3.3.4



Myers – Saito and Schmittel Cyclization



Unlike the other naturally occurring enediyne molecules, neocarzinostatin chromophore (27) is activated into an enyne butatriene. This unusual cumulene 57 undergoes a cyclization analogous to the Bergman cyclization, proposed concurrently by Myers135 and Saito.136 This cyclization, now referred to as Myers – Saito cyclization, produces the diradical 58 that can abstract hydrogen atoms from DNA. Thus, neocarzinostatin’s bioactivity is remarkably similarly to calichaemicin (Fig. 3.14). In the mid-1990s Schmittel discovered an alternative reaction to the Myers – Saito cyclization for enyne-allenes.138,139 If an aryl group (R ¼ Ph or tolyl) or a sterically bulky substituent (R ¼ tBu or SiMe3) is appended to the alkynyl terminus then the cyclization is switched from the Myers – Saito pathway (making the C122C6 bond) to a cyclization where the C222C6 bond is formed, now termed the Schmittel cyclization (Fig. 3.15). Both the Myers – Saito140 and Schmittel141 cyclization reactions lead to molecules that can cleave DNA, suggestive of the formation of intermediate diradicals analogous to the mechanism of the Bergman cyclization. Limited thermochemical data are available for these two cyclization variants. Myers135 examined the thermolysis of (4Z)-1,2,4-heptatrien-6-yne (59) to give the diradical intermediate 61, which then abstracts hydrogen atoms from 1,4-cyclohexadiene



Figure 3.14. Mechanism of action of neocarzinostatin chromophore 27. Reprinted with permission from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. Engl. 30, 1389 (1991). Copyright 1991 Wiley Interscience.
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Figure 3.15. Myers –Saito versus Schmittel cyclization.



to give toluene. For this parent Myers–Saito cyclization, DH ‡ ¼ 21.8 + 0.5 kcal mol21 and DS ‡ ¼ 211.6 + 1.5 eu. The Schmittel cyclization of 62, to give the diradical intermediate 63, which is then trapped by reaction with 1,4-cyclohexadiene, has DH ‡ ¼ 24.9 kcal mol21 and DS ‡ ¼ 25.3 eu.138



Computational methodology has been utilized to address a number of issues relating to the Myers–Saito and Schmittel cyclizations. The first issue is the structure of the transition state. Unlike the product of the Bergman cyclization, where the two radical centers occupy s-orbitals, the product of both the Myers–Saito and Schmittel cyclizations have one radical in a s-orbital and one in a p-orbital. The exocyclic p-radical can conjugate with the ring, but this requires the terminal methylene group to rotate 908 in transforming from the reactant to the product. Koga and Morokuma117 argued that this radical delocalization favors the Myers–Saito product over the Bergman product. Interestingly, the methylene group has not come into significant conjugation with the ring in the transition state (60) of the parent Myers–Saito cyclization (Fig. 3.16). The methylene group is rotated from about 58 (CASSCF(10,10)) to 458 (DFT) in 60.142 On the other hand, the methylene group has almost completed rotated into conjugation in the transition state of the Schmittel cyclization (64). Both transition states are early, appearing more reactant-like than product-like (Fig. 3.16). Analysis of the CASSCF configuration weights indicates no contribution of the j. . .p1s p1pj configuration in either transition state.142 Furthermore, the restricted DFT solutions for 60 and 64 are stable.142,143 All of this suggests very little, if any, diradical character in either transition state, just as is the case for the
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Bergman cyclization. The NICS values for the two transition states are negative, 29.3 in 60 and 25.7 in 64, indicative of some aromatic character.126



The two possible cyclization reactions of (4Z)-1,2,4-heptatrien-6-yne (59) have been examined with a number of different computational techniques. Their resulting reaction energies are listed in Table 3.11. The trends in activation energy for the



Figure 3.16. BPW91/6-31G optimized structures of (4Z)-1,2,4-heptatrien-6-yne (59) and ˚. its Myers –Saito and Schmittel transitions states and products. All distances are in A
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TABLE 3.11. Computed Energiesa (kcal mol21) for the Prototype Myers– Saito (59 ! 61) and Schmittel (55 ! 61) Cyclizations. Myers –Saito Method



TS b



Product



Schmittel TS



Product



CASSCF(4,4)/MIDI1 CAS(10,10)/MIDI4//CASSCF(4,4)/MIDI1b MRSDCIb



35.5 33.3 19.1



2.1 21.2 20.7



CASSCF(10,10)/DZþPc MRCI//CASSCF(10,10)/DZ þPc B3LYP/6-31G c B3LYP/6-31G d



29 25 22 21.4



4 221 217



37 35 31 29.0



18 12 9



BLYP/6-31G(d)e BLYP/6-31G(d)e BLYP/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G(d)e CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G(d)e CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G(d)e BCCD(T)/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G(d)e BCCD(T)/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G(d)e



23 (20.2) (22.7) 23 (22.2) 23 (22.2)



22 (27.8) (22.1) 224 (224.3) 212 (211.9)



34 (31.5) (34.4) 35 (35.0) 35 (34.8)



19 (14.2) (19.3) 17 (17.3) 10 (10.0)



B3LYP/6-31G f



22.0



217.9



29.1



11.0



mPWPW91/6-31þG



19.8



213.0



26.6



13.9



BPW91/6-311G h CCSD/6-31G //BPW91/6-311G h CCSD(T)/6-31G //BPW91/6-311G h BP86/6-311G h BLYP/6-311G h B3LYP/6-311G h



18.3 27.0 21.8 17.7 21.2 24.6



213.0 215.3 212.1 212.5 25.8 211.9



g



a



For the Myers–Saito reaction, energies are of the transition state 60 and product 61 relative to reactant 59. For the Schmittel reaction, energies are of the transition state 64 and product 65 relative to reactant 59; relative enthalpies at 298 K are given as normal type, relative electronic energies are given in bold and relative Gibbs free energies at 298 K are given in parentheses; bref. 117; cref. 142; dref. 148; eref. 143; f ref. 145; gref. 146; href. 144.



Myers–Saito cyclization mimic those seen with the Bergman cyclization. Namely, CASSCF predicts a barrier that is too large, but a CI computation using configurations based on the CASSCF solution gives a reasonable barrier.117 CCSD also overestimates the barrier, but inclusion of triples configurations again results in a barrier in close agreement with experiment.144 All of the DFT variants provide good barrier estimates, though B3LYP tends to be on the high side, with some authors claiming that this hybrid method should be avoided.143 – 146 We will defer discussion of the overall reaction energy to a later chapter (Section 4.4), where we discuss the benzynes and related diradicals, except to say here that restricted DFT is unsatisfactory, but unrestricted DFT produces reaction energies close to the empirical estimate of 215 kcal mol21.143,144 As an aside, Carpenter recently suggested that the Myers–Saito cyclization of 59 may proceed through a nonadiabatic mechanism.147 Based on experiments and
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computations, Carpenter proposed that a nonadiabatic transition from the ground state singlet to an excited-state singlet occurs after the transition state, creating a zwitterionic form of the intermediate. Although these results certainly complicate the mechanism, it does not significantly color the discussion of the competition between Myers–Saito and Schmittel cyclization, because the surface hopping occurs post-transition state. In the experimental thermolysis of 59, no Schmittel product was detected. Computational estimates for the activation enthalpy for the Schmittel cyclization of 59 range from 31 to 35 kcal mol21, significantly higher than the barrier for the Myers – Saito cyclization of 20 – 22 kcal mol21. Furthermore, the Schmittel cyclization is predicted to be endothermic (DH ¼ þ10 2 þ19 kcal mol21), but the Myers – Saito cyclization is exothermic. Therefore, the Myers – Saito cyclization of 59 is both thermodynamically and kinetically favored over the Schmittel reaction. The switch from Myers – Saito to Schmittel cyclization occurs when a phenyl or bulky group is attached to the alkynyl position of the enyne-allene. Engels compared the Myers – Saito versus Schmittel cyclization for the parent reaction with R ¼ H, phenyl, and t-butyl (Fig. 3.15) at B3LYP/6-31G .148 The activation enthalpy for the Myers – Saito reaction increases from 21.4 kcal mol21 when R ¼ H to 26.7 kcal mol21 for R ¼ phenyl and 27.9 kcal mol21 for R ¼ t-butyl. Conversely, the phenyl group decreases the activation enthalpy for the Schmittel reaction from 29.0 to 25.1 kcal mol21. However, the activation enthalpy for the t-butyl substituted case is 31.4 kcal mol21. They argue that increasing steric demand gives rise to the increasing barrier for both cyclizations, but that the Myers – Saito cyclization is more sensitive to steric demands. The Schmittel cyclization is favored by the phenyl substituents due to mesomeric stabilization of the incipient benzyllic radical. Phenyl has the same effect in switching the reaction pathway for the reactions of model eneyne-allenes 66; the Myers – Saito barrier is increased, but the Schmittel barrier is decreased by phenyl substitution (Table 3.12).149



TABLE 3.12. Activation Free Energies (kcal mol21) for the Cyclizations of Model Enyne-Allenes 66.a



n



R



Myers –Saito DG ‡



Schmittel DG ‡



1 2 3 1 2 3



H H H Ph Ph Ph



25.0 22.3 20.6 30.9 28.1 26.1



34.1 27.8 26.6 30.3 24.2 22.2



a



Ref. 149.
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Although these model studies have shed light on the nature of the Myers – Saito and Schmittel cyclizations, the molecules examined bear important differences from the neocarzinostatin chromophore: the chromophore is a butatiene not an allene, the enyne-butatriene is embedded within a nine-member ring, this ring is fused to a cyclopentane moiety, and the ring bears an alcohol substituent. Schreiner and Prall143 examined a series of cyclic enyne-allenes (67) and find that ring strain lowers the barrier for both the Myers – Saito and Schmittel cyclization. The lowest barrier and most exothermic reaction is found for the Myers – Saito cyclization of the nine-membered ring. Cramer and Squires150 examined the Myers – Saito cyclization of cyclonona-1,2,3,7-tetrayne-5-yne (68) using the BD(T)/cc-pVDZ method. The activation enthalpy for 68 is about 10 kcal mol21 less than for 59, which they attribute to ring strain. They note that the cyclization of 68 leads to a s,s-diradical, not the s,p-diradical formed from cyclization of 59. This s,s-diradical lacks the benzylic radical stabilization found in 61, and therefore cyclization of 68 is less exothermic than that of 59. Musch and Engels151 note that the Schmittel cyclization (DG ‡(CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ) ¼ 18.6 kcal mol21) of 68 is favored over the Myers –Saito cyclization (DG ‡(CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ) ¼ 21.1 kcal mol21). This is opposite the case for the open chain analog 69, where the barrier for Myers – Saito cyclization is 9.7 kcal mol21 below the barrier for the Schmittel cyclization. However, fusing a cyclopentane ring to the eneynebutatriene (70) favors the Myers – Saito cyclization over the Schmittel cyclization (DG ‡(UB3LYP/6-31G(d)) ¼ 22.2 versus 22.8 kcal mol21). Because the neocarzinostatin chromophore follows the Myers – Saito pathway exclusively, nature has carefully balanced many factors in creating this system.
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Perhaps the most important consequence of the Woodward – Hoffman rules is its predictions of allowed and forbidden reactions. In particular, reactions involving 4n (4n þ 2) electrons are allowed if there are an odd (even) number of antarafacial two-electron components. A consequence of this symmetry property is that changing the number of electrons will alter whether the reaction is allowed or forbidden. Pericyclic reactions are ones where the electrons rearrange through a closed loop of interacting orbitals, such as in the electrocyclization of 1,3,5-hexatriene (71). Lemal pointed out that a concerted reaction could also take place within a cyclic array, but where the orbitals involved do not form a closed loop.152 Rather, a disconnection occurs at one or more atoms. At this disconnection, nonbonding and bonding orbitals exchange roles. Such a reaction has been termed pseudopericyclic.
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Figure 3.17. Active orbitals in the electrocyclization of 71 and 72.



The electrocyclization of 5-oxo-2,4-pentadienal (72) to pyran-2-one (73) is an example of a pseudopericyclic reaction. As shown in Figure 3.17, the disrotatory electrocyclization of 71 occurs with a closed loop of the p-orbitals in the transition state. On the other hand, the electrocyclization of 72 has no such closed loop. Rather, two orbital disconnections interchange the role of bonding and nonbonding orbitals. The highest six occupied molecular orbitals and the LUMO of 72 and 73 are displayed in Figure 3.18. If a planar transition state connects these two molecules, then the MOs along the reaction path are rigorously separated into those that are symmetric and those that are antisymmetric with respect to the molecular plane. The symmetric orbitals cannot mix with the antisymmetric orbitals, and therefore the electron occupancy of each set of MOs will not change. The reaction is allowed because of orbital symmetry conservation. Note, however, that there is no orbital overlap within a closed loop and therefore the reaction cannot be pericyclic, but rather is pseudopericyclic. Birney, making use of ab initio and DFT computations, has been the principle champion of pseudopericyclic reactions. He examined the electrocyclization of 72 and could find a transition state only at the HF level; at MP2 all attempts to locate a stable structure of 72 failed, collapsing directly to 73.153 This was later confirmed with a B3LYP/6-31G study that also failed to locate a barrier for this reaction.154 This lack of a barrier (or more generally, a small barrier) for a pseudopericyclic reaction is not unique. Cycloaddition reactions can also be pseudopericyclic. Birney has examined a number of these and a few examples involving the reactions of formylketene (74) are covered here. Formylketene reacts with alcohols to produce b-ketoesters from
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Figure 3.18. High-lying occupied MOs and LUMO of 72 and 73.
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Figure 3.19. MP2/6-31G optimized geometries of transition states for Reactions (3.6) – (3.10).



the enols 75. Birney examined the model reaction formylketene with water (Reaction 3.6).155 The reactants first come together to form a hydrogen-bonded complex (76) before passing though the transition state 77 to give the enol product 78. The activation barrier, defined as the energy for the reaction 76 ! 77, is 6.4 kcal mol21 when computed at MP4(SDQ)/6-31G //MP2/6-31G þ ZPE. This is a small barrier, much smaller, for example, than for a typical Diels – Alder reactions. The geometry of the transition state is quite unusual; the atoms involved in the formal bondmaking/breaking process are nearly coplanar. This can be seen in Figure 3.19, where a top and side view of 77 are drawn. Transition states of pericyclic cycloadditions are generally nonplanar in order to maximize orbital overlaps between the reacting fragments. This planar TS is emblematic of a pseudopericyclic reaction, where orbital disconnections at the sp C and the formyl O permit an in-plane interaction with the incoming water molecule.



The reaction of formylketene with ammonia (Reaction 3.7) follows an analogous pathway as the reaction of formylketene with water. The transition state 79 lies only
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1.1 kcal mol21 above the complex (at MP2/6-31G ) and the nonhydrogen atoms are coplanar.156 The reaction of 74 with formaldehyde (Reaction 3.8) proceeds without a complex. The reaction barrier is 10.9 kcal mol21 and the transition state (80) has nearly coplanar heavy atoms.155 In the analogous reaction of imidoylketene 81 with formaldehyde (Reaction 3.9), the barrier is slightly lower in the former case (10.6 kcal mol21), but both have nearly planar transition states.157 The transition states for Reactions (3.6) – (3.9) are drawn in Figure 3.19. Their planar or nearly planar geometry is in striking contrast to the transition state for the reaction of 74 with acetylene (Reaction 3.10).158 This transition state 83 is decidedly nonplanar, with the dienophilic acetylene fragment attacking from above the plane of 74. This arrangement is like that of normal pericyclic cycloaddition reactions, although the attack is from a shallower angle than what is typically seen. Structure 83 lies 28.3 kcal mol21 above the reactants, a barrier typical of Diels – Alder reactions. Therefore, Reactions (3.6) – (3.9) are pseudopericyclic, characterized by their planar transition states and low barriers.



ðReaction 3:6Þ



ðReaction 3:7Þ



ðReaction 3:8Þ



ðReaction 3:9Þ



ðReaction 3:10Þ



An important consequence of the pseudopericyclic mechanism is that the planar (or nearly planar) transition states preclude orbital overlap between the s- and p-orbitals. This implies that all pseudopericyclic reactions are allowed. Therefore, p-electron count, which dictates whether a pericyclic reaction will be allowed or forbidden, disrotatory or conrotatory, is inconsequential when it comes to pseudopericyclic reactions.
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Birney demonstrated this “allowedness” for all pseudopericyclic reaction in the study of the electrocyclic Reactions (3.11)–(3.13).159 Carbene 84 is expected to be very unstable, due to its antiaromatic character and large ring strain. In fact, it could not be located and an energy scan performed by holding the breaking C22O bond fixed at a series of distances reveals a smoothly declining curve with no barrier. Importantly, along this path the H122C122C222O dihedral angle remains close to 1808. A similar situation occurs with carbene 86; it too is antiaromatic and strained. All attempts to optimize its geometry led to the ring-opened product. A constrained energy scan indicates a barrierless ring opening. Again, the geometry about the breaking C22O bond is planar. The ring opening of 85 occurs with a barrier of 1.2 kcal mol21 (B3LYP/6-31(d,p)) to 6.1 kcal mol21 (MP2/6-311G(d,p)//MP2/6-311G(d)). Furthermore, the transition state is planar (Fig. 3.20). All three systems, involving differing number of electrons, express properties of pseudopericyclic reactions: planar transition states with low energy barriers. This is in sharp contract to the electrocyclic reaction of 87. The transition state is nonplanar (the H122C122C222C3 and C422C522C622H6 dihedral angles are 147.98 and 77.38, respectively; Fig. 3.20) and conrotatory motion is seen at both C1 and C6. The electrocyclic opening of Reaction (3.14) is clearly a pericyclic reaction and distinctly different from the other three reactions. ðReaction 3:11Þ



ðReaction 3:12Þ



ðReaction 3:13Þ



ðReaction 3:14Þ



Figure 3.20. Transition states for the electrocyclic opening of 85 and 87.
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Another example of the “allowedness” of pseudopericyclic is the pyrolysis of 88, which produces the eight-member ring 91.160 This could proceed via a [4 þ 4] dimerization of 89, which would be a forbidden pericyclic reaction. However, a C2 transition state that corresponds to a [4 þ 4] pseudopericyclic process was located at B3LYP/6-31G . Yet this is not the lowest energy pathway; the transition state for the reaction of the ring isomer 90 with 89 lies 7.1 kcal mol21 below the [4 þ 4] transition state. Nevertheless, this demonstrates that the pericyclic analog of a forbidden pericyclic reaction can be competitive and viable.



We end this discussion with a cautionary tale, one concerned with just what distinguishes a pericyclic reaction from a pseudopericyclic reaction. de Lera and Cossı´o examined the electrocyclic reaction of 2,4,5-hexatrienal and related species (92 – 94) at B3LYP/6-31þG .161 They argued that the cyclization of 92 and 93 occur by a pseudopericyclic path, but 94 undergoes a normal pericyclic reaction. The crux of their argument centers on the atomic motion in the imaginary frequency and magnetic properties of the TS. There is no N22H rotation about the C55N bond in the TS for the cyclization of 93, but there is disrotatory motion in 94TS. The NICS value for 94TS is much more negative (213.6) than for 92TS (26.8) or 93TS (27.8).



Rodrı´guez-Otero and Cabaleiro-Lago offer an alternative take on the reactions of 92 and 93.154,162 They note that atomic motion in a frequency may be misleading and instead plot the H22X22C622C5 dihedral angles along the intrinsic reaction coordinate. The plots are quite similar for 93 and 94, diverging only well past the TS, and, therefore, these proceed via the same pathway. de Lera and Cossı´o, in contrast, use the IRC to suggest that there is no disrotatory motion in the cyclization of 93.163 Rodrı´guez-Otero and Caleiro-Lago compare the NICS values for the TSs to those of other aromatic TSs and ground states (such as benzene, where the NICS value
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is 29.7) and argue that 92TS and 93TS, while having somewhat smaller values, are still comparable with other aromatic systems. de Lera and Cossı´o correctly point out that NICS values can only be compared among closely related systems: TSs with other TSs and systems with the same ring size. A more compelling argument is that the variations in the NICS value along the IRC are similar for the reactions of 92 – 94, but are quite different than for the reaction of 72. Rodrı´guez-Otero and Caleiro-Lago argue that as 72 clearly proceeds via a pseudopericyclic pathway and 94 proceeds by a pericyclic pathway, then 92 and 94 must also undergo pericyclic reactions. Their last, and perhaps strongest, argument is that 92TS and 94TS are not planar. The sum of the dihedral angles about the ring in the TS for the cyclization of 72 is zero, as expected for a pseudopericyclic reaction. In 94TS, a pericyclic reaction involving a decidedly nonplanar TS, this sum is 129.8. The sum is 100.3 in 92TS and 86.9 in 93TS, more planar than for 94TS but still far from planarity. Although it is difficult to conclusively come down in favor of one side or another in this matter, perhaps the answer lies somewhere in the middle. For reactions of this type, both a pericyclic and a pseudopericyclic reaction are possible, and the appropriate electronic configuration exists for each path. Rather than choosing one configuration or the other, the transition state is best described as a mixture of these two configurations, expressing both pericyclic and pseudopericyclic characteristics to some extent.164 In fact, one might argue that transition state 83 is dominated by pericyclic character, but has some pseudopericyclic character as well, as seen by the shallow attack angle of the acetylene fragment. In effect, what we have is a continuum from pericyclic to pseudopericyclic character, analogous to the SN1 to SN2 continuum for nucleophilic substitution reactions.5 The cyclization of 92 and 93 thus expresses attributes of both pericyclic and pseudopericyclic mechanisms. 3.5



TORQUOSELECTIVITY



The conservation of orbital symmetry dictates that electrocyclic reactions involving 4n electrons follow a conrotatory pathway, and those involving 4n þ 2 electrons follow a disrotatory pathway.1 For each case, two different rotations are possible. For example, 3-substituted cyclobutenes can ring open via two allowed conrotatory but diastereomeric paths, leading to E- or Z-1,3-butadienes, as shown in Scheme 3.7. Little attention was paid to this fact until Houk and coworkers developed the theory of torquoselectivity in the mid-1980s. They defined torquoselectivity as the preference of one of these rotations over the other.



Scheme 3.7.
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In fact, the first example of torquoselectivity dates back to the 1960s, although it was not termed so. The solvolysis of cycloproyl halides and tosylates proceeds via a 2-electron electrocyclic reaction to yield allyl cation.165,166 Although two disrotatory pathways are allowed, only one occurs: when substituents are cis to the leaving group, they rotate inward, while trans substituents rotate outwards (Scheme 3.8). The favored rotation allows for the breaking s (C222C3) bond to overlap with the s (C122X) orbital, thereby assisting in the simultaneous ejection of the leaving group and opening of the ring (Scheme 3.9).167 Surprisingly, the ring opening of cyclopropanes was not studied using computational techniques until 2004. Using B3LYP/6-311þþG (and the SKBJ pseudopotential for bromine), de Lera examined a series of diastereomeric substituted bromomethylcyclopropanes (95 and 96).168 Diastereomers 95 ring open with the substituents moving inwards; the outward rotation activation energy is 10–17 kcal mol21 greater than the inward activation energy (Table 3.13). The exception is 95c, where the methyl and bulky t-butyl groups experience some steric congestion; nevertheless, the inward rotation is favored by almost 7 kcal mol21. Confirming the stereoselectivity, diastereomers 96 all ring open with the substituents rotating outward. Important in the context of the arguments on torquoselectivity that will follow, varying the substituents



Scheme 3.8.



Scheme 3.9.
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TABLE 3.13. Activation Free Energies for the Electrocyclic Ring Opening of 95 and 96.a



DG ‡in DG ‡out



DG ‡in DG ‡out a



95a



95b



95c



95d



95e



95f



95g



95h



95i



36.08 46.29



38.82 51.31



36.67 43.56



30.29 42.89



35.33 49.37



16.60 31.66



28.50 45.30



37.04 53.68



37.93 54.82



96a



96b



96c



96d



96e



96f



96g



96h



96i



60.62 30.26



57.57 36.83



64.33 26.89



55.10 22.98



63.53 33.02



49.50 17.26



55.40 22.91



31.09



61.58 35.20



B3LYP/6-311þþG , ref. 168.



does not switch the preference of the favored rotation. We will discuss the origins of this lack of a substituent effect later in this section.



Until the mid-1980s, the electrocyclic ring opening of cyclobutenes had been understood to be under steric control. For example, the ring opening of trans-1,2,3,4tetramethylcyclobutene (97) produces only (2Z,4Z)-3,4-dimethyl-2,4-hexadiene (98) without formation of the E,E-isomer (99).169 As a 4-electron electrocyclization, both methyl groups can rotate outwards to form 98 or inwards to form 99. The transition state for the inward rotation is expected to be sterically more congested and therefore less likely. However, Dolbier discovered that the perfluoro analog 100 opens preferentially to the Z,Z-isomer 101.170 The activation barrier towards 101 is 18 kcal mol21 lower than the barrier to produce the sterically less congested E,E-isomer 102.
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Inspired by these results, Houk and coworkers initiated computational studies of the electrocyclic ring opening of cyclobutenes. Based on studies of a broad range of pericyclic reactions,8 including the Diels– Alder reaction explicitly discussed in the first part of this chapter, their early studies employed HF-optimized structures and occasional single-point energy calculations at the MP2 level. Although the HF activation energies are likely to be too large, relative TS energies are likely to be adequately estimated, especially the trends among related inward versus outward TS for a series of substituted cyclobutenes. They first examined the ring opening of trans-3,4-dimethylcyclobutene (103) and trans-3,4-dihydroxycyclobutene (104).171,172 The outward rotation is favored over the inward for both cases. More importantly, although the inward barriers are similar, the outward barrier for 104 is 17 kcal mol21 lower than for 103, a difference not readily amenable to justification based solely on substituent size.



Houk proposed a molecular orbital model shown in Figure 3.21 to explain these results.173 Pictured in Figure 3.21 are representations of the resulting HOMO and LUMO of the cyclobutene moiety in the transition state for the electrocyclic ring opening. The most energetically favorable situation will occur when this HOMO energy is as low as possible. Both the hydroxyl and methyl groups are electron donors, characterized by having an energetically high-lying filled orbital. As a filled– filled orbital interaction, the interaction of this donor substituent orbital with the HOMO of cyclobutene will raise the energy of the latter. Because the



Figure 3.21. Schematic diagram of the frontier orbitals for the inward and outward rotation of 3-substituted cyclobutene.
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donor will act to raise the cyclobutene HOMO energy, the overlap between the donor orbital and the cyclobutene HOMO should be minimized. This minimized overlap is realized when the donor is situated in the outward direction. Inward rotation develops overlap between the C4 hybrid and the donor substituent orbital, an interaction that cannot occur when the donor rotates outward. Therefore, a donating substituent will preferentially rotate outward. In addition, the donor orbital will interact with the LUMO of cyclobutene, leading to a stabilization of the donor orbital energy. This donor stabilization is larger upon outward rotation due to better overlap than inward rotation, where there is a phase mismatch between the donor orbital and the C4 hybrid. The strength of the molecular orbital model is the prediction of the effect of an electron-withdrawing group. An electron-withdrawing substituent will stabilize the cyclobutene HOMO. This stabilization can be maximized by inward rotation, where the overlap of the substituent orbital with the C4 hybrid is now favorable. Outward rotation of the substituent will also stabilize the transition state HOMO, but not as much as inward rotation. Houk then sought a cyclobutene with an electron-withdrawing substituent, hoping to find inward rotation upon electocyclization. This is exactly the case for 3-formylcyclobutene. HF/6-31G //HF/3-21G calculations predict that the barrier for inward rotation is 4.6 kcal mol21 less than the barrier for outward rotation. (Subsequent B3LYP/6-31G computations also show the inward rotational preference.174) These calculations were then confirmed by monitoring the electrocyclization of 3-formylcyclobutene by NMR spectroscopy at 50 – 708C. Only (Z )-pentadienal was observed, indicating that inward rotation is favored by at least 2.7 kcal mol21.175 Clearly, steric arguments are insufficient to rationalize these results. The optimized structures for the inward and outward transition states for the ring opening of 3-hydroxycyclobutene (where the outward TS is favored) and 3-formylcyclobutene (where the inward TS is favored) are drawn in Figure 3.22. Subsequent theoretical and experimental studies have validated Houk’s torquoselectivity model for the electrocyclization of cyclobutenes.173 Computational results for a broad range of 3-substituted cyclobutenes are listed in Table 3.14. Of particular note is the comparison of the activation energies for cyclobutene-3-carboxylic acid and its conjugate acid and base.176 The conjugate base (105b) is a strong electron-donating group and favors (by 7.3 kcal mol21) outward rotation. The neutral acid (105) is a weaker donor, and it also prefers outward rotation, but the difference in activation barriers is only 2.3 kcal mol21. The protonated acid (105a) is an electron-withdrawing group and it prefers inward rotation by 4.8 kcal mol21. Clearly, tuning the donating/withdrawing power can alter the stereo-outcome of the electrocyclization.
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Figure 3.22. B3LYP/6-31G optimized geometries and activation enthalpies (kcal mol21) of the inward and outward transition states for the ring opening of 3-hydroxy- and 3-formylcyclobutene. TABLE 3.14. Activation Energies (kcal mol21) for 3-Substituted Cyclobutenes.a DE ‡in



R H OLi NH2 PH2 OH F Cl SH CH3 SiH3 SiMe3 HCCH2 CO2 2 NHþ 3 CCH CF3 SiF3



41.6 45.5 46.5 33.8 48.7 52.8 53.4 50.0 47.3 30.6 30.6 41.7 42.1 49.8 45.5 47.0 28.3



(46.2) 33.8 (27.8) (52.2) 35.4 (54.6) (58.9) [44.3] (60.2) (55.0) (51.3) [38.8] 37.3



(45.3) (47.1) (54.2) 39.3 (48.2) (50.9) 36.8



DE ‡out 24.4 (27.8) 27.0 (34.7) 20.7 29.7 32.3 (37.4) 35.5 (42.0) [29.2] 38.6 (46.6) 36.9 (41.3) 40.4 (44.5) [33.5] 31.4 32.2 31.9 37.0 (40.4) 37.2 (39.8) 42.1 (46.3) 33.0 38.2 (40.6) 45.1 (48.3) 34.5 32.4 (Continued )
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TABLE 3.14. Continued. DE ‡in



R CN CO2H NO2 COMe CHO NO CO2Hþ BMe2 BH2



43.9 40.0 45.2 40.5 34.7 34.5 23.3 24.6 17.1



(47.2) [35.2] (44.2) (50.1) (42.6) (38.0) [26.5] 25.3 (39.1) [25.1] (30.4) (29.0) (20.8) [10.8] 9.9



DE ‡out 39.3 (42.9) [31.0] 38.5 (41.9) 38.3 (42.8) 39.0 (41.4) 39.2 (42.6) [31.2] 29.2 37.1 (41.7) [29.8] 29.6 (35.2) 37.1 (40.5) 32.2 (39.0) [29.5] 25.8



a



HF/3-21G//HF/3-21G in normal text, HF/6-31G //HF/3-21G in parentheses, MP2/6-31G //HF/3-21G in bold (ref. 177), and B3LYP/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/ 6-31G(d) in bold (these are DH ‡ values, ref. 174).



Figure 3.23. MO model for the inward rotation of silyl substituents.



An interesting example of the electronic nature of torquoselectivity is the silyl substituent effect. Murakami reported that the t-butyl group rotates exclusively outward in the electrocyclic ring opening of 106. However, the trimethylsilyl analog 107, which should have an even greater steric preference for outward rotation than 106, opens to give the inward rotation product over the outward rotation product in a 69 : 31 ratio.178 Their B3LYP/6-31G calculations indicated that the inward TS is 1.67 kcal mol21 lower in energy than the outward TS. Murakami argued that the preference for inward silyl rotation is due to the overlap of the s orbital of the silyl group with the C4 hybrid of the HOMO of cyclobutene (Fig. 3.23). Houk examined the ring opening of a number of methyl- and silylsubstituted cyclobutenes and found a strong correlation between the activation enthalpy for the inward rotation with the energy of the substituent LUMO,174 consistent with the orbital model proposed by Murakami.
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A boryl substituent on cyclobutene, with its vacant p-orbital, should also rotate in the inward direction during the electrocyclic ring opening reaction. Houk first predicted the preference for inward rotation of a boryl group in 1985.172 His recent B3LYP calculations indicate that the inward rotation transition state for 3-dimethylboracyclobutene is 11.5 kcal mol21 lower in energy than the outward transition state.174 Murakami confirmed this inward preference in 2005; the electrocyclic reaction of 108 results in the inward rotation product exclusively.179 The experimental activation energy is 24.3 kcal mol21 in fine agreement with computations for simpler systems.



Electronic control of the ring opening can overcome significant steric strains. Both 109a and 109b will ring open to give a single diasteromeric product on the isomer where the very bulky t-butyl group rotates inward! To examine this stereoselectivity, the Houk group optimized the transition states for the ring opening of 3-hydroxy- (as a model for the ether substituents), 3-methyl- (as a model for the t-butyl group), and 3-hydoxy-3-methylcyclobutene at HF/3-21G.180 What is really examined here is whether torquoselectivity induced by multiple substituents is additive. The hydroxyl group is a stronger donor than the methyl group, reflected in its much greater preference for outward rotation; the difference in the outward versus inward rotation TS is 16.4 kcal mol21 for OH and 6.4 kcal mol21 for Me. If the effects are additive, when both substituents are present, the TS with the OH group moving outward and the methyl group moving inward would be favored by 10.0 kcal mol21 over the reverse motion. In fact, this TS is favored by 10.6 kcal mol21. This result is consistent with the experiments, and demonstrates that torquoselectivity effects are additive. Additivity has been further observed in a variety of other systems.181,182



Another example of electronic effect outweighing the effects of sterics is in the electrocyclic ring opening of 110. Inward conrotatory ring opening leads to the very congested diene 111, but outward rotation to the much less congested diene 112 would seem to be the likely product. However, the electropositive silicon substituent favors inward rotation, as we saw in the reaction of 107. At B3LYP/6-31G(d), the inward conrotatory transition state is 0.51 kcal mol21
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below the transition state for the outward rotation.183 Murakami prepared 110 and, upon heating it at 1108C, obtained the two dienes products 111 and 112 in a ratio of 78 : 22, which corresponds to a difference in activation barriers of 0.96 kcal mol21, in fine agreement with the computations. This reaction is an outstanding example of the predictive power of the concept of torquoselectivity and ably demonstrates that electronic effects can dominate steric effects.



We now turn our attention to the possibility of torquoselectivity in electrocyclization reactions involving larger rings. The ring opening of cyclopentenyl cation is a four-electron reaction, a conrotatory process involving five carbon atoms. HF/ 3-21G computations of the parent cation, along with amino and boryl substituents (113a – c) indicate distinct torquoselectivity (Table 3.15).184 The amino substituent prefers outward rotation by 14.7 kcal mol21, but the boryl substituent prefers inward rotation by 5.6 kcal mol21. These are the same rotational preferences (donors rotate outward, acceptors rotate inward) as seen in the ring opening of 3-amino- and 3borycyclobutene. However, the barrier energy differences between inward and outward rotation are larger in the cyclobutene system than the cyclopentenyl cations. Houk argued that the greater geometric flexibility of the five-member ring over the four-member ring allows for the substituents to move to limit the unfavorable filled – filled orbital interactions. Similar conclusions are also found in a study of the silyl substituent effect on the Nazarov cyclization.185 A very large torquoselectivity was predicted for the retro-Nazarov reaction where inward rotation of the methoxy group is favored by nearly 10 kcal mol21 over outward rotation.186



A six-electron cyclization will proceed with disrotatory motion. Torquoselectivity in a six-electron electrocyclic reaction was first examined in the ring opening of TABLE 3.15. Activation Energies (kcal mol21) for the Ring Opening of 113a–c.a R H NH2 BH2 a



DE ‡ (Inward)



DE ‡ (Outward) 43.5



23.6 25.1



Computed at HF/3-21G, ref. 184.



8.9 30.7
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TABLE 3.16. Activation Energies (kcal mol21) for the Ring Opening of 114.a R F CH3 CN CHO NO BH2



DE ‡ (Inward)



DE ‡ (Outward)



51.8 52.0 48.5 40.5 44.3 33.1



47.1 48.1 45.2 40.9 46.0 42.3



a



Computed at MP2/6-31G /HF/3-21GþZPE(HF/3-21G), ref. 187.



5-substituted-1,3-cyclohexadienes (114).187 The MP2/6-31G //HF/3-21G energies for the inward and outward activation energies due to differing substituents are listed in Table 3.16 and a drawing of some representative transition states are shown in Figure 3.24. Similar to the ring opening of cyclobutenes, electron-donating groups prefer to rotate outwards, but withdrawing groups show a small preference for inward rotation. (Inward rotation of the formyl group is favored by only 0.4 kcal mol21 at this level, but B3LYP/6-31G computations suggest that outward rotation is slightly lower than inward rotation. Nonetheless, this withdrawing group certainly does diminish the energy difference relative to a donor, like a



Figure 3.24. B3LYP/6-31G optimized geometries and activation enthalpies (kcal mol21) of the inward and outward transition states for the ring opening of 3-methyl- and 3-formyl1,3-cyclohexadiene.
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methyl group: Fig. 3.24.) As seen with the ring opening of cyclopentyl cations, the substituent effect is smaller here than in the cyclobutenes.



Houk employed the MO model shown in Figure 3.25 to explain substituent effects in the ring opening of cyclohexadienes. The key orbital interaction is again present within the HOMO for the inward rotation. A donor substituent will have an occupied orbital interacting with the breaking s-bond of the ring, leading to an unfavorable, destabilizing, filled – filled interaction; this is the cause for electron-donating groups favoring an outward rotation. On the other hand, a withdrawing substituent provides a low-lying empty orbital to interact with the breaking s-bond, a net stabilizing interaction. Withdrawing groups therefore favor inward rotation. However, because the overlap between the empty donor orbital and the C6 hybrid is poorer than the analogous interaction in the cyclobutene case (Fig. 3.21), the stabilizing/destabilizing effect for the inward rotation is less in the six-electron case than in the four-electron case. Furthermore, the steric interactions of the inward rotating groups are greater in the six-electron case than the four-electron case, making inward rotation inherently more difficult. Dolbier has investigated the torquoselectivity in the six-electron electrocyclization of 115.188 This system is of interest because the reaction is actually pseudopericyclic and the question raised here is whether torquoselectivity operates within such reactions. Table 3.17 presents both experimental and computational



Figure 3.25. MO model for torquoselectivity in disrotatory six-electron electrocyclizations. TABLE 3.17. Experimental Rate Constants and Computed Activation Energiesa for the Cyclization of 115. R1 H H CH3 H



R2



kE/kZ



DDG ‡



DDEa



CH3 CF3 F CHO



11.7 3.2 82.1



21.9 21.0 23.3



22.0 20.9 27.4 þ2.2



Energies are in kcal mol21; DDEa is computed at MP2/6-31G //HF/ 6-31G þZPE; ref. 188. a
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Figure 3.26. B3LYP/6-31G optimized geometries and activation enthalpies (kcal mol21) of the inward and outward transition states for the cyclization of 115 with R1 ¼ H and R2 ¼ Me.



(MP2/6-31G //HF/6-31G ) results, comparing four different variants of 115. Drawings of the inward TS (leading to the Z product) and the outward TS (leading to the E product) computed at B3LYP/6-31G are shown in Figure 3.26. Dolbier argued that steric interactions are not dictating the kE/kZ ratio; the smallest substituent (F) leads to the largest kinetic ratio, but the largest substituent (CF3) gives the smallest ratio. Rather, the stronger the substituent acts as an electron donor, the greater is the preference for outward rotation (the E product). Consistent with substituent torquoselectivity in the four-electron system, the computations suggest that an electron acceptor (the formyl group) will prefer inward rotation.



Electrocyclizations involving eight electrons will proceed by a conrotatory transition state. Houk examined the ring opening of three 7-substituted-cycloocta1,3,5-trienes (116) at MP2/6-31G //HF/3-21G.189 The ring can open with the substituent rotating inward to give the Z product or outward to give the E product. The B3LYP/6-31G optimized transition states are shown in Figure 3.27. Because the inward and outward substituents are about equally removed from C8, torquoselectivity should be minimal. In fact, as seen in Table 3.18, outward rotation is favored for all three substituents, including a strong donor (F) and acceptor (CHO). It appears that steric interactions alone account for the stereochemical outcome; inward rotation is simply too congested to compete with outward rotation.
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The concept of torquoselectivity is now accepted as an extension of the Woodward – Hoffmann rules. It has been used as a guide for synthetic chemists to prepare the appropriate stereoisomer. Examples include Danishefsky’s190



Figure 3.27. B3LYP/6-31G optimized geometries and relative activation enthalpies of the inward and outward transition states for the ring opening of 7-methyl- and 7-formylcycloocta1,3,5-triene.



TABLE 3.18. Activation Energies (kcal mol21) for the Ring Opening of 116.a R F CH3 CHO a



DE ‡ (Inward)



DE ‡ (Outward)



24.9 23.6 20.2



24.1 20.7 17.1



Computed at MP2/6-31G /HF/3-21GþZPE(HF/3-21G); ref. 189.
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exploitation of the stereoselective ring opening of trans-1,2-disiloxybenzocyclobutenes 117 to prepare idarubicin, Paquette’s191 use of the electrocyclization of 118 that ultimately leads to a very efficient synthesis of pentalene, and Murakami’s192 preparation of a broad spectrum of functionalized 1,3-butadienes prepared by controlled ring opening of cyclobutenes. Torquoselectivity is a premier example of a concept developed by computational chemists that then migrated to the bench chemists for exploitation.
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Interviewed April 1, 2005 Professor Wes Borden holds the Welch Chair at the University of North Texas, which he assumed in 2004. He previously spent the bulk of his academic career at the University of Washington. Dr. Borden was trained in theoretical chemistry by Professor H. C. Longuet-Higgins, learning the “proper” way to do theoretical chemistry—only those calculations that could be performed on the back of an envelope. When Borden returned to Harvard as a graduate student, his Ph.D. adviser, E. J. Corey, encouraged him to continue his theoretical work. After receiving his Ph.D. in 1968, Borden joined the faculty at Harvard. Although he had a largely experimental research program, Borden taught a course in
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theoretical chemistry. The lecture notes for this course became a textbook, entitled Modern Molecular Orbital Theory for Organic Chemists. Borden was not to conduct his first ab initio calculation until he joined the faculty at the University of Washington in 1973. There he began a very fruitful collaboration with Professor Ernest Davidson. Collaborative research remains a signature feature of Borden’s career. Borden was interested in the potential energy surface of trimethylenemethane. Davidson indicated that his MELD program was capable of handling such a molecule. The ensuing collaboration with Davidson lead to more than 20 co-authored papers and to one of Borden’s major contributions to theoretical chemistry: the Borden –Davidson rules for predicting the ground states of diradicals. Borden considers the research carried out with Davidson to be the best of his many collaborations because he learned so much from Davidson. In particular, Borden acquired a much more mathematical way of thinking about chemical problems, while in turn he believes that Davidson acquired a more intuitive chemical sense. The success of the Borden – Davidson rules directly led to enormously fruitful collaboration with Professors Jerry Berson, Carl Lineberger, and Matt Platz. About the last of these collaborations, Borden says jokingly, “It’s all Matt’s fault!” Platz had been concerned about size of the singlet – triplet gap in phenylnitrene. Impressed with Borden’s success in computing this energy difference in a number of hydrocarbons, Platz asked Borden to tackle the phenylnitrene problem. Borden admits with some embarrassment that his own lack of familiarity with nitrene chemistry resulted in Platz’s having to continue to ask for a number of years. More out of a desire to finally placate Platz than anything else, Borden agreed to compute the singlet – triplet gap of phenylnitrene. This eventually led to a realization of the unusual wavefunction of singlet phenylnitrene, as discussed in Section 4.2. Borden says, “Even after this initial discovery, Platz was not satisfied and continued to drive our collaboration forward. Every computational result would trigger further questions from Matt.” Eventually, Borden’s calculations led to a novel two-step mechanism that helped rationalize the chemistry of phenylnitrene. Platz has told Borden that this mechanism would not have been found without the help of the calculations. Although Platz was certainly the driving force behind their collaboration, occasionally Borden did suggest a new direction. For example, the Borden group’s calculations of the effects of cyano substituents on the phenylnitrene rearrangement were completed prior to Platz’s experimental tests of the computational predictions. “It is more fun to make the prediction before the experiment is done,” said Borden. This attitude results from the familiar complaint of experimentalists about computational chemists: “All you ever do is predict things that are already known!” Borden’s interest in the Cope rearrangement dates back to 1973 when, as an assistant professor at Harvard, Professor William von Eggers Doering approached Borden with the question about substituents on this rearrangement. Borden utilized an orbital correlation diagram to support an argument for a continuum transition state model. This conclusion was in direct opposition to Professor Michael
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Dewar’s contention of two distinct mechanisms. To this day, Borden can still vividly recollect the reviews to his submitted JACS paper. The first, signed by Professor Howard Zimmerman, was supportive, but warned that Dewar will not approve. The second anonymous review read: The publication of this manuscript will only serve to provide the gladiatorial spectacle of Borden being torn to shreds in print. The article never was published. Nonetheless, as discussed in Section 3.2, the calculations of Houk and Borden and Doering’s experiments firmly established the variable (chameleonic) nature of the Cope transition state. Thus began Borden’s long involvement with the Cope rearrangement. It included a sabbatical trip to Japan on a Guggenheim Fellowship to collaborate with Professor Morokuma, which, as a side effect, fomented Borden’s passionate interest in Japanese culture. He has worked on the Cope rearrangement with many students and in particular two long-time associates, Dr. David Feller and Dr. Dave Hrovat. Their CASSCF(6,6)/3-21G computations located a single synchronous transition state. Borden recalls the dismay and almost sense of betrayal he felt when Davidson’s larger MCSCF results confirmed Dewar’s finding of two distinct transition states. However, the poor activation energy predicted by this method inspired Borden to realize the need for both nondynamic and dynamic correlation in order to properly describe the Cope transition state. Ultimately, Borden’s CASPT2 computations settled the matter in favor of the concerted mechanism. The CASPT2 calculations gave an enthalpy of activation that was in excellent agreement with the experimental value that had been measured by Doering. Borden says, “When we saw the CASPT2 activation enthalpy, we knew immediately that CASPT2 had gotten the Cope rearrangement right.” Borden considers his group’s work on the importance of the inclusion of dynamic electron correlation in many different types of problems to be his most significant contribution to computational methodology. In addition, his work on the Cope rearrangement and on artifactual symmetry breaking taught him to question the applicability of routine methods to what first appears to be a routine problem but that later turns out to require high-level calculations. Borden said, “For example, first we thought our CASSCF(2,2) calculations on the Cope rearrangement should have worked. What we failed to realize initially is that CASSCF(2,2) is prejudiced, because it can describe cyclohexane-1,4-diyl, but not the other diradical extreme of two allyl radicals for the Cope transition structure. Then we thought that CASSCF(6,6) would give the correct answer, but didn’t realize the need to include dynamic correlation.” The Cope rearrangement opened his eyes to the dangers afoot in computational chemistry. “You could get a wrong answer really easily. It is an interesting problem to challenge methodology.” The last collaboration we discussed was the work on the response of the Cope transition state to substituents. Doering independently contacted Professor Ken Houk and Borden to get them interested in the problem. Both subsequently did pursue the project, only to discover that they were both presenting similar results at a Bartlet session at a Reaction Mechanisms Conference. Following the conference, they began to truly collaborate, working together on calculations, interpretations, and writing.
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A major influence that Houk had on Borden was insisting on the importance of including lots of figures in the article. Borden claims Houk taught him that “organic chemists look at the pictures; they don’t look at the tables.” I asked Borden, “After working on the Cope rearrangement for more than 30 years, what do you think still remains to be done?” He responded, “Though it is always dangerous to reply to such a question about future research, I have told Ken Houk that I have published my last paper on the Cope.” Borden emphasizes the importance of experiment as part of his work. The ratio of his experimental to computational emphasis has shifted over his career, from mostly experiment when he began his career at Harvard to mostly computation during his later years at Washington, to exclusively computation at North Texas. Nevertheless, he still regards himself as an experimentalist, “My group used to do experiments in the laboratory. Now we do them on the computer.” His students have always been encouraged (if not forced) to engage in both experimental and computational research. He believes this approach “is great training for a theoretician to know the kinds of questions that experimentalists want answered. And it’s wonderful for an experimentalist to be able to say, ‘Gee, maybe we should do a calculation to understand an experimental result’. The synergy between experiments and calculations is extraordinary.” Borden has seen the evolution of the discipline of computational chemistry from being the object of friendly ridicule by experimentalists to being a full partner with experimentation. He points to the methylene problem (Section 4.1) and discrepancies in the heats of formation of the isomeric benzynes (Section 4.4) as examples of where computations identified the existence of errors in the interpretation of wellregarded experiments. Nonetheless, he notes that some experimentalists regard computations as second-rate science, partly because calculations are relatively easy to do, partly because (bad) calculations can yield bad results, and partly because many computational chemists still seem only to offer explanations, without also providing predictions. It is Borden’s belief that computational methodology is now good enough to address most problems in organic chemistry. However, he remains somewhat wary about density functional methods, characterizing them as “AM1 for the 21st century.” Borden says, “Functionals that work well for most problems, can unexpectedly fail. The same is, of course, also true for ab initio methods. However, ab initio calculations can systematically be improved, by expanding the basis set and/or including more electron correlation; whereas, there is no systematic way to improve upon a DFT result. Although my group certainly uses DFT methods for many problems, whenever possible, we try to validate the results by comparison with those obtained from ab initio calculations.” Borden points to Professor Roald Hoffmann as a great influence on the way he does science. “Roald’s early papers, which relied exclusively on Extended Hu¨ckel theory, taught me that critical interpretation of calculations is even more important than their numerical accuracy.” The key to Borden’s success in computational chemistry can be summarized by his statement: “You need to ask the right question and use the right tools to get the right answer. However, the goal of calculations is not
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just numbers; it’s the interpretation that really matters.” Borden’s career is marked by the many research problems that he has tackled with just this approach.
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&CHAPTER 4



Diradicals and Carbenes



Reactive intermediates play a critical role in the chemist’s understanding of many reaction mechanisms.1 Given their often fleeting appearance, experimental observation, let alone acquiring any property data on them, can be a great challenge. It is not, therefore, surprising that computational chemistry has been a strong partner with experiment in gaining knowledge of a broad spectrum of reactive intermediates. In this chapter, we focus on the class of reactive intermediates that bear at least one unpaired electron: radicals, diradicals, and carbenes. Organic radicals have an atom (usually carbon) that has one unpaired electron and a formal valence electron count of only seven. The exact definition of a diradical is somewhat in the eye of the beholder. Salem and Rowland provided perhaps the most general, yet effective, definition—a diradical is a molecule that has two degenerate or nearly degenerate orbitals occupied by two electrons.2 With this definition, carbenes can be considered as a subcategory of diradicals. In a carbene, the two nearly degenerate molecular orbitals are localized about a single carbon atom. The chemistry of radicals has been described many times.3 – 6 Likewise, the chemistry of diradicals and carbenes has been the subject of many reviews.7 – 15 Two issues will guide our presentation in this chapter. First and foremost, we discuss examples of radicals, diradicals, and carbenes, where computational chemistry has greatly aided in understanding the properties, structure, and chemistry of these intermediates. A theme that will emerge here is the strong collaborative relationship between experimental and computational chemists that greatly aided in resolving the controversies and discrepancies that arose in trying to understand these unusual species. The second aspect of this chapter is that computational studies of diradicals and (especially) carbenes helped establish the discipline of computational chemistry. In fact, the first example we discuss in this chapter is the nature of methylene, the project that many claim single-handedly won over skeptics to the advantages and power of computational chemistry. Following the section on methylene, we present the chemistry of phenylcarbene and phenylnitrene, and explain how computational chemistry helped detail why these two closely related molecules behave so differently. A discussion of tetramethyleneethane Computational Organic Chemistry. By Steven M. Bachrach Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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explores how computations of apparently simple molecules may be quite complicated. Next, we discuss the chemistry of the benzynes. These reactive diradicals became of heightened interest with the emergence of enediyne chemistry in the 1990s. This section furthers our discussion of the application of the Bergman cyclization discussed in Section 3.3. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the regiochemistry of the intramolecular cyclization reaction of 5-hexen-1-yl and related radicals.



4.1



METHYLENE



Computations of the properties of methylene played the central role in legitimizing the discipline of computational chemistry. Through the 1960s, algorithmic insufficiencies and the lack of computer power limited the scope of computations in extreme ways. Computations could be performed only with very small basis sets and, at best, limited accounting of electron correlation. Typically, geometries were assumed or only restricted optimizations could be run. These constraints inevitably led to calculations that were erroneous and misguided, and consequently the entire field was painted with a broad brush of general neglect by most chemists. This was all to change in 1970, when the first chink in the armor of the inherent superiority of experiment over computation appeared. Within a few years, computational results pointed out serious experimental errors and thereby secured a place for computational chemistry as an equal partner with experiment in exploring the chemical sciences.16 All of this centered on the simple molecule methylene, CH2, establishing what Schaefer has called the “paradigm of computational quantum chemistry.”17 4.1.1



Theoretical Considerations of Methylene



Methylene is the simplest example of a carbene, a molecule containing a carbon formally bearing only six valence electrons. Of these, four electrons are involved in the C22H bonds. The orbital occupation of the last two electrons defines the specific electronic state of methylene. If we assume a bent structure, we can use the simple model of an sp 2-hybridized carbon. The four bonding electron occupy two of these sp 2 hybrids. This leaves the third sp 2 hybrid (3a1) and the p orbital (1b1) available for the last two electrons (Fig. 4.1). Placing one electron in each of these orbitals with their spins aligned creates a triplet state. The electronic configuration of this triplet state (3B1) is C(3 B1 ) ¼ j1a21 2a21 1b22 1b11 3a11 j:



Figure 4.1. Highest occupied orbitals of methylene.
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The singlet state can be formed by doubly occupying the 3a1 orbital. This, however, neglects the possibility of double occupation of the 1b1 orbital, an orbital not too much higher in energy. Thus, a two-configuration wavefunction is necessary to adequately describe the lowest singlet state (1A1) C(1 A1 ) ¼ c1 j1a21 2a21 1b22 3a21 j þ c2 j1a21 2a21 1b22 1b21 j: All CI-based treatments must utilize the one-configuration reference for the triplet and the two-configuration reference for the singlet. 4.1.2



The H22C22H Angle in Triplet Methylene



The year 1970 proved to be the watershed for methylene. It started out with a general consensus that triplet methylene was linear. Though recognizing some small internal discrepancies, Herzberg concluded that triplet methylene is linear based on a series of spectroscopic examinations.18 – 20 This conclusion was in contrast to the results from one of the first serious computations of a polyatomic molecule, a single-zeta near SCF followed by limited CI computation of the triplet methylene molecule.21 The optimized geometry had an angle of 1298. Unfortunately, the strength of Herzberg’s reputation and a devastating critique by the theorist Longuet-Higgins22 effectively negated the computational work. In August 1970, Bender and Schaefer reported ab initio computations of triplet methylene.23 Employing the CISD/DZ method, they computed the energy of triplet methylene at 48 different geometries, varying the C22H distance and H22C22H angle. Fitting this surface to a quadratic function, they predicted that the H22C22H angle is 135.18, and emphatically concluded that the molecule is not linear. This report was quickly followed by two solid-state ESR studies, which also indicated a bent structure with an angle of 1368.24,25 By the end of the year, Herzberg reexamined his UV spectra and conceded that in fact triplet methylene is bent.26 His estimate of 1368 is remarkably similar to the computed value. Theory had established a beachhead! Experimentalists and theorists continue to refine the potential energy surface of triplet methylene. Using a Morse oscillator–rigid bender internal dynamics Hamiltonian, a broad array of experimental data were fit to a potential energy surface, giving the best experimental value of the H22C22H angle as 133.93088.27 A sampling of some of the computed values of the H22C22H angle of triplet methylene are listed in Table 4.1. HF optimizations consistently underestimate the angle (about 129.58), and CISD with at least a TZ basis set brings it to about 1338. DFT methods overestimate the angle by 1–1.58. Both MRCISD and RCCSD(T) optimization with a TZ or better basis sets give structures in excellent agreement with experiment; their estimates of the H22C22H angle range from 133.428 to 133.828. 4.1.3



The Methylene Singlet – Triplet Energy Gap



Following directly on the success of determining the bond angle in triplet methylene, computational chemists turned to the size of the methylene singlet – triplet
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TABLE 4.1. H2 2C2 2H Angle of 3B1 Methylene. H2 2C2 2H Angle



Method a



129.36 129.47 129.44 129.50 133.06 129 135.1 131.79 132.84 132.68 132.94 133.46 133.67 133.79 133.82 133.42 133.59 133.70 133.66 134.8 135.4 135.5 135.2 135.1



HF/DZP HF/TZ2Pa HF/TZ3Pa HF/TZ3P((2f,2d)þ2diff)a CASSCF/TZP(f)b Limited CI/SZc CISD/DZd CISD/DZPa CISD/TZ2Pa CISD/TZ3Pa CISD/TZP((2f,2d) þ 2diff)a RCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZe RCCSD(T)/cc-pVQZe RCCSD(T)/cc-pV5Ze RCCSD(T)/d-aug-cc-pV6Zf MRCISD/cc-pVTZe MRCISD/cc-pVQZe MRCISD/cc-pV5Ze MRCISD/d-aug-cc-pV6Zf BVWN5/cc-pVTZg BLYP/cc-pVTZg B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZh B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZh B3PW91/aug-cc-pVDZh Expt.i a



133.9308 b



c



d



e



f



Ref. 28; ref. 29; ref. 21; ref. 23; ref. 30; ref. 31; gref. 32; href. 33; iref. 27.



energy gap.16,17,34 Methylene is a ground state triplet (X 3B1), and its first excited state is the a˜ 1A1 state. Prior to 1972, experiments placed the value of their energy difference (DEST) at either 1 – 2 kcal mol21 or 8– 9 kcal mol21.34 Appearing nearly coincident in 1972, Goddard and Schaefer independently computed DEST for methylene. Goddard used a generalized valence bond-configuration interaction (GVB-CI) wavefunction with a DZþP basis set and estimated the energy gap as 11.5 kcal mol21. Schaefer35 used a first-order CI with a DZþP basis set to predict that the triplet is 11.0 kcal mol21 below the singlet. Their work also pointed out some of the computational difficulties in this problem. The gap is 29.3 kcal mol21at HF/DZ, which reduces to 24.9 kcal mol21 upon inclusion of d-functions on carbon. Therefore, DEST is highly sensitive to both the basis set and electron correlation. Theory seemed to have helped settle the experimental discrepancies in favor of the higher (9 kcal mol21) barrier.
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This calm was shattered by the first direct measurement of the singlet –triplet gap of methylene by Lineberger in 1976.36 Laser photoelectron spectrometry of CH2 2 provided a spectrum interpreted as transitions to singlet and triplet CH2. Despite some difficulty in arriving at the 0 – 0 transition, Lineberger concluded that DEST ¼ 19.6 kcal mol21, far above the theoretical (or previous experimental) predictions. However, as this was the first direct observation of the gap, it was considered to be the most accurate determination yet. A number of computational papers appeared in the following year responding to Lineberger’s DEST value. Goddard performed a larger GVB-POL-CI computation and obtained a value of 11.1 kcal mol21.37 Schaefer used a larger basis set than before with a CI expansion and still found a gap of 13.5 kcal mol21.38 Addition of diffuse functions or expanding the carbon sp basis had little effect, although estimation of the effect of higher order excitations reduced DEST to 11.3 kcal mol21. Roos employed a MR-CI wavefunction and a slightly larger than DZþ2P basis set, finding DEST ¼ 10.9 kcal mol21.39 He then estimated a zero-point vibrational energy correction that lowers the gap by another 0.4 kcal mol21. Harding and Goddard one year later computed the potential energy surface of CH2 2 along with the singlet and triplet CH2 surfaces to model the photoelectron spectrum.40 They suggested that three, and only three, “hot bands” — originating from vibrationally excited CH2 2 — appear in the experimental spectrum, resulting in the too large singlet – triplet measurement. Theoreticians had dug in their heels, held to their convictions, and offered an explanation for the faulty experiment. Resolution came in the early 1980s. Using far-IR laser magnetic resonance, McKellar and coworkers were able to directly measure the singlet – triplet energy difference.41 Their result was 9.05 + 0.06 kcal mol21. By estimating the zero-point vibrational energy, they were also able to offer a value of 9.08 + 0.18 kcal mol21 for Te, the energy difference of the minimum on each surface. This value can be directly compared to computation. A year later, Lineberger reported a new PES experiment, this one introducing CH22 from a flowing afterglow apparatus.42 This provides much cooler reactant than the previous PES experiments. The resulting PES is notable for the absence of the previously suggested “hot bands,” leading Lineberger to conclude that the gap is only 9 kcal mol21. The experimental and theoretical values for the methylene singlet – triplet energy gap were now in accord. The theorists were vindicated. Computational chemistry had earned its place as a significant tool in interpreting results and understanding chemistry. A compilation of computed methylene singlet –triplet energy gaps is presented in Table 4.2. The best experimental value is 9.215 kcal mol21 for Te and 8.998 kcal mol21 for T0.27 The HF method grossly overestimates the gap, due to the necessity of including the second configuration in the reference description of the 1A1 state. This overestimation persists at MP2, where again the insufficient single-configuration reference is used.43 A simple two-configuration SCF treatment brings the gap to about 11 kcal mol21. A large basis-set effect is seen at this level; the gap decreases from 13.6 kcal mol21 with a DZP basis to 11.3 kcal mol21 with a
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TABLE 4.2. Singlet –Triplet Energy Gap (kcal mol21) of Methylene. Method



DESTa



HF/DZPb HF/TZ2Pb HF/TZ3Pb TC-SCF/DZPb TC-SCF/TZ2Pb TC-SCF/TZ3Pb HF/TZ3P(2f,2d)þ2diffb CISD(TC-SCF)/DZPb CISD(TC-SCF)/TZ2Pb CISD(TC-SCF)/TZ3Pb CISD(TC-SCF)/TZ3P(2f,2d) þ 2diffb



26.39 (25.99) 25.13 (24.74) 25.03 (24.63) 13.58 (13.12) 11.33 (10.90) 10.94 (10.52) 10.49 (10.06) 12.61 (12.13) 11.02 (10.54) 10.50 (10.05) 9.25 (8.84)



CASSCF/DZPb CASSCF/TZ2Pb CASSCF/TZ3Pb CASSCF/TZ3P(2f,2d) þ 2diffb CASSCF/TZP(f)c CASSCF-SOCI/DZPb CASSCF-SOCI/TZ2Pb CASSCF-SOCI/TZ3Pb CASSCF-SOCI/TZ3P(2f,2d) þ 2diffb



13.50 (13.02) 11.13 (10.65) 10.75 (10.30) 10.25 (9.84) 10.8 12.65 (12.17) 11.12 (10.64) 10.62 (10.17) 9.44 (9.02)



UMP2/6-31G d UMP3/6-31G //UMP2/6-31G d UMP4/SDTQ/6-31G //UMP/6-31G d



(20.1) (18.0) (16.7)



RCCSD/cc-pVTZe RCCSD/cc-pVQZe RCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZf RCCSD(T)/cc-pVQZf RCCSD(T)/cc-pV5Zf RCCSDT/cc-pVTZe



11.67 11.01 10.33 9.80 9.58 10.54



MRCISD/cc-pVTZf MRCISD/cc-pVQZf MRCISD/cc-pV5Zf MRCISD/d-aug-cc-pV6Zg



10.05 9.50 9.32 9.178 (8.822)



MR-BWCCSD/cc-pVTZe MR-BWCCSD/cc-pVQZe



10.18 9.33



BVWN5/cc-pVTZh BLYP/cc-pVTZh B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZi B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZi B3LYP/6-311 þ G(3df,2p)i B3PW91/aug-cc-pVDZi B3PW91/6-311 þ G(3df,2p)i



(9.22) (9.68) 11.15 (10.77) 11.38 (10.92) 11.27 (10.92) 15.95 (15.54) 16.28 (15.88)



Expt.j a



9.215 (8.998)



Te values in regular text, T0 values in parentheses; bref. 28; cref. 29; dref. 43; eref. 44; fref. 30; gref. 31; href. 32; iref. 33; jref. 27.
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TZ2P basis to 10.9 with a TZ3P basis. Further expansion with a set of two diffuse functions along with two f-functions on C and two d-functions on H reduces the gap another 0.5 kcal mol21!28 This basis set effect on DEST is seen with all ab initio methods. With at least a TZP basis set, all of the methods predict a gap of 9 – 11 kcal mol21. DFT gives values in this range as well, except for B3PW91. The best calculation to date (MRCISD/d-aug-cc-pV6Z) predicts a gap that differs with experiment by only 0.1 kcal mol21.31 A similar controversy, one still to be decisively resolved, arose with Lineberger’s negative ion PES of CCl22 used to obtain the singlet–triplet gap of dichloromethylene.45 The ground state of CCl2 is 1A1 and it first excited state is 3B1. The PES results suggest the singlet is only 3 kcal mol21 below the triplet state. This is in contradiction with a wide variety of theoretical studies that predict a barrier of 20– 24 kcal mol21.46 – 49 The most recent and largest computations are those of Schaefer.50 At CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ, DEST is 220.1 kcal mol21. (The negative sign indicates a ground state singlet.) Adding a set of diffuse s-, p-, d-, f-, and g-functions increased the gap to 220.3 kcal mol21. Using the core-valence basis set (CCSD(T)/ cc-pCVQZ//CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ) reduced the gap to 219.3 kcal mol21, leading to a best estimate of 219.5 kcal mol21. McKee and Michl performed a series of G3 computations to rationalize the disagreement between the computations and experiment.51 Their computed energy for the electron detachment 2CCl22 ! 1CCl2 of 35 kcal mol21 is in fine agreement with Lineberger’s experimental value of 37 kcal mol21. On the other hand, their computed value for 2CCl22 ! 3CCl2 (89 kcal mol21) disagrees with the value assigned by Lineberger (62 kcal mol21). Rather, they claim that this signal arises from either the electron detachment from the excited quartet state (4CCl22 ! 3CCl2: 65 kcal mol21) or from the quartet state of its isomeric species (4C55Cl22Cl2 ! 3C55Cl22Cl2: 59 kcal mol21). Resolution of this situation awaits further experimental work, although theory is consistent within its position.
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The development of the chemistry of aryl nitrenes has occurred primarily over the last 15 years, even though initial forays were made nearly a century ago.52 This slow development can be attributed to the fact that photolysis or pyrolysis of typical aryl azides produce polymeric tar (Reaction 4.1). This is in sharp contrast to the rich chemistry of phenylcarbene (2), which exhibits insertion into C22H bonds, addition to p-bonds, reaction with oxygen, and so on.14



(Reaction 4.1)



Instead of intermolecular chemistry, phenylnitrene (1) rapidly undergoes intramolecular rearrangement. Substituted azepine (3) is the product of both thermolysis53,54
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and photolysis55 of phenyl azide in the presence of amine. On the other hand, substituted aniline (4) is obtained when phenyl azide is photolyzed with ethanthiol.56



Intermolecular chemistry of phenylnitrene does occur if the ortho positions are occupied. The first such demonstration was the thermolysis of perfluorophenyl azide, producing perfluorophenylnitrene, which inserts into C22H bonds;57,58 a representative example is shown in Reaction (4.2). These ortho-protected phenylnitrenes have been exploited as cross-linking reagents in photoresists59 and precursors for conducting polymers.60 Perhaps their greatest use has been as photoaffinity labels,61,62 where they have been employed in the exploration of the estrogen63 and progesterone64 receptors, to label LSD,65 and to map protein–protein interaction in bacteriophage T4 DNA polymerase holoenzyme.66



(Reaction 4.2) Significant progress has been made these past 10 years towards understanding the properties and chemistry of phenylnitrene, particularly in its relationship to phenylcarbene. What are the low-lying states of each and what gives rise to their differences? Why does phenylcarbene participate in bimolecular chemistry over rearrangement, but the opposite is true for phenylnitrene? How does the rearrangement of 1 to 3 occur? What is the nature of the ortho-substituent effect upon phenylnitrene? These questions have been answered by a joint approach of computational and experimental science. This section highlights the computational component of this collaboration, although always pointing out the important and necessary contributions made by the experimentalists. After reading this section, the reader will appreciate the power of computation and experiment working in concert to fully explicate complicated reaction chemistries. 4.2.1



The Low-Lying States of Phenylnitrene and Phenylcarbene



The electronic structure of phenylcarbene is analogous to that of methylene. To obtain the lowest energy states, the two nonbonding electrons can be placed into two molecular orbitals that are similar to the two MOs of methylene shown in Figure 4.1. Again, the in-plane MO (21a0 ) has significant s-character and is lower in energy than the p-orbital (4a00 ). Unlike the case in methylene, the neighboring phenyl group can donate electron density into this p-orbital, especially in the singlet state where this orbital is empty. This orbital interaction is clearly seen in MO 25 (4a00 ) of
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Figure 4.2. This donation will stabilize the singlet state more than the triplet state, thus reducing the singlet – triplet energy gap in phenylcarbene from that in methylene. The results of a number of ab initio computations of 2 are listed in Table 4.3. In all cases, the triplet is predicted to be the ground state, in accord with experiment.14 CASSCF predicts an energy difference of about 10 kcal mol21, and correction for dynamic correlation increases the gap.43 These values are not in accord with any of the other high-level computations. DFT43,67,68 and CCSD(T)43,67 calculations place the gap at about 5 kcal mol21. A G2(RMP2/SVP)68 calculation suggests an even smaller gap of 1.4 kcal mol21. Unfortunately, singlet phenylcarbene has not been spectroscopically observed, and the singlet –triplet gap has not been measured.52 Nevertheless, the best calculations clearly indicate that the phenyl substituent reduces DEST from 9 kcal mol21 in methylene to 2 – 5 kcal mol21 in 2. To understand the electronic structure of phenylnitrene, we first consider the simpler compound NH, an analog of methylene. In NH, one pair of nonbonding electrons on nitrogen occupies a hybrid orbital that is largely sp-like. The other two nonbonding electrons are distributed into the two perpendicular and degenerate p orbitals on nitrogen. In phenylnitrene, this degeneracy is lifted, and we can consider the p orbital in the plane of the phenyl ring and the p orbital perpendicular to the plane (Fig. 4.3). Unlike the case in phenylcarbene, where the in-plane orbital has significant s character that stabilizes it relative to the perpendicular p orbital, the two p orbitals in 1 are only slightly different in energy. The triplet state 3A2 is therefore the groundstate and has occupancy C(3 A2 ) ¼ j13a21 2b22 1a22 8b12 3b11 j and its molecular orbitals are shown in Figure 4.2. There are a number of possible singlet configurations of 1. The first possibility, analogous to methylene and phenylcarbene, is to doubly occupy the in-plane nitrogen p orbital (8b2, Fig. 4.2), producing the 1A1 state. A first clue that this state might not be the lowest singlet state is that unlike the case in 2, the in-plane p orbital of 1 (8b2) is not much lower in energy than the perpendicular p orbital (3b1). In fact, distributing one electron into each of these p orbitals proves to be energetically favorable in 1, making the lowest singlet state 1A2 state, which has the same electron occupancy as the 3A2 state but with singlet spin coupling. A third possibility is to doubly occupy the perpendicular p orbital, which gives another 1A1 configuration. In fact, one might expect that a two-configuration wavefunction is needed to properly describe both the lower and higher energy 1A1 states, C(1 A1 ) ¼ c1 j13a21 2b22 1a22 8b22 j þ c2 j13a21 2b22 1a22 3b21 j, where c1 and c2 have opposite signs in the lower 1A1 state and the same sign in the upper state. An often overlooked aspect of molecular orbital theory is that orbital shapes and energies will differ between the singlet and triplet states of a molecule. The highest lying occupied MOs of triplet phenylnitrenes are shown in Figure 4.2. MOs 21, 22, and 23 are doubly occupied, and MOs 24 and 25 are singly occupied with their spins
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Figure 4.2. Molecular orbitals of 1 and 2.
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TABLE 4.3. Singlet –Triplet Energy Gap (kcal mol21) of Phenylcarbene (2). DEST



Method a



R(O)HF/6-31G MP2/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G b MP2/cc-pVTZ//BLYP/6-31G b



17.3 7.02 5.52



CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G a CASSCF(8,8)/6-311G(2d,p)//CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G a CASPT2N(8,8)/6-31G a CASPT2N(8,8)/6-311G(2d,p)//CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G a



13.3 8.5 14.1 12.5



BLYP/6-31G b BLYP/6-311þG(3df,2p)//BLYP/6-31G c (U)B3LYP/6-31G a (U)B3LYP/6-311þG //(U)B3LYP/6-31G a BVWN5/cc-pVTZ//BVWN5/cc-pVDZd CISD/DZPa CCSD/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G b CCSD/DZP//CISD/DZPa CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G b CCSD(T)/DZP//CISD/DZPa G2(RMP2,SVP)//QCIc a



b



c



5.54 3.6 7.4 5.0 4.3 10.2 5.80 7.7 4.63 6.2 1.4



d



Ref. 43; ref. 67; ref. 68; ref. 69.



aligned. The highest occupied orbitals for 1A1 phenylnitrene are drawn in Figure 4.4. These are all singly occupied orbitals, three with a spin and three with b spin, generated from the UHF wavefunction. The a MO 22 and b MO 23 correspond with MO 22 of triplet 1; however, their shapes differ. Note that the node in the two orbitals of singlet 1 isolates the C22N fragment from the rest of the ring, but the node bisects the ring in MO 22 of the triplet. The in-plane singly occupied orbital of the triplet (MO 24) drops in relative energy ordering in the singlet due to more delocalization of density about the ring. The largest difference in MOs between the two electronic states is with the MO that describes the perpendicular p orbital. In the triplet state, this is MO 25, which has its greatest density at the nitrogen. In the singlet state, this is a MO 24, which has its greatest density at the ring carbon para to the nitrogen. The consequences of these different MO shapes will be discussed later.



Figure 4.3. Schematic of the AOs of 1.
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Figure 4.4. Highest lying occupied UHF orbitals of the 1A1 state of phenylnitrene (1).



CISD,70 CASSCF,71,72 and CASPT2N72 computations all agree on the nature and energies of the low-lying states of 1. The ground state is the triplet, in accord with experiments.52 The lowest lying singlet state is 1A2. The best calculations (Table 4.4) predict the singlet – triplet gap is 18.3 kcal mol21 (CCSDþQ70) or 18.5 kcal mol21 TABLE 4.4. Singlet –Triplet Energy Gap (kcal mol21) of Phenylnitrene (1). DEST



Method a



HF/DZþd CSISD/DZþda CSISDþQ/DZþda s-S,p-SDCI/6-31G //CASSCF(8,8)/3-21Gb CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G c CASSCF(8,8)/6-311G(2d,p)//CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G c CASPT2N/6-31G //CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G c CASPT2N/6-311G(2d,p)//CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G c CASPT2/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVDZd BPW91/cc-pVDZd Expt.e a



Ref. 70; bref. 71; cref. 72; dref. 75; eref. 73.



24.8 20.1 18.3 18.3 17.5 17.1 19.1 18.5 19.3 14.3 18 + 2
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Figure 4.5. CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G bond lengths in the lowest singlet and triplet states of 1.



(CASPT2N72), both of which are in excellent agreement with the experimental determination73 (18 + 2 kcal mol21) performed shortly after the first computations were reported. The next lowest singlet state is the 1A1 state dominated by the configuration that doubly occupies the in-plane orbital (8b2); this state is about 30 kcal mol21 above the triplet.74 The two lowest states of 1 differ in their electronic configuration only by their spin coupling, yet their geometries show significant differences (Fig. 4.5). In particular, at ˚ in the triplet but only 1.276 A ˚ CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G , the C22N distance is 1.338 A 1 72 70 in the singlet A2 state. (A similar difference is found at CISD/DZþd. ) The singlet state has considerable double-bond character between N and C, and in fact the singlet is better represented by the resonance structure 5, which delocalizes the electron in the perpendicular p orbital off nitrogen and into the phenyl p-system. This delocalization acts to physically separate the two nonbonding electrons, localizing one onto nitrogen in the in-plane orbital and the second into the phenyl p-orbitals. This singlet is thereby stabilized, relative to the lowest singlet state of NH, by the reduced repulsion energy between these two electrons.76 The stabilization afforded by the phenyl group is substantial. The singlet –triplet gap of NH is 36.4 kcal mol21.77 The phenyl substituent in 1 reduces this splitting by 18 kcal mol21. This is in contrast to the 5 kcal mol21 stabilization, relative to methylene, of the singlet state of 2 afforded by its phenyl group.



Quantum computations assisted in the spectroscopic identification of the triplet and especially the singlet state of phenylnitrene.78 The electronic absorption spectrum of triplet 1 is dominated by a strong band at 308 nm and a broad band at 370 nm. CASPT2 was used to obtain the vertical excitation energies from the ground triplet state of 1. The transitions to the second and third 3B1 states are predicted to be at 301 and 299 nm, respectively, both with strong oscillator strength, in excellent agreement with experiment. The transition to the second 3A2 state is calculated to be at 393 nm, in reasonable agreement with experiment. The strongest computed (CASPT2) excitation for singlet 1 is to the second 1B1 state, with a
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wavelength of 368 nm. This absorption is predicted to be at 217 nm with CASSCF(12,12), demonstrating the critical need for inclusion of dynamical correlation in computing excited state energies. The experimental spectra of singlet 1, obtained by laser flash photolysis of phenyl azide, show a very strong absorption at 350 nm, with the computed spectra verifying this assignment. With the large differences in DEST between 1 and 2 and the dramatic differences in their reactivities, the suggestion had been made that triplet phenylnitrene is thermodynamically more stable than triplet phenylcarbene.79,80 Borden used 3-pyridylcarbene (6), an isomer of 1, in order to make a direct comparison in the stability of 1 with an appropriate carbene.81 First, Borden established that 3-methylpyridine and its isomer N-methylaniline have nearly identical enthalpies (within 3 kcal mol21), as computed with CASPT2N/6-31G //CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G and BVWN5/aug-cc-pVDZ. Further, the radicals derived from these two molecules by loss of a hydrogen (3-PyCH2 and PhNH) are also nearly identical in enthalpy (within 3 kcal mol21). This implies that (1) the N22H bond dissociation energy of primary amines is nearly identical to the C22H bond dissociation energy of primary alkanes and (2) phenyl and 3-pyridyl are comparable in stabilizing a p-electron.



Next, he demonstrated that 1 is about 25–26 kcal mol21 lower in enthalpy than 6. Combining these results in Reaction (4.3) allows for an alternative way of comparing the stabilities of 1 with 6. The enthalpy of Reaction (4.3) ranges from 221.9 (BVWN5/ aug-cc-pVDZ) to 224.8 kcal mol21 (CASPTSN/6-31G //CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G ). Therefore, it is clear that triplet nitrenes are about 20 kcal mol21 more stable than triplet carbenes. Given that the singlet–triplet separation in 1 is about 13 kcal mol21 greater than in 2, singlet phenylnitrene is about 7 kcal mol21 more stable than singlet phenylcarbene. The stability of the nitrenes over the carbenes derives mostly from the stabilization of the s-lone pair on nitrogen. In moving from amine, to amine radical, to nitrene (just as in moving from alkane to alkyl radical to carbene), the hybridization of nitrogen (or carbon) changes by increasing its s-character. Although the C22H hybrid orbital is stabilized in progressing along this series, the nitrogen lone pair is affected to a much greater extent, because this pair of electrons resides solely on the nitrogen, rather than being shared between two atoms. The net result is that nitrenes are thermodynamically more stable than carbenes, which will help explain some of the differences in their reactivities.



(Reaction 4.3)
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Ring Expansion of Phenylnitrene and Phenylcarbene



Both phenylcarbene and phenylnitrene can undergo intramolecular rearrangement; however, they do so under very different conditions. Phenylcarbene will participate in normal intermolecular carbene reactions (cycloadditions and insertions14) except in the gas phase82 or when sequestered from other reagents.83 – 85 Phenylnitrene, on the other hand, preferentially undergoes intramolecular rearrangements,52 and substituents must be placed upon the ring to inhibit this rearrangement in order to observe intermolecular chemistry. Ring expansion of phenylcarbene had been implicated in the gas-phase rearrangement of p-tolylcarbene,86,87 but it was not until matrix isolation studies were carried out that conclusive evidence was obtained that indicated the product of the expansion is 1,2,4,6-cycloheptatetraene (10).83,84 No intermediates have ever been detected in the rearrangement of phenylcarbene, leading to speculation over which of two mechanisms (Scheme 4.1) might be operating: a single step ringexpansion that is unprecedented in carbene chemistry, or a two-step path with an unobserved intermediate, bicycle[4.1.0]hepta-2,4,6-triene (8). Experimental support for the latter (two-step) mechanism is provided by the spectroscopic observation of benzannulated analogs of 8 obtained from 1- and 2-naphthylcarbene.88,89 Ring opening of these benzannulated derivatives (11 and 12) does not occur, because this would involve further loss of aromaticity.



Scheme 4.1.



Computational chemists weighed in on this problem in 1996, when three independent reports concurred on the nature of the mechanism. Using a variety of computational methods, including CASSCF, CASPT2N, CCSD, DFT, and G2(MP2,SPV), the
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TABLE 4.5. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) for the Critical Points Along the Reaction of 12 ! 10. 1



2



7



8



9



10



CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G CASSCF(8,8)/6-311G(2d,p)//CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G a CASPT2N/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G a



0.0 0.0 0.0



20.3 20.1 13.2



5.3 5.5 22.9



11.5 11.5 21.4



215.8 215.7 217.8



CCSD/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G b CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G b



0.0 0.0



17.5 15.7



0.5 20.7



4.8 2.5



214.0 216.3



MP2/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/6-31G b MP2/cc-pVTZ//BLYP/6-31G b



0.0 0.0



13.6 15.1



25.8 27.9



24.7 27.2



218.2 219.5



BLYP/6-31G b B3LYP/6-311þG //B3LYP/6-31G a



0.0 0.0



12.4 14.9



20.8 2.5



20.2 3.6



218.2 213.5



G2(MP2,SVP)c



0.0



13.1



23.3



21.4



217.4



a



a



b



c



Ref. 43; ref. 67; ref. 68.



rearrangement of 12 ! 10 was found to proceed via the two-step mechanism of Scheme 4.1. The relative energies of all of the critical points along this reaction pathway are listed in Table 4.5 and the B3LYP/6-31G optimized structures are drawn in Figure 4.6.



Figure 4.6. B3LYP/6-31G optimized geometries of the critical points for the rearrangement of 2.
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A few important points can be discerned from Table 4.5. The first step is the rate-determining step, with a barrier of 13–15 kcal mol21, leading to the bicyclic intermediate 8 that is energetically slightly below 2. The second step is the Woodward– Hoffmann allowed, disrotatory, electrocyclic opening of a cyclohexadiene ring. This step has a much lower barrier (1–2 kcal mol21 relative to 8) and is very exothermic, with 10 lying about 14 kcal mol21 below 8. These computations suggest that once the first barrier (7) is crossed, sufficient energy is available to readily cross the second barrier (9), and therefore little concentration of 8 will ever accumulate. Further, the large exothermicity of the overall reaction indicates that the reverse reaction is highly unlikely, consistent with the lack of observation of this process, except at high temperatures.86,87 Borden examined the rearrangement of phenylnitrene using CASSCF and CASPT2 methods.72 Just as in the rearrangement of phenylcarbene, the calculations found a two-step mechanism involving a bicyclic intermediate (in this case the azirine 12), shown in Scheme 4.2. The energies of the critical points along this reaction path obtained by Borden, along with some later DFT75,90,91 results, are listed in Table 4.6. The CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G structures are drawn in Figure 4.7. The computed barrier for the first step is about 8 – 9 kcal mol21. DFT computation of the singlet state of 1 and the transition state 11 is difficult due to spin contamination and both restricted and unrestricted solutions for open-shell singlets must be treated with great caution. Note here that Cramer was unable to locate an unrestricted solution of 11, and the restricted solution gives a barrier that is much too large.75 The intermediate 12 is a couple of kcal mol21 higher in energy than 1. As in the rearrangement of 2, the first step for the rearrangement of 1 is predicted to be rate limiting. The barrier for the second step is lower than the first, although CASSCF erroneously predicts a very large activation barrier for the electrocyclic reaction in the second step. As noted in Chapter 3, without inclusion of dynamic electron correlation, barriers for Woodward – Hoffmann allowed reactions are predicted to be much too high. Laser flash photolysis of phenyl azide provided the experimental barrier for the reaction of singlet 1: 5.6 + 0.3 kcal mol21.78 The best computation result (CASPT2) overestimates this barrier. However, CASPT2 tends to systematically overestimate the stability of open-shell species relative to closed-shell analogs,92,93 and so the computed barrier, corrected for this error (estimated74 as about 3 kcal mol21), is in fine agreement with experiment. The barrier for the reverse reaction, 14 ! 1, has been obtained by photolysis of 1 encapsulated in a hemicarcerand and then monitoring the disappearance of 14.94



Scheme 4.2.
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TABLE 4.6. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) for the Critical Points along the Reaction of 11 ! 14.



a



CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(8,8)/ 6-31G a CASSCF(8,8)/6-311G(2d,p)//CASSCF(8,8)/ 6-31G a CASPT2/6-31G //CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G a CASPT2/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G a CASPT2/6-311G(2d,p)//CASSCF(8,8)/ 6-31G a CASPT2/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVDZb B3LYP/6-31G c BPW91/cc-pVDZb BLYP/cc-pVDZb (U)B3LYP/6-311þG(2d,p)//(U)B3LYP/ 6-31G e



1



1



11



12



13



14



0.0 0.0



8.9 9.0



4.7 5.3



24.2 23.7



3.7 3.2



0.0



8.5



4.6



23.4



2.4



0.0 0.0 0.0



8.6 9.3 9.2



1.6 3.5 4.1



6.8 6.7 7.2



21.3 21.0 21.6



0.0



8.5



0.0 0.0 0.0



19.4d 11.2d 8.0



2.7 0.0 5.0 2.5 0.5



5.8 4.7 7.3 4.1 3.5



21.9 25.1 1.4 24.4 26.7



a



Ref. 72; bref. 75; cref. 90; dunrestricted calculations did not converge. The restricted result is listed here; ref. 91.



e



Figure 4.7. CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G optimized geometries of the critical points for the rearrangement of 1.72
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This experimental value for the reverse reaction is 12.3 + 0.6 kcal mol21. Combining the experimental values for the forward and reverse activation barriers indicates that the forward reaction is exothermic by 6.7 kcal mol21. The CASPT2 calculations predict that the reaction is overall slightly exothermic. Because this method overstabilizes 1 relative to 14 by about 3 kcal mol21, the reaction is actually more exothermic than predicted by CASPT2, and the DFT values of 25 to 26 kcal mol21 are quite reasonable and in excellent agreement with experiment. Thus, 14 is predicted to dominate at normal temperatures, but some singlet phenylnitrene will be present, and it can convert to the triplet ground state by ISC. This should lead to the irreversible production of triplet 1 from 14, which has been observed.95,96 How do the calculations account for the differing chemistries of 1 and 2? The ratelimiting step for both rearrangements is the first step: formation of the bicyclic intermediate. The barrier for this step is computed to be much higher for the reaction of 2 (13 –15 kcal mol21) than for 1 (8– 9 kcal mol21). This larger barrier for 2 impedes the rearrangement, providing more time and a higher concentration of singlet phenylcarbene to partake in intermolecular chemistry than for 1, which will much more readily undergo this rearrangement. The electronic structure of singlet phenylnitrene facilitates its closure to 12. The diradical structure of singlet 1, represented as 5, requires only movement of nitrogen out of the plane for the radical orbitals to overlap, resulting in the closure of the three-member ring. On the other hand, singlet 2 is a closed-shell configuration. Tipping the exocyclic carbon out of the ring plane and then closing the angle to form the three-member ring requires increasing contribution of the higher energy ionic resonance structure 15.76



Another difference between 1 and 2 is the rate of intersystem crossing from the singlet to the triplet. The rate constant for ISC in 1 is 3.2 + 0.3  106 s21, as measured by laser flash photolysis.78 Unfortunately no such measurement is available for 2, but, ISC in 1 is about three orders of magnitude slower than in diphenylcarbene97 or fluorenylidene.98 Gritsan and Platz78 proposed three reasons to account for the slow ISC of phenylnitrene. First, the singlet–triplet gap is much larger for 1 than 2. The smaller this gap, the faster the rate of intersystem crossing. Second, phenylcarbene possesses a bending mode about the divalent carbon that can couple the singlet and triplet surface; this mode is absent in phenylnitrene. Lastly, the differing electronic configurations of singlet 1 and 2 affect their rates of ISC. The transition from singlet to triplet phenylcarbene involves moving an electron from the s orbital to the p orbital, creating orbital angular momentum. This enhances the spin–orbital coupling and encourages the change in the spin state. In contrast, the singlet and triplet states of phenylnitrene have identical orbital occupancies, and so no orbital angular momentum change occurs to assist in the intersystem crossing process.
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4.2.3



Substituent Effects on the Rearrangement of Phenylnitrene



Abramovitch57 and Banks58 discovered that polyfluorinated phenylnitrene participates in intramolecular chemistry. Interestingly, perfluoro- and 2,6-difluorophenylnitrene react with pyridine, but 4-fluorophenylnitrene undergoes rearrangement prior to reacting with pyridine.62 The key to intermolecular phenylnitrene chemistry appears to be di-ortho substitution. Platz has shown that fluorine substitution onto both ortho positions increases the barrier for rearrangement to about 8 kcal mol21, about 3 kcal mol21 greater than the barrier for the parent phenylnitrene.80,99 Due to the higher barrier to intramolecular rearrangement, the substituted singlet phenylnitrene has sufficient lifetime to react with another molecule. Platz80 originally suggested that the rearrangement proceeds in one step to ketenimine from the configuration where both carbene electrons occupy the p orbital perpendicular to the ring plane, or in other words, from the 2 1A1 state. He suggested that the 1 1A1 state is stabilized by ortho fluorine substitution at the expense of destabilizing the 2 1A1 state, thereby making the rearrangement less likely. BLYP/ cc-pVDZ calculations confirm that the 2 1A1 state is raised with ortho-F substitution.100 However, this explanation necessitates a one-step mechanism, and, as discussed above, the rearrangement of phenylnitrene proceeds by a two-step mechanism (Scheme 4.2). In fact, a year after the Platz review article appeared, Sander101 detected the difluoroazirine 16 produced by irradiation of 2,6-difluorophenyl azide in an argon matrix.



Sundberg has observed products of the rearrangement of 2-alkylsubstituted phenylnitrenes that indicated the initial cyclization is towards the unsubstituted ortho carbon (the presumed intermediate 17 in Reaction 2.4).102 Matrix isolation studies of 2,4-dimethylphenylnitrene find very little rearrangement product.103



(Reaction 4.4) These experimental results set the stage for Karney and Borden’s seminal computational study of the role of ortho substituents on the rearrangement of phenylnitrenes.104 They computed the CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G structures of a variety of fluoro-, chloro-, and methylphenylnitrenes (18), the transition states (19), and
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Scheme 4.3.



products of the first step (20) of their rearrangement (Scheme 4.3). Single point energies were obtained with the CASPT2 method. At this computational level, the barrier for the rearrangement of the parent phenylnitrene is 8.6 kcal mol21 (Table 4.6), which overestimates the barrier by about 3 kcal mol21. Fluoro substitution into both meta positions (18b) or into the para position (18c) is calculated to have very little effect on the activation barrier relative to 1 (Table 4.7), a prediction that is consistent with the experimental observation of this rearrangement for 18c.62 Recent laser flash photolysis studies by Gritsan and Platz90 confirmed this prediction; the experimental activation barriers are 5.5 + 0.3 and 5.3 + 0.3 kcal mol21 for 18b and 18c, respectively, little different from the barrier for 1. If we assume the CASPT2 error in computing the barrier for 1 is the same as for 18b and 18c, then agreement with experiment is quite good. On the other hand, fluorine substitution at both ortho positions (18a) raises the CASPT2/6-31G barrier from 8.6 to 13.0 kcal mol21. The increase in barrier height inhibits the rearrangement reaction and allows 18a to participate in intramolecular chemistry. Subsequent experiments determined that its activation barrier is 7.3– 8.0 kcal mol21 (depending on solvent).90 Calculations predict a TABLE 4.7. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) for the Rearrangement 18 ! 20.a x



18xb



19xb



a b c d e f g h i



0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



13.0 (13.4) 7.9 (8.6) 8.5 (9.1) 9.5 (9.9) 12.3 (13.0) 8.0 11.7 6.4 8.4



a



20xb 20.5 (1.0) 20.7 (1.1) 1.6 (3.3) 3.6 (4.8) 22.4 (20.3) 0.8 22.9 21.3 21.3



21xc



22xc



(6.6) (6.3) (7.8) (11.8) (2.1)



(22.8) (21.6) (21.0) (3.2) (26.3)



Energies computed at CASPT2N/6-31G //CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G , CASPT2N/ cc-pVDZ// CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G values in parentheses; bref. 104; cref. 90.
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4.4 kcal mol21 increase in Ea for the rearrangement of 18a compared to 1, which is slightly larger than experimental value, but the predicted trend is correct: ortho fluoro-substitution increases Ea, but substitution at the meta or para position has no effect. Because 18a is computed to be 3.8 kcal mol21 higher in energy than 18b, the larger activation barrier of the former cannot be attributed to fluorine stabilization of phenylnitrene. Instead, the ortho fluorines in 18a must destabilize the transition state for rearrangement. The rearrangement of 2-fluorophenylnitrene (18d ¼ 18e) can proceed with the nitrogen migration away from the fluorine substituent (19d and 20d) or towards the fluorine substituent (19e and 20e). The barrier for migration away from the fluorine is only 1 kcal mol21 higher than for the parent phenylnitrene, a difference later confirmed by experiment.90 However, the barrier for migration towards the fluorine substituent is 3 kcal mol21 greater than that for migration away from the fluorine. Thus, 2-fluorophenylnitrene can undergo rapid rearrangement with the nitrogen migrating away from fluorine, consistent with experimental observation.105 As 18d is higher in energy than 18c, ortho-fluorine substitution destabilizes the former phenylnitrene, yet raises the barrier for its rearrangement. Karney and Borden next examined the rearrangement of 2-chlorophenylnitrene (18f ¼ 18g) and 2-methylphenylnitrene (18h ¼ 18i). For both cases, the barrier for migration away from the substituent is smaller than for migration towards the substituent. Again, this result is consistent with previous experiments.102 Shortly after the computations were published, Gritsan and Platz reported on their laser flash photolysis of methyl derivatives of phenyl azide.106 They found that the activation barriers for rearrangement of phenylnitrene (1), 2-methylphenylnitrene (18h), and 4-methylphenylnitrene are identical (about 5.6 kcal mol21), within their error limits. However, the rearrangement barriers for 2,6-dimethyl- and 2,4,6-trimethylphenylnitrene are higher (about 7.3 kcal mol21). The experiment barriers are systematically smaller than the CASPT2 barriers, but when corrected for the tendency of CASPT2 to overestimate barrier heights, the agreement between experiment and computation is excellent. Based on their computational results, Karney and Borden argued that an ortho substituent sterically hinders migration. When phenylnitrene is substituted at one ortho position, rearrangement occurs away from the blocked position with a barrier little different from that of phenylnitrene itself. However, when both ortho positions are occupied, the barrier for rearrangement is raised by 2 – 3 kcal mol21, allowing for alternate reactions, especially intermolecular chemistry, to take place. Platz and coworkers performed computations that complete the rearrangement pathway for the fluoro-substituted nitrenes 18a– e by locating the transition states (21a – e) and product ketenimines (22a – e).90 The relative energies for these species are listed in Table 4.7. In all cases the reaction proceeds by two chemical steps, passing through the intermediate azirine 20. For all of the cases examined except 18d, the first step is rate limiting. These computations are consistent with experiment where the rate of formation of ketenimine equals the rate of
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disappearance for 18a– c, but for 18d, its rate of decay is faster than the rate of appearance of ketenimine 22e.



Although generally agreeing with the contention that the ortho effect is steric in origin, Platz and coworkers noted that the barrier for 18d ! 20d is 1 kcal mol21 larger than the barrier for phenylnitrene, and that the lifetime of 18d is greater than either 1 or 18c. The ortho fluorine is having a small effect that cannot be steric. Using NPA charges, they argue that fluorine polarizes the phenyl ring such that the carbon bearing the fluorine becomes very positively charged. In progressing from 18 to transition state 19, the carbon bearing the nitrogen becomes more positively charged. In the case of ortho-fluoro substitution (19d and 19e), this leads to neighboring positively charged carbon atoms, which is significantly destabilized relative to the para-fluoro case (19c) where the positively charged carbon atoms are farther apart. Simple electrostatic arguments thus account for the small ortho-fluoro effect in increasing the activation barrier. The steric effect of ortho substituents was further examined in an experimental and theoretical study of 2,6-dialkylphenylnitrenes (23).91 The rearrangement was computed at B3LYP/6-311 þ G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G . Singlet phenylnitrenes’ are poorly described at this level due to spin contamination. Singlet phenylnitrenes, energies were obtained by computing the energy of the triplet at this DFT level and then adding in the singlet – triplet separation computed with the more reliable CASPT2 method. The barrier for the first step (creating the azirine) is little effected by methyl or ethyl substituents. This barrier is 1.5 kcal mol21 lower for 23c than 1, and is dramatically lower still for 23d—only 4.1 kcal mol21 compared to 8.0 kcal mol21 for 1. The barrier for the second step is affected in the opposite way, increasing with greater steric bulk: 3.0 kcal mol21 for 1, 3.8 kcal mol21 for 23a – c, and 4.9 kcal mol21 for 23d. Platz argued that strain relief explains the decreasing barrier of the first step with increasing steric bulk. In this step, the nitrogen swings towards one ortho carbon, thereby increasing its distance from the other ortho substituent and diminishing the steric interactions with it. Perhaps of more importance is the fact that cyclization requires that the nitrogen atom move out of the plane that contains both ortho substituents, an action that diminishes its steric interactions with both substituents. Perhaps their most significant result is that the opposite trends in changes in the barrier heights for the two steps with steric bulk infers that the intermediate azirene might be observable if a sufficiently bulky substituted phenylnitrene could be produced. Just such a molecule is 2,4,6-tri-t-butylphenylnitrene. Computations
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indicate a barrier of 4.1 kcal mol21 for the first step and 6.3 kcal mol21 for the second step. Laser flash photolysis detected the azirine intermediate 24 having a lifetime of 62 ns and a barrier to ring open to the azepine 25 of 7.4 + 0.2 kcal mol21.



If singlet phenylcarbene is best represented by resonance structure 5, radical-stabilizing substituents may alter their propensity to rearrange. A cyano group in the ortho position of phenylnitrene (26) should localize the ring p-radical onto that position, making rearrangement towards the substituted carbon more favorable than rearrangement away from the substituted carbon. The cyano substituent might outweigh the steric effect observed with fluoro, chloro, and methyl substituents. As there is little p-radical density at the meta positions, the barrier for rearrangement of 27 should be comparable with phenylnitrene. Lastly, placing a cyano group in the para position (28) should localize the p-radical onto the para carbon, thereby diminishing its presence at the ortho positions. This should result in a higher activation barrier for rearrangement. In a combined experimental and computational study, Gritsan, Platz, Borden, and coworkers examined the rearrangement of the cyano-substituted phenylnitrenes 26 – 29.107 They optimized the critical points for the reaction of these nitrenes analogous to those shown in Scheme 4.3. Geometries were obtained with CASSCF(8,8)/ 6-31G and single-point energies were obtained with CASPT2/6-31G to account for dynamical correlation. As discussed above, these computed activation barriers, listed in Table 4.8, are likely to be too large by about 2 – 3 kcal mol21. In addition, laser flash photolysis was used to obtain the experimental activation energies, also listed in Table 4.8.
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TABLE 4.8. Activation Energy (kcal mol21) for the Formation of Azirine Derivatives from 26– 29.a



26 27 28 29 a



Mode



CASSCFb



CASPT2c



Expt.



Away Toward Away Toward



8.3 8.4 8.6 8.1 9.4 8.2



8.6 7.5 8.2 7.6 9.8 8.0



5.5 + 0.3



7.2 + 0.8 6.5 + 0.4



Ref. 107; bCASSCF(8,8)/6-31G ; cCASPT2/6-31G //CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G .



For 26, the CASPT2 barrier for rearrangement toward the ortho substituted carbon is slightly less than that for the rearrangement away. Both barriers are very close to the barrier for the rearrangement of unsubstituted phenylnitrene, and the experiments also show the barrier for 1 and 26 are nearly identical. This is quite different from the ortho-fluoro, chloro, or methyl cases, where rearrangement away from the substituted center is decidedly favored. As already noted, this reversal for the cyano substituent is readily understood in terms of the radical-stabilizing effect of the cyano group essentially balancing the steric effect. The barrier for the rearrangement of 29 is slightly greater than for 26. In this case, both cyano groups in 29 act to localize radical density onto the ortho ring carbon atoms, so each ortho carbon ends up with less radical density than the cyano-bearing carbon in the monosubstituted ring 26. A greater change in the distribution of nonbonding p-electron density must occur in order to reach the TS in the reaction of 29, hence the higher barrier for 29 than for 26. The meta substituted isomer 27 has a barrier height quite similar to 1. In this case there is neither any steric inhibition nor any radical concentration, and so the net effect of the meta cyano group is nil. Lastly, the barrier for the para substituted isomer 28 is much higher than for any of the other cyano isomers, and also higher than the barrier for rearrangement of 1. The para cyano group in 28 localizes charge onto the para ring carbon, thereby depleting radical density on the ortho carbon atoms, which are involved in making the new bond to nitrogen. In conclusion, the barriers for the rearrangements of the cyano derivatives of 1 are completely rationalized by the model of singlet phenylnitrene being described as a diradical: one electron localized to nitrogen and the second electron delocalized about the phenyl ring. The predictions of this qualitative model are neatly confirmed by this combined computational and experimental study.
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Hund’s rules provide a framework for predicting the relative energies of electronic states of atoms and molecules where multiple electrons occupy degenerate
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orbitals.108 Hund’s first rule is that energy increases with decreasing spin S. The second rule is that for states with the same spin, the energy increases with decreasing orbital angular momentum L. As with any rule, interesting chemistry can be found when the rule is violated or nearly violated. From the 1970s onward, computational chemists have been actively involved in finding molecules that violate Hund’s rules. In 1977, Borden and Davidson developed rules for predicting the spin for the ground state diradicals.109 Diradicals are molecules having two electrons populating two nonbonding molecular orbitals (NBMOs). Typically, these NBMOs are close in energy. Hund’s rule suggests a triplet ground state for such a system. The triplet state forces the two electrons to occupy different regions of space in order not to violate the Pauli exclusion principle. The key insight provided by Borden and Davidson is that the two NBMOs might be spatially separated and then singlet spin coupling could be the ground state. Orbital separation comes about if the two NBMOs are disjoint, meaning that one NBMO has density on one set of atoms and the second NBMO has density only on atoms not in the first set. An example they gave of disjoint NBMOs is for tetramethyleneethane (TME) 30 and a nondisjoint example is trimethylenemethane 31. A schematic of their respective NBMOs is given in Figure 4.8. Notice that the left NBMO of 30 is localized to the atoms of the left allyl fragment, but the right NBMO is localized to the atoms of the right allyl fragment; they share no common atoms. On the other hand the two NBMOs of 31 have orbital coefficients on two atoms in common. On the basis of simple Hu¨ckel theory, the two NBMOs of both 30 and 31 will be degenerate. Hund’s rule therefore indicates a triplet state. However, Borden and Davidson argued that, because the electrons in the two NBMOs of 30 are particularly isolated, and therefore have reduced electrostatic repulsion, the singlet state will not violate the Pauli exclusion principle and will be energy competitive with the triplet state. In fact, they suggested that electron correlation will lower the singlet state below the triplet. Borden and Davidson provided a quick way to decide if the NBMOs are disjoint or not for alternate hydrocarbons. Using the standard technique of starring alternate carbons (Fig. 4.9), if the difference between the number of starred (n ) and unstarred (n) carbons is zero, then the molecule will have disjoint NBMOs. Otherwise, when n 2 n ¼ 2, the molecule will be nondisjoint. The so-called Davidson –Borden rule predicts that disjoint alternate hydrocarbons will have small singlet – triplet energy gaps, with the singlet likely to be the ground state. Nondisjoint alternate



Figure 4.8. NBMOs of 30 and 31.
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Figure 4.9. Representative alternate hydrocarbons with starred and unstarred carbon atoms.



hydrocarbons will have large singlet – triplet energy gaps, with a triplet ground state.110 A similar conclusion can be derived from valence bond theory.111 Accurate prediction of spin states is critical towards the development of organic magnetic materials, particularly organic ferromagnets.8,112,113 Over the following 25 years, significant computational and experimental effort has been expended to determine if TME is in fact a triplet, and therefore conforms to Hund’s rule, or a singlet, and thereby violates Hund’s rule. We will first present a more detailed description of the MOs of TME before telling this story in chronological order. 4.3.1



Theoretical Considerations of Tetramethyleneethane



Tetramethyleneethane can rotate about the central C22C bond giving rise to three distinct conformations. These can be distinguished by the angle (t) between the planes of the two allyl fragments (Scheme 4.4). The planar conformation (t ¼ 08) has D2h symmetry, the perpendicular conformation (t ¼ 908) has D2d symmetry, and any intermediate value of t will have D2 symmetry. The NBMOs of 30 shown in Figure 4.8, while being proper orbitals, do not transform according to the symmetry of the molecule. Rather, a linear combination of the two gives the correct symmetry adapted orbitals. The shapes of the four lowest p-orbitals, which comprise the two highest lying molecular orbitals and the two NBMOs, are drawn in Figure 4.10. The orbitals for both the planar (D2h) and perpendicular (D2d) structures are shown.



Scheme 4.4.
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Figure 4.10. Lowest four p-MOs of 30 in its D2h and D2d conformations.
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The triplet state of 30 can be described by a single configuration. The 3B1 state, using the D2d designation, has the wavefunction C(3 B1 ) ¼ j... 5e4 1b11 1a12 j: The singlet 1A1 state will require at least two configurations since the NBMOs (MO 22 and 23) are close in energy. Thus a reasonable reference wavefunction for the singlet is C(3 B1 ) ¼ c1 j... 5e4 1b21 j þ c2 j... 5e4 1a22 j: Any computation that does not account for the multiconfigurational nature of singlet TME will run into difficulties, analogous to the difficulties discussed previously with methylene and the phenylnitrenes and with the benzynes discussed in the following section.



4.3.2



Is TME a Ground State Singlet or Triplet?



Controversy arose almost from the start in this story of the ground state of TME. Dowd, in 1986, prepared TME by photolysis of 4,5-bis(methylene)-3,4,5,6tetrahydropyridazine 32 in a methyltetrahydrofuran glass at 10 K.114 The ESR spectrum for the Dm ¼ 2 line showed hyperfine splitting into nine lines, consistent with the eight hydrogens of 30 if all are approximately magnetically equivalent. The Curie – Weiss law plot for the Dm ¼ 2 line is linear. Dowd concluded that 30 is a ground state triplet, conflicting with the prediction of simple MO and VB rules.



The following year, Borden115 reported computations of TME at three geometries: D2h, D2d, and D2. The singlet state was optimized with a TC-SCF/3-21G wavefunction and the triplet was optimized at UHF/3-21G. Dynamic electron correlation was treated by obtaining the energies at CISD/DZP using the above geometries. The lowest energy structure was the D2d singlet. The lowest energy triplet has D2 symmetry. For all three structures, the singlet is lower in energy; the singlet triplet gap is predicted to be 2.8 kcal mol21 for the planar structure, 0.4 for the D2 structure, and 2.2 kcal mol21 for the perpendicular conformer. These computations are incompatible with the previous experimental results. Borden suggested that although planar TME should be a ground state singlet, the triplet state, in a twisted conformation, might be lower in energy than the singlet. To test this hypothesis, Dowd116 prepared 2,3-dimethylene-1,4-cyclohexanediyl 33 and Roth117 prepared 2,2-dimethyl-4,5-dimethylene-1,3-cyclopentanediyl 34. Both of
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these TME derivatives were anticipated to be planar or nearly so, and theory predicts they should be singlets. However, the ESR spectra of both indicate they are triplet ground states, having linear Curie – Weiss plots.



These experiments, however, were not definitive. Structure 33 is not planar; the computed value of t is 258.118 A CISDTQ computation where all excitations were confined to a minimal basis set comprising the p-orbitals predicted that the singlet state lies 1.4 kcal mol21 below the triplet of 35.119 CASSCF(6,6)/DZP computation of 33 finds a singlet –triplet gap of less than 0.2 kcal mol21 and a triplet ground state for 34.120 Hyperconjugation involving the orbitals to the methyl groups reduces the energy difference between the NBMOs, thereby making the triplet favorable. The same near NBMO degeneracy occurs in 33, induced by the nonzero t angle. A linear Curie –Weiss plot can occur if the energy difference between the singlet and triplet states is very small (,50 cal mol21) and so the experiments may not be definitive tests of the ground state of TME. In fact, a later ESR and SQUID study of 33 can be best interpreted as resulting from a near zero singlet – triplet energy gap. In 1992, Nachtigall and Jordan reinvestigated TME by first optimizing its structure using a CASSCF(6,6)/3-21G wavefunction.121 Both the lowest energy singlet and triplet have D2 symmetry; the angle t is 58.08 for the singlet and 59.08 for the triplet. Single-point energies computed using the larger DZP basis set suggests that the singlet is lower in energy for all values of t: DEST ¼ 3.84 for t ¼ 08, 1.92 for t ¼ 1808, and 1.36 kcal mol21 for t ¼ 598. They noted that the most serious omission in these calculations is the lack of correlation among the s-electrons. To address this omission, they recomputed the energies using a CISD method,122 with a twoconfiguration reference for the singlet, and the Davidson correction to account for higher-order excitations. Their results with the TZ2P basis set, the largest they used, predict that the lowest energy singlet has D2d symmetry. For both the D2d and D2h conformers, the singlet lies below the triplet. However, the lowest energy structure is the D2 triplet. This triplet is only 0.1 kcal mol21 lower in energy than the D2d singlet; however, it is 0.5 kcal mol21 lower than the singlet at the geometry of the triplet. Given the low temperature of the experimental observation of triplet TME, their computations support the observation of a triplet. These results, however, conflict with the ESR experiment114 that indicates a D2d triplet conformation. A dramatic reinterpretation of the nature of TME was introduced by the work of Lineberger, Ellison, Grabowksi, Jordan, and their coworkers.123 They reported the photoelectron spectrum of the anion 36 (TME2). The spectrum reveals electron
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loss to give two different states of TME. Based largely on the population distribution, they characterized the lower energy state as the singlet. The measured singlet–triplet energy gap is 3 kcal mol21, but this requires correction for Franck–Condon factors. Basically, TME2 has D2d symmetry, but triplet TME is D2. Subtracting the difference in energy between triplet TME in its D2d and ground state D2 conformations from the direct experimental energy gap yields DEST ¼ 2.0 kcal mol21. These authors proposed that triplet TME may energetically lie below the singlet at the geometry of the triplet. Further, in the glass at 10 K, the triplet may be locked into its twisted D2 conformation, creating a metastable species that will only slowly revert to the singlet state.



Over the next three years, three computational attempts at reconciling these contradictory results appeared. The first utilized a REKS/6-311G calculation of singlet and triplet TME.124 The singlet minimum energy structure has D2d symmetry, and the minimum triplet structure has d2 symmetry with t ¼ 50.18. The singlet is lower in energy for all values of t except between 388 and 518. The spin– orbit coupling matrix elements were computed to be very small. Therefore, Filatov and Shaik conclude that triplet TME is metastable, consistent with the arguments of Lineberger and coworkers. On the other hand, Rodriguez125 reported the CISD/TZþP//CASSCF(6,6)/ 6-31þG PES for the singlet and the difference dedicated configuration interaction (DDCI) PES for the triplet. For all values of t, the singlet is lower in energy than the triplet. However, at the triplet energy minimum (t ¼ 478) the singlet is only 0.29 kcal mol21 below the triplet. Therefore, the two states are very close in energy. Lastly, Pittner and coworkers126 examined the potential energy surfaces of singlet and triplet TME using two multireference coupled cluster methods (two-determinant CCSD and multireference Brillouin – Wigner CCSD) with the cc-pVDZ basis set. With both methods, the singlet is always below the triplet for all values of t. The smallest singlet – triplet gap, 1.3 kcal mol21, occurs at an angle t ¼ 458 and this is reduced when a near cc-pVTZ basis set is used. So what is the answer to our initial question—just what is the ground state of TME? The gas-phase PES experiment agrees with virtually all of the computations that TME is a ground state singlet. The singlet – triplet gap is undoubtedly quite small, especially in the vicinity of the triplet energy minimum. This allows for the possibility of a metastable triplet being trapped within a glass, explaining the ESR results of Dowd. Final resolution will likely require extremely accurate treatment of electron correlation along with a large basis set.
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BENZYNES



Loss of two hydrogen atoms from benzene results in the reactive biradical species called benzynes or arynes. There are three possible isomers: o-benzyne (37), m-benzyne (38), and p-benzyne (39). Of these three, o-benzyne is the best known and studied.127 It was first demonstrated to be a reactive intermediate by Roberts128 in 1953, and later characterized by UV,129 MS,130 IR,131 and microwave132 spectroscopy. o-Benzyne is a widely utilized reactive intermediate, particularly as the dienophile component in a Diels – Alder reaction. The other two isomers have only recently become of interest. Due to the rise of ene-diyne chemistry, especially the Bergman cyclization discussed in Section 3.3, p-benzyne has been the subject of many theoretical and experimental studies. Interest in m-benzyne largely grew out of the desire to compare and contrast the whole set of benzyne isomers, though as it turned out, m-benzyne brings it own interesting challenges.



Computational chemistry has been thoroughly involved in the study of the benzyne family over the past 20 years. This section will focus on three aspects of benzyne chemistry. First, computational studies disclosed a serous error in the experimental determination of the heats of formation of the benzynes and directly led to the corrected values. Second, a combination of matrix isolation spectroscopy and computations led to the characterization of the structure of m-benzyne, a process complicated by the extreme sensitivity of the geometry to computational method. Lastly, the propensity for the benzynes to abstract hydrogen atoms, a key step for the biological activity of ene-diyne drugs, can be understood by a simple model based on the singlet –triplet gap of the benzyne. Computations played an important role in determining the singlet –triplet separation, modeling the hydrogen abstraction step, and proposing potential new drug candidates.



4.4.1



Theoretical Considerations of Benzyne



The difficulty in computing the wavefunction, structure, energy, and properties of the benzynes is to properly treat the interaction between the two radicals. If the interaction between them is strong, a single configuration describing them as a bonding pair is satisfactory. However, as the interaction becomes weaker, and the biradical character increases, the contribution of a second (antibonding) configuration becomes more and more important.
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For 37, the bonding interaction between the ortho radicals is described by MO 18 (10a1) and the corresponding antibonding orbital is MO 21 (8b2) (Fig. 4.11). The Hartree – Fock wavefunction is therefore CHF (37) ¼ j . . . 1b12 10a12 1a22 2b12 j,



(4:1)



but if there is some biradical character, the two-configuration (TC-SCF) wavefunction might be more apropos CTC-SCF (37) ¼ c1 j . . . 1b12 10a12 1a22 2b12 j þ c2 j . . . 1b12 1a22 2b12 8b22 j:



(4:2)



Schaefer examined the geometry, vibrational frequencies, and singlet – triplet gap of 37 comparing the results with an HF wavefunction with that of the TC-SCF wavefunction.133 As expected, with inclusion of the antibonding configuration, the distance between the two radical carbon atoms is longer in the optimized TC-SCF/ ˚ ) than in the HF/DZþP structure (1.225 A ˚ ). The experiDZþP geometry (1.263 A ments reporting IR spectra of 37 at that time suggested a frequency of around 2080 cm21 or 1860 cm21.131,134,135 The frequency corresponding to the stretch between these two radical carbon centers is 2184 cm21 at HF and reduces to 1931 cm21 with the TC-SCF wavefunction, indicating that two configurations improve the description of 37. Most damning for the single configuration approach was the evaluation of the singlet – triplet gap. The experimental measurement of this separation is 37.7 kcal mol21,135 with a singlet groundstate. The HF treatment actually predicts a ground state triplet. Using a CISD expansion from the HF reference improves matters; the singlet is 17.0 kcal mol21 below the triplet, but inclusion of the Davidson correction increases the gap to 48.2 kcal mol21. This large correction indicates a poor reference wavefunction. Describing the singlet with a TC-SCF wavefunction dramatically improves this situation. The gap is 27.7 kcal mol21 at TC-SCF/DZþP, 32.2 kcal mol21 when CISD is used with the TC-SCF reference, and inclusion of the Davidson correction increases the gap to 33.3 kcal mol21. This is still 4 kcal mol21 less than experiment, but clearly these results indicate the necessity of using a multiconfiguration wavefunction for 37. With the two radical centers farther apart in 38 than in 37, it is reasonable to expect the meta isomer to express greater biradical character than the ortho isomer. Therefore, a multiconfiguration wavefunction will be necessary to adequately describe 38. The two configurations that doubly occupy either the radical bonding orbital (11a1) or antibonding orbital (7b2); CTC-SCF (38) ¼ c1 j . . . 1b12 2b12 1a22 11a12 j þ c2 j . . . 1b12 2b12 1a22 7b2 2 j



(4:3)



should dominate the configuration expansion. The MOs of 38 are drawn in Figure 4.11. Again, a multiconfiguration wavefunction will be necessary to describe the expected large biradical character of p-benzyne 39. This wavefunction will be
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Figure 4.11. High-lying molecular orbitals of 37, 38, and 40.
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dominated by the two configurations that define the bonding and antibonding interactions between the radical centers: CTC-SCF (39) ¼ c1 j . . . 1b3u 1b2g2 2b1g2 5b1u2 j þ c2 j . . . 1b3u 1b2g2 2b1g2 6ag2 j:



(4:4)



Kraka and Cremer136 have estimated the biradical character of the benzynes in two ways. The first involves the occupation number of the natural orbitals (ni) obtained from P P the CCSD(T) wavefunction. The biradical character is then defined as ni 2 ni(reference) where the reference here is benzene and the sum is for i . n. With this method, the biradical character is 11%, 20%, and 65% for 37, 38, and 39, respectively. Alternatively, one can use the largest amplitude for a doubles excitation within the CCSD(T) wavefunction to indicate how strongly the next most important configuration (after the HF configuration) contributes to the total wavefunction. This amplitude is 0.24 for 37, 0.34 for 38, and 0.71 for 39. Yet another measure of biradical character is the ratio CS2/CA2, where these are the coefficients of the configurations involving symmetric and antisymetric combination of the radical orbitals. A pure biradical will have a value of 1 for this ratio. From the CASSCF(8,8)/3-21G wavefunction, Squires137 finds this ratio is 11.1 for 37, 4.3 for 38, and 0.6 for 39 (the value less than 1 simply means that the antisymmetric configuration dominates the wavefunction). Biradical character clearly increases for the benzynes as the radical centers become farther apart, and one might expect a concomitant increasing need for a multiconfiguration wavefunction. The fact that the biradical character differs amongst the three benzynes demonstrates the underlying difficulty in computing the geometries and energies of these compounds—selecting the appropriate computational method for equivalently treating them will challenge all chemists wishing to take on the benzynes. Also presented in Figure 4.11 are the molecular orbitals for the bicyclic isomer of m-benzyne, namely bicycle[3.1.0]hexa-1,3,5-triene (40). This structure has a full bond between the meta-dehydro carbon atoms. A single configuration is likely to be sufficient to describe 40 as long as the C122C3 distance is not too long.



4.4.2



Relative Energies of the Benzynes



The first contribution to benzyne chemistry produced by computational chemists concerns the relative energies of the isomeric benzynes. Squires reported collisioninduced dissociation (CID) of benzyne precursors (Reactions 4.5– 4.7) to obtain their heats of formation.138 The heat of formation of 37 was determined to be 106 + 3 kcal mol21, in fine accord with other measurements.139,140 The values of the other two isomers were the first recorded: DHf,298(38) ¼ 116 + 3 kcal mol21 and DHf,298(39) ¼ 128 + 3 kcal mol21. Bergman141 had previously made a rough
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estimate of the heat of formation of 39 as 140 kcal mol21, but this discrepancy with the CID results went unmentioned.



(Reaction 4.5)



(Reaction 4.6)



(Reaction 4.7)



Within two years, computational reports appeared that questioned these values of the experimental heats of formation of 38 and 39. In back-to-back articles, Borden142 and Squires137 computed relative energies of 37 – 39 using different methods. The experiment indicates their relative energies are: 37, 0.0; 38, 10.0; and 39, 22.0 kcal mol21. Borden first optimized the geometries using the TC-SCF/6-31G method. At this level, 38 is 12.6 kcal mol21 higher than 37, and 39 is 22.7 kcal mol21 higher than 37. In order to account for some of the correlation energy, they performed single-point energy computations including all singles and doubles configurations from the p-orbitals and the bonding and antibonding radical orbitals (p-SDCI/6-311G ). This increases the separation between the benzynes; the energies of 38 and 39 relative to 37 are 15.8 and 28.4 kcal mol21, respectively. Squires estimated the heats of formation of the benzynes with Eq. (4.5), making use of the biradical separation energy (BSE) defined in Reaction (4.8). The BSE is computed with different computational methods and experimental heats of formation are utilized for benzene and phenyl radical. Their best estimate for the heats of formation were obtained using the correlation-consistent CI method: DHf,298(37) ¼ 107 kcal mol21, DHf,298(38) ¼ 125 kcal mol21, and DHf,298(39) ¼ 138 kcal mol21. DHf,298 (37, 38, or 39) ¼ 2DHf,298 (C6 H6 )  DHf,298 (C6 H5 )  BSE(37, 38, or 39)



(4:5)
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(Reaction 4.8)



Shortly thereafter, a CCSD(T) examination of the benzynes appeared.136 Heats of formation were obtained from the hydrogenation of the benzyne and using the experimental DHf of benzene. Using the CCSD(T)/6-31G energies, the computed heats of formation are 110.8, 123.9, and 135.7 kcal mol21 for 37, 38, and 39, respectively. The optimized geometries of the benzynes at this level appear in Figure 4.12. These three studies employing different computational methodologies all came to the same conclusion: the experimental heats of formation for 38 and 39 are too low by about 5 – 7 kcal mol21! This discrepancy is well outside the error bars of the experiments. The unanimity amongst the computational work compelled Squires to reassess his experimental values.143 Close examination of the CID results indicated that less than a 13% impurity of the ortho-benzyne isomer would lead to the apparently too low appearance energy for meta- or para-benzyne. Trace amounts of water can cause rearrangement of 38 and 39 into 37. Use of deuterated precursors and careful mass selection allowed Squires to obtain revised values for authentic samples of 38 and 39. These new values (including some minor corrections made a few years later144) are DHf,298(37) ¼ 105.9 + 3.3, DHf,298(38) ¼ 121.9 + 3.1, and DHf,298(39) ¼ 137.8 + 3.1 kcal mol21, all of which are in agreement with the computational estimates. Over the following years a few additional computational assessments of the relative energies of the benzynes have appeared. A collection of the computational results is found in Table 4.9. The TC-SCF142 and CASSCF(2,2)137 methods underestimate the energetic separation between 38 or 39 from 37. Dynamic correlation



Figure 4.12. CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p) optimized geometries of 37–39.136
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TABLE 4.9. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of 37 –39.a Method



37



38



39



0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



12.0 13 16 16.6 10.9 9.8 10.0



23.2 24 27 27.5 23.4 21.8 21.9



MP2/6-31G(d,p)f p-SDCI/6-311G //TC-SCF/6-31G b CISD/6-31G //CASSCF(2,2)/6-31G c CISD/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(8,8)/3-21Gc QCISD/cc-pVTZd



(0.0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



CCCI/cc-pVTZ//CASSCF(8,8)/3-21Gc



0.0



(7.5) 15.8 13 13 13.0 13.1 18



(10.3) 28.4 25 25 40.1 40.4 31



(18.0) 19.8 13.7 13.1 14.3 13.5 13.7 14.8 14.9



(42.5) 44.3 25.3 24.9 27.2 25.5 25.6 26.2 26.4



7.6 7.8 8.7 8.9 12.1 12.2



28.1 28.2 29.3 29.4 37.0 37.2



13.0 12.8



22.2 22.1



b



TC-SCF/6-31G CASSCF(2,2)/6-311G c CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(8,8)/3-21Gc CASSCF(8,8)/aANOd CASPT2[0]//CASSCF(8,8)/aANOd CASPT2/aANO//CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVDZe



CCSD/6-31G(d,p)//CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p)f CCSD/aANO//CASSCF(8,8)/aANOd CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p)f



(0.0) 0.0 0.0



CCSD(T)/aANO//CASSCF(8,8)/aANOd CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ//BPW91/cc-pVDZe



0.0 0.0



CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZg



0.0



BPW91/cc-pVDZe



0.0



BPW91/cc-pVTZ//BPW91/cc-pVDZe



0.0



B3LYP/cc-pVTZg



0.0



G3g



0.0



Expt.h,i



0.0 16.0 31.9 105.9 + 3.3 j 121.9 + 3.1j 137.8 + 3.1j



a Entries in normal text are energies including ZPE, entries in parentheses omit the ZPE, and entries in bold are corrected for 298 K; bref. 142; cref. 137; dref. 146; eref. 147; fref. 136; gref. 145; href. 143; iref. 144; j DHf,298.



must be included in the computation. MP2 is unsuitable, because it uses the HF reference and cannot recover the nondynamic correlation.136 The HF solution is also at the heart of the failure of G3 to adequately describe 39; G3 makes use of the RHF/6-31G(d) zero-point energy and thermal corrections, and this method
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gives three imaginary frequencies for 39.145 CASSCF(8,8) provides good agreement for 38 but underestimates the energy of 39.137,146 Unfortunately, including dynamic correlation using CASPT2 stabilizes both 38 and 39 relative to 37 due to inherent overstabilization92 of unpaired electrons. The CI methods build upon the HF wavefunction, and so there is concern that limited expansions might not be able to recover enough nondynamic correlation to provide reasonable treatment of the multiconfigurational nature of the benzynes, especially for 39. Nevertheless, CISD provides reasonable results, and the CC results are in excellent agreement with experiment.137 Both 38 and 39 are predicted to be too energetic relative to 37 with CCSD, but inclusion of triples configurations using CCSD(T) lowers this separation.136,145 – 147 DFT is also a single-configuration method and again raises doubt about its applicability to the benzynes. Nonetheless, both BPW91 and B3LYP provide fair agreement with experiment. BPW91 underestimates the energy gaps between 37 and 38 or 39,147 and B3LYP overestimates the energy difference between 37 and 39.145 The energies listed in Table 4.9 do not tell the whole story. A more critical examination of m-benzyne will be presented in the next section as computational results played a significant role in the characterization of this reactive species. We close this section with further discussion of problems associated with computing the energy and geometry of 39. Cremer, Kraka, Stanton, and coworkers published two in-depth analyses of computational problems associated with p-benzene. The first deals with HF and post-HF methods,148 and the second focuses on DFT methods.149 The RHF wavefunction allows for no biradical character and the resulting optimized geometry has three imaginary frequencies. UHF overplays the biradical character, partly through spin contamination from multiple triplet states. RMP2 does provide an optimized structure with only real frequencies, but many of these frequencies are erroneous. RMP4 gives a structure with one imaginary frequency and only slightly improved frequencies relative to RMP2. Spin restricted CCSD again gives a stable structure with erroneous frequencies, and adding in the effect of triple-excitations (RHF-CCSD(T)) produces a structure with two imaginary frequencies. Increasing the basis set from 6-31G(d,p) to cc-pVTZ made little improvement for any of these methods. However, the CCD(T) method using Bruekner orbitals as the reference resolves most of the problems; the optimized structure is a local minimum with good agreement between its computed and experimental vibrational frequencies. Even though the UHF wavefunction suffers from triplet contamination, inclusion of dynamic correlation does reduce the contamination. In fact, UHF-CCSD(T) appears to be the most reliable of all of the traditional ab initio methods. In their examination of a broad range of functionals, Cremer149 found that the spin restricted solutions for all of the functionals are unstable for 39. The spin restricted solution for 39 using a local spin density functional, such as SVWN, is more stable than the generalized gradient approach, such as BLYP and BPW91, which is more stable than the hybrid functionals, such as B3LYP, B3PW91, or mPW1PW91. The unrestricted DFT solution, regardless of functional, is always lower in energy. Although RB3LYP suffers from the most problems, in part due
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to its incorporation of a HF term, UB3LYP performs the best of all the functionals in terms of geometry and prediction of the singlet – triplet energy gap. The GGA functionals also perform quite well. UDFT includes some nondynamic correlation effects and the exchange-correlation terms account for dynamic correlation effects. The net result is that UDFT, especially the hybrid functional UB3LYP but also the GGA functionals UBP91 and UBLYP, provide perfectly reasonable descriptions of p-benzyne. 4.4.3



Structure of m-Benzyne



The next controversy concerning the benzynes is the structure of m-benzyne. Does it exist as the monocyclic biradical 39 or as the bicyclic closed-shell species 40? Answering this question with a computational approach will take some care. Although the biradical character of 38 is small, a multiconfiguration wavefunction (Eq. 4.3) is likely to be necessary for adequate description of its electronic structure. On the other hand, 40 is a closed-shell species and its electronic configuration can be expressed by a single Slater determinant made from the molecular orbitals shown in Figure 4.11: C(40) ¼ j . . . 6b22 2b12 11a12 1a22 j:



(4:6)



Comparing the geometries and energetics of these two isomers requires appropriate treatment of their respective electronic natures. A critical distinction between 38 and 40 is the distance between the two radical centers, r(C122C3). Selected results for computed values of this distance in 38 and 40 are presented in Table 4.10. The results can be generally placed into three categories. First, the Hartree– Fock and restricted B3LYP and B3PW91 methods predict a single local minimum; 40. (The RB3LYP/cc-pVDZ optimized structure of 40 is shown in Fig. 4.13.) CASSCF, MP2, CCSD(T), and BLYP predict that 38 is the sole local minimum. Finally, unrestricted B3LYP and B3PW91 locate both 38 and 40, with the latter slightly lower in energy. Sander reported a detailed examination of how the energy varies with r(C122C3) for a number of computational methods.150 He optimized the structure of 38/40 holding the r(C122C3) distance fixed and then plotted the energy against this varying distance. Figure 4.14a displays this potential energy surface computed at RB3LYP/cc-pVDZ, RBLYP/cc-pVDZ, and CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVTZ. The ˚ , corresponding to 40, but the RB3LYP curve shows a minimum at 1.615 A ˚ . The UB3LYP curve deviates surface remains very shallow until a separation of 2 A ˚ ˚. from the RB3LYP potential above 2 A, with a very shallow second well at 2.15 A ˚ The CASSCF(8,8) surface shows a sharper minimum at 2.174 A, corresponding to ˚ . Figure 4.14b 38. RBLYP shows a broad flat-bottom surface with a minimum near 2 A shows the energy surface computed at RCCSD(T) using either the UB3LYP or CASSCF(8,8) structures. The point of this plot is that even though the underlying geometries are different, the shape of the two curves is quite comparable. Therefore, the choice of geometry is not critical. What is important to note is that in all cases, the
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˚ for 38 and 40. TABLE 4.10. Computed r(C12 2C3) in A 2C3) r(C12



Method 40 HF/cc-pVTZa QCISD/cc-pVTZb RB3LYP/6-31G(d,p)c RB3LYP/6-311þþG(3df,3pd)c RB3LYP/cc-pVDZa RB3LYP/cc-pVTZa



1.479 1.565 1.598 1.606 1.615 1.603



38 a



RMP2/cc-pVTZ TC-SCF/6-31G d CASSCF(2,2)/6-311G e CASSCF(8,8)/3-21Ge CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G(d)c CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVTZa CASSCF(8,8)/aANOf UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p)g UBPW91/cc-pVDZf UB3LYP/cc-pVDZa BLYP/cc-pVDZa BLYP/cc-pVTZa CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p)h CCSD(T)/6-311G(2dp,2p)i



2.083 2.198 2.190 2.251 2.198 2.174 2.178 2.136 1.874 2.147 2.021 1.997 2.106 2.101



a



Ref. 150; bref. 145; cref. 151; dref. 142; eref. 137; fref. 147; gref. 152; href. 136; iref; 153.



Figure 4.13. B3LYP/cc-pVDZ optimized geometry of 40.150
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Figure 4.14. PES for the conversion of 40 into 38. (a) Comparison of surfaces computed at RB3LYP/cc-pVDZ, RBLYP/cc-pVDZ and CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVTZ. (b) Comparison of surfaces computed at RCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//UB3LYP/cc-pVTZ and RCCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ// CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVTZ. Adapted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A, 105, 10424, 10425 (2001). Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.



potential energy surface near the minimum is quite flat, with variation of r(C122C3) by ˚ resulting in less than a 2 kcal mol21 change in energy. 0.5 A Although most of the computational methods indicate that just a single isomer exits on the PES, that being 38, confirmation of this prediction requires comparison to experiment. The IR spectra of 38 have been obtained in a number of ways: UV photolysis of matrix-isolated 41 or flash vacuum pyrolysis of 42, 1,3-diiodobenzene or 1,3-dinitrobenzene followed by trapping in argon.153,154 In the first of these experiments, an intense band was observed at 547 cm21, with weaker bands at 751, 824, and 936 cm21. All of these matched well (545, 743, 818, and 975 cm21) with the computed CCSD(T)/6-31G(d,p) spectrum, a level that predicts the open structure 38.154 A subsequent computed spectrum using BLYP/cc-pVTZ,150 which predicts structure 38, is also in excellent agreement with the experimental spectrum.
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Hess, however, proposed that structure 40 is also consistent with the experimental IR spectra.155 B3LYP indicates that 40 is lower in energy than 38. The B3LYP/cc-pVTZ computed spectrum of 40 predicts the most intense band at slightly higher frequency (564 cm21) than experiment. In the region of 600– 1000 cm21, the agreement between experiment and the CCSD(T) spectrum is better than with the B3LYP spectrum, yet in the region 1200 – 1600 cm21, B3LYP predicts four bands, seemingly in agreement with experiment and in conflict with CCSD(T), which predicts only two bands. Furthermore, Hess noted a strong band at 363 cm21, which is absent in the CCSD(T) spectrum, and this frequency region was not recorded in the first experiments. Kraka and Cremer151 answered Hess’ criticisms by first arguing that the UB3LYP description of 38 includes appreciable triplet contamination. When this is corrected for using the sum method, the open ring isomer 38 is now more stable than 40. Furthermore, they note that Hess misassigned the experimental IR spectrum and there are actually only two bands in the 1200– 1600 cm21 region. Finally, Sander revisited m-benzyne in 2002, repeating and extending his experiments and performing additional computations.153 The experimental and computed IR spectroscopic data are reproduced in Table 4.11. CCSD(T)/6-311G(2d,2p) computations find only one minimum on the PES, corresponding to 38 with ˚ . The IR spectrum predicted at this level of theory is in excellent r(C122C3) ¼ 2.101 A accord with experiment, both in terms of the frequencies and their relative intensities. The computed B3LYP/cc-pVDZ spectrum of 40 differs markedly from the experimental IR spectrum. It predicts that the second most intense band appears at 363 cm21, TABLE 4.11. Comparison of Spectroscopic Data of 38 (CCSD(T)) and 40 (B3LYP) with Experiment. CCSD(T)/ 6-311G(2d,2p)a



Expt.a n (cm21)



B3LYP/cc-pVDZb



Ic



n (cm21)



Ic



367 547 561 751 824 936



100 10 45 20 25



405 535 541 748 827 944



6 100 7 49 10 27



1402



15



1425



12



1486



15



1504 3152 3192 3197



16 18 7 6



a



n (cm21)



Ic



316 363 564



12 60 100



762 815 1064 1286 1396 1416 1573 3159 3162 3211 3216



34 42 12 7 18 14 19 30 14 19 14



Ref. 153; bref. 150; crelative intensity based on the most intense absorption.
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but the experiment shows only a very weak absorption in this vicinity. B3LYP predicts three absorptions in the region between the most intense peak and 1100 cm21, but four are found in the experiment. As Hess claimed, B3LYP indicates that there are four absorptions in the region 1200–1600 cm21, but only two appear in the experiment. Based on the experimental IR spectrum and appropriate computations, clearly the structure of m-benzyne is that of 38. The bicyclic isomer 40 is an artifact of computational methods that fail to adequately account for the multiconfigurational nature of the wavefunction for 38. 4.4.4



The Singlet – Triplet Gap and Reactivity of the Benzynes



In the early 1990s, Chen proposed a model to describe the thermochemistry of biradicals and carbenes.156,157 The heat of formation of an organic biradical or carbene can be produced by sequential cleavage of two C22H bonds. A first approximation is that these bond dissociation energies are equivalent and additive, leading to a hypothetical, noninteracting biradical/carbene. Chen’s model suggests that this corresponds with the triplet state, and that the singlet state is stabilized below this additivity approach by the energy of the singlet –triplet gap. The key to the antitumor/antibiotic activity of the enediyne drugs is the cleavage of hydrogen atoms from DNA by substituted p-benzynes. We presented this activity in Chapter 3 (see, in particular, Fig. 3.11). The enediyne molecules typically suffer from being too reactive and nonselective. Chen applied his model towards understanding the behavior of p-benzyne 39, and proposed a scheme for producing potentially more selective, and therefore more suitable, target drug molecules.158 Triplet 39 can be envisaged as two isolated, noninteracting radical centers. If this is true, then triplet 39 should abstract hydrogen atoms at the same rate as does phenyl radical. Singlet 39 is more stable than the triplet, and at least some of this stabilization energy will need to be released in the transition state for hydrogen abstraction. The singlet – triplet gap is the upper bound for the difference in hydrogen abstraction activation barriers between the “noninteracting” triplet and singlet. Singlet 39 should therefore abstract hydrogen atoms more slowly than does the phenyl radical. Even though the singlet – triplet gap is small for 39 (about 2 kcal mol21, see later), it is enough to introduce a rate decrease by a factor of 30. Simple model computations in fact suggest that singlet 39 abstracts hydrogen with a rate 14 times slower than the phenyl radical.159 Chen later demonstrated that the related p-biradical 9,10-dehydroanthracene 43 abstracts hydrogen atoms about 100 times slower than either the phenyl radical or the 9-anthracenyl radical.160 Chen proposed that enhanced selectivity of p-benzyne analogs could be produced by generating molecules with larger singlet – triplet energy gaps than 39.158
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Before we discuss potential new enediyne drugs based on this proposal, we first present computational results on the singlet–triplet energy gap of 37–39, presented in Table 4.12. As already discussed, a single configuration treatment of 37 predicts the ground state is a triplet,133 when in fact the ground state of all three benzynes is the singlet.144 Although a two-configuration wavefunction does place the singlet energetically below the triplet, the energy gap is underestimated by 10 kcal mol21.133,142 A larger multiconfiguration wavefunction, such as CASSCF(8,8), dramatically improves DEST for 37,137,147 but inclusion of dynamic electron correlation is needed for 38.147,161 CI methods provide very good estimates of the singlet – triplet gap for all three benzynes.137 CCSD(T) proves to be extraordinarily good in evaluating DEST for the three benzynes; it underestimates the gap by less than 2 kcal mol21.147 BPW91 underestimates DEST for 37 but obtains the gap for 38 TABLE 4.12. Singlet–Triplet Energy Gap (DEST) for 37–39.a Method



37



38



39



22.9 27.7 27.7



13.0



0.8



CASSCF(2,2)/6-311G CASSCF(8,8)/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(8,8)/ 3-21Gd CASSCF(8,8)/aANOe CASPT2/aANO//CASSCF(8,8)/aANOe CASPT2/cc-pVDZ//BPW91/cc-pVDZf



28.6 33.6



13.1 15.2



0.6 2.5



35.1 32.6 30.4



16.1 19.0 18.0



3.8 5.8 5.8



p-SDCI/6-311G //TC-SCF/6-31G c TC-CISD/DZþPb CISD/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(8,8)/3-21Gd CCCI/cc-pVTZ//CASSCF(8,8)/3-21Gd CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZe,g CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZh BCCD(T)/cc-pVDZ//UBPW91/cc-pVDZi



34.4 32.2 31.2 36.9 35.3 36.0



16.0 15.8 17.1 20.7 19.9



1.6 1.8 2.2 2.3 4.9 4.5



RBPW91/cc-pVDZf RBPW91/cc-pVTZe RB3LYP/cc-pVTZh UBPW91/cc-pVDZi UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p)j



31.3 33.2 31.4



19.4 20.1 14.8



22.0 21.6 211.3 4.0 2.5



G3h



38.5



b



HF/DZþP TC-SCF/DZþPb TC-SCF/6-31G c  d



Expt.



23.3 k



37.7 + 0.6 37.5 + 0.3l



11.1 l



21.0 + 0.3



3.8 + 0.5l



All energies are in kcal mol21, positive values indicate a groundstate singlet, values in bold are for 298 K, otherwise 0 K is assumed; bref. 133; cref. 142; dref. 137; eref. 147; fref. 161; gestimated as E(CCSD/cc-pVT)þE(CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ)-E(CCSD/cc-pVDZ); href. 145; iref. 162; jref. 163; kref. 135; lref. 144.



a
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within 2 kcal mol21. Restricted DFT predicts a ground state triplet for p-benzyne,147,161 but spin unrestricted DFT gives very reasonable estimates of the singlet – triplet gap.162,163 So, although the most accurate results are obtained by the very computationally intensive CCSD(T) method, DFT, properly done, can provide perfectly reasonable values at a fraction of the computational expense. Chen first proposed 2,5-didehydropyridine 44 as a potential selective biradical that might be useful as drug target.164 Structure 44 can act as a weak base, and because tumor cells are generally more acidic than normal healthy cells, it would exist in its conjugate acid form 45 in cancer cells. Chen conjectured that if the singlet – triplet gaps of 44 and 45 are different, then a drug selective for tumor cells might be possible. Although Chen’s calculations were supportive of this idea, he used a CASSCF(6,6) wavefunction, which did not allow for correlation of the p-electrons and an untested, unusual method for adding in dynamic electron correlation.



Cramer reexamined the singlet – triplet energy gaps of 44 and 45 with a variety of computational methods.162 His results, along with results by Cremer and Kraka,163 are listed in Table 4.13. Once again, we see problematic results with many methods. Consistent with previous results, restricted DFT erroneously predicts a ground state triplet for 45. More discouraging is the gross overestimate of DEST for 45 obtained with the CCSD(T) method. The origins of this problem are with its single configuration reference and low symmetry, which allow for many single and double configurations to strongly mix in. The high symmetry of 3 fortuitously eliminates this problem. The general solution is to use the BSSD(T) method, which uses Brueckner orbitals as the reference and eliminates contributions from single electron excitations. Nevertheless, computations clearly distinguish 44 and 45 in terms of their singlet– triplet energy gaps. The gap in 45 is about 4–6 kcal mol21, somewhat larger than the TABLE 4.13. Singlet –Triplet Energy Gap (DEST) for 44 –45.a Method b



CASPT2/cc-pVDZ//BPW91/cc-pVDZ CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ//BPW91/cc-pVDZb BCCD(T)/cc-pVDZ//BPW91/cc-pVDZb RBPW91/cc-pVDZb UBPW91/cc-pVDZb UB3LYP/6-31(d,p)c



44



45



14.1 12.9 11.6



5.6 29.8 5.6 22.3 4.3 2.8



14.0 8.2



All energies are in kcal mol21, positive values indicate a groundstate singlet; bref. 162; cref. 163.



a
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gap in 39. However, the gap in 44 is much larger, 8–12 kcal mol21. Based on Chen’s reactivity model, 44 should be a very poor hydrogen abstracter, and 45 should behave very similarly to 39. Therefore, if the two species could partition between normal and cancer cells based on their acidity, 45 should be a potent antitumor agent, while not appreciably damaging normal cells. Kraka and Cremer,163 however, point out that the proton affinity of 44 is only 214 kcal mol21, indicating that it is too weakly basic to be protonated in tumor cells. They propose amidine 46 as a better target molecule. It has a singlet–triplet gap of 2.8 kcal mol21, which reduces to 1.8 kcal mol21 upon protonation (47). Although the difference between 46 and 47 is not as great as that between 44 and 45, the proton affinity of 46 is 249 kcal mol21, making it much more basic and likely to be protonated in tumor cells. A number of computational studies have been performed examining different didehydro-pyridines165,166 and analogs containing more than one ring nitrogen.145 Also, numerous studies of substituted benzynes have been reported.167 – 171 A range of singlet – triplet energy gaps have been found, including some cases where the ground state is the triplet.170 Nevertheless, no drug based on this variation upon enediyne chemistry has been developed. The only currently marketed enediyne-based drug is mylotarg,172 a derivatized version of calichaemicin.



4.5 INTRAMOLECULAR ADDITION OF RADICALS TO C—C DOUBLE BONDS Intramolecular addition of a radical to a carbon – carbon double bond is a very useful procedure for creating five- or six-member rings. As these reactions typically occur with significant regioselectivity,173,174 they are of constant interest in the synthetic community. Baldwin’s rules175 provide guidance as to the regiochemistry; the 5-exo cyclization of 5-hexenyl radical is preferred over the 6-endo cyclization (Reaction 4.9).176 In this section we discuss two variations on Reaction (4.9): cyclization of (1) acyl-substituted hexenyl radicals and (2) 1,3-hexadiene-5-yn-1-yl radicals.



(Reaction 4.9)



4.5.1



Cyclization of Acyl-Substituted Hexenyl Radicals



In order to better understand the behavior of acyl-substituted hexenyl radicals, we begin with a discussion of the parent system, 5-hexen-1-yl radical (48) and methylsubstituted variants (49 – 51). Houk177 examined the 5-exo-dig process leading to the five-member ring and the 6-endo-dig process, which creates the six-member ring. Based on some previous studies of radical reactions,178 especially one concerning
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the cyclization of the 1,3-hexadiene-5-yn-1-yl radical discussed below,179 he selected the computationally efficient UB3LYP/6-31þG //UHF/6-31G method.



The computed activation energies of the two intramolecular cyclization pathways are listed in Table 4.14. Both chair and boat transition states were obtained; in all cases the former is lower in energy, and only the barrier for the chair TS is listed in the table. The agreement between the predicted and experimental endo : exo product ratios is excellent for all four reactions. The 5-exo-dig reactions are kinetically preferred for the parent 48 and 49 and 51, consistent with Baldwin’s rules. The 6-endo-dig reaction is preferred for the cyclization of 50, where the formation of a tertiary radical stabilizes the TS for this route. Houk then examined the acyl analogs 52 – 55. Again, the chair transition states are lower than the boat transition states. (Twist-boat transition states were also located for the 5-exo path—these too were higher in energy than the chair TSs.) The activation barriers through the chair TSs are listed in Table 4.15. For all four



TABLE 4.14. Activation Energies (kcal mol21) for the Cyclization Reactions of 48 –51.a Reactant 48 49 50 51 a



DE ‡ (5-exo)



DE ‡ (6-endo)



endo : exo (Calc.)



endo : exo (Expt.)



6.4 7.0 9.1 6.5



9.1 9.6 8.4 9.8



1 : 99 1 : 99 75 : 25 ,1 : .99



2 : 98b; ,1 : .99c 1 : 99b 60 : 40b,d ,1 : .99b



UB3LYP/6-31þG(d,p)//UHF/6-31G(d), see ref. 177; bref. 180; cref. 176; dref. 181.



TABLE 4.15. Activation Energies (kcal mol21) for the Cyclization Reactions of 52– 55.a Reactant 52 53 54 55 a



DE ‡ (5-exo)



DE ‡ (6-endo)



endo : exo (Calc.)



endo : exo (Expt.)



12.6 14.4 14.7 12.1



10.0 12.6 8.6 10.9



98 : 1 95 : 5 .99 : ,1 84 : 16



97 : 3b



UB3LYP/6-31þG(d,p)//UHF/6-31G(d), see ref. 177; bref. 182.



75 : 25b
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acyl-substituted radicals, the 6-endo cyclization has a lower barrier than the 5-exo path. The agreement between the calculations and experiment (where experimental data are available) is excellent. Curran has suggested that the preference for the 6-endo path for the acyl-substituted radical cyclization results from its later transition state due to the stability of the acyl radical and a preference for smaller attack angle than in the unsubstituted case.182



The focus of Houk’s work was to try to understand the conflicting experimental studies of Curran183 and Jung,184 shown in Scheme 4.5. In Curran’s report, the first radical cyclization follows the expected 6-endo route for an acyl-substituted hexenyl



Scheme 4.5.
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Scheme 4.6. Reprinted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc., 125, 4274 (2003). Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.



radical. The unexpected result was that of Jung, where the first cyclization occurs via the 5-exo route. Houk examined the 5-exo and 6-endo cyclization reactions (Scheme 4.6) of 56a (Jung’s reaction) and 56b (Curran’s reaction) at UB3LYP/6-31þG(d,p)//UHF/ 6-31G(d). The reactions involve two sequential radical cyclizations. The second cyclization step always produces a five-member ring. Differentiation occurs with the first cyclization. The 6-endo path leads to two diastereomers, 57 and 58, and the 5-exo path produces four different diastereomers, 59 – 62. The relative energies of the critical points along each reaction path (reactant, two transition states (TS1 and TS2), intermediate, and product) are listed in Table 4.16.
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TABLE 4.16. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) for the Cyclization Reactions of 56a –c.a Reaction



Reactant



TS1



Intermediate



TS2



Product



6-endo



57a 58a 59a



0.0 0.0 0.0



12.2 11.0 19.0



22.3 24.2 7.1



8.0 9.9 9.1



28.9 24.8 210.6



5-exo



60a 61a 62a



0.0 0.0 0.0



19.2 17.7 21.1



5.5 5.9 7.2



16.7 15.8 13.1



20.8 20.9 212.7



6-endo



57b 58b 59b



0.0 0.0 0.0



13.2 12.1 16.1



24.6 25.2 0.0



4.7 7.0 7.7



214.7 212.0 216.0



5-exo



60b 61b 62b



0.0 0.0 0.0



14.5 14.5 16.6



21.4 22.2 0.7



8.0 7.9 4.3



210.2 29.5 217.9



6-endo



57c 58c 59c



0.0 0.0 0.0



11.8 10.9 19.2



26.0 26.7 3.4



3.2 5.3 9.8



215.3 212.1 214.0



5-exo



60c 61c 62c



0.0 0.0 0.0



17.2 17.0 19.4



2.5 2.4 3.8



11.9 14.3 7.4



25.4 22.3 215.2



a



UB3LYP/6-31þG(d,p)//UHF/6-31G(d), see ref. 177.



We start with examining the reaction of 56b, which replicates Curran’s study. The barriers for the first step are much higher than for the second step. If the reaction proceeds under kinetic control, a likely situation given the reaction conditions, product differentiation will therefore be decided by the relative activation energies of the first cyclization. The barriers for the 6-endo paths are 3 – 4 kcal mol21 lower than for the 5-endo pathways. The lowest barrier is for the reaction leading to 58b; it is 1.1 kcal mol21 lower in energy than for the reaction leading to 57b. This difference is slightly larger than what is observed, where the ratio of the alkanes derived from 58b and 57b is 3 : 2, but theory does predict the correct major product. For the reaction of 56a, modeling Jung’s study, the calculations indicate that the lowest activation barrier is again for the 6-endo pathways. If this reaction is occurring under kinetic control, then the observed products should be derived from 57a and 58a. However, Jung observed production of only the alkanes from 59a and 62a in a ratio of 35 : 65. However, as this reaction is performed with continual irradiation for many weeks, it is possible that the products could revert back to the intermediate, leading to thermodynamic control. The lowest energy radicals are 59a and 62a, more stable than the radical product of the 6-endo pathway. Structure 62a is lower in energy than 59a, suggesting that it should be the major thermodynamic product, in accord with the experiment.
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Houk then reported the calculations on the reaction of 56c, a previously unknown reaction. The methyl group at R3 will stabilize the radical intermediate formed by the 6-endo route. As expected, the barriers for the 6-endo cyclizations are much lower (by 6 – 8 kcal mol21) than those of the 5-exo pathways. Thus the reaction of 56c under kinetic control should produce 57c and 58c. However, if the reaction of 56c was carried out under thermodynamic conditions, the expected products would be 57c, 59c, and 62c. Houk and Jung then carried out the reaction of 56c under conditions similar to those performed previously by Jung, that is, conditions that had provided thermodynamic control. They observed 58c as the major product and 57c as the minor product, consistent with the theoretical prediction of kinetic control. The lack of thermodynamic control is attributable to the much larger differences in barriers for the 6-endo and 5-exo paths for 56c than for 56a, making the 5-exo product kinetically unlikely and also very slow to equilibrate, reducing the chance for producing the thermodynamic products.



4.5.2



Cyclization of 1,3-Hexadiene-5-yn-1-yl Radical



Combustion is one of the great, unsolved chemistry problems.185 Although theoretical and computational chemistry have been widely applied to this problem, much of this work is on very small species of limited synthetic applications.186 The formation of benzene and the phenyl radical during combustion is thought to be a critical step in the formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which are implicated in the formation of soot.187 This process also has considerable application in synthetic chemistry, where the aromatic ring is ubiquitous. The 6-endo-dig cyclization of 1,3-hexadiene-5-yn-1-yl radical (63) to phenyl radical (64) is believed to be the mechanism for aromatic ring formation within hydrocarbon flames.188 Alternatively, 63 can cyclize via the 5-exo-dig process to give the fulvene radical (65).



The competition between these two processes is dependent on the substituents present. When saturated bonds separate the alkyne and vinyl radical, the 5-exo-dig cyclization is the only one observed. Examples of this are shown in Scheme 4.7, where the five-member ring is the only product obtained. The situation is more complicated when unsaturated bonds intervene between the alkyne and the vinyl radical groups (Scheme 4.8). In some cases the 5-exo-dig occurs exclusively,189 in others, only the 6-endo-dig process is observed,190 and in others, a mixture of the two product is obtained.191 Over the past decade four computational studies have appeared that have addressed the competition of the 5-exo-dig versus 6-endo-dig cyclization. The
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Scheme 4.7.



first three dealt exclusively with the conversion of 63 into 64 or 65, and the last one also took on the issue of understanding what factors control the preference for either pathway. Walch194 was interested in the radical pathway for acetylene trimerization to the phenyl radical. He calculated, with a modified CI method, that the 6-endo-dig cyclization of 63 is strongly exothermic (DErxn ¼ 264.9 kcal mol21), with a moderate



Scheme 4.8.
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TABLE 4.17. Computed Activation and Reaction Energies (kcal mol21) for the Cyclization of 63 to 64 or 65. 5-exo-dig



a



ICCI/cc-pVDZ//HF/DZ B3LYP/6-31G(d)b RCCSD(T)/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d)b G2M(rcc,MP2)b,c RCCSD(T)/6-311þG(3df,2p)d,e B3LYP/6-311þG(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d)d B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)f BD(T)/cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) f



6-endo-dig



DErxn



DE ‡



DErxn



3.6



233.3



4.9 4.0 4.1 5.3



232.2



7.1 4.6 4.8 5.6 6.3 5.2 4.7 6.1



264.9 267.1 264.6 260.9 261.4



DE



Method



‡



235.0



270.8



a Internally contracted CI, see ref.194; bref. 195; cvariation on the G2 method that uses RCCSD(T) instead of QCISD(T) and B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries; dref. 179; eapproximated as E[RCCSD(T)/6-311G(d,p)]þE[PUMP2/6-311þG(3df,2p)] 2 E[PUMP2/6-311G(d,p)] using the CASSCF/6-31G(d) geometry; f ref. 196.



barrier of 7.1 kcal mol21 (Table 4.17). Not commented upon was that the barrier for the 5-exo-dig cyclization is about half as large, 3.6 kcal mol21. Lin195 obtained a slightly lower barrier (5.6 kcal mol21) for the 6-endo-dig cyclization of 63, essentially confirming Walch’s result. Olivella and Sole examined the cyclization of 63, including an alternative pathway to 64.179 First, they optimized the geometries of the critical points at both CASSCF/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/6-31G(d). The two methods produce nearly identical geometries and the B3LYP structures are drawn in Figure 4.15. Singlepoint energies were evaluated using an approximate RCCSD(T)/6-311G(d,p) treatment and at B3LYP/6-311þG(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) (Table 4.17). In agreement with the previous calculations, the cyclization through transition state 67 to give 65 has a lower barrier than cyclization through 66 to give 64. The B3LYP energies are very similar to the RCCSD(T) energies, especially in their prediction of the difference in the two barriers: 1.4 kcal mol21 at RCCSD(T) and 1.2 kcal mol21 at B3LYP. Similar energy differences were reported at B3LYP/ 6-31G(d,p) and BD(T)/cc-pVDZ//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) (Table 4.17).196 With all of the computational methods agreeing that the formation of 65 is kinetically favored over 64, how then can the latter be formed in a flame? Olivella explored the possibility of the conversion of 65 into 64. This process involves the intervention of the bicyclic radical intermediate 69, with a transition state 68 connecting 65 to this intermediate, and a second transition state 70 leading from the intermediate to 64.179 The B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries of these critical points are shown in Figure 4.15. The RCCSD(T) relative energies of the critical points for the direct cyclization of 63 into 64 or 65 along with the rearrangement of 65 into 64 are drawn in Figure 4.16. The rearrangement of 64 to 69 has a large barrier (29.6 kcal mol21) as expected for the formation of a very strained bicyclic
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Figure 4.15. B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimized geometries of 63 –70.179



alkene radical. However, the energy of this transition state is less than the energy of 63. Furthermore, the transition state 70 for the second step leading to 64 is equivalent in energy to 63. Therefore, direct conversion of 63 to 64 is energetically disfavored relative to the pathway that first proceeds through the 5-exo-dig pathway to give 65, which then rearranges to the thermodynamic sink, phenyl radical 64. Next, we look at Alabugin’s study of some of the factors controlling the selectivity between the 5-exo-dig and 6-exo-dig pathways of analogs of 63.196 As Olivella’s result established that B3LYP results were in close accord with the RCCSD(T) results, and because the molecules to be examined were large, he chose to employ the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) method. First, he looked at the role of a saturated bridge
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Figure 4.16. RCCSD(T) relative energies (kcal mol21) for the pathways leading from 63 to 64.179



connecting the allene and vinyl groups, 71 – 73. For all three, the barrier for the 5-exo-dig path is lower than for the 6-exo-dig path (Table 4.18), consistent with experimental results.192,193,197 The difference in barrier heights is 3.5 and 7.4 kcal mol21 for 71 an d 72, respectively. This preference correlates with the shorter C1 . . . C5 distance than the C1 . . . C6 distance. Inclusion of a double bond between the vinyl and alkynyl group dramatically alters the overall reaction energetics of the two competing processes. As seen for 63, the 6-endo-dig cyclization creates an aromatic ring, making the reaction very exothermic (DErxn ¼ 270.8 kcal mol21), about 35 kcal mol21 more exothermic than the 5-exo-dig path. The thermodynamic preference for the 6-endo-dig cyclizations of 74 – 76 is not quite as large as for 63, because each fused phenyl ring diminishes the aromatic stabilization energy (ASE) afforded by the formation of a new ring. The development of some aromaticity in the transition states for the 6-endo-dig cyclizations of 63 and 74 – 76 reduces the barrier for this process (Table 4.18), relative to the saturated cases (71 – 72). It also leads to a smaller energy barrier difference between the 5-exo-dig and 6-endo-dig reactions: 0.6, 1.8, and 1.9 kcal mol21 for 63, 74 and 75, respectively. The barrier difference is larger for 76 due to its lessened aromatic stabilization of the TS for the 6-endo-dig cyclization. Alabugin also examined the effect of fusing a small ring to the C322C4 bond of 63.196 The three-, four-, five-, and six-member ring analogs (77 – 80) show a strong selectivity between the two competing cyclization pathways (Table 4.18). The sixmember ring analog (80) again shows a kinetic preference, of 1.5 kcal mol21, for the 5-exo-dig pathway. However, with any of the smaller fused rings, the 6-endo-dig is the preferred pathway. Both reaction modes are sensitive to strain; with increasing strain induced by the fused ring, both pathways are less exothermic and have higher barriers. However, the 5-exo-dig path is much more senstitive to the effects of strain, giving rise to the crossover of selectivity, from the 5-exo-dig path in 80 to the 6-endo-dig path for 77 –79. This interesting result awaits exploitation by synthetic chemists.
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TABLE 4.18. Computed Activation and Reaction Energies (kcal mol21) for the Cyclizations of 63 and 71 –80.a 5-exo-dig Compound



63



‡



DErxn



4.4



6-endo-dig ‡



DErxn



238.2



8.9



240.9



4.5



232.3



7.2



241.6



4.1



238.0



11.5



240.8



4.1 2.4



235.0 237.9



4.7 4.2



270.8 262.2



3.6



235.4



5.7



259.8



0.5



240.5



5.3



256.3



29.6



21.0



22.1



251.9



13.4



216.3



9.5



263.6



DE



DE



(Continued)
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TABLE 4.18. Continued. 5-exo-dig Compound



6-endo-dig



DE ‡



DErxn



DE ‡



DErxn



6.1



228.8



5.4



269.2



2.4



236.6



3.9



27.5



a



Computed at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p); see ref. 196.
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INTERVIEW: PROFESSOR HENRY “FRITZ” SCHAEFER



Interviewed March 28, 2006 Professor Henry Schaefer is the Graham Perdue Professor of Chemistry and director of the Center for Computational Chemistry at the University of Georgia. Schaefer moved to Georgia in 1987 from the University of California at Berkeley, where he had been since 1969. Schaefer’s interest in computational chemistry began as an undergraduate at MIT. While trying to muster the nerve to knock on the door of Professor Richard Lord’s office to pursue a senior thesis in spectroscopy, Schaefer asked his advisor Professor Walter Thorson for advice. Instead, Thorsen sufficiently flattered young Schaefer to join his own research group. Schaefer worked on cubic H8, successfully determining its molecular orbital solution but failing to generate the valence bond solution. Nonetheless, Schaefer’s honors thesis was accepted, and he then obtained his doctorate at Stanford under the direction of Professor Frank Harris. Just prior to joining the faculty at Berkeley, Schaefer met with Dr. Charlie Bender at the computational chemistry Gordon Conference in June 1968. Bender was about to join University Computing in Palo Alto. They decided to work together, making use of what Schaefer calls “a magnificent device,” a state-of-the-art CI code written with Professor Isiah Shavitt, and the Univac 1108, a state-of-the-art computer, at University Computing. They had to settle on a molecule to study. Their guidelines were amazingly simple: “It was a matter of deciding what would fit. Triatomics were large systems at that time, and nonlinear triatomics were considered to be difficult. Water seemed to be uninteresting, so it was methylene. Herzberg seemed like he was going to get a Nobel Prize, and it looks like methylene is going to be the feather in his cap. Let’s go for it. Who knew what we were going to find? Basically, we had the hammer; we’re just looking for something to pound.”
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What they found was surprising—triplet methylene was not linear as Herzberg had suggested, and as everyone had accepted. But Schaefer and Bender trusted their computations, clearly and plainly arguing that triplet CH2 is bent. This was despite previous computations by Pople and Allen that had also indicated a bent geometry, but these authors deferred to Herzberg and his experiments. What gave Schafer his confidence to challenge the iconic Herzberg? “Well, we were younger. We had nothing to lose. Our calculations were a whole lot better and we were rambunctious. It was the only molecule we had, and we had to run with it,” Schafer recalls with a hint of modesty and a twinkle in his eyes. Schaefer readily remembers his reaction when Lineberger’s PES study of methylene appeared, indicating a very large singlet –triplet gap, much larger than his computational prediction. His first response was that Lineberger was wrong. Schaefer then “went to talk to wiser heads, like Yuan Lee and Brad Moore. Their response was ‘You made a splash on triplet methylene, so what if you got the singlet wrong’.” For six months, Schaefer was convinced that his calculation must be wrong, but he did not know why. So he returned to the problem with a vengeance, along with many others. “Methylene became a cause,” Schaefer recalls. Schaefer’s improved calculations continued to indicate a gap of only about 10 kcal mol21, and Goddard’s calculation indicated the possible presence of hot bands in the PES spectrum. Schaefer recalled a conversation with Lineberger at that time (about 1977 – 1978): “These preprints all show the computational results indicating a much smaller singlet – triplet gap than your experiments. Aren’t you going to be embarrassed about this? Lineberger said, I’m not worried about that at all. In fact, I’m feeling pretty good about it. Before, yours was the only career I destroyed. Now, I’m taking down all of quantum chemistry!” Lineberger did eventually retract, but only after achieving a much better experimental design. Schaefer continues to admire Lineberger’s resolve and faith in his own research, and finished with the comment “All of us are still friends.” Schaefer holds to his assertion made in his Science article that methylene remains the paradigm for computational chemistry. He notes that one could point to Kolos’ paper on H2 or Davidson’s doctoral thesis that demonstrated a double minimum in an excited state of H2. But he maintains the prominence of methylene: “Ours was the first nonlinear triatomic. Organic chemists were interested in methylene; lots of experiments were available.” The computational studies on methylene corrected two serious interpretations of experimental data, and clearly demonstrated that computational chemistry could hold its own with experiment. Because of the impact of this work, Schaefer considers his methylene studies to be his most important contribution to science. “We were at the right place, at the right time. There’s a brashness about it that set it apart.” Schaefer has a long interest in aromaticity, including studies of paracylophanes and N6. “[10]annulene just seemed obvious. I read Masamune’s paper and said ‘We could probably help these guys out’.” He was surprised, however, in the difficulties that occurred in dealing with [10]annulene. Never being a great fan of DFT or perturbation methods, he does find a sense of satisfaction that these fail to properly treat [10]annulene and that the coupled cluster method arrives at the proper
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answer. One technique utilized in tackling the [10]annulene story has piqued Schaefer’s interest. He was very much taken by Monte Carlo and other broad search techniques, whereby “you put in the atoms and it goes and finds everything.” He calls this “mindless chemistry” and has used this term as the title of a recent collaborative paper with Professor Schleyer describing stochastic searches used to locate all local energy structures of a series of pentatomic molecules. This paper has resonated within the chemistry community. Although rejected by the Journal of the American Chemical Society, it was published in 2006 by the Journal of Physical Chemistry A and was that journal’s most frequently accessed paper for the first half of 2006! Collaborations have played a major role in his scientific pursuits, but he points to the very asynchronous nature of such collaborations with experimentalists. Early on, experimentalists would have nothing to do with him or his computations—“They were all skeptics.” Nowadays, Schaefer is frequently contacted by experimentalists looking for computational assistance or confirmations. However, experimentalists are much less receptive to his calls for suggested experiments based upon his computations. He believes that this reluctance is not due to mistrust of the computations, but rather to the fundamental differences in the nature of doing computations and doing experiments. “Experimentalists have several tricks in their hats and that’s what they know how to do.” If the suggested chemistry is not within that scope, they hesitate to take on the suggestion. “Computational chemistry has much greater coverage. We don’t have universal coverage but it’s heading that way.” He qualifies this statement, “A spectroscopist can measure something to 1024 wavenumbers. They may not be exactly sure of what they are measuring, but it is what it is. And we’re not going to compute anything to 1024 wavenumbers.” Schaefer has few regrets when it comes to missed scientific opportunities. The one in particular that he notes is C60. He met with Professor Rick Smalley days after the discovery of C60, but did not get excited about it. When asked to speculate as to what the computational chemistry landscape might look like a decade from now, Schaefer became a bit pessimistic. He notes that computer performance has stagnated recently, calling it “depressing that PCs are about as fast now as they were two years ago.” He feels that parallel processing will be the key to future progress, a prospect he finds discouraging when contemplating the coding efforts that will be required to maximize parallel performance. Nonetheless, he continues to actively pursue new projects, welcoming new students into the group and pushing forward. “Why do we study chemistry?” he asks. “We want to know answers to qualitative questions. That is what distinguishes us from physics.” 4.7
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&CHAPTER 5



Organic Reactions of Anions



This chapter presents computational studies of organic reactions that involve anions. These reactions are usually not grouped together in textbooks. However, these reactions are fundamentally variations on a theme. Anions, acting as nucleophiles, can attack sp 3 carbon atoms; we call these nucleophilic substitution reactions that follow either the SN1 or SN2 mechanism. Reactions where the nucleophile attacks sp 2 or sp carbon atoms are addition reactions. 1,2- and 1,4-addition reactions follow the classic addition mechanism, where the nucleophile adds first followed by the addition of an electrophile. Other nucleophilic reactions at carbonyl compounds, especially carboxylic acid derivatives, follow the addition–elimination pathway. In a sense these reaction mechanisms differ simply in the timing of the critical steps: the formation of the new C-nucleophile bond and the cleavage of a carbonleaving group bond. In the SN1 mechanism, cleavage occurs prior to bond formation. The opposite arrangement characterizes the addition – elimination mechanism— bond formation precedes bond breaking. Lastly, the two bond changes occur together in one step in the SN2 mechanism. In this chapter, we present the contributions of computational chemistry towards understanding the mechanism and chemistry for three reactions involving nucleophilic attack. The SN2 reaction, with emphasis on the gas versus solution phase, is presented first. Next, we describe the critical contribution that computational chemists made in developing the theory of asymmetric induction at carbonyl and vinyl compounds. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the collaborative efforts of synthetic and computational chemists in developing organic catalysts, especially proline and proline-related molecules, for the aldol condensation, Michael reaction, and other enolate-type additions.



5.1 SUBSTITUTION REACTIONS Nucleophilic substitution reactions are among the first synthetic transformations introduced to beginning organic chemistry students. The mechanisms for these Computational Organic Chemistry. By Steven M. Bachrach Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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reactions—SN1 and SN2—provide the paradigm for mechanistic understanding of organic reactions. The level of detailed understanding of how nucleophilic substitution occurs in solution is unprecedented, providing the ability to predict regioand stereoselectivity, and relative rates and solvent effects with great accuracy. Most quantum chemical calculations model the gas phase. The SN1 reaction is essentially unknown in the gas phase. The first step of this mechanism is the heterolytic cleavage of the C22X bond, forming a carbocation and an anionic leaving group. In the gas phase, this separation is strongly opposed by the electrostatic attraction of these two ions, creating a very large barrier. Therefore, this chapter will focus on the SN2 reaction: the nature of its potential energy surface, the effect of a- and b-branching, nucleophilic substitution at heteroatoms, and a brief survey of approaches taken towards incorporating solvent into the calculation.



5.1.1



The Gas Phase SN2 Reaction



The mechanism for the gas phase SN2 reaction is well understood. The extensive experimental studies by Brauman provide the general potential energy surface shown in Figure 5.1.1,2 The nucleophile and substrate first come together purely by electrostatic attraction to form the entrance ion-dipole complex (ID1). Next, the nucleophile approaches the carbon atom from the back side, pushing out the leaving group, through the classic SN2 transition state (TS). As the leaving group exits, the exit ion-dipole complex (ID2) is formed prior to dissociating to separated products. This double-well potential is ubiquitous in gas-phase substitution chemistry. The features that characterize the surface are the depths of the wells associated with each ion-dipole complex and the height of its central barrier. Computational chemistry has played a large role in helping to determine these energies. Early computational studies confirmed the double-well nature of the potential energy surface.3 – 6 Coming to an agreement on the well depths for the ion-dipole complexes and the activation barrier remained a challenge into this century. We begin by examining how the computational predictions for the complexation energy and the activation barrier for the simple identity substitutions, Reactions (5.1) and (5.2), have evolved with increasing computational rigor. The complexation



Figure 5.1. Potential energy surface for the gas phase SN2 reaction.
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Figure 5.2. Optimized geometries of the ion-dipole complexes and transition states for Reac˚ ) are for the HF/6-31þG , B3LYP/6-31þG , and MP2/ tions (5.1) and (5.2). Distances (A  6-31þG geometries reading top to bottom.



energy is defined as the energy change for the reaction X2 þ RY ! ID and the activation barrier is defined as the energy change for the reaction X2 þ RY ! TS. F þ CH3 F ! FCH3 þ F



(Reaction 5:1)



Cl þ CH3 Cl ! ClCH3 þ Cl



(Reaction 5:2)



The ion-dipole complexes (1-ID, 2-ID) and the transition states (1-TS, 2-TS) for Reactions (5.1) and (5.2) are shown in Figure 5.2. The geometries are only slightly sensitive to computational level. Inclusion of electron correlation induces greater interaction between the nucleophile and the substrate in the ion-dipole complex, namely shorter nucleophile – carbon distances and longer carbon-leaving group distances. For the transition states, the C22X distance is shortest in the HF structures and longest in the MP2 structures. However, the variations in any of the distances ˚. are less than 0.05 A The potential energy surface for Reaction (5.2) was first mapped out by Jorgensen6 using the HF/6-31G method. This PES is recreated in Figure 5.3 with three computational methods: HF/6-31þG , B3LYP/6-31þG , and MP2/6-31þG . The reaction coordinate is defined at the difference between the two C22Cl distances. The gas-phase PES clearly shows the two wells associated with the ion-dipole complexes, separated by a single transition state. Although the location of these critical points is generally independent of the computational method, the relative energies, especially the barrier height, is strongly dependent on methodology. The HF and MP2 methods predict a barrier that is 4 – 6 kcal mol21 above the energy of the reactants, and B3LYP predicts a barrier that is below the energy of the reactants. Reactions (5.1) and (5.2) have been the subject of many computational studies using a variety of methods. The relative energies of the ion-dipole complexes and
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Figure 5.3. Potential energy surface for Reaction (5.2). The energies are in kcal mol21 and ˚. the reaction coordinate (defined as the difference between the two C2 2Cl distances) is in A



TABLE 5.1. Energies (kcal mol21) of the Ion-Dipole Complex and Transition State Relative to Separated Reactants for Reaction (5.1). Method



ID-1  a



212.84



5.69



MP2/6-31þþG MP2/6-31þG þZPEb MP4/6-31þG //HF/6-31þG b



213.92 213.63 214.19



20.98 21.11 24.00



CCSD/QZ(þ)(2d,2p)c CCSD(T)/QZ(þ)(2d,2p)//CCSD/QZ(þ)(2d,2p)c CCSD(T)/13s8p6d4f/8s6p4d// CCSD/QZ(þ)(2d,2p)þZPE c CCSD(T)/ TZ2Pf þ difþZPE(MP2)d



213.03 213.31 213.58



1.95 20.48 20.77



213.28



20.53



B3LYP/6-31þG e B3LYP/cc-pVTZf B3LYP/TZ2Pf þ difþZPE d BLYP/TZ2PfþdifþZPE d BP86/TZ2PfþdifþZPE d mPW1PW91/cc-pVTZf



213.70 212.72 212.74 212.91 212.81 212.49



24.27 22.58 23.05 26.97 26.39 20.95



G1f G2f G2(þ)g G3f 0 W1 f W2hf CBS-QB2f Focal point analysish



213.01 213.34 213.50 214.23 213.66 213.72 213.46 213.726



21.37 21.15 21.91 21.97 20.37 20.34 20.85 20.805



HF/6-31þþG



 a



a



TS-1



Ref. 7; bref. 8; cref. 9; dref. 10; eref. 11; fref. 12; gref. 13; href. 14.
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TABLE 5.2. Energies (kcal mol21) of the Ion-Dipole Complex and Transition State Relative to Separated Reactants for Reaction (5.2). Method



ID-2



TS-2



HF/6-31G HF/6-31þþG b



2 10.3 2 8.88



3.6 6.59



MP2/6-31G c MP2/6-31þG(d)þZPEd MP2/6-31þþG b MP2/6-311þG(3df,2p)//MP2/6-31þG(d)þZPEd MP4/6-311þG(d,p)//MP2/6-31þG(d)þZPEd



2 10.96 2 9.20 2 9.66 2 10.47 2 9.75



4.55 7.12 7.68 4.95 6.14



B3LYP/6-31þG e B3LYP/cc-pVTZf mPW1PW91/cc-pVTZf



2 9.52 2 9.50 2 9.59



G1f G2f G2(þ)g G3f 0 W1 f W2 hf CBS-QB3f



2 10.52 2 10.77 2 10.52 2 11.15 2 10.54 2 10.94 2 10.65



1.79 3.06 2.75 1.79 3.07 2.67 2.47



Expt.



2 10.4h



2.5i



a



a



20.85 20.48 1.23



Ref. 6; bref. 7; cref. 15; dref. 16; eref. 11; fref. 12; gref. 13; href. 17; iref. 18.



transition states for Reactions (5.1) and (5.2) are listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. A few systematic trends can be discerned. The composite methods designed to produce very accurate energies predict very similar energetics for these two reactions. The focal point analysis of Schaefer, probably the most accurate method applied to date, indicates that the complexation energy for the formation of ID-1 is 13.73 kcal mol21 and the transition state lies 20.80 kcal mol21 below separated reactants.14 All of the energies produced by the other composite methods (the G, W, and CBS methods) are within 1 kcal mol21. For Reaction (5.2), the experimental values for the relative energies of ID-2 17 and TS-2 18 are 210.4 and 2.5 kcal mol21, respectively. The energies predicted by the composite methods differ from experiment by less than 0.7 kcal mol21. Of the other more traditional computational methods, only CCSD(T), a very computationally demanding method, is in close agreement with the composite methods. HF overestimates the barrier height and underestimates the complexation energy. MP2 does well with the ion-dipole energetics, but grossly overestimates the activation barrier. Perhaps most disheartening is the performance of the DFT methods, which consistently underestimate the activation barrier. The DFT method that provides the most consistent results is the mPW1PW91 functional, but if high accuracy is required, none of the DFT methods delivers.10,16 Similar behavior of the computation methods is found for nonidentity SN2 reactions. The optimized geometries of the entrance and exit ion-dipole complexes (ID1 and ID2) and transition states for Reactions (5.3) – (5.5) are shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4. Optimized critical points on the reaction surface for Reactions (5.3)– (5.5). Geometries are optimized at CCSD/TZ2pf þ dif (ref. 10) for Reactions (5.3) and (5.4) and as B3LYP/aug-ccpVTZ (ref. 12) for Reaction (5.5).



The entrance ion-dipole complex for Reaction (5.4) is unusual among the reactions discussed here. The ion-dipole complexes are characterized by the electrostatic interaction of the nucleophile with the most acidic hydrogen(s). In all of the other examples, the nucleophile associates with the methyl protons, but in 4-ID1, the most acidic proton is the alcohol hydrogen, and so fluoride forms a hydrogen bond to it. For all three reactions, the transition state displays the normal SN2 features, namely, backside attack of the nucleophile accompanied by Walden inversion. They differ in how symmetric the transition state is, as evidenced by the extent of their inversion: 3-TS is early, 4-TS is late, and 5-TS is nearly symmetric. F þ CH3 Cl ! FCH3 þ Cl 



(Reaction 5:3) 



F þ CH3 OH ! FCH3 þ HO



(Reaction 5:4)



Cl þ CH3 Br ! ClCH3 þ Br



(Reaction 5:5)



These nonidentity SN2 reactions will have asymmetric potential energy surfaces, reflecting the overall reaction energies. As an example, the PES for Reaction (5.3), computed at B3LYP/6-31þG , is given in Figure 5.5. The PES is computed in an analogous fashion to that displayed in Figure 5.3; the geometry is optimized for a series of points where either the C22Cl or C22F distance is held fixed. The reaction coordinate is defined as the difference between the C22F and C22Cl distances. The reaction is overall exothermic, reflecting the greater basicity of fluoride over chloride. The Hammond Postulate tells us that an exothermic reaction should have an early transition state. This is seen in both the geometry of the transition state and the shorter distance between 3-ID1 and 3-TS than between 3-TS and 3-ID2.
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Figure 5.5. Potential energy surface at B3LYP/6-31þG for Reaction (5.3). The energies are in kcal mol21 and the reaction coordinate (defined as the difference between the C2 2F and ˚ . The inset is a close-up of the region about 3-TS. C2 2Cl distances) is in A



The inset of Figure 5.5 shows a close-up of the region about 3-TS, in particular the very small barrier in the forward direction. As with the identity SN2 reactions, the barrier heights and well depths associated with the ion-dipole complexes vary with computational method (Table 5.3). DFT continues to underestimate activation barriers, although the mPW1PW91 method performs adequately. MP2 overestimates the activation barrier for Reaction (5.4). The composite methods again are quite consistent with each other. For Reaction (5.5), where the experimental barrier has been measured (22.2 and 22.5 kcal mol21), G2 and W10 predict the activation energy to within 1 kcal mol21 of this value. Clearly, the composite methods provide a very accurate description of the reaction surface for gas phase SN2 reactions. All of these gas-phase SN2 reactions (Reactions 5.1 –5.5) have topologically identical potential energy surfaces: the double-well potential. However, there is great variation in one critical feature—the relative energy of the transition state. The energy of the transition state can be above, nearly equal to, or below the energy of the reactants. 4-TS lies about 16 kcal mol21 above the reactants, imposing a significant enthalpic reaction barrier. The transition states for Reactions (5.1), (5.2) and (5.5) are close in energy to their respective reactants. Reaction (5.3) provides an example of a case where the transition state lies energetically well below the reactants. At first glance, it might appear that the activation barrier for Reaction (5.3) is 212.1 kcal mol21! This is not a logical inconsistency. The transition state connects in the reverse direction to 3-ID1, not to the reactants. The activation barrier is really the energy difference between 3-TS and 3-ID1, in other words þ3.5 kcal mol21. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that gas phase SN2 reactions with low-energy transition states, even those as low as 28 kcal mol21 relative to separated reactants, can have rates well below that of the collision-controlled limit due to entropic barriers.21,22 Branching at the a- or b-carbon is well-known to retard the SN2 reaction in solution.23,24 In fact, the diminution of reaction rate with increasing a-substitution is one of the hallmarks of the SN2 reaction, distinguishing it from the SN1 mechanism.
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TABLE 5.3. Energies (kcal mol21) of the Ion-Dipole Complexes and Transition State Relative to Separated Reactants for Reactions (5.3)–(5.5). Method



3-ID1



Products



3-TS



3-ID2



215.37 215.85 215.06 214.85 215.43 215.595



214.69 215.43 213.43 211.16 212.54 212.118



240.86 240.39 241.21 238.12 242.16 240.203



4-ID1



4-TS



4-ID2



Products



230.05 230.63 230.609



14.15 16.47 16.058



6.30 5.68 4.848



18.26 18.69 17.866



5-ID1



5-TS



5-ID2



Products



Reaction (5.3) a



B3LYP/cc-pVTZ B3LYP/TZ2PfþdifþZPEb mPW1PW91/cc-pVTZa CCSD(T)/ TZ2PfþdifþZPE(MP2)b W10 -corea Focal point analysisc Method



232.77 232.19 233.08 228.51 232.65 230.693



Reaction (5.4) b



B3LYP/TZ2PfþdifþZPE CCSD(T)/TZ2PfþdifþZPE(MP2)b Focal point analysisc Method



Reaction (5.5) d



MP2/6-31þG(d)þZPE MP2/6-311þG(3df,2p)//MP2/6-31 þG(d)þZPEd MP4/6-311þG(d,p)//MP2/6-31 þG(d)þZPEd B3LYP/6-31þG(d) d B3LYP/6-311þG(3df,2p)// B3LYP/6-31þG(d) d B3LYP/cc-pVTZa mPW1PW91/cc-pVTZa G1a G2a G2(þ)d W10 -corea Expt.



210.1 210.9



0.2 0.6



210.6 27.5



210.3



0.2



210.0



210.0 210.5



25.3 25.5



215.3 216.3



27.0 28.0



210.24 210.32 211.17 211.35 211.1 211.91



25.25 23.99 23.45 21.82 21.6 21.82 22.5e 22.2f



216.43 217.11 219.35 217.79 217.0 218.88



28.01 28.57 210.25 28.43 27.7 28.56



a



Ref. 12; bref. 10; cref. 14; dref. 16; eref. 19; fref. 20.



The argument is basically one of steric hindrance; a-substitution blocks access to the backside of the C-leaving group (C22LG) bond, and b-substitution precludes a linear attack of the nucleophile along the C22LG bond. Recent experimental studies have indicated that a- or b-substitution may alter the gas-phase substitution reactions in different ways than in solution. Kebarle has determined that the activation barrier for the gas-phase reaction of chloride with alkyl
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bromides increases as Me (21.9 kcal mol21) , Et (21.3),n-Bu (0.0) , i-Pr (5.6).19 Although a-branching does increase the barrier for the substitution reaction, b-branching appears to lower the barrier. This is even more apparent in the essentially equivalent rates for the reaction of fluoride with ethyl and neopentyl chlorides in the gas phase.25 Another example is the unexpectedly small 1.6 kcal mol21 difference in the activation energies for the reactions of chloride with methyl- and tertbutyl chlororoacetonitriles.26 Jensen,27 Gronert,28 and Streitwieser11 have examined the effect of a- or b-branching using computational techniques. Streitwieser examined the reactions of chloride with methyl, ethyl, n-propyl, neopentyl, and iso-propyl chlorides at B3LYP and MP2. The MP2/6-31þG optimized transition states (6 – 10) are shown in Figure 5.6, and their respective activation energies are listed in Table 5.4. To complete the series, we have computed the MP2/6-31þG energies



Figure 5.6. MP2/6-31þG optimized geometries of transition states 6–11.11
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TABLE 5.4. Activation Energies (kcal mol21) for the Reactions of Chloride with Various Alkylchlorides.a Ea Reaction



MP2



b



CBS-QB3 c



Cl2 þ MeCl Cl2 þ EtCl Cl2 þ n-PrCl Cl2 þ neoPentCl Cl2 þ i-PrCl Cl2 þ t-BuCl Cl2 þ MeCH(CN)Cl Cl2 þ t-BuCH(CN)Cl



7.68 11.10 9.71 17.18 13.99 23.01



2.0 (8.0) 4.6 (10.1)



a



10.3 (17.3)



20.6 (6.3) 5.7 (12.6)



Relative free energies are given in parentheses; bref. 11; cref. 29.



for the reaction of chloride with tert-butyl chloride and this transition state (11) is also shown in Figure 5.6. Two important trends resulting from a-branching can be readily discerned. First, the C22Cl distance in the transition state increases with increasing a-branching: ˚ in 6, 2.36 A ˚ in 7, 2.44 A ˚ in 10, and 2.76 A ˚ in 11. This systematic increase 2.32A with increasing a-branching reflects the steric crowding of the back side. This is manifested also in the increasing activation energy with a-branching. The barrier for the unsubstituted case, Cl2 þ MeCl, is 7.7 kcal mol21. Adding one methyl group increases the barrier by 3.4 kcal mol21 and a second methyl group increases the barrier by another 2.9 kcal mol21. Addition of the third methyl group, that is, the reaction of tert-butyl chloride, raises the barrier by another 9 kcal mol21, giving rise to an enormous barrier of 23 kcal mol21. These results are completely consistent with the kinetics of solution phase SN2 reactions, where SN2 reactions with tertiary alkyl halides are exceedingly rare. For the case of b-branching, the situation is a bit more complicated. Although the C22Cl distances are very similar in 7 and 8, indicating little increase in congestion with one methyl group in the b-position, the C22Cl distances are quite long in the neopentyl case (9), longer even than in the iso-propyl case. If steric strain is the sole factor, then one might expect the activation barrier for the reactions of ethyland n-propyl chloride to be quite similar. However, the barrier for the latter reaction is actually lower by 1.4 kcal mol21. Gronert argued that this reflects the greater polarizability in the larger transition state 8 than 7, allowing for stabilization of the excess negative charge.28 The structure of 9 and the large activation energy through this transition state (17.2 kcal mol21) are consistent with solution-phase studies of SN2 reactions, which show that b-branching substantially retards the rate of reaction. However, this is in conflict with Brauman’s gas-phase experiments, which suggest that the tertbutyl group in the b-position raises the barrier by only 1.6 kcal mol21 relative to hydrogen.26 Brauman, Houk, and Jorgensen reexamined the potential energy surface for the reaction of chloride ion with methyl, ethyl, and neopentyl chloride
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Figure 5.7. MP2/6-31þG optimized SNF transition states for Reactions (5.1) and (5.2).30



using the large, composite method CBS-QB3.29 The activation energies are all reduced from the MP2 values, as expected from the results shown in Tables 5.1 to 5.3. For the two cases where the tert-butyl group occupies the b-position, their barriers are about 6 kcal mol21 larger than for their unsubstituted analogs. In other words, all of the computational methods consistently indicate that the b-branching in the neopentyl chlorides dramatically increases the activation barrier, and this is largely a steric effect. Resolution of the discrepancy between these gas-phase experimental and computational results awaits further study. The classic SN2 mechanism invokes back-side attack of the nucleophile, leading to inversion at the carbon center. The alternative attack from the front side, the SNF mechanism, has been examined by Glukhovtsev et al.30 Computational chemistry is a uniquely qualified tool for examining this mechanism, which is both unlikely to occur in reality and, if it did occur, distinguishing it from other possible mechanisms would be extraordinarily difficult. As one can compute and examine the transition state for many different pathways using theoretical methods, comparisons of these mechanisms can be directly made. The MP2/6-31þG optimized transition states for the SNF transition states for Reaction (5.1) (12) and Reaction (5.2) (13) are drawn in Figure 5.7. The C22X distances are similar to those in the SN2 transition states (1-TS and 2-TS), even though both partially negatively charged halide atoms are closer in these SNF transition states. This close approach of the halides, however, manifests itself in drastically higher activation barriers for the SNF path. The G2(þ) barriers for the SNF pathway for Reactions (5.1) and (5.2) are 44.1 and 46.3 kcal mol21, respectively. These barriers are about 40 kcal mol21 higher than for the classic SN2 reaction. Although the SNF reaction appears to be noncompetitive with the SN2 reactions, an interesting counterexample is Reaction (5.6). The SN2 (14) and SNF (15) transition states, computed at B3LYP/ 6-31G , are displayed in Figure 5.8.31 The two transition states are very close in energy, with 15 being 1.1 kcal mol21 lower in energy. There is experimental evidence in support of these computations and the SNF mechanism.32



ðReaction 5.6)
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Figure 5.8. B3LYP/6-31G optimized SN2 and SNF transition states for Reaction (5.6).31



5.1.2



Nucleophilic Substitution at Heteroatoms



Although nucleophilic substitution at carbon has been extensively examined, the same is not true for substitution at heteroatoms. This is not for lack of applications; substitution reactions at heteroatoms play an important role in a variety of biochemical processes. Substitution at nitrogen creates a number of carcinogenic species.33 – 35 Protein disulfide isomerase possesses a very acidic thiol group, which upon deprotonation can act as a nucleophile to cleave disulfide linkages within a mal-folded protein.36 This allows for a cascade of nucleophilic substitution reactions, which eventually shuffles the disulfide linkages into the most stable form. A key step in the formation of acetyl coenzyme A is the nucleophilic attack upon the disulfide bond derived from lipoic acid.37 The ene-diyne antitumor agents calichaemicin and espermicin, discussed in Chapter 3, cleave DNA via hydrogen extraction by the diradical formed via Bergman cyclization.38 The trigger step is the nucleophilic substitution of a trisulfide. This mechanism is sketched in Figure 3.11. The enzyme glutathione peroxidase maintains the balance of glutathione and glutathione disulfide in a cell. This enzyme has a selenocysteine at the active site, and nucleophilic substitutions at both sulfur and selenium have been implicated in its activity.39,40 We will limit the discussion here to nucleophilic substitution at nitrogen and sulfur, two systems that have been fairly well examined by computational chemists. We are interested in comparing these reactions to the reaction at carbon and how computational results help to understand how mechanisms may change across the periodic table. Nucleophilic substitution at nitrogen was first examined by Bu¨hl and Schaefer at the HF/DZPþ level.41 The reaction was observed to follow along the usual double-well potential energy surface (Fig. 5.1) with back-side attack of the nucleophile with inversion at nitrogen. They concluded that the reaction mechanism for the gas phase is SN2. The MP2/6-31þG optimized transition states for Reactions (5.7) – (5.10) are drawn in Figure 5.9. As these transition states are of C2v or C2 symmetry, the angle formed by the incoming nucleophile, the central nitrogen atom, and the leaving group does not have to be linear. For all four transition states (16 – 19)
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Figure 5.9. MP2/6-31þG optimized transition states of Reactions (5.7)–(5.10).42,43



this angle is much less than 1808, and as small as 157.18 in 19. Also of note is the direction in which the halogens divert from linearity. In 16 and 17, the halogens move towards the hydrogen atoms, but in 18 and 19 they move in the opposite direction, away from the methyl groups. Hoz42 has suggested that an electrostatic attraction between the halogens and the positively charged hydrogen atoms is responsible for the inward arrangement of the halogen atoms. Steric repulsion between the methyl groups and the halogens leads to the outward orientation of the halogen atoms in 18 and 19. F þ NH2 F ! FNH2 þ F 



Cl þ NH2 F ! ClNH2 þ Cl



(Reaction 5:7) 



(Reaction 5:8)



F þ N(CH3 )2 F ! FN(CH3 )2 þ F 



Cl þ N(CH3 )2 F ! ClN(CH3 )2 þ Cl



(Reaction 5:9) 



(Reaction 5:10)



As for nucleophilic substitution at carbon, the complexation energies and activation barriers are dependent on the computational method. The relative energies of the ion-dipole complexes and transition states for Reactions (5.7) –(5.10) are listed in Table 5.5. The intrinsic barriers, the energy differences between the transition state and the ion-dipole complex, are larger for the reactions at nitrogen than at carbon for the identity reactions of F2 and Cl2. Schaefer41 has argued that this can be explained by the greater negative charge on the more electronegative nitrogen atom than on carbon, so that an anionic nucleophile will experience greater electrostatic repulsion attacking N than C. Also of interest is that the intrinsic barrier does not vary much with the incoming nucleophile for both attack at nitrogen and carbon. However, the overall barrier (measured from reactants) is lower for reaction at nitrogen than at carbon. This is due to the combination of much stronger
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TABLE 5.5. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of the Ion-Dipole Complexes and Transition States for Reactions (5.7) –(5.10). Method



ID



TS



225.1 227.2 229.8



0.2 213.3 211.0



Reaction (5.7) a



HF/DZPþ G2(þ)b MPW1K/6-31þG(d,p)c



Reaction (5.8) a



213.5 216.2 215.9



HF/DZPþ G2(þ)b MPW1K/6-31þG(d,p)c



9.4 22.2 21.3



Reaction (5.9) d



222.2



G2(þ)



21.9



Reaction (5.10) d



G2(þ) a



215.5



7.5



Ref. 41; bref. 43; cref. 45; dref. 42.



ion-dipole complexes for reaction at nitrogen balanced against their only slightly larger intrinsic barriers. This is consistent with Bierbaum’s gas-phase experiments, which show more rapid and more efficient substitution at nitrogen than at carbon.44 Nucleophilic substitution at carbon and nitrogen are therefore quite similar. Nucleophilic substitution at oxygen46,47 also follows the double-well pathway of a normal gas-phase SN2 reaction. A very different situation is found for reaction at sulfur. Early studies of nucleophilic substitution at sulfur did indicate a classic SN2 reaction.48,49 Shown in Figure 5.10a are the ion-dipole complex (20) and transition state (21) found at HF/6-31þG for the prototype thiolate – disulfide exchange, HS2 þ HSSH. These critical points characterize the two wells and barrier for the standard SN2 PES (Fig. 5.1). Most interestingly, the very shape of the potential energy surface changes dramatically upon inclusion of electron correlation. Optimization at MP2/6-31þG starting from the HF transition state and imposing C2 symmetry leads to 24 (Fig. 5.10b), which looks very much like an SN2 transition state.50 However, computation of its frequencies shows that this structure is a local minimum, having no imaginary frequencies. This is an intermediate along the reaction pathway, what might be characterized as a hypervalent or hypercoordinate sulfur system. Connecting the ion-dipole complex 22 with this intermediate is an asymmetric transition state 23, where the incoming nucleophile HS2 has swung
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Figure 5.10. Optimized geometries of critical points for nucleophilic substitution reactions at sulfur: HS2 þ HSSH, (a) HF/6-31G , (b) MP2/6-31G ; HS2 þ HSSSH; MP2/6-31þG (c) attack at terminal sulfur, (d) attack at central sulfur.50,51



downward towards the sulfur center, beginning to form the nascent S22S bond and weakening the interaction with the hydrogen atom. The potential energy surface for this reaction is drawn in Figure 5.11. It has three local minima (wells), an entrance and exit ion-dipole complex and the intermediate, and two transition states connecting the intermediate with either the entrance or exit ion-dipole complex. The surface corresponds not with the SN2 mechanism, which has no intermediates, but rather with the addition – elimination (A – E) mechanism. Although the nature of the PES and reaction mechanism for nucleophilic substitution is sensitive to whether electron correlation is included or not, the
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Figure 5.11. Potential energy surface for the addition–elimination mechanism for nucleophilic substitution at sulfur.



surface topology is insensitive to how electron correlation is treated. For Reactions (5.11) – (5.13), the triple-well PES is found for MP2 and a variety of DFT methods.46 Although the critical points could not be characterized at the CCSD(T) level, the triple-well surface appears to be correct at this level too. The depth of the well associated with the intermediate is dependent on the computational TABLE 5.6. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of the Ion-Dipole Complexes, Transition States, and Intermediates for Reactions (5.11) –(5.13). Method



ID



TS



INT



210.68 210.40 212.9 213.4



212.94 212.08 218.4 217.4



211.33 210.86 211.9 212.9



213.78 212.29 215.4 216.3



28.27 28.08 27.9 28.4



28.34 27.74 210.7 211.1



Reaction (5.11) MP2/6-31þG a CCSD(T)/6-31þG // MP2/6-31þG a B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZb B3PW91/aug-cc-pvTZb



216.95 215.37



Reaction (5.12) a



MP2/6-31þG CCSD(T)/6-31þG // MP2/6-31þG a B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZb B3PW91/aug-cc-pvTZb



220.16 219.02



Reaction (5.13) MP2/6-31þG a CCSD(T)/6-31þG // MP2/6-31þG a B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZb B3PW91/aug-cc-pvTZb a



Ref. 50; bref. 52.



29.05 28.82
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Scheme 5.1. Reprinted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc., 118, 9416 (1996). Copyright 1996 American Chemical Society.



method (Table 5.6), but, again, reaction mechanism (the topology of the PES) does not change. HS þ HSSH ! HSSH þ HS



(Reaction 5:11)











CH3 S þ HSSCH3 ! CH3 SSH þ CH3 S 



HS þ CH3 SSH ! HSSCH3 þ HS







(Reaction 5:12) (Reaction 5:13)



Nucleophilic substitution at sulfur in trisulfides has been implicated as the trigger for activating the DNA cleavage pathway for calichaemicin and other ene-diyne antitumor agents. Along with the nature of the mechanism for this reaction is the question of which sulfur is more susceptible to attack, the terminal or central sulfur (Scheme 5.1)? Bachrach modeled such reactions with thiolate as the nucleophile and three different simple trisulfides.51,52 In all cases, the mechanism for attack at either the central or terminal sulfur is addition– elimination. The transition states and intermediates for the reaction HS2 þ HSSH are shown in Figure 5.10c and 5.10d for attack at the terminal (entrance TS 25, intermediate 26, exit TS 27) or central sulfur (entrance/exit TS 28, intermediate 29), respectively. There is a 2 – 5 kcal mol21 kinetic preference for attack at the terminal sulfur. This can be ascribed to a less sterically constrained environment than at the central sulfur. Attack at the terminal sulfur is also thermodynamically favored. Attack at the terminal sulfur releases the more stable disulfide anion rather than attack at the central sulfur, which produces a thiolate anion. These results for the gas-phase model systems confirm the elegant studies performed by Myers,53 which showed that nucleophilic substitution of calichaemicin proceeds by attack at the terminal sulfur, necessitating that at least two substitution steps are needed to create the anion that can perform the internal Michael addition (Fig. 3.11). The addition – elimination mechanism operates for nucleophilic substitution reactions at sulfur in a variety of environments.54 – 58 The most extreme case is for the identity reaction Cl2 þ SCl2.59 For this reaction, the only critical point on the surface, other than isolated reactants, is the intermediate SCl3 2 (30), which is a local minimum. In other words, chloride ion adds to SCl2 without any barrier. This PES is shown in Figure 5.12, along with the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized structure of 30. The bond dissociation energy of SCl32 is 23.7 kcal mol21 at G2, in accord with the experimental value of 20.3 + 2 kcal mol21.
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Figure 5.12. PES for the reaction of Cl2 þ SCl2 and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized struc59 ture of SCl2 3 (30).



Computational studies indicate that nucleophilic substitution reactions at silicon60 – 62 phosphorus,63,64 and selenium65 also proceed by the addition– elimination mechanism. These studies suggest a distinct break in the periodic behavior of the elements undergoing nucleophilic substitution. Substitution at first-row elements (carbon, nitrogen, oxygen) proceeds by the SN2 reaction, but reaction at larger elements (silicon, phosphorus, sulfur, selenium) proceeds by the addition – elimination mechanism. The usual view is that the SN2 mechanism is treated as the paradigm, but perhaps a simpler perspective on this split is that the A– E mechanism is the usual mechanistic pathway and the first-row elements are the outliers. The first-row elements are too small to accommodate five ligands (or are unable to “expand their octet”) and therefore cannot form a stable, pentavalent intermediate. These elements must therefore undergo substitution by the SN2 mechanism. 5.1.3



Solvent Effects on SN2 Reactions



Solvent plays a critical role in substitution reactions, often dictating which mechanism will play out. For the SN2 reaction, the rate in the gas and solution phase may differ by up to 20 orders of magnitude.21,37,66 Gas-phase studies of nucleophilic substitution in the presence of a small number (n ¼ 1– 5) of water molecules have shown that the rate slows with each water molecule associated in the reaction.67 – 69 The rate can in fact be attenuated by three orders of magnitude when three water molecules are present.67 Virtually all methods for treating solvent within quantum mechanical computations have been applied to nucleophilic substitution reactions. We will present here just a few studies that demonstrate the utility and limitations of solvation treatments. A strong argument can be made that the combined QM-Monte Carlo (QM/MC) simulation of Reaction (5.2) by Chandrasekhar, Smith, and Jorgensen6 is one of the most important papers in the field of computational chemistry. They first generated the PES for the reaction at HF/6-31G , similar to that presented in Figure 5.3. The solvent (water) was treated as 250 water molecules as described by the TIP4P70 model. Water in the TIP4P approximation is treated as a rigid molecule, with a
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Figure 5.13. Calculated HF/6-31G gas phase energies (dashed curve) and potential of mean force in aqueous solution (solid curve) for Reaction (5.2).6 Reprinted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc., 106, 3049 (1984). Copyright 1984, American Chemical Society.



potential function having an electrostatic term (based on a partial positive charge assigned to each hydrogen atom and a partial negative charge assigned to a point on the bisector of the H22O22H angle) and Lennard– Jones 6 – 12 terms. Potential terms to describe the water – solute interactions were developed, with parameters that depend upon the geometry of the solute; in other words, the parameters adjust as the reaction proceeds along the reaction coordinate. A Monte Carlo simulation of the solute and 250 water molecules was run to determine the energy surface along the reaction coordinate, as shown in Figure 5.13. The calculated solution free energy barrier is 26.3 kcal mol21, in excellent agreement with the experimental71 value (26.6 kcal mol21). The effect of the solvent is readily apparent. The activation barrier is much higher in solution than in the gas phase. This can be ascribed to strong solvation of the small chloride anion relative to the much weaker association between solvent and the delocalized charge in the transition state. The solution PES in the neighborhood of the gas-phase ion-dipole is quite flat. Although there may be some minima corresponding to ion-dipole-like complexes, these minima are very shallow, and unlikely to play a role in the chemistry. This flat surface leading up to the very sharp rise of
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TABLE 5.7. mPW1PW/6-3111G(2df,2p) Geometries and Relative Energies (kcal mol21) for the Ion-Dipole Complex and Transition State of Reaction (5.2).a Vacuum



C-PCM



Ion-Dipole Complex rC2 2Cl rC2 2Cl rH DEC



0



3.1614 1.8198 1.0807 29.81



3.5386 1.7895 1.0837 þ5.01



Transition State rC2 2Cl rH DEa a



2.3108 1.0696 þ0.96



2.2955 1.0708 þ26.46



Ref. 72.



the barrier suggests that desolvation of the nucleophile is balanced by the ion-dipole attraction until the charge delocalization within the substrate about the transition state dramatically reduces the solute – solvent attraction. This paper linked the longstandard single-hill PES ascribed to solution-phase SN2 reactions with the doublewell PES of the gas-phase reaction. A second approach to modeling solvation effects is the continuum methods, which treat the solvent as a bulk field characterized as a dielectric or conductor medium. These methods will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, and we will focus here on the results of these solvent simulations. One of the earliest applications of the continuum method to the SN2 reaction that incorporated geometry optimization of the solute was the work by Cossi, Adamo, and Barone.72 They examined Reaction (5.2) at mPW1PW/6-311þG(2df,2p) for the gas phase and then reoptimized all critical points with this method and the C-PCM treatment for water. Their results are listed in Table 5.7. As in Jorgensen’s QM/MC study, the barrier is much larger in the solution phase (26.5 kcal mol21) than in the gas phase (0.96 kcal mol21). The geometry of the transition state is slightly more compact in solution than in the gas phase, probably due to greater charge concentration resulting in stronger interaction with the bulk continuum. An ion-dipole structure was located with the C-PCM method, but its energy is above that of the separated reactants. As all of the frequencies for this ion-dipole complex are real, a transition state must exist connecting separated reactants to this complex. The authors did not search for this transition state. Nonetheless, these results are in general good agreement with the QM/MC study in terms of the shape of the solution SN2 surface. Solvent tends to attenuate the a-branching effect in SN2 reactions (Table 5.8). The gas-phase barrier increases twice as rapidly with the addition of each methyl
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TABLE 5.8. Relative Activation Energies (kcal mol21) for X2 1 RY. DDE ‡ X ¼ Y ¼ Cl R



a



Gas



PCM



Me Et i-Pr t-Bu



0.0 3.6 6.1 12.6



0.0 4.3 6.6 12.6



a



a



DDE ‡gasb (X ¼ Cl, Y ¼ Br)



DDE ‡acetonec (X ¼ Cl, Y ¼ Br)



DDE ‡acetoned (X ¼ Y ¼ Br)



0.0 3.3 7.6



0.0 1.9 3.1 7.6



0.0 1.7 3.9 6.0



Theoretical values calculated at B3LYP/6-31þG ; ref. 73; bref. 19; cref. 74; dref. 75.



group compared to that in acetone. Jensen performed B3LYP/6-31þG optimization of the reactants and transition states in the gas phase and then obtained free energies in water using the PCM approach.73 These results are also listed in Table 5.8. The gas-phase computational values match up well with the experimental values. However, the relative activation barriers computed with PCM are quite similar to the gas-phase values, and therefore fail to reproduce the experimentally observed trend. A concern with the continuum methods is that local effects, particularly solute– first-shell solvent interactions, may be poorly represented by the bulk treatment inherent in the method. In the case of the SN2 reaction where the nucleophile may be a small, densely charged anion, strong hydrogen bonding may not be appropriately treated, especially across the whole reaction coordinate where the strength of this hydrogen bonding will change. As early as 1982,76 computations were made by microsolvating the reaction coordinate for the SN2 reaction, placing a small number of water molecules about the reagents, and including them explicitly within the full quantum mechanical treatment. This approach is fairly computationally demanding; each additional water molecule increases the execution time and disk space required for the energy computation and also increases the configuration space that must be sampled. These demands restrict the number of explicit water molecules that can be reasonably accommodated to about four. A further problem is that it is unknown how many solvent molecules are needed to reproduce bulk solvent effects. Mohamed and Jensen73 took an interesting tack by combining both explicit water molecules and PCM, the former providing QM treatment of the closest interacting solute – solvent molecules and the latter incorporating the effect of bulk solvent. Examining the identity reactions Cl2 þ RCl, with R ¼ Me, Et, i-Pr, and t-Bu, they first optimized the structures of the reactants, ion-dipole complexes, and transition states with one to four water molecules at B3LYP/6-31þG . They did not rigorously sample all possible water configurations, especially when three or four solvent molecules were present. Rather, they located representative examples of the ensemble of microsolvated structures. These microsolvated transition states for the reaction of chloride with methyl chloride are shown in Figure 5.14. These microsolvated structures are then used for a PCM calculation without further optimization, to provide a system that captures both the local and bulk interactions for solute with solvent.
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Figure 5.14. B3LYP/6-31þG optimized hydrated transition states for the reaction Cl2 þ RCl, R ¼ Me, Et, i-Pr, and t-Bu. (All structures from ref. 73 except 34a optimized for this work.)



These microsolvation structures fall into three general categories: (1) where the water molecules are distributed (more or less) equally between the two chlorine atoms, (2) where the water cluster bridges the two chlorine atoms, and (3) where the water molecules are asymmetrically distributed to the two chlorine atoms. The type (2) structures are lower in energy than the others due to their additional hydrogen bonding between the water molecules. Jensen suggests that type (1) structures are the best model, because these more open water structures can better hydrogen bond with the bulk solution. However, the type (2) structures have the lowest energy both at the B3LYP and PCM levels (Table 5.9), a situation also seen for microsolvated thiolate – disulfide transition states.77 It is difficult to draw many conclusions from this work given the incomplete sampling of the water configurations. However, it does appear that microsolvation does decrease the range of activation barriers with increased a-branching. When four water molecules are included in the cluster, the relative activation barriers
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TABLE 5.9. Activation Energy (kcal mol21) for the Substitution Reactions Through Transition States 31 –34.a Relative Ea



31a 32a 32b 32c 33a 33b 33c 34a 34b 34c



Me



Et



i-Pr



t-Bu



4.5 20.6 10.1 20.8 7.8 19.2 11.8 19.9 15.4 19.2 11.1 18.3 12.9 16.3 16.6b 6.2 19.9 14.6 23.7



3.2 3.9 3.1 3.9 2.5 2.9



5.6 5.9 5.0 6.0 4.6 5.9



11.2 11.4 9.9 10.2



2.8 4.1



4.7 6.3



8.7 9.0



6.7



7.3



2.5 2.6



The activation energy is given for the reaction Cl2 þ MeCl and the activation barriers relative to it are given for the other three reactions; values in normal text are at B3LYP/6-31þG and those in bold are at PCM B3LYP/6-31þG ; see ref. 73; b computed for this work. a



for reaction with methyl, ethyl, iso-propyl, and tert-butyl chlorides are 0.0, 2.5, 6.7, and 7.3, respectively. This computed compression of the activation barrier range (especially relative to that observed in the gas phase) is not as great as what is seen in experiment (Table 5.8), but the trend is correct. Furthermore, PCM alone does not reproduce this trend, and incorporating PCM with the microsolvated structures works to increase the range. Jensen cautions that PCM should therefore be used with care. Further development of solvation techniques are needed to adequately address this problem.



5.2 ASYMMETRIC INDUCTION VIA 1,2-ADDITION TO CARBONYL COMPOUNDS Addition of a nucleophile to a carbonyl group can create a new chiral center. This asymmetric induction has been a field of active interest for at least 50 years. Although countless examples of 1,2-addition to carbonyl compounds resulting in
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Scheme 5.2.



enantiomeric or diasteriomeric excess are known, the origin of this asymmetric induction remains in dispute. Cram proposed the earliest model, shown in Scheme 5.2, for predicting and understanding this asymmetric induction.78 The three substituents on the a-carbon are ranked in terms of size, and are labeled as (L)arge, (M)edium, and (S)mall. Cram proposed the largest substituent is placed antiperiplanar to the carbonyl oxygen in order to minimize the steric repulsion between these two groups. The incoming nucleophile will then preferentially attack at the side of the smallest substituent. Karabatsos79 noted the failure of this model to explain an increase in selectivity with increasing size of the R group. He proposed the model whereby either the medium or large substituent is placed synperiplanar to the carbonyl. The nucleophile then attacks from the side of the smallest substituent. Felkin objected to the Karabatsos model for having no physical basis for the two conformations.80 He proposed the model whereby the largest substituent is placed antiperiplanar to the incoming nucleophile. Felkin argued that the repulsion between the incipient C22Nuc bond and the largest substituent should be minimized. The preferred pathway leading to the major product is through the conformation that places the medium group near the carbonyl, the so-called inside position, and the small group occupies the outside position. For many reactions, all three models predict the same major product, but the Felkin model is the most successful. Anh and Eisenstein published their first quantum chemical contribution to this issue in 1977.81 They first constructed a model of the transition state for 1,2-addition
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Figure 5.15. Model transition state rotational energy surface for the reaction of H2 with 2-chloropropanal. The full line represents transition states leading to the major product and the dashed line represent those leading to the minor product. Modified from the model proposed by Anh and Eisenstein.81



˚ away from the of hydride to 2-chloropropanal. They placed the hydride ion 1.5 A carbonyl carbon and perpendicular to the CO bond (35). By rotating about the C22C bond in 308 increments for the two diastereomers, they generated 24 geometries, for which HF/STO-3G energies were computed.



Figure 5.15 displays the relative energies of these 24 geometries against the rotation angle about the C122C2 bond. These energies used in this plot were obtained in a method slightly modified from the Anh – Eisenstein procedure. First, the geometry of the lowest energy transition state leading to the major and minor products was fully optimized at B3LYP/6-31þþG(d). Next 12 conformers of each structure were obtained by rotating by 308 about the C122C2 bond, holding all other geometric parameters fixed except the O22C22Hincoming angle, which was allowed to optimize. This process produces more rigorously defined rotation energy transition state surface than that of Anh and Eisenstein, but is qualitatively very similar to their result. The lowest energy transition state, which leads to the major product, has just the conformation predicted by Felkin. The lowest energy transition state leading to the minor product is also that predicted by Felkin. In other words, Felkin’s assumption
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of placing the largest group perpendicular to the carbonyl and antiperiplanar to the incoming nucleophile is correct. Anh and Eisenstein also supplied a reason for the preference of the M group being in the “inside” position. The incoming hydride does not enter along a path perpendicular to the carbonyl, but rather on a path making an angle of about 1038 (36). Therefore, the path past the smallest group (S) in the “outside” position will be sterically less congested than if the M group were in the “outside” position.



Felkin’s model relied on reducing steric interactions and strain energy about the carbonyl group. Anh and Eisenstein, however, supplied an alternative reason for the preferred transition state conformation. The dominant orbital interaction in this reaction is between the HOMO of the nucleophile and the LUMO of the carbonyl (pCO). When the L group is located antiperiplanar to the incoming nucleophile, the antibonding orbital between carbon and the L group (s C-L) can effectively lower the p CO energy, allowing for greater interaction with the incoming nucleophile (Scheme 5.3). The definition of the L group becomes the group that has the lowest s C-L orbital. So, although the Felkin model relies on reducing steric interactions to support the model, the Anh – Eisenstein variation relies on maximizing hyperconjugative stabilization in the transition state. Heathcock82 has modified this viewpoint, arguing that in fact both electronic (Anh’s hyperconjugation argument) and steric (Felkin’s argument) effects determine which group is the “largest.” Early ab initio computations fully supported the arguments of Anh and Eisenstein. Schleyer and Houk optimized the transition structures for the reaction of formaldehyde with LiH (37), methyllithium (38), and methyllithium dimer (39) at HF/3-21G.83 These transition states, reoptimized at HF/6-31G , are shown in Figure 5.16. The nucleophile adds from the face perpendicular to the carbonyl group. Wong and Paddon-Row examined the reaction of cyanide with



Scheme 5.3.
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Figure 5.16. HF/6-31G optimizations of the transition states for the reaction of formaldehyde with HLi, CH3Li, and the CH3Li dimer.



2-fluoropropanal.84 They located six transition states at HF/3-21G, differing by which group is anti to the incoming cyanide nucleophile. The two lowest energy transition states (40 and 41, Fig. 5.17) correspond to the two Felkin – Anh conformations, where the fluorine atom is anti to the incoming cyanide. Transition state 40, the one predicted by the Felkin– Anh model to lead to the major product, is 6.9 kcal mol21 lower in energy at MP2/6-31þG //HF/3-21G than 7. Although the CNuc22C122O angle is nearly identical in the two transition states (about 1138), the CN22C122C222(Outside group) dihedral angle is 128 larger in 41 than in 40, reflecting the poorer steric interactions when the nucleophile must pass by the medium rather than by the smallest group. The work of Anh and Eisenstein is seminal. Even though their computations were performed at what is today considered an extremely rudimentary level, and as we will see, it is not the last word on the subject, the predictive power of the



Figure 5.17. HF/6-31G optimized transition states for the reaction of cyanide with 2-chloropropanal.
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Scheme 5.4.



Felkin – Anh model has become a standard tool in organic chemistry.85 As argued by Houk,86 it “was important not only because it solved an important general problem in stereoselectivity, but because it demonstrated the power of quantum mechanical calculations to solve important problems on real organic systems.” Cieplak countered the Anh explanation with an alternative orbital model.87 He noted that reductions of cyclohexanones and other additions at carbonyls occasionally resulted in the major product coming from the Felkin–Anh minor transition state. Arguing that because the incipient bond was electron-deficient—a partial bond lacks the full two-electron occupation—it is donation of density from the sC2-L into the s C-Nuc orbital that will stabilize the transition state (Scheme 5.4). Support for the Cieplak model was provided by experimental results for nucleophilic addition to 3-substituted cyclohexanones,88 reductions of 2,2-diarylcyclopentanones,89 and especially le Noble’s extensive studies of reductions of adamantanones.90 Negative reaction to the Cieplak model by many computational chemists was quickly forthcoming, though resulting in modifications of the simple Felkin – Anh model too. Houk91 reported the three transition states for the reaction of NaH with propanal (the HF/6-31G -optimized structures are shown in Fig. 5.18). The lowest energy TS is 42a, where the methyl group is in the “inside” position. Assuming that the methyl group is larger than a hydrogen atom, the Felkin –Anh TS, 42b, is 1.0 kcal mol21 above 42a, and the TS where the methyl group is in the outside position (42c) is 0.9 kcal mol21 above 42a. For the Cieplak model to work, the CH bond



Figure 5.18. HF/6-31G optimized TSs for the reaction of NaH with propanal.
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would have to be a better donor than the CC bond, an argument Cieplak87,88 and others92,93 have made, but this contention has been disputed.94 Houk maintained that the CH bond is a poorer donor than the CC bond and rejects the Cieplak model. Rather, he argued that the methyl group, being a better donor, destabilizes 42b relative to 42a. Keep in mind that the Anh model is based on the anti group being the best acceptor, that is, having the lowest s orbital. Frenking has also criticized the Cieplak model. His initial argument95 is with the conceptual footing of the model itself. Stabilization of the Cieplak transition state comes by donation of density into the vacant antibonding orbital for the forming  ) interaction. This is bond. In other words, this is a HOMO(sC-L)) – LUMO(sC-Nuc not the interaction favored by FMO theory: HOMO(sC-Nuc)– LUMO(p C-O). Instead of using the Cieplak model, Frenking argued that the preferred orientation of 1,2-addition is understood in terms of the Felkin model, the effect of the conformation of the aldehyde, and the shape of the carbonyl LUMO. Frenking examined the transition states for the reaction of LiH with propanal, 2-chloroethanal, and 2-chloropropanal.96 He found three transition states (43a – c) very similar to 42a– c. 43a is the lowest energy of the three, with 43b and 43c 1.3 and 1.6 kcal mol21 higher in energy, respectively. If the LiH fragment is removed, but the structure of the remaining aldehyde is kept unchanged, 43a remains the lowest in energy, 43b is 1.2 kcal mol21 higher and 43c is 0.7 kcal mol21 above 43a. Frenking argued that this indicates that the energy of the conformers of the aldehyde alone determine much of the energy difference between the transition states.



For the reaction of lithium hydride with 2-chloroethanal, the lowest energy transition state is 44a (Fig. 5.19), with 44b and 44c lying 1.7 and 0.3 kcal mol21 above 44a, respectively. When the lithium cation is removed from each structure and its energy recomputed, 44c has the lowest energy, with 44b and 44a 3.4 kcal mol21



Figure 5.19. HF/6-31G optimized transition structures for the reaction of LiH with 2-chloroethanal.
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Figure 5.20. Transition states for the reaction of LiH with 2-chloropropanal. (Top) HF/ 6-31G relative energies, (middle) relative energies without LiH, and (bottom) relative energies without Liþ.



and 6.4 kcal mol21, respectively, above 44c. Frenking suggested that this indicates strong complexation energy in 44a, reminiscent of the Cram chelation model where the cation associates with both the carbonyl oxygen and the electronegative substituent on C2. This chelation stabilizes 44a more than the Anh orbital interaction available in 44c. Paddon-Row noticed the same favorable chelation in the most favorable transition state for the analogous reaction of LiH with 2-fluoroethanal.97 Lastly, in the reaction of LiH with 2-chloropropanal, five transition states were located, 45a– e (Fig. 5.20). Structure 45a and 45b lead to the major product, but the other three lead to the minor product. The two lowest energy structures correspond with the Felkin – Anh major (45a) and minor (45c) transition states. Their energy difference corresponds with the energy difference for their aldehyde fragments when LiH is removed. 45b and 45d display the chelation effect, but, unlike with 44, chelation is not enough to make up for the favorable orbital interactions in the Felkin– Anh approach. Frenking next examined the reaction of LiH with cyclohexanone.95 The HF/3-21G transition structures for axial (46ax) and equatorial (46eq) attack are shown in Figure 5.21. Axial attack is lower than equatorial attack by 1.4 kcal mol21.



Figure 5.21. HF/3-21G optimized structures for the reaction of LiH with cyclohexanone.95 (Top) MP2/6-31G //HF/3-21G relative energies, (middle) relative energies without LiH, (bottom) relative energies without Liþ. Values in parentheses are for the B3LYP/6-31G optimized structures.99
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The energy difference between the two is only 0.3 kcal mol21 when the LiH fragment is removed, indicating that two ketone fragments have similar energies. This is counter to Houk’s98 explanation for the preference for axial attack. Houk argues that the equatorial TS is more strained, based on geometrical arguments; however, the equatorial structure actually has slightly less strain energy than the axial TS. The large difference in energies when Liþ is removed from the structures suggests that the preference for axial attack must come from the interaction of the nucleophile (H2) with cyclohexanone. Frenking argued that the carbonyl LUMO is distorted by hyperconjugation, making the carbon lobe larger on the side of axial attack. Very similar conclusions have been drawn by Luibrand in a more recent B3LYP/ 6-31G study of the reaction of cyclohexanone with LiH or LiAlH4.99 The B3LYP transition states are much earlier than the HF ones, but their energy differences are comparable—both methods predict axial attack to be lower in energy than equatorial attack. Frenking also examined the reaction of LiH with 3-fluorocyclohexanone, for which four transition states were located. Fluorine can occupy either the equatorial (47) or axial (48) position and then attack can come from the axial or equatorial faces. The Cieplak model does not distinguish between 47 and 48, predicting axial attack for both. Although axial attack is preferred in 47, equatorial attack is favored by 2.3 kcal mol21 over axial attack in 48. Frenking suggests that this difference is reflected in the orbital coefficients of the LUMO of 47 and 48. A simpler explanation, one that will be further explored next, is that electrostatic interactions between the hydride and the axial fluorine destabilize 48ax relative to 48eq.



Paddon-Row and Houk100 were the first to strongly advocate the role of electrostatics in determining the stereo-outcome of 1,2-addition reactions. They examined the addition of LiH to a number of substituted-7-norbornanones, of which 49 is representative. The addition can come from the same side of substituents (49syn) or from the opposite side (49anti). These two transitions states are shown in Figure 5.22. At MP2/6-31G //HF/3-21G, attack is favored from the syn face by 4.0 kcal mol21 over anti attack. When the LiH fragment is removed, the two structures differ by only 0.8 kcal mol21, with 49anti lower in energy. Natural population analysis suggests that the charge on the hydride is about 20.5. When the LiH fragment is removed and a 20.5 charge is placed at the position of the hydride, the syn transition state structure is 4.6 kcal mol21 lower in energy than the anti one, almost perfectly matching the energy difference between 49syn and 49anti. As the formyl group will polarize C2 and C3 (the substituted ring carbons) and make them partially positively charged, stronger electrostatic stabilization will occur in 49syn, where the
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Figure 5.22. HF/6-31G optimized transition states for the reaction of LiH with 49. (Top) relative energies at MP2/6-31G //HF/6-31G , (middle) relative energies without LiH, (bottom) relative energies with LiH and a 20.5 point charge at the position of the hydride.100



hydride atom is closer to these positive centers than in 49anti.



Paddon-Row extended this work with the investigation of the reaction of disubstituted norbornen-7-ones (50) with LiH or methyllithium.101 Again, there are two pathways, one from the same side as the substituents (syn) and one from the side of the alkene (anti). The energy difference between the transition states for these two paths with either LiH or MeLi are listed in Table 5.10. The HF/6-31G optimized transition states for the reaction of 50c with LiH are drawn in Figure 5.23.



Syn attack of LiH is favored for all five cases (50a – e). This is contrary to the predictions of the Cieplak model, which would favor anti attack for compounds with electron-donating substituents, such as 50a. The Anh – Eisenstein model fairs no better, as it predicts anti attack for compounds with electron-withdrawing
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TABLE 5.10. MP2/6-31G //HF/6-31G Energy Difference Between the anti and syn Transition States (Eanti 2 Esyn) for the Reaction of 50 with LiH or MeLi.a



50a 50b 50c 50d 50e a



LiH



MeLi



10.14 8.32 12.38 7.83 34.78



214.56 214.06 27.88 211.28 7.19



Ref. 101.



substituents, like 50e. Paddon-Row, however, argued that electrostatic effects can account for this uniform attack direction. Minimization of steric interactions would argue for the anti approach. However, the anti approach takes the nucleophile over the electron-rich double bond. The resulting electrostatic repulsion disfavors the anti path and the syn approach dominates. The very large energy difference between the syn and anti transition states for LiH addition to 50e is understood also in terms of electostatics. Here the strongly electron-withdrawing cyano groups build up positive charge on their neighboring carbon atoms, generating favorable electrostatic interactions with the incoming nucleophile for the syn face. For the reactions of 50a – e with methyllithium, steric interactions overcome the electrostatic effects, and the anti transition states are lower in energy than the syn transition states for all cases but 50e. Here, the strong electron-withdrawing nature of the cyano substituents generates enough favorable electrostatic interaction to outweigh the steric demands, and the reaction through the syn transition state is the preferred path. This interplay between favorable electrostatic interactions and steric demands was further demonstrated in the computational study of the reaction of LiH with 2-



Figure 5.23. HF/6-31G optimized geometries for the anti and syn transition states for the reaction of 50c with LiH.101
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silylethanal (Reaction 5.14) and 2-trimethylsilylethanal (Reaction 5.15). For both reactions, Fleming, Hrovat, and Borden located three transition states corresponding to different rotamers about the C22C bond.102 The Felkin model, where the largest (most sterically demanding) group is placed anti to the nucleophile, suggests that transition states 51c and 52c should be the best. The Anh – Eisenstein model favors 51b and 51c; here the strongest donor is placed anti to the nucleophile and the larger silyl group is placed in the “inside” position. For Reaction (5.1), the lowest energy (MP2/6-31G //HF/6-31G ) transition state is 51a, with the Anh TS lying 0.56 kcal mol21 higher, and the Felkin TS 0.05 kcal mol21 higher still. In contrast, the relative ordering of the TSs is reversed for Reaction (5.2); the Felkin TS is the lowest in energy, followed by the Anh TS lying 0.98 kcal mol21 higher, and 52a is 1.15 kcal mol21 above 52c. 51a is stabilized by electrostatic attraction between the nearby electropositive silyl group and the hydride; these electrostatics dominate any steric repulsions and 51a is the preferred TS for Reaction (5.14). In 52a, the much larger trimethylsilyl group does not allow for the two oppositely charged groups to closely approach each other. The sheer bulk of the trimethylsilyl group makes 52c the most favorable transition state for Reaction (5.15). (Reaction 5.14)



(Reaction 5.15)



Another interesting variation on the Felkin–Anh model is the reduction of ketones with very bulky a-substituents: phenyl (53), cyclohexyl (54), and t-butyl (55). The transition states for the reactions of these ketones with LiH was examined at MP2/6-311þG //HF/6-31G .103 The optimized geometries for the lowest energy transition state leading to the Cram and anti-Cram product are shown in Figure 5.24. For the reactions of 53 and 54, the computations predict the Cram product to be the major product, consistent with the experimental reduction of these ketones with LiAlH4. At first sight this result appears consistent with the Felkin–
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Anh model; transition states 53cram and 54cram have the largest group anti to the incoming hydride and the methyl group occupies the “inside” position. However, the transition states leading to the minor, anti-Cram, product (53anticram and 54anticram) have the methyl group in the anti position and the large group “inside.”



More unusual are the results for the reaction of 55. The two transition states, 55cram and 55anticram, are geometrically consistent with the Felkin–Anh model. Both have the largest group anti to the hydride. The Felkin–Anh model predicts that the transition state with the methyl group in the “inside” position (55cram) should be lower than when the methyl group is in the “outside” position (55anticram). The MP2 energies are in fact opposite: 55anticram is 3.42 kcal mol21 lower in energy



Figure 5.24. HF/6-31G optimized transition states for the reactions of 53– 55 with LiH. Relative energies at MP2/6-311þG //HF/6-31G listed below each structure.103
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Scheme 5.5.



than 55cram, and the major product found in the experimental reduction of 55 with LiAlH4 is the anti-Cram product! Smith et al. argue that a modification of the Felkin– Anh model is needed to accommodate these results (Scheme 5.5). They suggest that neither the large nor medium groups should occupy the “outside” positions due to steric interactions with the incoming nucleophile. Thus, for the reactions of 53 and 54, the usual lowest-energy Felkin – Anh transition state is fine (56), but the Felkin – Anh model for the transition state leading to the minor product places the methyl group into the “outside” position. This can be avoided by adopting the conformation where the medium group is in the “anti” position and the large group is in the “outside” position (57). When the large group is very bulky, like the t-butyl group in 55, then the usual Felkin– Anh conformations (56 and 58) are appropriate, thereby minimizing the repulsion between this extremely large group and the gegenion associated with the oxygen atom. Of the two competing conformations, the preferred transition state is the one with the least interaction with the “inside” group. So, for the reactions of 53 and 54, one needs to compare TS models 56 and 57, with the former being the preferred TS because its “inside” group is smaller. For the reaction of 55, the two competing TS models are 56 and 58, with the latter preferred as its “inside” group is smaller. What conclusions can be drawn from the computations on 1,2-addition? The Felkin – Anh rules seem to apply fairly well across a broad spectrum of reactions. Computations clearly indicate that the stereoselectivity is based on a number of competing factors—sterics, orbital interactions, and electrostatic interactions— that can be subtly balanced. Perhaps most critical is that relatively simple computations can offer real predictive power, providing guidance to the synthetic chemist in their pursuit of high enantio- and diastereoselectivity.
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The Aldol condensation is one of the most powerful methods for creating the C22C bond. Typical conditions involve the formation of an enolate, usually with a stoichiometric equivalent of base. Stereoinduction is usually accomplished with chiral enolates, aldehydes, or auxiliaries.104,105 Nature, however, is much more efficient, having created enzymes that both catalyze the aldol reaction and produce a stereospecific product. These enzymes, called aldolases, come in two varieties.106 The type II aldolases make use of a zinc enolate. Of interest for this section are the type I aldolases, which make use of enamine intermediates. Sketched in Scheme 5.6 is the mechanism
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Scheme 5.6.



of action of type I aldolases. First, a ketone reacts with a lysine residue of the enzyme to form an enamine intermediate 59. The key step involves this enamine intermediate acting as a nucleophile (a masked enolate) in attacking the carbonyl carbon. The resulting iminium is hydrolyzed, releasing the final aldol product and regenerating the enzyme. Catalytic antibodies based on this model have been developed to catalyze aldol condensations with high enantioselectivity.107 Prior to the determination of the aldolase mechanism and the development of catalytic antibodies for the aldol reaction, Hajos and Parrish108 and, independently, Wiechert, Eder, and Sauer109 discovered that (S )-proline catalyzes the intramolecular aldol reaction of cyclic triketones (Scheme 5.7). This is not only a catalytic effect: the reaction proceeds with high yields and large enantiomeric excess. Surprisingly, little follow-up work on this idea of small molecule asymmetric catalysis appeared for the next 25 years. In the late 1980s, Agami reported the asymmetric intramolecular aldol condensation of acyclic diketones with (S )-proline as the catalyst.110 It was not until the twenty-first century, however, when this notion of organocatalysts became fully exploited. List111,112 and Barbas113 pioneered enamines as catalysts for aldol and Mannich condensations and related reactions. MacMillan has developed a variety of iminium-based catalysts producing large asymmetric induction for Diels – Alder chemistry,114 Friedel – Crafts alkylations,115 and Mukaiyama – Michael116 and cyclopropanation117 reactions.



Scheme 5.6.
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TABLE 5.11. Examples of Amine-Catalyzed Aldo Reactions. Yield dr (%) (%) 91



75



82



96



35



99 Reaction (5.16)120



.99



Reaction (5.17)120



73 Reaction (5.18)121 88



92



ee (%)



86 Reaction (5.19)121



32 89 (anti) Reaction 66 (syn) (5.20)122



75 .95



97 Reaction (5.21)123



60 .95



.99



Reaction (5.22)124



91 .99



.99



Reaction (5.23)118
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Examples of amine-catalyzed Aldol reactions are shown in Table 5.11. For all entries, the mole percent of amine used was generally 10– 20%. Although in some cases yields may be poor, generally the yields are quite acceptable. In all cases the enantiomeric excess is outstanding, typically greater than 90%. Reactions (5.16) and (5.17) demonstrate asymmetric aldol condensations involving only aldehydes, and Reactions (5.18) and (5.19) involve ketones adding to aldehydes. Reaction (5.20) demonstrates an aldol that establishes a quaternary a-carbon center. The intramolecular aldol can also be catalyzed (Reaction 5.21). The last two entries, Reactions (5.22) and (5.23), demonstrate the ability to create chiral a,b-dihydroxyketones and a,b-aminohydroxyketones, respectively. These latter compounds can be precursors to chiral a-amino acids.118 Proline catalysis is fast becoming a standard synthetic stratagem, as witnessed by its critical use in the recent synthesis of the natural products brasoside and littoralizone.119 Theoretical chemistry has played a major role in elucidating the mechanism by which proline and other amines catalyze the aldol reaction. Before detailing the calculations and their implications, we describe some of the key experiments that provided data relevant to the mechanism. List125 and Barbas126 investigated the effect of different potential catalysts on the reaction of acetone with p-nitrobenzaldehyde (Table 5.12). The important conclusions drawn from this work are that primary and acyclic secondary amino acids do not catalyze the reaction. Cyclic secondary amino acids do catalyze the aldol reaction, the best being proline. Converting proline into either a tertiary amine (N-methylproline) or an amide destroys its catalytic behavior. It is clear that the catalyst must provide both a basic and an acidic site. Experiments conducted in the mid-1980s by Agami indicated a small nonlinear effect in the asymmetric catalysis in the Hajos–Parrish–Wiechert–Eder–Sauer reaction (Scheme 5.7). Agami proposed that two proline molecules were involved in the catalysis; the first proline forms an enamine with the side-chain ketone and the second proline molecule facilitates a proton transfer. Hajos and Parrish108 reported that the proline-catalyzed cyclization shown in Scheme 5.7 did not incorporate 18O when run in the presence of labeled water. Although both of these results have since been discredited—the catalysis is first order in catalyst and 18O is incorporated into the diketone product127,128—these erroneous results did stand at the time of the first computational approaches towards understanding amine-catalyzed aldol reactions. Prior to 2001, when the first serious computational approaches to the problem appeared in print, four mechanistic proposals had been offered for understanding the Hajos – Parrish – Wiechert – Eder – Sauer reaction (Scheme 5.8). Hajos and Parrish108 proposed the first two mechanisms: Mechanisms A and B. Mechanism A is a nucleophilic substitution reaction where the terminal enol attacks the carbinolamine center, displacing proline. The other three mechanisms start from an enamine intermediate. Mechanism B invokes an enaminium intermediate, which undergoes C22C formation with proton transfer from the aminium group. Mechanism C, proposed by Agami129,130 to account for the nonlinear proline result, has the proton transfer assisted by the second proline molecule. Lastly, mechanism D, proffered
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TABLE 5.12. Effect of Catalyst on the Direct Asymmetric Aldol Reaction.a



Catalyst (L)-His, (L)-Val, (L)-Tyr, (L)-Phe



Yield (%)



ee (%)



Catalyst



Yield (%)



ee (%)



,10



,10



,10



26



61



55



40



85



78



68



76



67



73



,10



,10



,10



a



Refs 125 and 126.



by Jung,131 proposed that the proton transfer that accompanies C22C bond formation is facilitated by the carboxylic acid group of proline. 5.3.1 Mechanism of Amine-Catalyzed Intermolecular Aldol Reactions We begin by examining the computational results for the intermolecular aminecatalyzed aldol reaction. The most likely mechanisms posit an enamine intermediate that then attacks an aldehyde to produce the aldol product. Boyd and coworkers examined this entire reaction pathway for the reaction of acetone and acetaldehyde
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Scheme 5.8. Reprinted with permission from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 43, 5766 (2004). Copyright 2004 Wiley-Interscience.



with (S )-proline as the catalyst.132 Their reaction profile, computed at B3LYP/ 6-311þG(2df,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) with zero-point vibrational energy, is shown in Figure 5.25. They also modeled the effect of solvent (DMSO) with a simple Onsager model; these energies are shown in italics below the gas-phase energies. For the gas-phase reaction, surprisingly, the step where the new C22C is formed is not rate limiting. The barrier for this step (64 ! 65) is 13.7 kcal mol21. (It should be noted that proton transfer from the carboxylic acid group accompanies the C22C bond formation in this step.) Rather, it is the initial addition of proline to acetone (60 ! 61) that has the highest barrier: 41.0 kcal mol21. Boyd noted that many charged species exist along this pathway and that a polar solvent, such as DMSO, might significantly perturb the energy surface. Keeping in mind that the Onsager model rather poorly accounts for solvation, the relative barriers of the key steps are radically altered by solvent. What was the most difficult step, 60 ! 61, has a barrier in solution of 9.8 kcal mol21. Formation of the enamine, 62 ! 63, and the C22C addition step, 64 ! 65, have larger barriers, at 12.0 and 11.1 kcal mol21, respectively. There are two important conclusions to be carried forward: first, solvation is likely to be of critical importance and should be included in the computations, and second, focusing on the C22C forming step is appropriate. This C22C
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Figure 5.25. B3LYP/6-311þG(2df,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) energies (kcal mol21) for the reaction of acetone and acetaldehyde with (S )-proline as catalysts.132 Energies in DMSO (Onsager model) are in italics below the gas-phase energies.



forming step is critical in accounting for the stereochemical outcome of the aldol reaction. Houk and Bahmanyar began a series of computational studies of organocatalyzed aldol condensations with an examination of simple intermolecular aldol reactions catalyzed by small amines.133 They first looked at the methylamine catalyzed aldol condensation of acetaldehyde. This can occur with (Reaction 5.24) or without (Reaction 5.25) concomitant proton transfer. At B3LYP/6-31G , Reaction (5.24) is exothermic: DE ¼ 214 kcal mol21 in the gas phase and 216 kcal mol21 in the solution phase (computed for water using the COSMO continuum model).
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Reaction (5.25) is much less exothermic: 23.6 and 29.0 kcal mol21, in the gas and solution phases, respectively. Even though the zwitterion is formed in Reaction (5.25), which should be stabilized in a polar medium, Reaction (5.24) is thermodynamically favorable.



(Reaction 5.24)



(Reaction 5.25)



More importantly, the barriers for Reaction (5.24) are much lower than for Reaction (5.25). The two diastereomeric transition states for Reaction (5.24) (66a and 66b) are 14 (gas phase) and 25 (solution) kcal mol21 above the reactants. The barriers for Reaction (5.25) are 33.2 and 35.7 kcal mol21 in the gas phase. These are greatly reduced, as expected for increasingly polar structures, in solution, to 16.0 and 17.5 kcal mol21, respectively, but Reaction (5.24) nevertheless has the lower barriers. This aldol reaction prefers to form the new C22C bond with a simultaneous proton transfer, avoiding zwitterionic intermediates. The structures of 66a and 66b are drawn in Figure 5.26. The geometries are half chairs with s-trans arrangement of the enamine. The c-cis alternative does not allow the nitrogen lone pair to conjugate with the enamine p-bond, leading to a barrier of 30 kcal mol21. The aldol reaction of acetaldehyde with dimethylamine as catalyst (Reaction 5.26) must proceed through a zwitterionic transition state, and results in an oxetane product. This reaction is predicted to be slightly endothermic in the gas phase and slightly exothermic in solution. Its activation barrier is, however, much larger than for Reaction (5.24): 33.5 kcal mol21 in the gas phase and



Figure 5.26. B3LYP/6-31G optimized transition states for Reaction (5.24).133
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20.0 kcal mol21 in solution. The lack of an intramolecular proton transfer results in a much less favorable aldol reaction.



(Reaction 5.26) To examine the syn/anti selectivity, Houk examined the aldol reaction of acetaldehyde and propanal with methamine as catalyst, Reaction (5.27). Both the E or Z enamine can react to give syn or anti product. They located four transition states 67a– d shown in Figure 5.27. Again, these transition states are in a half-chair conformation with internal proton transfer. The transition states involving the E isomer are lower than those with the Z isomer. The E isomer prefers to give the anti isomer (67a is 0.7 kcal mol21 below 67b), and the Z isomer favors the syn product (67c is



Figure 5.27. B3LYP/6-31G transition states for Reaction (5.27).133
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1.4 kcal mol21 below 67d). These results are consistent with experiments that show preference for the anti product.



(Reaction 5.27) Houk next examined the aldol reaction of cyclohexanone with benzaldehyde (Reaction 5.28) and isobutyraldehyde (Reaction 5.29), with (S )-proline as the catalyst.134 Four diastereomeric transition states starting from the enamine formed from cyclohexanone and proline were optimized at B3LYP/6-31G for each reaction. These transitions states, 68 and 70, are shown in Figure 5.28. In all of these transition states, proton transfer from the carboxylic acid group to the carbonyl oxygen accompanies the formation of the new C22C bond, creating a carboxylate and



Figure 5.28. B3LYP/6-31G transition states for Reactions (5.28) and (5.29). Adapted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc., 125, 2478 (2003). Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.
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alcohol product.



(Reaction 5.28: R ¼ PhÞ (Reaction 5.29: R ¼ i-PrÞ The transition states can be readily understood by viewing them via a Newman projection down the forming C22C bond. The transition states involving the anti enamine (68a, 68b, 70a, 70b) are lower in energy than those with the syn enamine. The aldehyde substituent preferentially occupies the site anti to the enamine carbon. Therefore, the lowest transition state is 68a and 70a for the two reactions. These transition states lead to the anti products 69a and 71a, respectively, which should then be the major products produced. Table 5.13 presents the computed and experimental product ratios for Reactions (5.28) and (5.29). The agreement is



TABLE 5.13. Computed and Experimental Product Ratios for Reaction (5.28) and (5.29).a 69: R ¼ Ph



71: R ¼ i-Pr



Computed



Expt.



Computed



Expt.



50– 80% (DH298 ¼ 0.0)



45–47% (DGexp ¼ 0.0)



.99% (DH298 ¼ 0.0)



97–100% (DGexp ¼ 0.0)



20– 50% (DH298 ¼ 0.4)



43–45% (DGexp ¼ 0.03 + 0.05)



,1% (DH298 ¼ 6.7)



,1% (DGexp ¼ 4.1 + 0.03)



,1% (DH298 ¼ 3.6)



5–7% (DGexp ¼ 1.2 + 0.05)



,1% (DH298 ¼ 7.8)



,1% (DGexp ¼ 4.1 + 0.03)



1–4% (DH298 ¼ 2.3)



3–5% (DGexp ¼ 1.4 + 0.05)



,1% (DH298 ¼ 4.6)



0–3% (DGexp ¼ 2.5 + 0.03)



a Ref. 134. Reprinted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc., 125, 2478 (2003). Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.
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outstanding—computation correctly identifies the major product and that Reaction (5.29) is more selective than Reaction (5.28). Arn´o and Domingo135 examined the proline catalyzed reaction of acetone with isobutyraldehyde using the B3LYP/6-31G method and PCM to model the effect of DMSO as solvent. They too identified the importance of proton transfer concurrent with C22C formation. The lowest energy transition state involves the anti enamine attacking the re face of isobutyraldehyde. This attack mode is identical to the preferred transition states for Reactions (5.28) and (5.29), that is, 69a and 71a. The computations suggest a proline-catalyzed intermolecular aldol condensation that proceeds through transition state D. In this transition state, the enamine double bond is anti to the carboxylic acid and the five heavy atoms and a proton form a half chair. Most importantly, a proton transfer accompanies the formation of the new C22C bond.



5.3.2 Mechanism of Proline-Catalyzed Intramolecular Aldol Reactions We next turn our attention to the intramolecular aldol reaction, typified by the Hajos–Parrish–Wiechert–Eder–Sauer reaction (Scheme 5.7). Houk136 first examined the intramolecular proline-catalyzed aldol reaction of 4-methyl-2,6-hexadione (Reaction 5.30) by locating the two diastereomeric transition states 72a and 72b at B3LYP/6-31G . These two geometries are drawn in Figure 5.29. 72a lies 1.0 kcal mol21 below 72b, which is attributed to two factors. First, the forming



Figure 5.29. B3LYP/6-31G optimized structures of the transition states for Reaction (5.30).136
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iminium bond is more planar in the former structure. Second, the distance between the partial positively charged nitrogen and the forming alkoxide is shorter in 72a than in 72b, providing the former with greater electrostatic stabilization. Both transition states have the two characteristics noted from the transition states of the intermolecular aldol reactions, namely the half-chair conformation and the proton transfer. 72a also has the other characteristic, that of an anti arrangement of the double bond relative to the carboxylic group. The lower barrier through 72a leads to the isomeric product that is found in excess in the experiment, with reasonable agreement with the experimental ee of 42%.110 The two diastereomeric transition states for Reaction (5.31) differ in energy by only 0.1 kcal mol21. No enantiomeric excess was observed in this experiment.110



ðReaction 5.30: R ¼ MeÞ (Reaction 5.31: R ¼ t-Bu) Clemente and Houk137 examined the mechanistic possibilities for the Hajos – Parrish – Wiechert – Eder – Sauer reaction (Scheme 5.7). They determined the energies of the different transition states and intermediates at B3LYP/6-31þG(d,p)// B3LYP/6-31G and added in the free energy of solvation in DMSO computed with PCM at HF/6-31þG(d,p). The lowest energy transition state is for the carboxylic acid catalyzed enamine route (Scheme 5.8 D). This barrier is 10.7 kcal mol21 smaller than for the barrier without proline acting as a catalyst. The transition state for the enaminium-catalyzed route (Scheme 5.8 B) is 29.0 kcal mol21 higher than the TS for Scheme 5.8 D. All attempts to locate a transition state for the nucleophilic substitution route (Scheme 5.8 A) failed. However, the carbinolamine intermediate that precedes A lies 12.7 kcal mol21 above the TS for Scheme 5.8 D. As the pathway involving two proline molecules is inconsistent with new experiments that indicate a reaction that is first-order in proline, they did not pursue C. Thus, computation indicates that the Hajos – Parrish– Wiechert– Eder – Sauer reaction proceeds by the carboxylic acid catalyzed enamine mechanism D, which is consistent with all of the computations for intermolecular prolinecatalyzed aldol examples. The two transition states of Reaction (5.32), computed at B3LYP/6-31G , are shown in Figure 5.30.136 Both transition states conform to mechanism D—proton transfer accompanying the C22C formation within a half-chair conformation. The barrier for Reaction (5.32) passing through transition state 73a to product 74a is only 9.1 kcal mol21. It is 3.4 kcal mol21 (3.1 kcal mol21 in DMSO using CPCM) lower in energy than the barrier through 73b. The enamine double bond is anti to the carboxylic acid in 73a, which we have seen is preferable to the syn arrangement. This preference arises from a much more planar geometry about the forming
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iminium bond in 73a than in 73b. Again, these computations are consistent with experimental product distributions, where the ee is 93% after hydrolysis to give the diketones.



(Reaction 5.32) Houk has also computationally examined a number of proline derivatives as catalysts for the Hajos – Parrish – Eder – Sauer – Wiechert reaction.138 The enantioselectivity resides largely in the ability to adopt a planar enamine. Proton transfer from the sulfur of 75 or 76 requires a longer distance because sulfur is larger than oxygen. This



Figure 5.30. B3LYP/6-31G optimized transition states for Reaction (5.32).136
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results in large nonplanar distortion of the enamine in the syn TS, increasing the enantioselectivity. The catalyst 77 actually favors the syn approach, leading to the opposite enantioselectivity to when proline is used. This results from the more flexible ammonium side chain being able to accommodate proton transfer in the syn conformer with little nonplanar distortion about the enamine.



5.3.3



Comparison with the Mannich Reaction



The Mannich reaction is a close relative of the aldol condensation, in which an imine replaces the aldehyde acceptor. Proline has been demonstrated to be an excellent catalyst of the Mannich reaction, inducing high enantiomeric excess, as shown in Table 5.14.126,139 Pertinent to this discussion is that the stereochemical outcome of the proline-catalyzed Mannich reaction is opposite that of the proline-catalyzed Aldol condensation. List139 suggested that the proline-catalyzed Mannich reaction proceeds in close analogy to the proline-catalyzed aldol reaction. As detailed in Scheme 5.9, TABLE 5.14. Comparison of the Proline-Catalyzed Mannich and Aldol Reactions. Yield (%)



ee (%)



74



73



Ref. 139



31



67



Ref. 121



56



70



Ref. 139



97



96



Ref. 125
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Scheme 5.9.



the ketone and proline combine to form an enamine. The aldehyde reacts with a primary amine (usually an aniline derivative) giving an imine. The enamine and imine then combine to produce, after hydrolysis, the Mannich product. In order to explain the high enantiomeric excess, and one that is opposite that of the aldol reaction, List139 postulated that the two reactions proceed through similar transition states (Scheme 5.10). As detailed above, Houk’s computations indicate the transition state is in a half-chair conformation with proton transfer synchronous with C22C bond formation. List suggested that the (E)-configuration would be the most stable form of the imine. The imine would then position itself in order to minimize the interactions between proline and its phenyl ring. This places the alkyl group of the aldehyde in the interior, pseudo-axial position, but in the aldol transition state, this group preferentially occupies the exterior, pseudo-equatorial position. This then accounts for the differing stereochemical outcomes for the two reactions. Houk and Bahmanyar located the transition states for the Mannich reaction of the enamine of acetone and proline with N-ethylidine-N-phenylamine (Reaction 5.33) at B3LYP/6-31G .140 They looked only for transition states that allowed for proton transfer from the carboxylic acid group to the imine nitrogen with either the (E)- or (Z )-enamine; seven such transition states were found, shown



Scheme 5.10.
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in Figure 5.31.



(Reaction 5.33)



Unlike the aldol transition states, in all of these Mannich transition states, the proton has completely transferred to the imine nitrogen. The lowest energy transition state is 78a. In close analogy with the Aldol transition state model, 78a has the enamine double bond anti to the carboxylic acid group and the atoms involved in the bond changes occupy the half-chair conformation. The phenyl group is positioned away from the proline ring, all in accord with List’s suggested transition state model (Scheme 5.10). Transition state 78b adopts the same general conformation as in 78a except with the (Z )-imine; it lies 1.6 kcal mol21 above 78a. The two transition states where the enamine double bond is cis to the carboxylic acid group, 78c and 78d, lie 1.7 and 4.9 kcal mol21 above 78a, respectively. The last three transition states 78e – g, suffer from steric interactions, resulting in large distortion from planarity about the forming iminium bond. The lowest energy transition state 78a does correspond with the experimentally observed major product, and the energy differences with the other transition states are consistent with the typically large ee found in experiment. These computations confirmed List’s mechanistic proposal for the proline-catalyzed Mannich reaction. Furthermore, application of these principles for stereoinduction via the catalyzed Mannich reaction led Barbas and Houk to develop 79 as a catalyst to affect the antiMannich reaction, to complement the use of proline as a catalyst for the cis-Mannich reaction (Scheme 5.11).141 In the larger context, Houk’s extensive studies of proline organocatalysis demonstrate the power of DFT, and computational studies in general, in providing insight and understanding of complex, real-world synthetic organic chemistry. 5.3.4



Catalysis of the Aldol Reaction in Water



We conclude this chapter with discussion of two recent theoretical papers that propose alternative mechanisms for the aldol reaction in pure water. These papers offer a cautionary tale on over-interpretation of computationally derived mechanisms. The term catalysis may seem to be inappropriately applied to the role of water in the aldol reaction. The aldol reaction is in fact usually much slower in water than in organic solvents. Rather, as will be demonstrated, the catalytic role of water is to
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Figure 5.31. Optimized B3LYP/6-31G transition states for Reaction (5.33).140
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Scheme 5.11.



create an alternative pathway with a lower barrier than for the noncatalytic, but aqueous, reaction. In an effort to understand the role of nornicotine in catalyzing aqueous aldol reactions,142 Noodleman and Janda first examined the aldol reaction of acetaldehyde and acetone in an organic solvent (THF) and water.143 The calculations were performed at B3LYP/6-311þG(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-311(d,p) and were corrected for ZPVE at HF/3-21G and the effects of solvent using the COSMO model at B3LYP/ 6-311(d,p). For the reaction in an organic solvent (THF), they obtained a single transition state 80 (Fig. 5.32). In this transition state, the new C22C bond is formed in conjunction with the proton transfer from the enol to the aldehyde oxygen (Reaction 5.34). The activation energy for this reaction is 18.6 kcal mol21.



(Reaction 5.34) For the aqueous reaction, they proposed an alternative reaction scheme, one that is stepwise and involves two water molecules (Reaction 5.35). In the first step, a water molecule transfers a hydrogen atom to acetaldehyde as its oxygen atom bonds to the enol carbon all the while forming the new C22C bond. The transition state for this step (81) is 32.9 kcal mol21 above the reactants. Proceeding forward from 81 gives the gem-diol 82, which is 8.6 kcal mol21 more stable than the reactants. The second chemical step involves the second water molecule, which assists in the proton transfer from one hydroxyl group of the gem-diol to the other, generating the ketone product and two water molecules. The cyclic transition state for this second step (83) is 18.6 kcal mol21 above 82, and the overall reaction is exothermic, DE ¼ 212.7 kcal mol21. The structures of the two transition states (81 and 83) are drawn in Figure 5.32, along with a reaction energy diagram. Although the authors noted that the activation energy for Reaction (5.35) is quite large, they downplayed it by suggesting that the computational method might have an error of 2 – 3 kcal mol21 for each critical point and that perhaps
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Figure 5.32. Reaction energy diagram and transition structures for Reactions (5.34) and (5.35). Energies (kcal mol21) computed at B3LYP/6-311þG(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-311(d,p) with solvation energy using COSMO.143



an alternative mechanism exists. They did note that the barrier for Reaction (5.35) in water is greater than the barrier for Reaction (5.34) in THF, consistent with experiment.



(Reaction 5.35) In the following year, Houk144 provided three alternative mechanisms for the aldol reaction in water, and computed their critical points at B3LYP/ 6-311þþG(3d,3p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) and the CPCM solvation model. Houk noted that the proposed mechanism, Reaction (5.35), begins not with acetone
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but its enol, produced by some unmentioned mechanism. As acetone enol lies 9 kcal mol21 above acetone, the reaction barrier is actually 42 kcal mol21! Furthermore, the slow step involves three molecules, so in addition to its high activation enthalpy, there would be a large entropic barrier. Houk’s first alternative mechanism, Reaction (5.36), posits the direct proton transfer from acetone to acetaldehyde to form an ion pair. This process requires a great deal of energy, 59 kcal mol21, and even though the subsequent formation of the C22C bond and the ultimate aldol product occur without further barrier, this mechanism requires too much energy to be competitive.



(Reaction 5.36)



The second mechanism, Reaction (5.37), proposes that water acts as a base to create acetone enolate anion. This enolate next adds to acetaldehyde through a transition state that is 49.1 kcal mol21 above reactants. The final aldol product is obtained by proton transfer. Although this mechanism require less energy than the first of Houk’s mechanisms, it too is unlikely to be competitive, with its large barrier for formation of the acetone enolate.



(Reaction 5.37)



The problem with Reaction (5.37) is that water is simply not a strong enough base to bring about the first proton transfer. Instead of using water as the base, in Houk’s third mechanism, Reaction (5.38), autoionization of water produces hydroxide, a much stronger base. The ionization of water is endergonic (DG ¼ 24.7 kcal mol21). Deprotonation of acetone by hydroxide and reprotonation from hydronium gives acetone enol. This enol can then directly react with acetaldehyde to give the aldol product via the path proposed by Janda and Noodleman for the reaction in THF (Reaction 5.34). This three-step process has an activation barrier of only 28.1 kcal mol21 (Fig. 5.33), a much more reasonable overall reaction barrier than
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Figure 5.33. Reaction energy diagram for Reaction (5.38), including Reaction (5.34). Energies (kcal mol21) computed at B3LYP/6-311þþG(3d,3p)//B3LYP/6-311(d) with solvation energy using CPCM.144



any of the alternative mechanisms.



(Reaction 5.38)
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Interviewed September 11, 2006 Professor Ken Houk is a Distinguished Professor in the Department of Chemistry at the University of California at Los Angeles. Houk began his academic career at Louisiana State University, rising to professor before moving to the University of Pittsburgh. After spending six years there, he relocated to UCLA in 1986. Professor Roy Olofson (now at Penn State University) introduced Houk to research as an undergraduate and inspired him to pursue a career in chemistry. Olofson was a graduate from the Woodward group, and he encouraged Houk to continue at Harvard for his doctorate. Houk met with Professor R. B. Woodward three times to decide on a thesis project. The first time, Woodward proposed synthesizing
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dodecahedrane, a proposal Houk is, in retrospect, quite thankful he did not take on. With his third visit, they settled on seeking out examples of [6 þ 4] cycloadditions, a reaction type that Woodward and Hoffmann predicted should occur. Woodward suggested looking at the reaction of cycloheptatriene with cyclopentadiene. The experimental work proved to be quite difficult, complicated by the multiple products coming from both [6 þ 4] and undesired [4 þ 2] cycloadditions. Houk returned to this reaction almost 40 years later, publishing a computational study of the reaction. Houk now claims “to have finally completed my thesis project!” Woodward was clearly one of Houk’s great mentors. “He was such a towering presence,” Houk recollects. “It was an amazing experience to see him think through a problem. I vividly remember a series of three consecutive group meetings where he and Hoffman were trying to understand ketene cycloadditions.” However, Houk maintains that “I could count on two hands the number of times I actually talked to him. I recall once when I thought I had some results, a post-doc, Bali Singh, suggested ‘Don’t try to see Woodward; just leave a note on the secretary’s desk that you found something interesting.’ So I did. The next morning when I came in, Woodward was at my desk pouring through my notebooks. On the whole it was a good situation for me. I could work with the post-docs and fellow students and I had a lot of independence.” Houk’s experiences in graduate school distinctly influence how he runs his own research group. He schedules bi-weekly individual meetings with each student. “It gives good students a chance to go running with their project, and I can be a cheerleader,” he says. “And with other students, I try to make sure that they don’t get lost.” The focus of Houk’s early academic career was pericyclic reactions. He began as an experimental chemist, but the relatively strong computational staff and facilities at LSU allowed Houk to first begin testing the ability of semi-empirical methods in predicting regiochemistry. Studies of pericyclic reactions, especially from a computational perspective, span his entire academic career, continuing even to this day. It is this long-standing interest in pericyclic reactions that explains Houk’s interest in Dolbier’s report of the ring opening of perfluoro-trans-dimethylcyclobutene (compound 100 of Chapter 3). As Houk explains, “Dolbier generously interpreted the unusual stereoselectivity in terms of distortions of the p-system based on some of our earlier work. This especially piqued my interest, since I didn’t think it was really correct. So we decided to do some calculations. What was unusual here is that we entered without really knowing what was going on. Usually, you really have it all figured out first and then do the calculations to confirm your notions. Nelson Rondan took on this project, at first doing HF/STO-3G and 3-21G computations. Our major realization was that the usual orbital correlation diagram, where one draws a straight line for the orbitals as you go from reactant to product, wasn’t working. Once we had the basic explanation, the idea of specific orbital interactions that cause torquoselectivity, we realized that if we had a good enough acceptor, we would see inward rotation.” “About the time when I moved to UCLA, we decided to do the experimental study. So first we did a computational study on a series of acceptors and we identified the formyl group as particularly good. Then we synthesized the formyl-
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substituted cyclobutene and the reaction didn’t work! It gave the trans product. But upon closer analysis, we realized that it might have rearranged in acid. So we repeated the experiments with the exclusion of acid and then it did give the cis product, which slowly isomerizes to the more stable trans. Computations guided us to see that our initial experiments were wrong. Furthermore, computation preceded experiment—that’s always nice!” Houk’s involvement in proline-catalyzed asymmetric induction began in a similar way. “Occasionally something very interesting appears in the literature, especially so if it is amendable to elucidation by computational methods,” Houk recalls. “We are especially interested in synthetic methods where the experimentalist is unclear of just how things work. This was the case with the proline work. We saw the work of Barbas and List on the aldol reaction, and we were aware of the Hajos – Parrish reaction. So we started computations on simple models, and then looked at the Hajos – Parrish reaction, and we came upon an explanation for its stereoselectivity. This was all done without communicating with any of the experimentalists.” After these studies were published, Professors Barbas and List independently contacted Houk, and the List collaboration developed. Houk remembers that “List suggested ‘Why don’t you try the reaction of cyclohexanone plus benzaldehyde. We’ll do the experiments but I won’t tell you the results—so you can make a real prediction.’ And that’s the way it developed. That took quite some time—3 to 4 months to do all the computations—since we had to predict something. That’s a more arduous task than explaining something. We were concerned about missing a transition state, so we went about a systematic search. And then we told List our results and there was really spectacular agreement.” The story, however, is not yet complete. A new student reexamined the problem and located additional transition states. “It turns out that there are two conformations of proline,” Houk explains. “We had tested this out in model systems, and one conformation is preferred over the other. But it turns out that in some of the transition states, the second conformer is better. So now when we take into account all of the results, our predictions don’t fit experiments so well. List then redid the experiments—and he got different results, too! These reactions turn out to be extremely sensitive to the amount of water present. List is trying to get an experiment as close to anhydrous conditions as possible. The final picture is not yet clear.” When asked about the difficulties in modeling reactions like the prolinecatalyzed aldol, Houk points to the difficulties in ensuring that all transition states have been located. He had favored a systematic search over the random Monte Carlo-like procedure, but he has been on the losing side of a wager concerning just such a matter. Houk was “skeptical about the Monte Carlo strategy that Professor Martin Saunders had developed. We made a bet that a systematic search for locating all minima within 3 kcal mol21 of the minimum energy structure of C17H34 would be more efficient than Saunders’ Monte Carlo approach. So Marty set his MicroVax doing MC searches, and we did a systematic search, and Professor Clark Still tried a number of different approaches. We didn’t have the ground rules well set out, but Frank Anet was given the job of deciding who won. Well, Marty was the winner. That was a bummer, but Marty and I have
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had several excellent dinners at Spago as a result. And Marty insisted on losing a second bet so he could pay, too!” Houk did mention that his group is toying with doing a Monte Carlo search using a semi-empirical method to locate transition states, and then follow this with ab initio searches starting with the best structures for stereoselectivity predictions. I asked Houk about the role that computational chemistry may play in assisting development of new synthetic methods. He notes “what makes the whole reaction prediction thing daunting is that if you try to imagine all the things that can happen when you mix two compounds together, you have a huge combinatorial problem. If you’re just studying stereochemistry, then you’re OK, because you’re not concerned if that reaction will dominate over all others. Rather, the question is ‘if this reaction occurs, which stereoproduct will dominate?’ This is an area where computational chemistry can really help. But it’s not good for questions like ‘will this reaction occur in preference to all other possibilities?’.” Collaboration has played a consistent role in his research. His first collaborative project was with Professor Bob Moss, who approached Houk about help in interpreting carbene selectivity. Houk recalls a collaboration with Professor Al Meyers concerning a failed anionic amino-Cope rearrangement. “He had this reaction that didn’t work and we did some calculations to explain why,” he remembers, “and this appeared as a JACS communication. Then for some time afterwards, Al and others would call to say ‘Hey, I’ve got this reaction that doesn’t work! Can we get a JACS communication?’.” Collaborations also played a role in Houk’s career decisions. The move to the University of Pittsburgh was made in part to facilitate working with Professors John Pople and Ken Jordan. “Having that connection,” Houk explains, “was critical. Instead of just following the literature as a guide and doing routine calculations, I was able to do more sophisticated things, especially by getting access to state-of-the-art tools, namely the developmental versions of Gaussian.” Houk enjoys active collaborations with many of his UCLA colleagues, including sharing a number of graduate students. These collaborations are crucial, because over his career the focus of his research has shifted from exclusively experimental work to almost exclusively computational work. Houk considers his greatest research challenge to be a collaborative project currently under way. “We are involved in a highly collaborative DARPA project to design new enzymes. We try to design active sites that we think would be good for catalysis. Our collaborator, David Baker, then takes this active site design and tries to appropriately fold up a protein to accommodate this site. We have done the first part a number of times; the difficult part is assessing the many different sequences that might be reasonable for the second part. The first catalyst we tried was to do the Hajos – Parish reaction. We made the design all the way through the actual protein sequence. The enzyme was synthesized, but it doesn’t work. In fact, nothing has worked yet. It is a worthy challenge!” When asked to name his most important scientific discovery, Houk first names, as a single discovery, his development of frontier molecular orbital explanations of selectivity in pericyclic reactions, most notably expressed in the idea of torquoselectivity.
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Houk believes that more important has been the general impact his research has had on science. “Our work has helped establish computational methods as a real strong partner with experiment,” he says. His claim to fame, be believes, is that he’s “the synthetic chemist’s ‘go-to-guy’ when it comes to computations.” Houk’s credo can be summed up in this characterization of his own work: “There is an intimate inter-relationship of experiment and theory in my work. If there’s an interesting phenomenon, we want to explain it!”
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&CHAPTER 6



Solution-Phase Organic Chemistry



Standard quantum chemical computations are performed on a single molecule or complex. This isolated species represents a molecule in the gas phase. Although gas-phase chemistry comprises an important chemical subdiscipline, the vast majority of chemical reactions occur in solution. Perhaps most critical is that all of biochemistry takes place in an aqueous environment, and so if computational chemistry is to be relevant for biochemical applications, treatment of the solvent is imperative. Neglecting solvent effects is extremely hazardous. Equilibria and kinetics can be dramatically altered by the nature of the solvent. For example, the rate of nucleophilic substitution reactions spans 20 orders of magnitude in going from the gas phase to polar and nonpolar solvents.1 – 3 A classic example of a dramatic solvent effect on equilibrium is the tautomerism between 1 and 2. In the gas phase the equilibrium lies far to the left, but in solution, 2 dominates due to its much larger dipole moment.4 Another classic example is that the trend in gas-phase acidity of aliphatic alcohols is the reverse of the well-known trend in solution; in other words, in solution the relative acidity trend is R3COH , R2CHOH , RCH2OH, but the opposite is true in the gas phase.5,6



Through the 1980s, computational chemists did neglect solvent effects, either because they hoped it would not matter or they had no real way to effectively treat solvation. In terms of the former case, modeling reactions involving nonpolar molecules with nonpolar transition states in nonpolar solvents as gas-phase chemistry might be appropriate. This, however, comprises a very small subset of chemistry, and even small changes in charge distribution can manifest themselves in large solvent effects. Over the past 15 years, a number of significant theoretical and algorithmic advances have been proposed towards incorporating solvent effects into quantum Computational Organic Chemistry. By Steven M. Bachrach Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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chemical computations. This chapter begins with a brief explication of some of these more widely utilized methods, particularly the use of explicit solvent molecules (microsolvation) and the implicit models. Interested readers looking for further computational details are referred to the monographs by Cramer7 and Jensen8 and comprehensive reviews by Tomasi9 and Cramer and Truhlar.10,11 The chapter then continues with representative case studies of aqueous phase chemistry analyzed using quantum mechanical computations.



6.1 6.1.1



COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES TO SOLVATION Microsolvation



Imagine the environment about a solute in a water solution. The solute is in direct contact with a small number of water molecules, interacting with them through perhaps, hydrogen bonds, electrostatic, and van der Walls interactions. This constitutes the first solvation sphere. The water molecules in the first sphere are in direct contact with neighboring water molecules, primarily through a hydrogen bonding network. These water molecules in the second solvation sphere are weakly interacting with the solute, but in turn are hydrogen bonded to a further larger layer of water molecules. On and on this goes, creating ever larger spheres (shells) of water molecules. Now imagine computing the energy of this collection of solute and water molecules. The sheer number of molecules is enormous, making a quantum computation intractable. Even if one could compute the energy of this large ensemble, it would be for a single configuration. Many, many configurations would have to be sampled in order to create a Boltzmann distribution and an appropriate free energy of the system. Clearly, one must truncate the number of solvation shells to limit the number of water molecules to some reasonable value. But just how many water molecules are necessary to obtain bulk liquid water? Certainly a calculation of the solute and just the first solvation shell does not capture the effect of bulk water. Without the next solvation shell, the water molecules in the first shell do not have these neighboring water molecules to interact with via hydrogen bonding. Instead, the water molecules might seek out additional favorable interactions with the solute or be forced to have some dangling O22H bonds and lone pairs. Nonetheless, this technique of including a small number of explicit solvent molecules within the full quantum mechanical treatment can effectively treat the most important interactions between the first solvent shell and the solute. In the case of water, these interactions can involve fairly strong hydrogen bonds, interactions that can be poorly treated with the continuum method described below. Computations with a few solvent molecules (typically no more than four or five molecules) are termed “microsolvation.” Generally, full geometry optimizations are performed, allowing the solute and all solvent molecules to fully relax. With every additional solvent molecule, the configurational space increases and so care must be taken to
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properly sample the space in order to locate all reasonable optimized geometries. Given that solvent– solute and solvent – solvent interactions can be weak, the potential energies’ surfaces are often flat, leading to frequent difficulties in locating relative minimum energy structures. The microsolvation computations12 – 15 are excellent models of, for example, small hydrated clusters that can be observed in the gas phase.16,17 Still under intense computationally study is how informative microsolvation computations are for understanding true solution phase chemistry. Just how important are the “missing” solvent molecules omitted in the microsolvation computation? We will address this question in the case studies discussed later in this chapter. 6.1.2



Implicit Solvent Models



Suppose that we were to average out the effects of all of the solvent molecules, effectively integrating over the coordinates describing the solvent molecules.18 This would dramatically simplify the description of the solvent molecules, and thereby simplify the computation of the energy of the solute– solvent system. This is the general principle behind the implicit solvent models. The solvent is described by a single term, its dielectric constant, and we just need to treat the interaction of the solute with this field. The implicit solvation model begins by creating a cavity inside the polarizable medium to hold the solute molecule. There is an energy cost for cavitation, DGcav, due to solvent– solvent interactions that are removed. The solute is then placed into the cavity (Fig. 6.1), resulting in electrostatic and nonelectrostatic interactions between the solute and the polarizable medium. The solute induces a polarization of the dielectric medium, and the medium induces a polarization upon the solute. This electrostatic contribution, DGelec, takes into account these attractive terms along with the energetic cost of polarizing the solute and solvent. The main nonelectrostatic contribution to the solvation energy, DGnon-elec, is dispersion, but other factors may come into play such as the nonelectrostatic component of



Figure 6.1. Schematic of a solute embedded within a dielectric medium with (a) a spherical cavity, (b) a cavity formed from interlocking atomic spheres of radii equal to the van der Waals radii, and (c) a solvent accessible surface.
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hydrogen bonding. The total solvation energy is then a sum of these three energetic contributions: DGsolvation ¼ DGelec þ DGcav þ DGnon-elec



(6:1)



The Poisson equation (Eq. 6.2) describes the electrostatics of a dielectric medium with an embedded charged species; 4p1s (rs ) ¼ (1  1)F(rs ),



(6:2)



where F(r) and s(r) are the electric field perpendicular to the cavity and the charge density at point r on the surface of the cavity. If the solute carries a nonzero charge, the Poisson – Boltzmann equation applies. Once this equation is solved, the Hamiltonian is defined as H ¼ H0 þ V s ,



(6:3)



where the potential Vs is ð Vs (r) ¼



s (rs ) drs , jr  rs j



(6:4)



Note that the solute charge distribution (from its wavefunction) enters into the definition of the potential Vs, and so this equation must be solved iteratively, thus giving rise to the term self-consistent reaction field (SCRF ). The shape of the cavity affects the difficulty in solving the Poisson equation. If the cavity is a sphere, then an analytical solution is obtained. If the solute is an ion with charge q, we get the Born equation,   1 q DGelec ¼  1  , (6:5) 1 2a where a is the radius of the spherical cavity. This spherical cavity SCRF model is also referred to as the Onsager Model. If the solute has a fixed dipole moment m, we have the Kirkwood – Onsager Model, where 



DGelec



 1  1 m2 ¼ : 21 þ 1 a3



(6:6)



The Kirwood – Onsager model can be readily extended to using higher order multipole moments. As shown in Figure 6.1a, most molecules are not spherical, and so use of a spherical cavity large enough to enclose the whole molecule may mean that solvent will be quite far away from the molecule in some directions. The Kirkwood – Westheimer Model uses an ellipsoidal cavity, which comes closer to mimicking the molecular surface.
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A more appropriate cavity can be created by representing each atom of the solute molecule as a sphere with a particular radius that reflects the atom size. This is often the van der Waals radius, but can be a scaled van der Waals radius, or even radii that are empirically determined to fit solvation energies. The union of these spheres makes up the cavity. Figure 6.1b displays the van der Waals surface about a solute embedded within a dielectric. A cavity constructed in this manner might still have deficiencies when one considers that the cavity should reflect the closest contact between the solute and solvent. These surfaces might contain valleys and pockets that reach inwards towards the molecular interior, but are too small to accommodate a real solvent molecule. The solvent accessible surface is obtained by effectively rolling a ball of the size of the solvent molecule along the van der Waals surface of the solute. The solvent accessible surface cavity is shown in Figure 6.1c. In the polarized continuum method (PCM), the Poisson equation is solved by using the apparent charge distribution on the cavity surface.19 The cavity is formed by interlocking spheres centered at the nuclei. The spheres are then described as a set of spherical triangles, creating a tessellated surface.20 The virtual charges assigned to the centers of these triangles are based on the iterative solution of the Poisson equation using the boundary element method, creating the solvent reaction field. An alternative to solving the Poisson equation is an approximation based on the Born equation (Eq. 6.5). The generalized Born (GB) equation gives the electronic energy ! X 1 1 atoms 1 DGelec ¼  qk qk0 fkk0 ; (6:7) 2 1 k,k0 where fkk0 is an effective Coulomb integral and has the form  1=2 2 2 rkk 0 =d fkk0 ¼ rkk : 0 þ ak ak 0 e



(6:8)



The effective Born radius of atom k, ak, can be computed from the Poisson equation or by a pairwise screening procedure. The other key component is the way the charges on each atom are assessed. Any of the methods for obtaining populations as discussed in Chapter 1 may be used, most commonly the Mulliken charge. Cramer and Truhlar have advocated using charges derived from the Lowdin population, which are then scaled to better reproduce the dipole moment.21,22 The key advantage of this method is that the actual computation of Eq. (6.7) is analytical, whereas the solution of the Poisson equation (using the interlocking spheres cavity) is numerical. The remaining portion of the solvation energy, energies attributable to cavitation, dispersion, and other short-range forces, is usually treated in an empirical fashion. All of these effects are usually grouped together, in a term usually called DGCDS, and computed as DGCDS ¼



X k



Ak sk :



(6:9)
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In this equation, Ak is the exposed surface area (perhaps the exposed solvent accessible surface area) of atom k, and sk is the “surface tension” of the atom k. This surface tension is really just an empirical value that provides the best fit to some experimental value(s); usually, these surface tensions are fit to the experimental solvation energy less the electrostatic contribution. Because the available experimental solvation energies comprise a limited set, particularly for nonaqueous solvents, this fitting procedure can have a large error. To tackle organic solvents, the Solvation Model (SMx) of Cramer and Truhlar23 defines the surface tensions as



sk ¼



X



Gj hGk k :



(6:10)



j



Here, the values hGk k are fit to a number of solvent properties Gj, including surface tension, index of refraction, and hydrogen bonding acidity and basicity. For water, however, SMx employs atomic surface tensions that are fit to the experimental solvation energies of a large number of neutral solutes. Many different implicit solvation models have been proposed and modified over the course of the past 10 – 15 years. Although all of quantum chemistry is plagued by a proliferation of acronyms, the situation concerning the names of these implicit solvation models is excruciatingly obtuse. Most of the popular methods have undergone many variations and updates, leading to subtle name changes—sometimes no name changes at all. Models with identical names can mean different things in different computer programs, sometimes even with different versions of the same computer program! The 1996 review by Cramer and Truhlar24 provides a good accounting of the various different methods and acronyms, though it is now somewhat outdated. They provide a simple four-component classification scheme of the different implicit solvent models, namely: .



.



.



.



How are the electrostatics treated (usually by the Poisson equation or the GB approximation)? How is the cavity defined? Most methods now use some variation on the interlocking spheres approach, but the size of these spheres is very much method dependent. How is the charge distribution of the solute determined? Typically, this is through some quantum mechanical population method, with perhaps a scaling procedure. How are nonelectrostatic effects treated?



With this in mind, we now summarize the most widely used implicit solvent models. The polarized continuum model (PCM) utilizes a cavity of interlocking sphere with the size typically 20% larger than the van der Waals radius. The electrostatics are treated using the Poisson equation, and nonelectrostatic effects are evaluated using a form of Eq. (6.9). The method has undergone quite a few
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improvements and variations over the years since its first19 publication, spearheaded by the groups of Tomassi,9,20,25,26 Cossi and Barone,27,28 and Orozco and Luque.29,30 The most current implementation, called IEF-PCM25 for the integral equation formalism, improves the performance of the code, especially in obtaining gradients. A variant is to define the cavity based on the electron density. IPCM defines the cavity based on a fixed value of the electron density from a gas phase calculation, and SCIPCM adjusts the cavity in a self-consistent way.31 The SMx approach by Cramer and Truhlar has undergone a series of improvements since its first implementation, SM1, in 1991.23,32,33 The current version is SM6.22 SMx utilizes the GB procedure with scaled atomic charges for treating the electrostatics using an interlocking spheres cavity. The nonelectrostatic effects are handled using surface tensions fit to solvation energies for water and to a variety of solvent properties (Eq. 6.10) for organic solvents. The COSMO approach replaces the dielectric medium with a conducting medium (basically a medium that effectively has an infinite dielectric constant).34,35 Interlocking spheres are used to generate the cavity. The conductor-like screening has been implemented as a PCM version, called CPCM.36,37 We conclude this section by briefly noting some recent comparisons of the implicit solvation models. Table 6.1 presents DGhydration of some organic molecules in water, computed using SM5.42R and MST, compared with experiment.38 MST29,30 is a close variant of PCM. The errors are small: the RMS errors are 0.5 kcal mol21 for SM5.42R and 0.7 kcal mol21 for MST. Cramer and Truhlar22 compared the aqueous solvation free energies of 416 species, including 273



TABLE 6.1. Experimental and Computed DGhydration (kcal mol21) in Water.a



CH3F C6H5SH CH3COOCH3 CH3CH2NO2 CH3COCH3 CH3CN C6H5CHO CH3NH2 C 6 H5 N CH3OH H2O C6H5OH CH3COOH CH3CONH2 Cytosine Guanine a



Ref. 38.



SM5.42R



MST



Expt.



21.0 22.5 23.6 24.2 24.2 25.5 24.8 24.4 24.6 25.3 26.0 26.8 26.8 210.6 220.7 223.5



21.3 20.5 22.7 23.5 24.1 23.5 24.8 24.7 24.9 25.7 27.0 25.4 26.9 29.8 220.9 225.6



20.2 22.6 23.3 23.7 23.9 23.9 24.0 24.6 24.7 25.1 26.3 26.6 26.7 29.7
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TABLE 6.2. Mean Unsigned Errors (kcal mol21) of DGhydration in Water Using Different Implicit Solvation Models.a



Neutrals Ions All



SM6b



SM5.43Rb



DPCM/ 98c,d



DPCM/ 03c,e



CPCM/ 98c,f



CPCM/ 03c,g



IEF-PCM/ 03c,h



0.54 4.38 1.86



0.62 6.92 2.79



1.02 5.83 2.69



1.40 15.60 6.28



1.06 6.40 2.91



1.10 7.47 3.30



1.10 7.53 3.31



a



Ref. 22; bcomputed with MPW25/6-31þG(d,p), which uses a modified39 version of the PW functional and 25% HF exchangel; ccomputed with HF/6-31G(d); ddielectric version of PCM as implemented in Gaussian-98;20 edielectric version of PCM as implemented in Gaussian-03;28 fconductor-like version of PCM as implemented in Gaussian-98;36 gconductor-like version of PCM as implemented in Gaussian-03;37 hdefault PCM method of Gaussian-03.28 Reprinted with permission from J. Chem. Theory Comput., 1, 1148 (2005). Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.



neutral molecules and 143 ions, of a number of different models, shown in Table 6.2. The performance of SM6 is outstanding, particularly for the neutral species where the error is 0.54 kcal mol21. The new parameterization of SM6 is a decided improvement of their previous version, SM5.43R. The PCM calculations were performed using the suggested settings provided by the Gaussian-03 manual. The best results are with CPCM/98,36 although for neutral species, all of the variants perform essentially identically well.



6.1.3



Hybrid Solvation Models



The two methods described above have complementary strengths and weaknesses. The implicit solvation models treat the bulk, long-range effect of solvation, but may underestimate local effects within the first solvation shell, especially if hydrogen bonding can occur between solute and solvent. Microsolvation explicitly addresses these local effects but neglects long-range solvation effects. Perhaps a combination of the two approaches might offer a treatment that combines the best of both methods. This hybrid solvation model surrounds the solute with a small number of explicit solvent molecules, and then embeds this cluster into the implicit dielectric field. Local effects are addressed by the full quantum mechanical treatment of the interaction between the solute and the few explicit solvent molecules. Long-range effects are included through the interaction of the cluster with the dielectric field. A decision is still needed as to how many explicit solvent molecules should be included within the cluster, recognizing that each additional solvent molecule increases the size of the calculation and expands the configuration space that must be explored. Nonetheless, this hybrid solvent model has been utilized in a number of problems. The example we describe here is for the computation of acid dissociation constants in water. Cramer and Truhlar40 computed the free energy of dissociation for 57 species, mostly organic compounds, using the SM6 implicit solvation model. The
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TABLE 6.3. Calculated (SM6) Dissociation Free Energies (kcal mol21) and Experimental pKa.a Compound 2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol 2-Methoxyethanol Benzyl alcohol 1,2-Ethanediol Methanol Allyl alcohol Water Ethanol 1-Propanol 2-Propanol t-Butyl alcohol a



DG (Implict Solvent)



DG (Implict Solvent þ One Explicit Water)



pKa (Expt.)



24.4 29.7 32.0 21.6 27.8 28.6 9.7 30.2 30.0 31.8 34.6



19.7 23.6 25.7 15.7 21.8 22.2 17.3 24.0 22.7 26.0 27.5



12.4 14.8 15.4 15.4 15.5 15.5 15.7 15.9 16.1 17.1 19.2



Ref. 40.



correlation between the computed free energy of dissociation and the experimental pKa is poor, only 0.76. Inspection of the predicted free energies showed a few particular outliers, some of which are listed in Table 6.3. They then included a single explicit water molecule for the description of the conjugate bases when either (1) the anion contained three or fewer atoms or (2) the anion contained one or more oxygen atoms that carry a more negative charge than does the oxygen in water. There were 20 such molecules in their test suite of 57 compounds, and their free energy of dissociation were recomputed using SM6 of the mono-hydrated anion, some of which are listed in Table 6.3. The resulting correlation between these computed energies and the pKas is much improved, with r 2 ¼ 0.86. The remainder of the chapter will address three specific chemical problems, the Diels – Alder reaction in water, the structure of glucose in water, and nucleic acid base structure and pairing in water, noting how different solvation models account for the effects of solvent.



6.2
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With its concerted mechanism implying little charge distribution change along the pathway, the Diels – Alder reaction has been understood to have little rate dependence on solvent choice.41 For example, the relative rate of cyclopentadiene dimerization increases only by a factor of 3 when carried out in ethanol.41 The relative rate for the Diels – Alder reaction of isoprene with maleic anhydride (Table 6.4) varies by only a factor of 13 with solvents whose dielectric constants vary by almost a factor of 10, but the rate acceleration is not a simple function of the solvent polarity.42 Furthermore, the dimerizations of cyclopentadiene and 1,3-butadiene proceed at essentially identical rates in the gas and solution phases.43
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TABLE 6.4. Relative Rates for the Diels –Alder Reaction of Maleic Anhydride with Isoprene at 30.388 C.a Solvent o-Dichlorobenzene Nitrobenzene Benzonitrile Nitromethane m-Dichlorobenzene Chlorobenzene Anisole Benzene Isopropyl ether a



Dielectric Constant



krel



7.5 36 26 39 5.0 5.6 4.3 2.3 4.3



13.3 10.5 6.84 6.63 6.59 5.03 5.03 3.49 1



Ref. 42.



In this context, the surprise brought on by Breslow’s publication of a study of the Diels –Alder reaction in water is understandable.44 Breslow noted that the reaction of cyclopentadiene with acrylonitrile is twice as fast in methanol than in isooctane, but 30 times faster in water (Table 6.5). An even larger acceleration was found for the reaction of cyclopentadiene with butenone (Reaction 6.1); the reaction is 741 times faster in water than in isooctane! Larger still is the rate acceleration for Reaction (6.2); it is over 12,000 times faster in water than in hexane.45 The effect of water is not limited to rate acceleration. Water also produces an enhanced selectivity for the endo over the exo product; a greater than 20 : 1 ratio for Reaction (6.1) (Table 6.6).46



(Reaction 6.1)



(Reaction 6.2)



Breslow attributed the enhanced rate for the Diels – Alder reaction in water to the hydrophobic effect.44,47 In an aqueous environment, nonpolar molecules will aggregate to minimize the unfavorable interaction between the hydrocarbon and water. Engberts argued that there is very little evidence for aggregation of diene/ deineophiles in solution of typical concentration levels. Rather, he invoked a minor modification of the hydrophobic effect. The exposed surface area of the reactants is reduced in the transition state.45 With less surface area, the unfavorable hydrocarbon – water interactions in the transition state are smaller than in the
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TABLE 6.5. Relative Rates for the Diels –Alder Reaction of Cyclopentadiene with Acrylonitrile or Butenone.a Solvent



krel



Cyclobutadiene þ Acrylonitrile Isooctane Methanol Water



1.0 2.1 31



Cyclobutadiene þ Butenone Isooctane Methanol Water a



1.0 12.7 741



Ref. 44.



reactants, leading to the rate enhancement. This has been called the enforced hydrophobic interaction. Grieco first argued that micellar catalysis explains the rate enhancement in water.48 Later, he suggested that it is the high internal pressure of water, analogous to the effect of high pressure with ordinary organic solvents on the Diels–Alder reaction, that is responsible for the rate enhancement.49 Both Engberts45 and Schneider and Sangwan50,51 find no evidence of micelles. The latter pair argued that solvophobicity, a parameter that combines the effects of hydrophobicity and lipophilicity, correlates very well with Diels–Alder reaction rates in a number of solvents, including water.50,51 The computational work of Jorgensen’s group was instrumental in bringing critical insight into the nature of the aqueous Diels – Alder reaction. Their first foray into this question was Monte Carlo simulations of the reaction of butenone with cyclopentadiene (Reaction 6.1).52 They first optimized the geometry of the four possible transition states (Scheme 6.1) at HF/3-21G followed by single-point energy calculations at HF/6-31G(d). The lowest energy TS is the endo-cis conformation, consistent with the reaction of butadiene and acrolein.53 Using this endo-cis TS, the minimum energy reaction path connecting reactant to product was produced, creating a total of 65 different geometries. A Monte Carlo simulation was run to position the solvent molecules about 43 of these individual geometries in order to obtain their TABLE 6.6. Endo : Exo Product Ratios for Reaction (6.1) in Different Solvents.a Solvent Cyclopentadiene Ethanol Water a



Ref. 46.



Endo : Exo 3.85 8.5 21.4
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Scheme 6.1.



solvation free energies. The solvents used were water (500 molecules), methanol (260 molecules), or propane (250 molecules). The TIP4P model was used for water and OPLS was used for the other two solvents to describe their intermolecular potential. For the solute, a Lenard-Jones and electrostatic potential was used, employing the Mulliken charges at HF/6-31G(d)//HF/3-21G for each of the 43 geometries. As expected, the solvent effect of propane on Reaction (6.1) is negligible. On the other hand, both methanol and water strongly stabilize the transition state. In methanol, the TS is stabilized by 2.4 kcal mol21, but in water, its stabilization is 4.2 kcal mol21. This is similar to the experimental value (3.8 kcal mol21) for the lowering of the activation barrier in water relative to isooctane.44 Arbitrarily fixing the atomic charges to zero, eliminating any hydrogen bonding effect, results in an approximation of the free energy due to hydrophobicity alone of 4.4 kcal mol21. This, however, overestimates the hydrophobic effect. A better estimate of the hydrophobic effect is about 21.5 kcal mol21, which is approximately the value of the change in free energy of hydration for Reaction (6.1), butadiene þ ethylene, and isoprene þ ethylene. Their most important result concerns what effect could be responsible for the remaining stabilization energy (4.2 kcal mol21 total less 1.5 kcal mol21 due to the hydrophobic effect). Jorgensen noted that the number of hydrogen bonds to the carbonyl oxygen was fairly constant throughout the reaction (about 2 to 2.5 on average). However, each hydrogen bond was strongest in the neighborhood of the transition state. This is consistent with slightly more polar C22O bonds, as determined by the Mulliken charges, in the transition state than in the reactant or product. To follow up on this assertion, Jorgensen computed the interaction energy of one water molecule with butenone and with the endo-cis TS of Reaction (6.1).54 Only the six intermolecular degrees of freedom were optimized at HF/6-31G(d). He located two configurations for the butenone–water complex, with binding energies of 26.50 and 26.29 kcal mol21. The two configurations for the TS–water complex had binding energies of 28.52 and 27.76 kcal mol21. Figure 6.2 presents the fully optimized HF/6-31G(d) structures for the complex of one water molecules with (a) butenone, (b) the transition state of Reaction (6.1), and (c) the product of Reaction (6.1). The binding energy of water to the reactant or product is about 26.5 kcal mol21, but the strength of the water–TS interaction is much larger, at 28.8 kcal mol21. The Mulliken charge on the carbonyl oxygen changes from 20.58 in the water–butenone complex to 20.64 in the water–TS complex. This stronger hydrogen bond in the
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Figure 6.2. HF/6-31G(d) optimized structures of two configurations each of the complex formed between water and (a) butenone, (b) the transition state of Reaction (6.1), and (c) the product of Reaction (6.1). (Based on Ref. 54.)



transition state could account for the dramatic acceleration of the Diels–Alder reaction in water. A couple of other Monte Carlo (MC) simulations support these conclusions. The MC simulation by Gao used the AM1 model to describe the reaction of cyclopentadiene with either butenone or isoprene.55 The solvent, 500 water molecules, was described using the TIP3P model, and the solute– solvent interaction term included both the electrostatic and empirical van der Waals potentials. For the isoprene reaction, the TS is stabilized by 4.6 kcal mol21. This stabilization is attributable to the (enforced) hydrophobic effect. For the butenone reaction, the TS is stabilized by 3.5 kcal mol21 in water. Separating out the hydrophobic effect from a hydrogen bonding effect in this case is difficult. Gao estimates the electrostatic contribution is about 1.5 kcal mol21 (which should be mostly associated with the hydrogen bonding effect), suggesting that the two effects are about equally important. The O22Ow radial distribution function for the reaction of butenone suggests that roughly 2.5 to 3 water molecules are associated with the carbonyl oxygen in the reactant and that the coordination decreases to about 2.5 in the transition state. However, the pair energy distribution function clearly indicates that the hydrogen
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TABLE 6.7. Difference in the Gas-Phase and Aqueous Activation Free Energy (kcal mol21) for the Diels– Alder Reactions of Cyclopentadiene and Three Different Dienophiles.a Dienophile



Solvent Effectb



Acrylonitrile Butenone 1,4-Naphthoquinone



21.5 (22.1) 22.8 (23.8) 24.4 (25.0)



a



Ref. 56; bexperimental values in parentheses, (ref. 44).



bonds are about 1.5 – 2.0 kcal mol21 stronger to the TS than to either reactant or product. Very similar results were found in Jorgensen’s AM1-OPLS Monte Carlo simulation of the reaction of cyclobutadiene with butenone (Reaction 6.1), acrylonitrile, and 1,4-naphthoquinone.56 The computed decreases in the activation free energy due to water (Table 6.7) are in reasonable agreement with experiment, but more importantly correctly predict their trend. The changes in solvent accessible surface areas are very similar for the three reactions, with no change seen after the transition state. This suggests that the hydrophobic effect should be responsible for about 1 kcal mol21 reduction in activation energy. The enhanced hydrogen bonding in the TS, observed in the solute – solvent pair energy distribution, accounts for the remaining stabilization energy. The last study pertaining to the aqueous Diels–Alder is Evanseck’s computations on the reaction of butadiene with acrolein.57 Of the four stereoisomeric transition states (analogous to those in Scheme 6.1), again the endo-cis is found to be the lowest at B3LYP/6-31G(d) in the gas phase. The activation energy (19.6 kcal mol21) is in excellent agreement with the experimental58 value of 19.7 kcal mol21, and the transition state geometry is shown in Figure 6.3. Based on analogy with the reaction of cyclopentadiene with methylacrylate, Evanseck estimates that the activation enthalpy in water/methanol for butadiene with acrolein is about 10.9 kcal mol21, or about 8.9 kcal mol21 lower than the gas phase barrier. The reaction was then examined with PCM. The optimized PCM TS is shown in Figure 6.3. The barrier is reduced by 3.8 kcal mol21 from the gas phase value (Table 6.8). Reoptimization with one or two explicit water molecules also leads to a reduced barrier: 14.9 kcal mol21 with two water molecules (Fig. 6.3). The addition of a third explicit water has a very small additional effect. Thus, neither the continuum nor discrete microsolvation models recovers all of the barrier reduction produced by an aqueous solution. Combining the two methods—a PCM computation using the geometries of the solute with two explicit water molecules— leads to a reduction of the barrier by 7.8 kcal mol21, or about 87% of the experimental difference. It is interesting to note that the TS with the two explicit water molecules is much more asynchronous than the gas-phase TS. This increased asynchronicity induces a larger polarity in the transition state. Clearly, both local and
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Figure 6.3. B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimized structure of the transition state for the Diels–Alder reaction of butadiene with acrolein: (a) gas phase, (b) PCM, and (c) gas phase incorporating two explicit water molecules.57



bulk effects are important in understanding this system. The local solvent effect is associated with enhanced hydrogen bonding, and accounts for about half of the barrier reduction, and the hydrophobic (bulk) effect accounts for the other half. The endo/exo selectivity is also well predicted by the PCM and explicit water computations. The difference in the s-cis endo and exo gas-phase activation enthalpies is only 0.1 kcal mol21 (Table 6.8). This difference increases to 1.1 kcal mol21 with the PCM calculation or explicit water computations. TABLE 6.8. Activation Enthalpy (kcal mol21) for the Reaction of Butadiene with Acrolein Computed for the Gas Phase, PCM, and Explicit Water Models.a DH ‡298



TS Vacuum endo-s-cis exo-s-cis



19.1 19.2 PCM



endo-s-cis exo-s-cis



15.3 16.4 One Water



endo-s-cis exo-s-cis



16.3 16.6 Two Water



endo-s-cis exo-s-cis a



Ref. 57.



14.9 16.0
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The structures of carbohydrates have fascinated chemists since the dawn of modern organic chemistry with the work of Fischer.59,60 Although Fischer determined the stereochemical relationship of the simple sugars, controversy still remains as to some of the more subtle features of their three-dimensional structures. In particular, the origins of the anomeric and exo-anomeric effects remain topics of debate.61,62 Complicating these discussions is the role that solvent may play in perhaps preferentially stabilizing some conformer(s) over others. We will concentrate our attention in this section to the structure of D -glucose and the role that aqueous solvent has in altering its conformational preference. The structure of D -glucose is fascinating due to its complexity. The molecule may appear as a straight-chain aldehyde or in one of two cyclic hemiacetal forms, the furanose or pyranose ring. The pyranose ring is likely to exist as a chair conformation, but there are two chair arrangements. On top of this, the many hydroxyl groups can participate in intramolecular hydrogen bonding that can stabilize some conformations better than others. A significant complication is that in aqueous solution, one needs to consider whether the hydroxyl groups will prefer to form intramolecular hydrogen bonds or make hydrogen bonds with the solvent molecules. These intermolecular hydrogen bonds might significantly alter the conformational distribution of glucose. In order to consider the effect of solvation on the conformational preference of D -glucose, we will first examine two simple analogs: 1,3-ethanediol and 1,2,3-propanetriol. These molecules possess fewer hydroxyl groups than glucose, and so one hopes that some simplifying trends can be observed in terms of the competition between intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding. We then discuss the many computational studies of glucose that have addressed the nature of its conformational distribution in the gas and, especially, the aqueous solution phase. 6.3.1



Models Compounds: Ethylene Glycol and Glycerol



6.3.1.1 Ethylene Glycol 1,2-Ethanediol (ethylene glycol) is the simplest analog of a sugar that captures at least some of its critical features, namely the possibility of intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Even a molecule as small as 1,2ethanediol possesses a rather complicated conformational profile. Because there are three energy minima associated with torsional rotation about the C22C and each C22O bond, there are in principle 27 conformational isomers. However, many of these isomers are degenerate due to symmetry, leaving a total of 10 unique conformers. These conformers are labeled g þ, t, or g2 to indicate gauche clockwise, trans, or gauche counterclockwise about the C22O bond and G þ, T, or G 2 for the similar relationship about the C22C bond. Newman projections of the ten conformational isomers of 1,2-ethanediol are drawn in Figure 6.4. A number of studies of the conformational isomers of 1,2-ethanediol have been reported, and the relative energies of the isomers from some of these
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Figure 6.4. MP2/6-31þG optimized conformers of 1,3-ethanediol.63



studies are listed in Table 6.9. The structures of these isomers shown in Figure 6.4 were optimized at MP2/6-31þG by Hadad. Inspection of Table 6.9 shows relatively uniform agreement among the different computational methods. TABLE 6.9. Computed Gas-Phase Relative Energiesa (kcal mol21) of the Conformers of 1,3-Ethanediol.a Method Conformer þ 2



tG g g þG þg 2 g 2G þg 2 tTg þ g þTg 2 g þG þg þ tG þg þ g þTg þ tTt tG þt a



A 0.00 0.56 1.53 2.37 2.35 3.22 3.94 2.69 2.08 3.61



B 0.00 20.12 1.39 3.14 2.60 3.11 4.20 2.85 3.34 4.27



C



D



E



F



G



0.00 0.42 0.84 2.22 2.64 2.87 3.03 3.21 3.36 3.43



0.0



0.0 0.8 1.5 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.7 3.6 2.3 3.6



0.0 0.6 1.3 2.1 2.3 2.4 3.0 3.0 1.9 3.1



0.00 0.48 1.01 1.93 2.44 2.54 2.55 3.10 2.86 2.56



1.24



4.15



4.23



A: relative energies at HF/cc-pVDZ, ref. 65; B: relative energies at CCSD(T)//cc-pVDZ//MP2/ cc-pVDZ, ref. 65; C: relative free energies defined as E(MP2/cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pvDZ) 2 E(MP2/ ccpVDZ) þ E(CCSD(T)//cc-pVDZ//MP2/cc-pVDZ)þDGvib-rot-RTlnv, ref. 65; D: relative energies at B3LYP/6-311G(d,p), ref. 64; E: relative free energies at MP2/6-31þG //MP2/6-31þG , ref. 63; F: relative free energies at B3LYP/6-311þG //MP2/6-31 þ G , ref. 63; G: relative free energies at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, ref. 66.
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The range in values is compressed in going from relative energies to relative free energies (compare columns B with C and D with G). The only serious discrepancy is that the g 2G þg conformer is a first-order saddlepoint at MP2/ 6-31þG .63 All other computations, performed with basis sets that omit diffuse functions, indicate that the g 2G þg conformer is a local minimum, although in a shallow well.64 All the computational methods concur as to which are the lowest two isomers in the gas phase: tG þg2 and g þG þg2. These two isomers appear to possess an internal hydrogen bond; the alcohol proton of one hydroxyl group is donated to the oxygen of the other hydroxyl group. The stabilization afforded by this hydrogen bond does rationalize why these two isomers are the most stable. A recent molecular dynamics study casts some doubt as to the presence of this interaction.67 The O22H distribution function of the terminal hydroxide and the hydrogen-bonded hydroxide are very similar, suggestive that there is no intramolecular H-bond. On the other hand, the O22O distances are consistent with the presence of such an interaction. No bond critical point exists corresponding to the O22H...O bond, suggesting a lack of hydrogen bonding.68,69 However, Kjaergaard66 recently reported the OH-stretching overtone spectrum of 1,2-ethanediol, noting the redshift of the OH stretches involved in the hydrogen bond. This shift is weaker than that seen in the water dimer, but nonetheless is demonstrative of hydrogen bonding in both the tG þg 2 and g þG þg 2 isomers. The equilibrium population of each conformational isomer, computed according to the standard Boltzmann distribution, accounts for the differing degeneracies of the various conformers and allows for comparison with experiment. These populations are listed in Table 6.10, using the free energies obtained with different computational methods. Experimental microwave spectroscopy indicates that the dominant conformer is tG þg 2.70 IR spectroscopic results indicate that the g þG þg 2 isomer is present as a small fraction.71 The computational results are in accord with these experiments. As it appears that internal hydrogen bonds play a role in dictating the gas-phase conformational energy landscape of 1,2-ethanediol, moving to the aqueous phase poses an interesting question: How will water compete in making hydrogen bonds to the hydroxyl groups versus this intermolecular hydrogen bond? In other words, will any of the higher energy conformers be better solvated by water, presumably through more and/or better hydrogen bonds, than will the tG þg2 or g þG þg2 isomers, which can make fewer hydrogen bonds with the solvent water molecules? A number of different approaches towards accounting for the solvent effects on the conformational energy profile of 1,2-ethanediol have been taken, in particular the SM and microsolvation models. An NMR study of 1,2-ethanediol in deuterated water indicated that 88% of the alcohol is in the gauche conformation about the C22C bond.72 Cramer and Truhlar65 examined the aqueous distribution of 1,2-ethanediol conformations by using the PM3-SM3 solvation model. They noted the poor performance of semi-empirical methods to predict the conformer populations in the gas
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TABLE 6.10. Computed Gas-Phase Populations of the Conformational Isomers of 1,2-Ethanediol.a Gas Phase Method Conformer



Aqueous Phase Method



A



B



C



D



E



tG g g þG þg 2 g 2G þg 2 tTg þ g þTg 2 g þG þg þ tG þg þ g þTg þ tTt tG þt



48.7 43.2 6.2 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0



55.9 27.4 13.4 1.3 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2



77.3 20.4 0 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1



68.5 26.5 0 2.1 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.7 0.2



44.8 25.6 11.9 8.0 4.8 0.5 0.9 1.9 1.2 0.5



Total C2 2C gauche Total internal H-bond



98.6 92.0



97.6 83.4



98.2 97.7



96.3 95.0



84.3 70.4



þ 2



a



A: derived from E(CCSD(T)//cc-pVDZ//MP2/cc-pVDZ)þDGvib-rot-RTlnv, ref. 65; B: derived from E(MP2/cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pvDZ) 2 E(MP2/ccpVDZ) þ E(CCSD(T)//cc-pVDZ//MP2/cc-pVDZ) þ DGvib-rot-RTlnv, ref. 65; C: derived from free energies at B3LYP/6-311þG //MP2/6-31þG , ref. 63; D: derived from free energies at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, ref. 66; E: derived from method DþPM3-SM3, ref. 65.



phase. So, the PM3-SM3 solvation energy for each conformer with the geometry obtained at MP2/cc-pVDZ was added to the free energy computed at CCSD(T)// cc-pVDZ//MP2/cc-pVDZ. A population was then determined from a standard Boltzmann distribution, and these results are listed in Table 6.10. Their prediction that the population of all conformers with a gauche arrangement about the C22C is 84% is in fine agreement with the experimental estimate of 88%. They also suggest that the conformers with an internal hydrogen bond, namely tG þg 2 and g þG þg 2, remain the dominant population even in solution. Its population decreases from about 90% in the gas phase to 70% in water. Thus, the inherent stability of intramolecular hydrogen bonding outweighs the benefit of (perhaps) more intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the other conformations of 1,3-ethanediol and the solvent. There have been two studies of microsolvation of 1,3-ethanediol with water. The first examined the complex with one to three water molecules using B3LYP/6-311þþG .73 This study suggested that cyclic structures where the water molecule(s) bridge the two hydroxyl groups were more stable than acyclic structures. This result can be understood simply from the viewpoint that these cyclic structures contain more hydrogen bonds than their acyclic partners. The study is impaired, however, by the very limited number of configurations examined.
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Hadad63 examined the microsolvation of 1,2-ethanediol with one or two water molecules with a much broader range of configurations. First, 1000 complexes were generated by a pseudo-Monte Carlo search using the AMBER force field. All of the unique complexes were then optimized at HF/6-31G , and then all of the resulting unique structures were reoptimized at MP2/6-31þG . The converged structures were then confirmed to be local energy minima by frequency analysis. The population of any given complex was determined by the Boltzmann distribution using the free energy computed at B3LYP/6-311þG //MP2/6-31þG . They were able to identify 21 complexes of 1,2-ethanediol with one water and 57 unique complexes with two water molecules. The four lowest energy complexes with one (3) or two water (4) molecules are shown in Figure 6.5. The four lowest energy complexes of 1,2-ethanediol with one water molecule, 3a – 3d comprise 73.4% of the total complex population. The two dominant complexes, 3a and 3b, have the same underlying tG þg2 conformation of 1,2-ethanediol with water bridging across the two hydroxyl groups, differing slightly in the orientation of the free O22H bond of water. Although this tG þg2 conformation could ˚) have an intramolecular hydrogen bond, the O...H distance is too long (over 2.8 A þ þ 2 to comprise a hydrogen bond. The same is true of 3c, which has the g G g conformation. But the last complex, 3d, with the tG þg2 conformation, does appear to maintain a weak intramolecular hydrogen bond. In this complex, the water molecule acts as the hydrogen donor to the hydroxyl group that is itself the donor in the intramolecular hydrogen bond.



Figure 6.5. MP2/6-31þG optimized structures of the complexes between 1,2-ethanediol and one (3) or two (4) water molecules and their relative populations.63
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Over 65% of the population of the complexes formed between 1,2-ethanediol and two water molecules is due to 4a and 4b. In both of these complexes, the 1,2-ethanediol adopts the g 2G þg 2 conformation, and the two water molecules bridge the hydroxyl groups in a nine-member ring. They differ slightly in the orientations of the O22H bonds not involved in the hydrogen bonding. In the other two low-energy complexes, 4c and 4d, the two water molecules combine with one hydroxyl group to make up a six-member ring with three hydrogen bonds, and the other hydroxyl appears to donate its hydrogen in making a weak intramolecular hydrogen bond. The intermolecular hydrogen bonds of 4a and 4b are shorter and stronger than those in 4c and 4d, and these outweigh the added weak intramolecular hydrogen bond of the latter two complexes. A cursory analysis of the SM results of Cramer and Truhlar and the microsolvation results of Hadad might suggest that the two are at odds with each other. The SM results suggest that the intramolecular hydrogen bond persists in solution, but the microsolvation results suggest that complexes that maximize the number of hydrogen bonds to the solvent are preferred. It is important, however, to keep in mind the limitations of each model. The SM approach underplays the importance of individual hydrogen bonds between the solvent and the solute. The microsolvation model neglects hydrogen bonds between the water molecules at the surface of the solute and the bulk water. 6.3.1.2 Glycerol The next larger homolog is 1,2,3-propanetriol (glycerol) 5, which can also be used as a model for the importance of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in sugars. As with 1,2-ethanediol, the conformational space of 1,2,3propanetriol is extensive and rife with degeneracies. There are 486 possible conformations assuming only staggered arrangements about each C22C and C22O bond, but only 126 of these are unique. These isomers can be designated along the same lines as described for 1,2-ethanediol, but a simplification can be had by focusing on the arrangements about the two C22C bonds. As shown in Scheme 6.2, there are three conformations about each C22C, which can be designated as a, b, or g. There are then six backbone conformations, designated as aa, ab, ag, bb, bg, and gg. Hadad has performed the most extensive computational examination of glycerol, for both the gas and solution phases.74 All 126 conformational isomers were generated and then optimized at HF/6-31G and B3LYP/6-31G , resulting in 75 and 76
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Figure 6.6. HF/6-31G optimized low-energy conformers of 1,2,3-propanetriol 5.74



unique gas-phase energy minima, respectively. The structures of eight of the lowest energy conformers are drawn in Figure 6.6, and their energies are listed in Table 6.11. Although DFT predicts the relative energies for some conformers in a somewhat different order than does the well-tested G2MP2 composite method, these energy differences are relatively small and become smaller with increasing basis set size. The lowest energy gas phase conformer is 5a, which adopts the same conformation about each C22C bond as in the lowest energy conformation of 1,2-ethanediol. Conformer 5b, the second most stable according to G2MP2, is the only conformer that possesses three intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The other low-lying conformations possess two intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The populations of the conformers of glycerol were computed using standard Boltzmann distributions and are listed in Table 6.12. A gas-phase electron diffraction study indicated that the most likely conformations of glycerol have the aa



TABLE 6.11. Computed Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of Low-Lying Conformers of 1,2,3-Propanetriol.a,b



5a 5b 5c 5d 5e 5f 5g 5h a



Backbone



A



B



C



D



E



ag gg aa ag gg ag aa ga



0.00 0.27 0.80 0.74 1.04 1.33 1.40 1.58



0.00 0.51 0.11 0.46 0.71 0.79 0.55 1.12



0.00 0.15 0.27 0.30 0.72 0.81 1.09 1.50



0.00 0.60 0.43 0.17 0.83 0.62 0.64 0.36



0.10 0.48 0.03 0.02 0.62 0.39 0.00 0.18



Ref. 74; bComputational methods are A: HF/6-31G ; B : B3LYP/6-311þG(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G , C: G2MP2; D: SM5.42/HF/6-31G ; E: B3LYP/6-31þG //SM5.42/HF/6-31G .
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TABLE 6.12. Computed Populations of the Low-Lying Conformers of 1,2,3-Propanetriol.a,b



5a 5b 5c 5d 5e 5f 5g 5h



A



B



12 12 7 8 7 5 5 3



10 6 10 6 4 5 6 3



C



D



E



18 27 23 3 24 4



30 28 20 2 16 4



20 29 21 5 15 10



Backbone aa ag ab bb bg gg



19 31 12 2 18 18



27 29 11 2 21 9



a



Ref. 74; bComputational methods are A: G2MP2 B: B3LYP/ 6-311 þ G(3df,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G ; C: SM5.42/HF/6-31G ; D: B3LYP/6-31þG //SM5.42/HF/6-31G ; E: average values from two experimental studies, refs 75 and 76.



and ag backbones. Both the G2MP2 and DFT computations agree that these two conformers account for 50% and 56% of the total population. How does the conformational distribution change in going from the gas phase to aqueous phase? Hadad optimized the structures of the 75 conformations of glycerol using the SM5.42/HF/6-31G method. DFT single-point energies were also obtained as shown in Eq. (6.11). The aqueous energies are shown in Table 6.11. The largest change in the relative ordering of the low-energy conformers is with 5b. In the gas phase, this conformer is the second lowest in energy, stabilized by its three intramolecular hydrogen bonds. In solution phase, it is the fifth lowestenergy conformer because all three hydroxyl groups are involved in these intramolecular hydrogen bonds and are thus precluded from hydrogen bonding with the solvent. Nonetheless, it remains low in energy, as do many conformers with two internal hydrogen bonds. Conformers that do not possess any internal hydrogen bonds, and therefore can maximize their participation in making hydrogen bonds with the solvent, are among the highest energy conformers in solution, with relative energies 4 – 6 kcal mol21 above 5a. Solvation does compress the energy scale of the conformers relative to the gas phase, but low-energy gas-phase conformers remain low-energy structures in the solution phase. EB3LYP=6-31þG ==SM5:42=HF=6-31G (aq) ¼ EB3LYP=6-31þG ==SM5:42=HF=6-31G (gas) þ ESM5:42=HF=6-31G  EHF=6-31G (gas) (6:11)
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The computed solution-phase backbone populations are listed in Table 6.12. The principal differences between the gas and solution phase is that there is a greater percentage of ab in solution at the expense of the bg and gg configurations. The computed distributions are in fine agreement with the experimental distributions. Again, the aa and ag configurations dominate the distribution in solution, with little bb or gg present. The main conclusion to be drawn from the studies of the two model compounds (ethylene glycol and glycerol) is that intramolecular hydrogen bonding persists in the solution phase. Obtaining a reasonable description of a sugar in aqueous solution will demand that both the intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bonding be treated equally well.



6.3.2



Solvation Studies of Glucose



D -Glucose is the most ubiquitous carbohydrate in nature, found in table sugar, starch, and cellulose.59,60 Its broad array of configurations and conformations makes it a natural target of experimental and computational study. D -Glucose can appear as an acyclic aldehyde, in a six-member ring pyranose arrangement with the anomeric hydroxyl group in the a (6) or b (7) position, or in a five-member furanose arrangement with either a (8) or b (9) positioning of the anomeric hydroxyl group. In aqueous solution, D -glucose is almost entirely found in its pyranose form, with a 36 : 64 ratio of a : b isomers. In this section, we concentrate on computational approaches towards predicting the structure of D -glucose in the gas and aqueous phases. The structures of the configurations and conformations of D -glucose discussed in this section are shown in Figure 6.7. The geometries were optimized at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p), following on the structures reported by da Silva.77



As with any saturated six-member ring, the ring flip process interconverts two chair conformations. For D -glucose, these chair conformations are designated 4C1 for 6 (also for 7) and 1C4 for its ring flipped conformer 10. Introductory organic chemistry texts instruct us that equatorial substitution is favored over axial, and therefore 6 is more stable than 10.78,79 In fact, little computational work has been reported on the relative energies of the 4C1 conformers of D -glucose. Momany80
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Figure 6.7. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) optimized structures of some conformations of D -glucose.77



reported that 10 (the lowest energy conformation among the six examined) is 4.8 kcal mol21 higher in energy (at B3LYP/6-311þþG ) than the lowest energy conformer of 6 (Table 6.13). Cramer and Truhlar, using the SM4 procedure, examined two 4C1 and two 1C4 conformations and found the latter two to be at least 5 kcal mol21 higher in free energy in water than the 4C1 conformations.81 We will therefore not concern ourselves any further with the population of the 1C4 structures. Because almost no furanose form of D -glucose is observed in solution, it is expected that the energies of the furanose conformational isomers will be much greater than those of the pyranose form. In fact, the four isomers (8 – 9) are predicted
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TABLE 6.13. Computed Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of D -Glucose Configurations.a A



B



C



D



E



F



G



H



6a 6b 6c 6d 6e 6f



0.0 0.3 0.3 1.4 3.3



0.0 0.1 0.2 1.3 3.1



0.0 0.0 0.5 1.2 2.8



0.1 0.2 0.0



0.6 0.8 0.0



0.2 0.0 0.4 1.4 3.0 1.1



0.1 0.0 0.5



0.1 0.0 0.4



7a 7b 7c 7d 7e 7f 7g 7h



1.4 2.4



0.9 1.9



0.4 1.3



0.9



2.2 2.8



1.7 1.8 4.3 4.7



1.1 1.3 3.8 4.1



0.4 1.0 3.1 3.3



1.0



1.8



0.8 3.2 3.3 1.6



0.3 1.2 0.9 0.4 0.8



0.4



1.9



0.5 1.4 0.3



4.5 4.7 3.7 5.0



2.6 5.5 20.2 2.7



4.4 4.2 4.6 4.7



8a 8b 9a 9b 10



0.3 0.7



4.88



a



A: relative energy at MP2/cc-pVDZ, ref. 85 B: relative energy as E(MP2/cc-pVTZ//MP2/ cc-pvDZ) þ [E(CCSD/6-31G //MP2/6-31G ) 2 E(MP2/6-31G )] þ [E(HF/cc-pTTQZ// MP2/cc-pvDZ) 2 E(HF/cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pvDZ)], ref. 85; C: relative free energy as B þ DG(rot-vib), ref. 85; D: relative energy at HF/6-31G //HF/6-31G , ref. 82; E: relative energy at B3LYP/6-31G //B3LYP/6-31G , ref. 82; F: relative free energies at B3LYP/311þþG //B3LYP/6-31G , ref. 84; G: relative free energy at B3LYP/ 6-311Gþþ(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d), ref. 77; H: relative free energy at B3LYP/ 6-311þþG , ref. 80.



to be about 4 – 5 kcal mol21 higher than the lowest pyranose conformers 6a and 6c at HF/6-31G .82 Quite remarkable, however, were the B3LYP/6-31G results,82 which predict furanose 8b to be the lowest energy isomer, 0.2 kcal mol21 below the pyranose 6c (Table 6.13). This failure was attributed to a basis set superposition error, but it is probably more likely that diffuse functions are necessary to adequately treat molecules with many intramolecular hydrogen bonds.83,84 B3LYP/ 311þþG //B3LYP/6-31G computations place the four furanose isomers of 21 D -glucose just over 4 kcal mol above the most stable pyranose form.84 Because the pyranose forms of D -glucose have been computed many times over, representative energies of various conformers of 6 and 7 are listed in Table 6.13. Although there is some variation in the ordering of the particular conformers with basis set and computational method, all of the computations confirm that, in the gas phase, the a conformers are lower in energy than the b conformers. The
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lowest energy conformer is either 6a or 6b, depending on method, and generally they differ in energy by less than 0.2 kcal mol21. The only exception is with the B3LYP/ 6-31G method,82 which predicts 6c to be the most stable pyranose isomer, but keep in mind that this method also erroneously predicts the furanose form to be the most stable. Much of the computational literature of glucose pertains to the ratio of the two anomers. This is formulated as the anomeric effect, the stability of the a anomer, with its axial group, over the expectedly more stable b anomer, where the hydroxyl group occupies the equatorial position. This has been rationalized in two ways: (1) minimizing the dipole– dipole repulsion due to the C22O bonds or (2) hyperconjugative stabilization by donation of the ring oxygen lone pair into the axial C22O bond of the a anomer. The latter argument is consistent with certain geometric trends, notably the lengthened C122O1 bond, the shortened C122O6 bond and the widened O22C22O angle. We will not address the origins of the anomeric effect here, instead focusing our attention on the relative populations of the two pyranose anomers in the gas and solution phases, especially in water where intermolecular hydrogen bonds between glucose and water can compete with the intramolecular hydrogen bonds in glucose. Inspection of the results of the energies of the pyranose conformers shown in Table 6.13 shows that there is little dependence on the computational method. We will therefore focus on the study by Cramer and Truhlar,85 the first that attempted a systematic review of the conformational space of D -glucose. They selected six conformers from among the 18 lowest-energy b-D -glucose structures and five conformers from among the 11 lowest-energy a-D -glucose structures, obtained by an exhaustive MM3 search. These conformers were selected as representative of the rotational isomers about the C522C6 and C622O5 bonds. Later studies added structures that include other conformations about the C122O1 bond. All of the conformations exhibit intramolecular hydrogen bonding. The most stable a anomers (6a – c) have a counterclockwise arrangement of the OH hydrogenbond donor groups on C2, C3, and C4, as do the lowest-energy b anomers (7a – e). The other isomers have a clockwise arrangement of the OH groups. Momany80,86 has argued that the shorter (and presumably stronger) hydrogen bond between the proton of the 2-hydroxyl group and the oxygen of the 1-hydroxyl group in the a ˚ ) than in the b anomer accounts for the stability of the former anomer (2.25 A structure. Using a Boltzmann distribution, the populations of the glucose isomers can be computed. These populations, computed with a few different methods, are listed in Table 6.14. These population values must be taken with some caution. Only a small handful of conformations are included of the over 3000 potentially available. It is possible that some low-energy structures have been omitted that might alter the distribution. With this caveat, the computed populations using four different methods are in reasonable agreement with each other, with perhaps the MP2 result indicating a slightly high population of the a anomer. The important result is that in the gas phase, the a-D -glucose configurations will dominate the
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TABLE 6.14. Computed Populations of D -Glucose Conformations.a Gas



Solution



A



B



C



D



E



F



G



H



6a 6b 6c 6d 6e 6f



25 25 12 3 0



21 25 11



19 26 13 2 0 4



30 27 9 3 0 8



11 29 2 0 0



15 20 4



7 25 2 0 0 1



14 32 2 0 0 3



7a 7b 7c 7d 7e 7f 7g 7h



14 3



15 3 5 13 7



11 2 14



10 2 9



7 9



6 7 45



7 7 32



6 0 0 2



2 0 0 0



15 6 9 26 5



3 0 0 2



1 0 0 1



57 : 43



64 : 35



77 : 23



39 : 61



35 : 63



51 : 48



a:b



13 5 0 0 65 : 35



37 3 0 0 42 : 56



a



A: Computed using the free energies as described in Method C of Table 13, ref. 85; B: computed using the free energy at B3LYP/6-311Gþþ(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d), ref. 77; C: computed using the free energies at B3LYP/311þþG //B3LYP/6-31G , ref. 84; D: computed using the free energies at MP2/6-311þþG //B3LYP/6-31G , ref. 84; E: computed using the free energies at SM5.4/AM1// MP2/cc-pVDZ, ref. 85; F: computed using the free energies at IEF-PCM/B3LYP/6-311Gþþ (2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d), ref. 77; G: computed by adding the free energy of solvation at SM5.4/ AM1 to method C, ref. 84; H: computed by adding the free energy of solvation at SM5.4/AM1 to method D, ref. 84.



distribution. Cramer and Truhlar’s best estimate is that the a : b ratio is 57 : 43.85 Evidently, the anomeric effect is an inherent component of glucose. This gas-phase distribution is in direct conflict with the solution population, where the b anomer is favored by about 2 : 1. As we presented with the studies of ethylene glycol and glycerol, the key issue for computing the solvation energy of glucose will be the competition between forming intramolecular hydrogen bonds and intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Continuum methods may not be able to capture the full importance of hydrogen bonding between the sugar and solvent molecules, and microsolvation approaches might overestimate their importance. Unfortunately, no one has taken on a study that attempts to combine these two methods—optimize the structures of glucose with a small number of explicit water molecules and then perform a continuum computation on this hydrated sugar complex. This will be a rather daunting task, given the large number of glucose conformations, the large number of water configurations possible, especially as the number of explicit water molecules increases, and the necessity of using a post-HF method. Rather, we will discuss now a few continuum studies and a few microsolvated studies.
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The SCIPCM study by Wladkowski and Brown demonstrates one of the pitfalls of computing the a : b ratio of glucopyranose.87 They compared the energies of 6c and 7e to assess the difference in anomeric energies in the gas and solution phase. At MP2/6-31þG(d), 6c is 2.6 kcal mol21 lower in energy than 7e, and this difference is reduced to 1.8 kcal mol21 with the inclusion of solvation though the SCIPCM treatment. Solvation is therefore favoring the b anomer, but not enough to make it the lower energy form. They conclude that this failure to reproduce the experimental preference of the b anomer over the a anomer means that the continuum method is failing, and that explicit solvent molecules need to be incorporated into the calculation. However, drawing a conclusion about the population of anomers that are composed of many conformers on the basis of a single conformer neglects the possibility that the relative ordering of the conformations in the gas phase may not be the same in solution. In fact, as we shall see, neither of these two conformers comprises the major fraction of the solution population. In Table 6.13 we list the results of four computational studies that address the glucose anomer population in solution. All four studies use a number of conformers of each anomer, and treat the solvent with either SM or PCM. As with their prediction for gas phase-populations, these four methods are in generally good agreement; the MP284 results again appear to overestimate the a population. More importantly, the computed anomer populations are in fine agreement with the experimental value of the ratio of a to b anomer, at 36 : 64. Especially good agreement is produced using B3LYP, a basis set that includes both diffuse and polarization functions, and either PCM77 or SM84 to treat the effect of water. These calculations show that the solvation energy is more negative for b conformers than for the a conformers. In particular, conformers 7c and 7d are dramatically stabilized in water; their population growth in water versus in gas is at the expense, primarily, of 6a. The SM procedure allows for the solvation energy to be apportioned to atoms or groups. Cramer and Truhlar have shown that the solvation contribution of the anomeric hydroxyl group is much greater in the equatorial position than in the axial position, accounting for the shift in population from a to b when solvated.85 Da Silva, Mennucci, and Vreven computed the optical rotation of three a and five b conformations of D -glucose in aqueous solution using a TDDFT/GIAO approach with either the aug-cc-pVDZ or 6-31þþG(d,p) basis sets.77 The a conformations all have large, positive values of [a]D , but the b conformations have values that range from 2108 to þ808. The Boltzmann weighted average value is 62.68 or 58.88 with the aug-cc-pVDZ and 6-31þþG(d,p) basis sets, respectively. These values are reasonably close to the experimental value of 52.78.88 The agreement in the anomeric populations between experiment and these computational studies is certainly encouraging. The computations correctly predict the inversion of anomeric preference between the gas and solution phase. However, there are some underlying concerns. Solution-phase NMR studies have determined the populations of the glucose conformations. The experimental populations of the gg (6a, 6f, 7a, 7b), gt (6b, 7c, 7d), and tg (6c, 7e, 7h) conformations is 51 : 47 : 2 for the a anomer and 53 : 45 : 2 for the b anomer.89,90 The computational studies of
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Table 6.13 predict the gt conformations will dominate the populations for both the a and b anomers. Perhaps more disconcerting is the contention, based on NMR studies, that sugars are not conformationally stationary in solution.91 – 95 Rather, there appears to be free rotation about the anomeric C22O bond in the fructose ring of sucrose, and all of the hydroxyl groups exchange protons at equivalent rates, suggesting that there is no persistent intramolecular hydrogen bonding in solution. This does not preclude transient intramolecular hydrogen bonding. These studies call into question the exclusive use of low-energy gas phase conformations in predicting the populations of sugars in aqueous solution. The ethylene glycol and glycerol studies indicate that these intramolecular hydrogen bonded low-lying gas-phase structures do dominate in solution, but not to the same extent that they do in the gas phase. In other words, structures that possess fewer intramolecular hydrogen bonds become more populated in the solution due to more favorable hydrogen bonding with the solvent. The solution phase computational studies of glucose to date (Table 6.13) neglect to incorporate any conformations that have some dangling hydroxyl groups, conformations that are not energetically competitive in the gas phase but may be important in solution, where these hydroxyl groups may participate in hydrogen bonds to water. A few computational studies have been carried out on microsolvated glucose. The conformation/configuration space is much more extensive when explicit water molecules are included, and so restrictions must be placed on the space to be explored. Momany has reported 26 configurations of the complex 86 D -glucopyranose with one water molecule. The three lowest-energy a and b anomers complexed with one water (11a– f) are shown in Figure 6.8. Once again, the a anomers are lower in energy than the b anomers. Any attempt to produce a population ratio must be understood to have limited value because of the very small number of configurations actually utilized in the Boltzman distribution. Nonetheless, using these 26 configurations, the a : b ratio is 58 : 42 using electronic energies and 52 : 48 using free energies. The difference in these populations is primarily due to entropy terms. Especially important here are some configurations where the water molecule is involved in only one hydrogen bond; these configurations are entropically favored over those where the water is involved in two hydrogen bonds, but are enthalpically disfavored by participating in fewer stabilizing hydrogen bonds. What is unclear is how these complexes would be affected by bulk water. What would be the arrangement of hydrogen bonds involving these complexing water molecules? What would be the competition between hydrogen bonding with neighboring water molecules versus with the sugar? To begin to address this question, Momany computed 37 different complexes of D -glucopyranose with five water molecules.96 These 37 configurations in no way span the complexity of the configurational space of this system. However, they do include examples where the water molecules are distributed to have hydrogen-bonding interactions at different locations about the glucose molecule, along with the opportunity for water molecules to hydrogen bond amongst themselves. In fact, the low-energy configurations possess chains or rings formed
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Figure 6.8. B3LYP/6-31G(d) optimized geometries of six low-energy configurations of 86 D -glucose with one water molecule.



by the water molecules, and the lowest free energy configuration (12), shown in Figure 6.9, exhibits this water chain structure. These results may indicate that water prefers to maintain its hydrogen bond network in preference to extensive incorporation into the intramolecular hydrogen bonding of glucose. This is consistent with Cramer and Truhlar’s81,85 result that the most populated conformations of aqueous-phase glucose retain their internal hydrogen bonds. Modeling of glucose in water clearly remains an ongoing challenge to computational chemists.



Figure 6.9. Lowest-energy structure of the pentahydrate of D -glucose.96
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NUCLEIC ACIDS



The determination of the structure97 of the DNA molecule is arguably the greatest achievement in structural chemistry of the twentieth century.98 A key feature of this structure is the base pairing that joins the two strands. The base complementarity, guanine with cytosine and adenine with thymine, occurs by hydrogen bonding involving the appropriate tautomer of each base. The structures and energies of the tautomers of the bases of the nucleic acids have been subject to numerous computational studies. Because DNA is found in the aqueous environment of the cell interior, it is essential that the base tautomers, and the base pairs, be computed in the aqueous phase. In this section, we discuss the structures of the tautomers of each of the four DNA bases and uracil, found in RNA, focusing on the differences in the gas and solution phase. We then take on the structure of the base pairs in solution. 6.4.1



Nucleic Acid Bases



In this section we will present the results of computational studies of the five nucleic acid bases: cytosine 13, guanine 14, adenine 15, thymine 16, and uracil 17. The canonical structures, those that are involved in the Watson – Crick base pairing within DNA, are drawn below. Other tautomers for each base can be energetically competitive with the canonical structure, and these other tautomers are invoked in some models of DNA mutations99 – 102 and anomalous DNA structures.103,104 The ensuing discussion will focus on the relative energies of the tautomers, in both the gas and solution phases. Structural changes that accompany this phase change will also be noted.



6.4.1.1 Cytosine As with all of the nucleic acid bases, the cytosine tautomers have been the subject of many computational studies. We focus here on two recent studies that examined the relative tautomer energies in both the gas phase and aqueous solution. Hobza105 examined the tautomers 13a– g and Queralt106 looked at 13a –b and 13e – h (Fig. 6.10). The relative gas-phase energies were computed with a variety of computational methods; we list in Table 6.15 the results using RI-MP2/TZVPP105 (resolution-of-the-identity MP2, an approximate MP2 treatment107), CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ,105 and B3LYP/6-31þþG ,106 representing post-HF and DFT treatments. Tautomers 13a – e are energetically clustered together, differing by less than 5 kcal mol21. (As will be seen with the nucleic acid bases, Hobza has shown here that the RI-MP2 and CCSD(T) methods provide very
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Figure 6.10. Structures of the cytosine tautomers 13a– h.105



comparable energetics for the tautomers.) Both MP2 and CCSD(T) predict that 13b is lower in energy than the canonical tautomer 13a, but B3LYP reverses the energy of these two isomers. Extrapolations to infinite basis sets at HF, MP2, and CCSD(T) all predict that 13b is the lowest-energy tautomer. In fact, tautomer 13c is also lower in energy than 13a in the gas phase. However, because the five cytosine tautomers are so close in energy, hydration can very well alter their relative energies. The amino groups of 13a –c are not planar. The inversion barriers at RI-MP2/ TZVPP are 0.2, 0.2, and 0.4 kcal mol21 for 13a – c, respectively. For each tautomer, the sum of the angles about the amine nitrogen is about 3508. TABLE 6.15. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of Cytosine Tautomers (13a –h). Gas Phase a,b



Tautomer



DE



13a 13b 13c 13d 13e 13f 13g 13h



1.9 0.0 0.72 4.91 3.21



DE



a,c



1.6 0.0 0.7 3.4 1.9



Solution Phase DE



d,e



0.0 0.4



1.8 7.0 13.6 18.7



a,f



DE(W1) 0.1 0.0 2.0 5.2 3.5



DE(W2)a,g



Bulka,h



Bulkb,i



0.0 1.0 2.7 5.4 3.3



0.0 7.1 6.5 4.1 4.6



0.0 5.5



5.8 6.3 20.1 21.9



a Ref. 105; bcalculated at RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; ccalculated at CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ// RI-MP2/TZVPP; dref. 106; ecalculated at B3LYP/6-31þþG ; ftautomer and one water molecule calculated at R1-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; gtautomer and two water molecules calculated at R1-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; hRelative free energies in water using the MST variation of PCM; icalculated at PCM/B3LYP/6-31þþG .
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All of the nucleic acid bases have multiple sites for hydrogen bond formation. Explicit microsolvation may be appropriate for describing the important interactions between the base and its first solvation shell. The complicating factor, as is always true when attempting to carry out microsolvation studies, is how many solvent molecules to place about the substrate and what configurations should be sampled. For the nucleic acid bases, the many tautomeric forms available further add to the number of potential geometry optimizations that need to be performed. Hobza105 has identified the three lowest-energy structures of the monohydrated cytosine tautomers 13a– e using the RI-MP2/TZVPP method. Optimization of the many configurations that need to be sampled here would be extremely time consuming with the CCSD(T) method; however, the close agreement between these two methods for the gas-phase tautomer energies indicates that the more computationally efficient RI-MP2 method should suffice. (This same logic will apply to the other nucleic acid bases as well.) Shown in Figure 6.11 are these monohydrated complexes for 13a and 13b (13a-1W and 13b-1W). These structures differ in the location of the hydrogen bonds between cytosine and water. The lowest-energy configuration involving tautomer 13a has the water donating a hydrogen to the carbonyl oxygen and accepting the aromatic N – H hydrogen. Slightly higher in energy is the configuration where water donates a hydrogen to the aromatic N and accepts a hydrogen from the amine group. Much higher in energy is configuration 13a-W1c, where only one hydrogen bond is formed between water and 13a. Similar structures are found for 13b. The dihydrated tautomers follow similar sort of trends, along with the possibility of hydrogen bonding between the water molecules themselves. The relative ordering of the configurations for any given tautomer is a function of the strength of the maximum number of hydrogen bonds that can be formed, subject to the geometric constraints of the ability of the water molecule(s), to bridge across hydrogen bonding sites. (With the other bases we will simply present the lowest-energy microsolvated tautomers and refer the reader to the original papers if there is interest in the other arrangements of water about a particular tautomer.) The relative energies of the lowest-energy configuration of each monohydrated tautomer are listed in Table 6.15. Other studies108,109 of monohydrated cytosine have also been reported, although they are limited to just the hydration of the canonical tautomer 13a, with similar relative energies as in Figure 6.11. The most interesting result is that although 13b remains the lowest-energy tautomer, 13a is now only 0.1 kcal mol21 higher in energy. Adding a second explicit water molecule now inverts the energy order. The most stable dihydrated complex of 13a (13a-2W, Fig. 6.11) is 1.0 kcal mol21 lower in energy than the dihydrated complex of 13b (1b-2W). Shishkin and Leszczynski110 have examined the canonical cytosine 13a surrounded by up to 14 water molecules. They noted some interesting changes (Table 6.16) in the structure of 13a as it becomes more and more hydrated. The amine nitrogen becomes planar. As hydration increases, the C222O7 distance increases, the C222N3 distance decreases, the N322C4 distance lengthens and the C422N8 distances shortens. The NBO charge of oxygen goes from 20.62 e in 13a to 20.80 in 13a-14W. They argued that these structural changes are consistent with strong contribution of
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Figure 6.11. Structures and relative energies (kcal mol21) of mono- and dihydrated cytosine tautomers 13a and 13b.105



the two resonance structures A and B shown in Scheme 6.3. The oxyanion nature allows it to act as the acceptor of three hydrogen bonds from three different water molecules. So, although the structure of hydrated cytosine appears to be canonical, Shishkin and Leszczynski argue that its electron distribution is not; rather, it possesses a good bit of zwitterion character from resonance structure B. The tautomers of cytosine have also been examined with continuum solvation methods. Both MST and PCM computations predict that 13a is the lowest-energy conformer in aqueous solution.105,106 This is consistent with the explicit water computations. Aqueous solvation, therefore, substantially alters the relative energies of the tautomers of cytosine. The canonical representation of cytosine 13a, the tautomer invoked in Watson – Crick base pairing, is in fact the most favorable tautomer in solution, but not in the gas phase.
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TABLE 6.16. Geometric Parameters (B3LYP/6-31G(d)) of Gas Phase and Hydrated 13a.



r(N1 –C2) r(C2 –N3) r(N3 –C4) r(C4 –N8) r(C2 –O7) S(NH2)b a



13a a



13a-W1a



13a-W2



13a-W14 a



1.430 1.373 1.319 1.366 1.220 353.2



1.416 1.365 1.323 1.364 1.236 353.9



1.410 1.365 1.324 1.364 1.238 353.8



1.377 1.339 1.358 1.329 1.281 359.7



Ref. 110; bsum of the angles about the amine nitrogen.



6.4.1.2 Guanine Although there are many theoretical studies of the guanine tautomers, we will focus on three recent studies that compared their gas-phase and aqueous-phase relative energies: that of Hobza,111 who examined the tautomers 14a– h, Goddard,112 who examined 14a – j, and Orozco,113 who examined 14a –d and 14f (Fig. 6.12). For the gas phase (Table 6.17), all of the computational studies indicate five low-lying tautomers (14a– f). In agreements with these computational results, Mons114 identified four guanine tautomers using gas-phase IR and UV spectroscopy: 14a, 14b, 14f, and 14d (but they actually could not distinguish 14c from 14d). The remaining structures are much higher in energy in the gas phase. An interesting feature of the gas-phase guanine tautomers is that their amino group is nonplanar. The sum of the angles about the amine nitrogen is less then 3488 for the tautomers 14a – i, and specifically 340.48 and 337.48 in 14a and 14b, respectively.111 This is more pyramidal than for any of the other nucleic acid bases. The canonical guanine tautomer is 14a, the structure invoked in Watson – Crick base pairing. Most of the computation methods predict that it is not the most stable tautomer in the gas phase. Rather, tautomer 14b is slightly lower in energy. However, 14b possesses the smallest dipole moment (1.87 D) of all of the tautomers. The dipole moment of 14a is more than three times greater (6.29 D), and the very
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Figure 6.12. Structures of the guanine tautomers (14a –j).



high-lying tautomers 14g and 14h have dipole moments of 9.12 and 10.54 D, respectively. Because the dominant interaction in solvation is dependent on the size of the dipole moment, energy reordering of the tautomers in aqueous solution is very likely.



TABLE 6.17. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of Guanine Tautomers (14a–j). Gas Phase a,b



Tautomer



DE



14a 14b 14c 14d 14e 14f 14 g 14 h 14i 14j



0.0 20.5 0.3 0.1 5.8 3.1 20.1 19.0



a



DE



a,c



0.0 20.7 0.6 0.2 3.0 18.1



DG



d,e



0.3 0.0 1.5 0.9 5.9 3.6 18.9 18.9 21.1 5.7



Solution Phase DG



f,g



0.0 0.2 1.8 1.1 4.4



a,h



DE(W1) 0.0 21.8 20.7 1.4 2.9 3.8 15.8 19.3



DE(W2)a,i



DG a,j



DG d,k



DG f,l



0.0 0.6 1.22 2.4 3.8 5.5 13.6 18.2



0.0 0.45



0.0 1.0 9.7 8.7 3.0 9.9 5.1 5.2 17.9 9.8



0.0 1.0 8.0 7.2



5.1 3.7 6.3 8.5 9.4



8.8



Ref. 111; bcalculated at RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; ccalculated at CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ// RI-MP2/TZVPP; dref. 112; ecalculated at B3LYP/6-31þþG with ZPE corrections at B3LYP/ 6-31G ; fref. 113; gcalculated at MP4/6-31þþG(d,p)//MP2/6-31G(d); htautomer and one water molecule calculated at R1-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; itautomer and two water molecules calculated at R1-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; jcalculated at COSMO/6-31G ; kcalculated using a Poisson– Boltzman equation with nonelectrostatic effects modeled by a linear solvent accessible surface area dependence with B3LYP/6-31þþG ; lcalculated by adding the hydration free energy (MST/HF/ 6-31G(d)) to the values in column 5.
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Figure 6.13. Structures of mono- and dihydrated guanine tautomers 14a– c.111



Hobza111 optimized the microsolvated cluster of the guanine tautomers with one or two water molecules; the lowest-energy configurations involving 14a – c are shown in Figure 6.13. With one explicit water molecule, both 14b and 14c are below the energy of 14a (Table 6.17). However, with two water molecules, 14a is the most stable tautomer. The continuum solvation computations, performed with three differing methods, all indicate that 14a is favored by about 1 kcal mol21 over 14b. The energy ordering of the other tautomers is dramatically altered by aqueous solvation. The two very-high-energy tautomers, 14g and 14h, which are disfavored by about 20 kcal mol21 in the gas phase, are now only 5 – 9 kcal mol21 higher in energy than 14a. Nonetheless, as with cytosine, the canonical structure of guanine is disfavored in the gas phase, but is the lowest-energy tautomer in solution. 6.4.1.3 Adenine Continuing his gas- and aqueous-phase computational study of the nucleic acid bases, Hobza examined 14 different tautomers of adenine (Fig. 6.14). The lowest-energy (Table 6.18) gas-phase tautomer is 15a, which is the canonical tautomer in DNA. The next two low-energy tautomers, 15b and 15c, are about 7.4 kcal mol21 higher in free energy at RI-MP2. The dipole moment of 15a is rather small (2.8 D), smaller than for the canonical forms of the other nucleic acid bases, and much smaller than for many of the adenine tautomers; for example, the dipole moments of 15b and 15c are 4.7 and 6.8 D, respectively. This might open the possibility for other tautomers to be lower in energy that the canonical form in aqueous solution. The one- and two-water molecule microsolvated structures of 15a and 15b are shown in Figure 6.15. Microsolvation does reduce the energy gap between these two tautomers, such that with two water molecules, 15a-2W is 5.8 kcal mol21 more
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stable than 15b-2W. However, the relative energies of the other tautomers remain much higher in energy. Shishkin and Leszczynski116 optimized the complex of 15a with 12 to 16 water molecules, and the structure with 12 water molecules is shown in top and edge view in Figure 6.15. Polyhydration of cytosine resulted in the amine group becoming planar and a shortening of the C22N distance. Although the C22N bond again contracts upon polyhydration of adenine, the amine group remains pyramidal. As the water molecules are arranged over one face of the adenine, this forces the nitrogen and hydrogen atoms to remain out of plane to ensure strong hydrogen bonding to water.



Figure 6.14. Structures of the adenine tautomers (15a –n).
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TABLE 6.18. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of Adenine Tautomers (15a–n).a Gas Phase Tautomer



DE b



DG298c 0



15a 15b 15c 15d 15e 15f 15g 15h 15i 15j 15k 15l 15m 15n



0.0 8.0 7.6 12.1 16.1 16.6 17.5 17.7 18.5 24.3 31.6 32.0 35.5 45.0



0.0 7.4 7.5 12.0 15.8 16.0 16.9 17.4 18.1 23.1 29.9 30.2 35.1 43.8



Solution Phase DE (W1d)



DE (W2e)



DG (C-PCM f)



DG (C-PCM þ W2g)



DG (MDh)



0.0 5.8 9.0 11.0



0.0 4.9 11.4 11.3



0.0 2.9 0.69 8.4



0.0 2.0 1.9 7.9



0.0 2.5 2.8 8.0



16.3 12.3 15.0



17.0 13.4 17.5



8.7 12.9 3.0



8.6 13.3 3.5



8.2 11.8 5.9



33.4



35.8



15.1



19.8



17.7



25.2



23.6



20.9



17.2



13.8



a



Ref. 115; bcalculated at RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; ccalculated using the relative energies in (a) and thermodynamic quantities computed at MP2/6-31G ; dtautomer and one water molecule calculated at RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; etautomer and two water molecules calculated at RI-MP2/ TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; fcalculated at C-PCM/B3LYP/6-31G ; gtautomer and two water molecules calculated at C-PCM/B3LYP/6-31G ; hmolecular dynamics simulation with 412 TIP3P water molecules.



Because the explicit solvation results bring 15a and 15b closer in energy, it is possible that bulk water might further this trend. Hobza performed two continuum computations, the first with C-PCM (a variation of the COSMO procedure) and a hybrid computation involving C-PCM of the microsolvated tautomer. Both methods further close the gap between these two tautomers, with 15a now only about 2 kcal mol21 more stable than 15b. In addition, the explicit solvent models reduce the energy of 15c, such that it is now the second lowest energy form. Molecular dynamics simulation using 412 water molecules also indicates that the three lowest energy tautomers, 15a – c, are closely clustered, differing by less than 3 kcal mol21. In all cases, however, the canonical tautomer 15a is the lowest energy form. An NMR117 study in DMSO revealed the presence of these three isomers. A C-PCM study modeling DMSO as solvent altered the relative energies of the 15a– c tautomers by less than 1%, providing very good agreement between computations and experiment.



6.4.1.4 Uracil and Thymine Once again, Hobza has examined all of the tautomers of these two related nucleic acid bases. Each can potentially be found
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Figure 6.15. Microsolvated structures of 15a and 15b.115,116



in 13 different tautomeric forms, 16a– m (uracil; Fig. 6.16) and 17a– m (thymine; Fig. 6.17). Examination of the relative gas-phase energies of the uracil (Table 6.19) and thymine (Table 6.20) tautomers clearly indicates that the canonical structures, 16a and 17a, are much more stable than any other tautomer. This is true using both the RI-MP2118 and B3LYP119 methods. Because their dipole moments are fairly large (5.0 D for 16a and 4.0 D for 17a), both should be substantially stabilized in an aqueous environment. Although some tautomers have even larger dipole moments (10.0 D for 16m, 9.6 D for 17m), this difference is unlikely to be large enough such that differential hydration energy can make up for a severe gas-phase instability. The mono- and dihydrated complexes of the two lowest-energy tautomers of uracil and thymine are displayed in Figure 6.18. Even though some of the very highlying gas-phase tautomers are particularly well stabilized by complexation with one or two water molecules (Tables 6.19 and 6.20), the hydrates of the canonical
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Figure 6.16. Structures of the uracil tautomers (16a– m).



tautomers of each base, 16a and 17a, remain the lowest energy form. Continuum treatment of the aqueous environment using the C-PCM procedure also predicts the canonical tautomers to be the most stable forms. Tautomers 16d and 17d are now the next lowest energy form, but they are at least 9 kcal mol21 higher in energy than 16a and 17a. Thus, the canonical tautomers of uracil and thymine are



Figure 6.17. Structures of the thymine tautomers (17a–m).
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TABLE 6.19. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of Uracil Tautomers (16a– m).



16a 16b 16c 16d 16e 16f 16g 16h 16i 16j 16k 16l 16m



DE a,b



DG298a,c 0



DE d,e



W1a,f



W2a,g



C-PCMa,h



0.0 9.9 9.4 10.8 10.6 14.5 14.4 17.7 17.7 17.5 20.6 23.6 28.0



0.0 11.1 11.7 12.5 12.8 17.2 17.3 19.0 19.2 19.8 21.6 24.5 29.7



0.0 11.0 12.8 11.8 13.8 18.0 18.0 18.6 19.0 18.5 20.6 23.3 29.1



0.0 8.3 9.1 9.3 13.3



0.0 8.5 9.8 9.0 16.3



0.0 11.5 13.8 9.4 14.1



14.6



14.9



13.5



19.7



19.9



14.3



a



Ref. 118; bcalculated at RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; ccalculated using the relative energies in (a) and thermodynamic quantities computed at MP2/6-31G ; dref. 119; ecalculated at B3LYP/ 6-31 þ G(d,p); ftautomer and one water molecule calculated at RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; g tautomer and two water molecules calculated at RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; hcalculated at C-PCM/B3LYP/6-31G .



TABLE 6.20. Relative Energies (kcal mol21) of Thymine Tautomers (17a– m).



17a 17b 17c 17d 17e 17f 17g 17h 17i 17j 17k 17l 17m a



DE a,b



DG298a,c 0



W1a,d



W21,e



C-PCMa,f



0.0 9.4 10.6 11.8 9.4 15.5 15.5 17.2 17.2 19.6 21.7 24.2 27.4



0.0 10.6 13.1 13.3 13.5 18.2 18.2 18.5 18.7 21.3 24.6 26.5 30.8



0.0 7.9 13.4 10.0 9.3



0.0 7.2 15.0 8.0 8.7



0.0 10.7 13.2 9.3 14.8



16.7



11.1



13.0



21.2



15.9



18.5



Ref. 118; bcalculated at RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; ccalculated using the relative energies in (a) and thermodynamic quantities computed at MP2/6-31G ; dtautomer and one water molecule calculated at RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; etautomer and two water molecules calculated at RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/TZVPP; fcalculated at C-PCM/B3LYP/6-31G .
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Figure 6.18. Microsolvated structures of 16a–b and 17a –b.



predicted to dominate the population in both the gas and solution phases. Experiments118,120 on the aqueous-phase distribution of uracil tautomers are fraught with problems, but the computations strongly indicate that only 16a will be present in any appreciable concentration. 6.4.2



Base Pairs



The key element of the structure of DNA is the encoding of genetic information by the complementary base pairs. Because of the importance of the recognition of guanine for cytosine (the G : C pair) and adenine for thymine (the A : T pair in DNA) or uracil (the A : U pair in RNA), extensive computational study of the hydrogen bonding between bases has been performed. Critical to the structure of DNA is the stacking interactions between bases above and below. These stacking interactions have also been the subject of numerous computational studies. Readers interested in an overview of these computational studies of base pairs are referred to the review articles by Hobza and Sponer.121,122 We will address here a few recent articles that discuss hydrogen-bonded and stacked base pairs, with emphasis on the role that solvent plays in differentiating these two fundamentals interactions. The hydrogen-bonded base pairs, of which the Watson – Crick forms are most commonly found in native DNA and RNA, were examined by Sponer and Hobza using high-level computations.123 The geometries were optimized at RI-MP2/ cc-pVTZ and then single-point energies computed using the aug-cc-pVQZ basis
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set. The difference in energy between the optimized structure of the base pair and each individual base provided the interaction energy. These values were then corrected for BSSE. At this level, the interaction energy for the G-C pair 18 is 227.7 kcal mol21 and is 215.1 kcal mol21 for the A-T pair 19 (Fig. 6.19). These hydrogen-bonded Watson– Crick pairs were also optimized at B3LYP/6-31G and PW91/6-31G , and the interaction energies are listed in Table 6.21. The latter DFT method provides values in excellent accord with the RI-MP2 energies, although B3LYP underestimates the interaction energy by a couple of kcal mol21. The new meta functionals, those that include kinetic energy density, such as MPW1B95124 and PWB6K,125 also perform very well. The DFT methods can be very useful (and inexpensive) for obtaining interaction energies. The interaction energy for the A-U pair 20 is 212.3 kcal mol21, computed at MP2/6-31G //HF/ 6-31G .126 A systematic survey of 10 stacked nucleic acid base pairs was reported by Sponer, Leszczynski, and Hobza by using the MP2-optimized base geometries and an empirical force field to locate the dimer structures.129 Drawings of the C-G



Figure 6.19. Structures of the G-C 18, A-T 19, and A-U 20, Watson –Crick pairs and the C-G 21, A-T 22, and A-U 23 stacked pairs.
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TABLE 6.21. Interaction Energies of the Watson-Crick Base Pairs.



a



RI-MP2/cc-pVQZ//RI-MP2/cc-pVTZ B3LYP/6-31G a PW91/6-31G a MPW1B95/6-31 þ G(d,p)b PWB6K/6-31 þ G(d,p)b X3LYP/cc-pVTZc



G-C 18



A-T 19



227.7 225.5 227.7 226.8 228.4 230.5



215.1 212.3 214.5 213.1 214.2 228.9



a



Ref. 123; bref. 127; cref. 128.



stacked pair 21, the A-T stacked pair 22, and the A-U stacked pair 23 are shown in Figure 6.19. The energy of these optimized pairs were then obtained at MP2/6-31G and in a follow-up study at RI-MP2 with a extrapolated complete basis set with corrections for higher-order correlation using CCSD(T).130 The stacking energies are listed in Table 6.22. The best estimates for the G-C 21 and the A-T 22 stacked pairs are 216.9 and 211.6 kcal mol21, respectively.131 These values were obtained by optimizing the structures at RI-MP2/TZVPP, extrapolating to the complete basis set, and include corrections from CCSD(T). B3LYP and B3P86 fail to locate a face-to-face dimer of benzene,132 leading to the standard thought that DFT fails to appropriately treat dispersion. This would make DFT unsuitable for computing the stacked nucleic acid bases. In fact, both B3LYP/6-31 þ G(d,p)127 and X3LYP/cc-pVTZ128 fail to locate any stacked A-T, C-G, C-C, or U-U pairs. TABLE 6.22. Stacking Energy (kcal mol21) for Nucleic Acid Base Pairs. Stacked Pair A-A G-G A-C G-A C-C A-U 23 A-T 22 G-C 21 C-U U-U G-U a



MP2/6-31G a



RI-MP2b,c



CBS(T)b,d



28.8 211.3 29.5 211.2 28.3 29.1



211.1 214.5 211.9 213.8 210.7 211.3



28.5 212.7 210.2 211.4 210.0 29.8



29.3 28.5 26.5 210.6



211.7 210.8 28.3 213.1



210.6 210.4 27.5 212.1



CBS(T)e



211.6 216.9



MPW1B95f



PWB6Kf



28.9



210.9



27.5 212.8g



29.5 214.9



26.0



27.9



Empirical force field geometries, ref. 129; bref. 130; cRI-MP2/aug-ccPVTZ using geometries of ref. 129; complete basis set extrapolation at RI-MP2 with CCSD(T) correction; egeometry optimized at RI-MP2/ TZVPP, energy from a complete basis set extrapolation with CCSD(T) correction, ref. 131; foptimized using the 6-31 þ G(d,p) basis set, ref. 127; goptimized structure not located, PWB6K structure used. d
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Truhlar has developed hybrid meta functionals that are parameterized in order to properly treat a variety of difficult molecular environments, including p – p stacking.127 Table 6.22 shows the results using two of these meta functionals, MPW1B95 and PWB6K. The latter functional locates optimized stacked pairs for all cases, but the former fails to find a G-C stacked pair. The interaction energies, which were not corrected for BSSE, predicted by these DFT methods are quite reasonable. This bodes well that, in the future, proper DFT functionals can be constructed that will allow for accurate computation of base stacking. In order for computations of nucleic acid bases to have relevancy to biological questions, the role of solvent, namely water, must be considered. Computational solvation studies of base pairs are fairly limited. We begin by considering the stacked base pair. The individual bases are strongly solvated, and, when they stack, some solvent molecules must be removed. Thus, differential solvation free energy will be positive for the stacked base pairs. Sponer et al. computed the solvation energy of the individual bases and the stacked pairs using MST/B3LYP/6-31G(d).130 The solvation free energy ranges from þ3.0 to þ7.0 kcal mol21 for the 10 pairs listed in Table 6.22. The G-C pair 21 has a large positive solvation free energy (6.8 kcal mol21) resulting from their large polarity, which favors solvation of them individually. Hobza examined the microsolvation of both G-C133 and A-T134 pairs. First, a molecular dynamics/quenching study using an empirical force field was performed to locate local energy minima corresponding to planar and nonplanar hydrogenbonded pairs, T-shaped pairs, and stacked pairs with one or two explicit water molecules. The lowest energy structures were then re-optimized with the RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ method with single-point energy evaluated at RI-MP2/ TZVPP. Interaction energies were obtained with these latter energies, corrected for BSSE. Low-energy hydrogen-bonded and stacked G-C pairs with one or two water molecules are shown in Figure 6.20. The interaction energies for these complexes are listed in Table 6.23. The two most stable mono- (24, 25) and dihydrated (27, 28) complexes involve the G-C pair in the Watson – Crick hydrogen-bonded form. The third most stable mono-hydrated complex (26) and the fourth most stable dihydrated complex (29) involve a non-Watson –Crick hydrogen-bonding motif. The stacked pairs (30, 31) become relatively more stable with increasing water participation. This is more evident when examining the populations of the various G-C pairs obtained from the molecular dynamics simulation with the AMBER135 force field (Table 6.24). The hydrogen-bonded planar and non-planar structures account for 79% of the population of the G-C pairs with one water. The stacked pairs account for less than 2%. With two water molecules, the hydrogenbonded pair population is decreased to 54%. The stacked pair population increases to 9%. Representative low-energy complexes of the A-T pair with one or two water molecules are shown in Figure 6.21. Unlike the G-C pairs, the lowest-energy hydrogen-bonded pairs do not have the Watson – Crick motif. For example, 32 and 34 have two hydrogen bonds between the two bases, but not in the positions
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Figure 6.20. Structures of the mono- (24–26) and dihydrated (27 –29) G-C hydrogen bonded pairs and the mono- (30) and dihydrated (31) G-C stacked pairs.



of the Watson– Crick motif, but in 33 a water molecule mediates a bridge between the two bases. The Watson– Crick hydrogen-bonding complexes, 35 and 39, are the ninth lowest energy structures among the mono- and dihydrated AT-pairs, respectively (Table 6.25). The relative energies of hydrogen bonded versus stacked arrangements of the A-T pairs are sensitive to solvent. The stacked monohydrated complex 40 is the fifth lowest energy complex, but for the dihydrated complexes, the stacked form 41 is the most stable. The population of the stacked complexes increases in going from the monohydrated to dihydrated forms. Compared to the G-C pairs, the
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TABLE 6.23. Interaction Energy (kcal mol21) of the G-C Pairs.a RI-MP2/TZVPPb



CBS(T)c



24 25 26 30



234.9 233.6 232.6 229.0



237.7



27 28 29 31



245.1 243.4 241.0 242.6



a



230.1 248.1



244.9



b



c



Ref. 133; RI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ; extrapolated to the complete basis set limit and corrected for CCSD(T).



A-T population is much more favored towards the stacked and T-shaped forms. The preference for the stacked arrangement over the hydrogen-bonded ones in aqueous solution is consistent with experiments. This section demonstrates that computational methods are suitable for computing the nucleobase components of DNA and RNA. Study of oligomeric or larger DNA or RNA strands remains a major computational challenge. A few simple examples have been published; for example, a 1026-atom RNA fragment was calculated at LSDA/3-21G by Scuseria,136 the three base double helix CGT/GCA was computed using the molecular fragmentation with conjugate caps approach with the B3LYP/6-31G level,137 and the structures of a few damaged three-base



TABLE 6.24. Population of the G-C and A-T Mono- and Dihydrated Pairs. Na



Popb



Na



GC-1W Planar Nonplanar T-shape Nonstacked Stacked



81 35 126 16 30



AT-1W 68.3 10.7 17.8 1.5 1.7



67 38 115 20 67



GC-2W Planar Nonplanar T-shape Nonstacked Stacked a



257 259 625 114 204



Popb



30.9 10.8 30.2 2.1 25.6 AT-2W



36.5 17.7 30.7 6.0 9.1



281 259 671 106 402



Total number of local energy minima; bpopulation (%); cref. 133; dref. 134.



33.1 10.1 23.8 2.2 30.6
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Figure 6.21. Structures of the mono- (32 –35) and dihydrated (36 –39) A-T hydrogen bonded pairs and the mono- (40) and dihydrated (41) A-T stacked pairs.



double helices were optimized at B3LYP/6-31G .138 The recent development of meta hybrid functionals, work on linear scaling algorithms, and continued improvement of computer hardware offers hope for significant contributions in this area in the near future.
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TABLE 6.25. Interaction Energy (kcal mol21) of the A-T Pairs.a RI-MP2/TZVPPb



a



6.5



32 33 34 35 40



228.0 226.2 225.3 222.5 223.7



36 37 38 39 41



236.6 236.0 235.4 235.0 237.2



Ref. 134; bRI-MP2/TZVPP//RI-MP2/cc-pVDZ.



INTERVIEW: PROFESSOR CHRISTOPHER J. CRAMER



Interviewed September 10, 2006 Professor Christopher Cramer is the Distinguished McKnight and University Teaching Professor of Chemistry, Chemical Physics, and Scientific Computation at the University of Minnesota. Cramer has been at Minnesota for his entire professional career. Before coming to Minnesota he served in the U.S. Army, including a tour in Iraq during Operation Desert Storm. Cramer began his graduate education in synthetic organic chemistry with Professor Scott Denmark at the University of Illinois. In his third year at graduate school Cramer was very frustrated with his research. “An issue of Science crossed my desk with two articles,” Cramer recalls, “one by Fritz Schafer on the history of methylene and the second by Ken Houk on modeling transition states. I thought these were fascinating. I was really impressed by this theory thing—that you could just calculate the TS. I went to Professor Denmark and said ‘I’m bored with what I’m doing and I would like to incorporate something computational.’ Scott agreed and told me to talk with Professor Cliff Dykstra. We started by looking at the 1,2-H shift from phosphine oxide to phosphinous acid. I really liked that experience. My Ph.D. thesis included synthesis, NMR analysis, and computations; I was very proud of this. I basically didn’t look back and wanted to do more molecular modeling.” Following graduate school, Cramer served in the Army, first in Korea, and then at Aberdeen Proving Ground. Instead of joining a research group, the post’s Chief-of-Staff wanted Cramer to serve as a General’s Aide. Accoding to Cramer, “The prize job for a young officer interested in a military career is to be a general’s aide.” Given a night to think it over, Cramer realized he was at one of life’s
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proverbial crossroads. “You reach a point in your life when you have to make a decision. You burn one set of bridges or another set, and I decided to burn the military career bridges.” At his meeting with the General, he told him “I’d be a great staff officer, but I’d be a better scientist.” Looking to establish, as he puts it, “theoretical bona fides in order to pursue an academic career”, Cramer wrote a letter to Professor Don Truhlar indicating an interest in collaborating with him. During his first visit to Minnesota, they agreed to pursue a project following upon work by Professor Clark Still. Still had combined the Generalized Born (GB) approximation with force fields, producing a mathematical form that Cramer describes as “worthy of a chemical physicist.” Cramer returned to Aberdeen and began coding GB into AMPAC, a semi-empirical quantum chemical program. The work involved “a lot of coding and a lot of parameterization, and checking against a database of solvation free energies. This was way back before spreadsheets and so I worked on 800  2000 paper that I self-ruled, and hand-entered data using four colors and in what must have been four point font. I was about ready to write up the work when I got orders to report to Fort Benning in a week and then go to Iraq. I packed up all the result in a large envelope and sent it to Don, hoping that Don would be able to follow it all. In fact, Don did write it up, and it was published while I was in the Gulf.” Their early SM model was relatively crude. “It had some good aspects in terms of accounting for polarization in the wavefunction,” Cramer says. “A key feature that nobody else had done was to include terms to account for the other components of solvation. Our model was semi-empirical since we fit to experimental data, but that’s what people wanted to know—they wanted the free energy of solvation. The PCM models of Tomasi and Rivail were underutilized because it was hard to make contact with particular experimental observables, but we offered that opportunity.” Thus began what has been a very fruitful 15-year collaboration between Cramer and Truhlar. Cramer recalls the story of how they got involved with glucose, “When we parameterized SM we were always worried about outliers and one significant outlier was ethylene glycol. While visiting the University of Georgia, I mentioned to Professor Butch Carrera that ethylene glycol was a pain. He indicated that Professor Chuck Eckert at Georgia State had just measured some diols and triols and thought that a lot of prior work was wrong. The value that Eckert got was much closer to what we were predicting. So we thought ‘Let’s do ethylene glycol seriously.’ We nailed down the ab initio gas phase equilibrium population and then solvated each of these with SM and predicted an equilibrium average solvation free energy that was within 0.1 kcal of Eckert’s measurement. That was done without readjusting any parameters. I then played with glycerol, but that was kind of boring. But what was not boring was glucose. Is the a : b ratio dictated by solvation or the anomeric effect?” This led to a series of papers, including a strong collaboration with Dr. Al French of the USDA. Cramer believes that there is really only one open question pertaining to glucose. “I think,” he says, “everyone agrees that the gas phase equilibrium is what the anomeric effect says it should be and that everyone agrees that solvation inverts it. The last remaining issue is ‘are the hydroxyl groups internally bound or
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unbound?’ Our calculations show that when we un-hydrogen bond one of the intramolecular H-bonds, the increase in solvation energy is roughly equal to the loss of the internal hydrogen bond. My gut feeling is that intramolecular H-bonds in glucose don’t exist in water. The daisy chain of intramolecular H-bonds doesn’t actually have a huge effect on the global equilibrium population.” Cramer was drawn into the benzyne problem through collaborations with Professor Bob Squires. Cramer had long been interested in carbenes and related species, having worked on nitreniums with Professor Dan Falvery and trimethylenemethane with Professor Paul Dowd, father of Cramer’s wife. In 1994 Cramer had applied DFT to XH2 species where X was B, C, and N. But the collaboration with Squires first began because of Cramer’s paper discussing apicophilicity of hydroxyl groups in phosphoranes. Squires contacted Cramer regarding his own experiments concerning siliconates. Cramer recalls, “I had a little time on my hands, so I ran some calculations, spent about two weeks on this, and instead of sending him a letter in reply, I sent him a manuscript with both of our names on it. He was very impressed with that, and it put me on his map! Bob had been doing some tricky calculations on benzyne. I volunteered to do some DFT and CASPT2 calculations. Our resulting CPL paper cleaned up the literature and set a nice standard for comparing CC, DFT, and CASPT2.” Cramer considers the appreciation of how DFT performs with diradicals as the major theoretical contribution of the work on benzynes. “DFT accommodated much more multireference character in singlet wavefunctions of diradicals than did HF. But restricted DFT breaks down with p-benzyne. People were just beginning to play with UDFT and recognize the interpretation of S 2. Professor Dieter Cremer deserves more credit for this than anyone else. My contribution was recognizing that the high symmetry of p-benzyne allows for CC to work properly. But with lower symmetry systems, like pyridynium, CCSD gives wacky results but Bruckner orbitals remove some instabilities and so it works well.” Cramer believes his work with Squires on hyperfine coupling has been underappreciated. “We recognized that the singlet – triplet splitting measures the interaction of one electron with another electron at some remote site. We also recognized that ESR hyperfine coupling also measures spin – spin interaction. Bob and I thought that if we capped a diradical with a hydrogen, and looked at the hyperfine coupling of the remaining electron to that proton, maybe the magnitude would correlate with the singlet – triplet splitting. What we found is that the correlation is fantastic and dirt cheap to compute.” Scientific collaboration is an important part of how Cramer pursues science. “I am very proud that 90% of my papers have another senior author on them,” Cramer remarks. Of his collaboration with Squires, Cramer says “I got a lot out of Bob’s insights. He was a great chemist. Our collaboration worked in both directions, thinking about new molecules that we could look at computationally and that he could get into the flowing afterglow. Bob was really good at making other people do better chemistry.” Cramer’s most fruitful collaboration is with his Minnesota colleague Professor Don Truhlar. “The greatest strength of my collaboration with Don is that we have
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such orthogonal backgrounds. He’s a classic chemical physicist and I’m an organic chemist. We would simply argue for some time; he would go in one direction and I’d go in another. Eventually we would wear each other down to the point where we’d settle on a vector roughly the sum of our two ideas. It prevented the solvation model, for example, from being too semi-empirica1, which might have been the way I was tempted to go, but also from being too disconnected from reality, which is sometimes the way it seemed to me where Don wanted to go. The result is a model that’s a nice compromise of robustness and applicability that’s not available in any other model.” One exception to this give-and-take was the first SM paper on glucose. Cramer performed all the computations and wrote up the paper without informing Truhlar. He then dropped it on Truhlar’s desk over winter break and told Truhlar it was his Christmas present. Cramer considers the development of the SMX models as his most important scientific contribution. “This work drove the field forward. Tomasi and Barone moved to put in nonelectrostatic components in a more accurate way,” Cramer claims. He is somewhat disappointed in the limited use of the SM models by other computational chemists. “What’s driving the train is that people use what’s in the code that they bought. To the extent that PCM is a very successful solvation model, it’s in part because it is in Gaussian. The SMX models sadly have never been available in Gaussian.” Cramer and Truhlar are currently developing SM7. “We now have a handle on how to treat solvation free energies for ions in organic solvents. We believe we have a more physical way to construct the model. This is probably the last thing that we will do in terms of SM development. Where solvation models will move to is to nonhomogeneous solutions: liquid crystals, interfaces, etc.,” Cramer predicts. Cramer looks to inorganic chemistry for his challenges in the future. “I’ve largely left organic chemistry,” he states. “I consider most of the problem in organic chemistry these days to be too easy. They don’t need someone with specialized expertise. There are a lot of other elements in the periodic table. For example, I have been working with Professor Bill Tolman on the activation of molecular oxygen by copper catalysts. The modeling here is fantastically difficult; 40 different theoretical methods differ in predictions by 100 kcal mol21!” Cramer has never regretted his switch to computational chemistry. “Computational tools allow you to address an enormous breadth of chemistry. Experiments impose more of a focus.” His enthusiasm for his research is readily apparent in any of his lectures, where he tries to relate his results back to experiment, “because I was one [an experimentalist]. I really try to emphasize chemistry and not get caught up in the arcana of the calculations.” Cramer also brings a sense of whimsy to his science. Take for example this title from one of his papers: “When Anomeric Effects Collide” (a paper by the way he feels has been overlooked) or his computational study of the molecule Y2K which appeared in 1999 in the journal Science as celebration of the upcoming millennium! We finished our interview by discussing why he does computational chemistry. “Computational chemistry excites me,” Cramer says, “because it lets you look at ‘reality’ all along a pathway, yet can’t be probed experimentally. I can look at a
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&CHAPTER 7



Organic Reaction Dynamics



In the previous chapters, we have focused our discussion of reaction mechanisms on the critical points along the reaction path. These critical points—local energy minima (reactants, intermediates, and products) and transition states—were discussed in terms of their geometries and energies. We argued the kind of mechanism in terms of the topology of the potential energy surface, the nature of the transition states, the presence or absence of intermediates. We think of reactants progressing over transition states on to intermediates, perhaps through multiple intermediates and ending at products. This path is called the reaction coordinate and corresponds to the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) or the minimum energy path (MEP). (See Section 1.4 for discussion on these two paths.) This standard mechanistic analysis has a long, successful history. Organic chemistry textbooks are filled with potential energy surfaces and discussions of the implication of single-step versus multiple-step mechanisms, concerted transition states, and so on.1,2 Transition State Theory (TST) and Rice – Ramsperger – Kassel – Marcus (RRKM) theory provide tools for predicting rates based upon simple assumptions built upon the notion of reaction on the PES following the reaction coordinate.3,4 An often-overlooked aspect of standard reaction mechanistic thought is that it really addresses only half of the picture. We talk about the positions of the atoms during the course of the reaction and the relative energies of points along the reaction path, but no mention is made of the time-evolution of this process. In classical mechanics, description of a reactive system requires not just the particle positions, but their momenta as well. The same is true for a quantum mechanical description, although one must keep in mind the limits imposed by the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. A complete description of a molecular reaction requires knowledge of both the position and momentum of every atom for the entire time it takes for reactants to convert into products. This kind of description falls under the term molecular dynamics (MD). A few simple examples should suffice to demonstrate the critical role that molecular dynamics plays in chemical reactions. Conservation of momentum must be enforced. Atoms and molecular fragments in motion must maintain their motion unless some barrier or force is applied to them. Consider the reaction of ethylene Computational Organic Chemistry. By Steven M. Bachrach Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Figure 7.1. Snapshots along the reaction of ethylene with chloromethylenecarbene.



with chloromethylenecarbene to give chlorocyclopropane. Suppose the carbene approaches ethylene in a direction perpendicular to ethylene’s molecular plane, coming in from the bottom, as shown in Figure 7.1a. The carbene moves upward with no twisting motion, the approach is purely translational. As the carbene carbon continues upwards, it starts to form the first C22C bond (Fig. 7.1b). In Figure 7.1c, the C22C bond is fully formed and the C22C22C angle begins to shrink below 908. At this point, one might consider this structure to be a diradical. The chloromethylene carbon continues to move upwards, closing the C22C angle (Fig. 7.1d) until the new C22C bond is formed, creating the three-member ring product (Fig. 7.1e). Because there is no twisting motion, the chlorine atom comes in on the left side (cis to the methyl groups), and remains on that side throughout the reaction, creating the all-cis product. Certainly, the product with chlorine on the other face (anti) is lower in energy. If there was some twisting motion, the chlorine could rotate to the other face and produce the more thermodynamically stable isomer. However, in the absence of some force to “kick start” the rotation, conservation of momentum demands that chlorine remain on the same side it started from. The stereospecificity that results here is due solely to the dynamics, particularly the initial conditions of the reacting species and conservation of momentum. One need not invoke any notion of orbital control or any other quantum mechanical phenomenon. A second example is to consider what happens to a system as it moves off a transition state. At the TS, the molecule has energy ETS, which is the maximum potential energy on the PES. As it moves away from the TS, the MEP drops off in potential energy from ETS. In order for the molecule to stay on the MEP, this difference in potential energy must be instantaneously removed from the molecule. In a solution, one might imagine that collisions with the bath could allow for some potential energy to be transferred to the solvent molecules, but it is highly unlikely that this transfer would be completely efficient. In the gas phase, no neighboring molecules are available for collisions. The loss in potential energy must be converted into some internal energy, either as internal vibrational energy, rotational energy, or kinetic energy of the whole molecule. In other words, the loss of potential energy as the molecule moves away from the TS will result in the molecule vibrating or rotating or translating more rapidly (or some combination of these). If the molecule gains sufficient kinetic energy, it may be able to simply climb over subsequent smaller transition states, passing right through intermediate structures, such as indicated by the arrow in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2. Generic PES a shallow intermediate. The arrow indicates motion down through the intermediate and then directly over TS2 to products. The dash line indicates motion off of the TS following a non-MEP path.



It is unlikely that a molecular system will be able to distribute all of the lost potential energy instantaneously and continuously as it moves downhill away from the TS. Rather, the trajectory will take the molecule off the MEP, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 7.2. The molecule will lose potential energy on this path, but not as quickly as on the MEP. As the molecule follows this non-MEP trajectory, it may sample regions of the PES far removed from the critical points on the PES, perhaps avoiding local minima or other transition states entirely. The last issue is the possibility of nonstatistical dynamics. TST and RRKM are statistical theories. If this assumption is true, then both theories can predict reaction rates, leading to what is called statistical dynamics. Of relevance to this chapter is that for statistical dynamics to occur, any intermediates along the reaction pathway must live long enough for energy to be statistically distributed over all of the vibrational modes. If this redistribution cannot occur, then TST and RRKM will fail to predict reaction rates. A principal characteristic of nonstatistical dynamics is a reaction rate much faster than that predicted by statistical theories. All three of these situations have been demonstrated in seemingly ordinary organic reactions using molecular dynamics trajectory studies build upon high-level quantum mechanical computations. In order to understand these studies, we next present an overview of MD, with particular emphasis on techniques employed in the cases studies that follow. Readers interested in more details on MD are referred to a number of review articles.5 – 9 These case studies cover a range of organic reactions, indicating that dynamic effects are not restricted to some niche category. Rather, these studies point towards a general need for physical organic chemists to rethink their models. This chapter should amply demonstrate that mechanistic thought will undergo a dramatic maturation process over the next decade, as dynamic effects become an essential component to the way reaction mechanisms are explored and discussed.
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7.1 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO MOLECULAR DYNAMICS TRAJECTORY COMPUTATIONS Classical molecular dynamics is performed by determining the positions of the atoms over time using the classical equations of motion. These can be expressed in two equivalent forms: Newton’s equations of motion, mi



d2 qi @V(q) ¼ , @qi dt2



(7:1)



or Hamilton’s equations of motion, @H dpi ¼ @qi dt



and



@H dqi , ¼ @pi dt



(7:2)



where qi is the coordinate of atom i, pi is its momentum, and H is the Hamiltonian, the sum of the kinetic energy T and the potential energy V. A trajectory, the timeelapsed position and momentum of the atoms in a molecular system, is computed by integrating the equation of motion starting from some initial condition. The trajectory is like a movie, each frame j contains the position and momentum of every atom at time tj. The sequence of frames then shows how molecules evolve over time, changing from, say, reactant into product. Solution of the equations of motion (eq. 7.1 or 7.2) requires three choices: (1) How will the numerical integration be performed? (2) How is the potential energy V computed? (3) What are the initial conditions for each trajectory? These three topics are the next subjects of discussion.



7.1.1



Integrating the Equations of Motion



Whether one uses Newton’s or Hamilton’s equations of motion, obtaining the atomic positions over time requires numerical integration. Integration of ordinary differential equations (ODE) is a well-traveled territory in numerical analysis. A number of different techniques are routinely used in MD. The purpose of this section is not to present all the details of numerical integration methods, their benefits and failures, but rather to provide enough general sense of the methods and how this impacts choices pertaining to other aspects of the MD treatment. Suppose one is interested in a trajectory that runs for 100 fs. Given the initial position and momentum of every atom, we now want to know where the atoms are at various times up to and including 100 fs later. The computational demands of this problem are dependent on how many intermediate points are necessary in order to track the trajectory out to its conclusion. The shorter the time interval between points, the more accurate is the trajectory. Computing the necessary information at each point takes computational effort—at least the first derivative of the energy with respect to coordinates is needed at every point along the trajectory. Therefore, one will have to make a trade-off between the number of steps along
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each trajectory, the total time span of each trajectory, and the total number of trajectories to be computed. The simplest numerical technique for solving ODE is Euler’s method, qnþ1 ¼ qn þ Dt



dq dt



(7:3)



where n indicates the time and Dt is the time step. Although this is conceptually the simplest approach, the error is large (O(Dt 2)), requiring very small time steps to be accurate. A straightforward extension of Euler’s method is to compute a number of intermediate trial steps to help correct for this error. The best known of these procedures is the Runge – Kutta method.10 In its fourth-order implementation, the first derivatives must be computed for four different positions for each trajectory point. The two most widely implemented numerical integration techniques within MD are the Verlet algorithm and the use of instantaneous normal mode coordinates.7 The Verlet algorithm begins by writing a Taylor expansion for a coordinate at time t þ Dt and t 2 Dt: qi (t þ Dt) ¼ qi (t) þ



dqi 1 @V(qi ) 2 Dt  Dt þ    2mi @qi dt



(7:4a)



qi (t  Dt) ¼ qi (t) 



dqi 1 @V(qi ) 2 Dt  Dt þ    : 2mi @qi dt



(7:4b)



Adding these two expressions gives the Verlet algorithm, qi (t þ Dt) ¼ 2qi (t) 



1 @V(qi ) 2 Dt  qi (t  Dt): mi @qi



(7:5)



This method provides very good computational performance. The second method was proposed by Helgaker, Uggerud, and Jensen.11 The potential about point q0 can be approximated by the harmonic function Vmodel ¼ V0 þ GDq þ 1=2DqHDq,



(7:6)



where V0 is the potential energy at q0, and G and H are its gradient and Hessian, respectively. Normal mode coordinates are then obtained by diagonalizing the 3N-dimensional set of equations corresponding to the equations of motion: m



d2 q ¼ G  HDq: dt2



(7:7)



These equations can be analytically solved. The only concern is that the harmonic approximation is valid within some trust radius. Performance can be improved by including a corrector step, allowing for larger step sizes.12 Also of note is that
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this method requires computation of the second derivatives, a time-consuming step. A variant in this method allows for numerical updating of the Hessian for a number of steps, requiring fewer explicit computations of the full Hessian matrix.13 These integration techniques require computation of the first derivatives of the potential energy, and some methods require computation of the second derivatives. The question now posed is how to evaluate the potential energy. 7.1.2



Selecting the PES



Until the 1990s, molecular dynamics trajectories were computed using analytic potential energy surfaces. Such a potential is defined by an analytic function whose major advantage is that an analytic expression of the derivative (and second derivative) is readily evaluated, as needed for the integration of the equations of motion. Analytic potential energy functions are generally fit to experimental or ab initio geometric and energetic data. The number of ab initio points needed to derive such a potential grows rapidly with the size of the molecule, and so analytic potentials were restricted to small molecules or systems with arbitrary constraints.7 Analytic potentials may suffer from unreasonable behavior in regions of space not properly sampled by points used in the fitting procedure. As computers became faster, especially with the development of parallel and cluster computing, molecular dynamics using direct dynamics became feasible. In direct dynamics, an analytic potential is never employed. Rather, the energy and its derivatives are computed as needed for each trajectory point. No error is introduced in a fitting procedure—the derivatives are accurately computed given the quantum mechanical method employed. Although direct dynamics removes the errors associated with a fitted potential, it can be enormously time-consuming. A trajectory that has, say, 100 points along the path will require 100 energy and derivative computations (and perhaps 100 secondderivative computations depending on the integration technique). The computational demand of each of these individual derivatives computations depends upon the size of the molecule and the QM method employed. When one considers that a large number of trajectories will need to be computed, it is readily apparent that severe limitations may be placed on the type of systems that can reasonably be treated with direct dynamics. It is important to recognize, however, that trajectory calculations are inherently parallelizable; for example, each trajectory can be run independently of the others, making MD trajectory studies especially well-suited for large computer cluster installations. Although many of the examples we discuss below involve direct dynamics with the PES computed using high-level QM methods, for large molecules this technique may be out of reach. Recognizing that semi-empirical QM methods make use of parameters fit to experimental data, Truhlar14 suggested that these parameters can be fit to ab initio data for the specific reaction of interest. Fitting a semi-empirical method, as was first done with NDDO but is now more popularly carried out with AM1, to replicate ab initio data, creates what is called specific reaction parameters or SRP. The energies and derivatives for a selection of molecular geometries are computed
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using some high-level QM method. Selected AM1 parameters (along with perhaps additional empirical functions) are then fit to mimic the ab initio PES. This new AM1-SRP method captures the features and characteristics of the full ab initio PES. Direct dynamics are then run, using the AM1-SRP method for the energy and derivatives evaluation. The distinct advantage of the SRP approach is that it uses significantly less computer time to evaluate the needed energies and derivatives than is used with the ab initio QM treatment. 7.1.3



Initial Conditions



Trajectories can in principle be initiated anywhere on the potential energy surface. The initial geometry needs to be defined (the x-, y-, and z-coordinates of every atom), along with the initial velocity of every atom. If one uses normal modes, assigning the velocities is a matter of deciding how much energy (or how many quanta) to place into each mode, along with the phase of that vibration. Taking the most literal approach, one might start the trajectories with reactant(s) and follow them over transition states, through intermediates and finishing at product(s). Undoubtedly, some trajectories started at reactants will proceed to products, but most of them will bounce around the neighborhood of the reactant for quite some time. It is only when the trajectory heads towards the transition state that it may eventually cross over, and many trajectories that begin at reactants will not be headed in that direction. In order to obtain trajectories that are reactive, most MD studies initiate the trajectories in the neighborhood of the transition state. A trajectory is first run in one direction—say, towards product. Next, all of the velocities are reversed, and a second trajectory is again started at the TS and followed towards the reactant. The union of these two trajectories defines a full trajectory from reactant to product. A single trajectory indicates one path, one way for a molecular system to evolve from reactant to products. This one trajectory has limited value, but a sampling of trajectories, if done in a statistically meaningful way, can provide insight in real molecular systems. Typically, an MD simulation will have hundreds to thousands of trajectories, though fewer might be run if limited interpretation is acceptable. There are a number of different techniques for generating statistical initial conditions for the trajectories. We discuss here only one technique to give a sense of how this sampling is created. Interested readers are directed towards more extensive discussions in references 6 and 7. We demonstrate here how to create a microcanonical sampling and we will concern ourselves with only the distribution of energy over the vibrational modes.15 In a microcanonical ensemble, all molecules have the same total energy, but different position in phase space, meaning different coordinates and/or momentum. The total vibrational energy Ev is given as Ev ¼



3N6 X i



Ei ¼



3N6 X i



p2i þ v2i q2i , 2



(7:8)
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where pi and qi are the momentum and position within the ith vibrational mode. A uniform distribution of the vibrational energy states can be created as " # i1 X   Ei ¼ Ev  (7:9) Ej 1  R1=n1 , j



where n is the number of vibrational modes (3N 2 6) and R is a random number between 0 and 1. A second random number R0 is chosen to assign the phase of each vibrational mode. The position and momentum for each vibrational mode is assigned as pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ   2Ei cos 2pR0i qi ¼ vi pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ   pi ¼  2Ei sin 2pR0i :



(7:10) (7:11)



These coordinates and momenta can then be transformed back into Cartesian coordinates for the numerical integration. One should keep in mind that this type of sampling is exact for harmonic oscillators but will be an approximate ensemble for anharmonic oscillators. Combining all of these ideas of this section gives rise to Born –Oppenheimer molecular dynamics, sometimes also referred to as semiclassical dynamics. Separation of electronic and nuclear motion is assumed, namely the Born – Oppenheimer approximation. Atoms move on the electronic potential energy surface, computed using some QM method, following the classical equations of motion. In summary, the steps for computing trajectories using direct dynamics are: 1. Select a method for performing the numerical integration of the equations of motion. 2. Decide on an appropriate quantum mechanical method to compute the energy and derivatives. As the energy and derivatives (perhaps also the second derivatives) calculation will be repeated thousands of times, it is important to balance off the computational time against the rigor of the method. An SRP surface may be a more suitable choice. 3. Initialize the positions and momenta for each atom in every trajectory using some sampling procedure. 4. Compute each trajectory for a given length of time or until product or reactant is reached. 7.2



STATISTICAL KINETIC THEORIES



The reaction rate can be obtained by trajectory analysis by examining a very large number of trajectories. This can be prohibitively expensive for most reactions. An alternative approach is to use statistical theories that deal with a large ensemble of molecules. Familiar to most chemists are two major theories of this
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type: transition state theory and RRKM theory. We present an overview of these two theories largely because the results of the specific dynamics studies discussed in this chapter are at odds with these theories. Standard representation of the transition state in organic chemistry textbooks is the point of maximum energy on the reaction coordinate.16,17 More precise is the definition provided in Section 1.4: the transition state is the col, a point where all the gradients vanish, and all of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are positive except one, which corresponds to the reaction coordinate. In statistical kinetic theories, a slightly different definition of the transition state is required. Phase space is a 6N 2 12 dimensional representation of the atomic (3n 2 6) coordinates and their associated (3N 2 6) momenta. Reactive trajectories in phase space move from reactant to product. The transition state is the hyperplane such that all trajectories that cross this plane do so only once. In other words, trajectories that cross this plane from the reactant side will go on to products without ever turning back and recrossing the plane towards reactant. Given this definition, the rate of reaction is the number of trajectories that cross the plane per unit time.8 In order to remove the need for explicit trajectory analysis, one makes the statistical approximation. This approximation can be formulated in a number of equivalent ways. In the microcanonical ensemble, all states are equally probable. Another formulation is that the lifetime of reactant (or intermediate) is random and follows an exponential decay rate. But perhaps the simplest statement is that intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) is faster than the reaction rate. IVR implies that if a reactant is prepared with some excited vibrational mode or modes, this excess energy will randomize into all of the vibrational modes prior to converting to product. RRKM18 – 21 assumes both the statistical approximation and the existence of the transition state. It assumes a microcanonical ensemble, where all the molecules have equivalent energy E . This energy exceeds the energy of the transition state (E0) thanks to vibration, rotation, and/or translation energy. Invoking an equilibrium between the transition state (the activated complex) and reactant, the rate of reaction is k(E ) ¼



W(E  E0 ) , hN  (E )



(7:12)



where W(E 2 E0) is the number of energy levels of the transition state between E and E0, h is Planck’s constant, and N (E ) is the density of states of the reactant at E . Transition state theory (TST)22,23 also makes the statistical approximation and invokes an equilibrium between reactant and transition state. TST invokes constant temperature instead of a microcanonical ensemble as in RRKM theory. Using statistical mechanics, the reaction rate is given by the familiar equation k¼



kB T DGz =RT 0 e , h



(7:13)



where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and DG‡0 is the free energy of activation. TST invokes the transition state hyperplane perpendicular to the reaction coordinate
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through the maximum on the potential energy surface. Variational transition state theory (VTST)24 corrects for the possibility that trajectories might recross a plane defined in this manner. VTST locates the hyperplane that minimizes recrossing, which turns out to be at the maximum on the free energy surface. With these theories in mind, we now turn to a number of examples of organic reactions studied using direct dynamics. In all of these cases, some aspect of the application of the statistical approximation is found to be in error. At a minimum, the collected weight of these trajectory studies demonstrates the caution that needs to be used when applying TST or RRKM. More compelling though is that these studies question the very nature of the meaning of reaction mechanism.



7.3 EXAMPLES OF ORGANIC REACTIONS WITH NONSTATISTICAL DYNAMICS 7.3.1



[1,3]-Sigmatropic Rearrangement of Bicyclo[3.2.0]hepte-2-ene



We begin the discussion of dynamic effects with an analysis of the rearrangement of bicyclo[3.2.0]hepte-2-ene 1 to bicyclo[2.2.1]hepte-2-ene 2 (Reaction 7.1). Although Carpenter’s molecular dynamic studies of this rearrangement involved computations on semi-empirical potential energy surfaces,25,26 this study was the first to demonstrate the importance of dynamic effect in organic reactions. It also provides a fine example of some of the major symptoms of nonstatistical outcomes and evidence for dynamic effects.



(Reaction 7.1)



The rearrangement of 1 is one of the classic examples of the power and limitations of the Woodward – Hoffmann rules.17 Thermolysis of the analogs shown in Reactions (7.2)27 and (7.3)28,29 proceed with inversion about the migrating carbon, as predicted by orbital symmetry arguments. Interestingly, the preference for the inversion path increases with increasing temperature. Exo-methyl substitution, as shown in Reaction (7.4), still leads to inversion, but the endo-methyl analogue (Reaction 7.5) rearranges predominantly with retention.30 The explanation for this latter result is that the allowed pathway requires the methyl group to rotate downward, towards the double bond. This is sterically congested and so the retention path becomes competitive. The lack of stereorandomization in any of these cases was taken as strong evidence against a diradical intermediate. (Reaction 7.2)27
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(Reaction 7.3)28;29



(Reaction 7.4)30



(Reaction 7.5)30



Both the AM1 and PM3 potential energy surfaces for Reaction (7.1) are characterized by a diradical intermediate sandwiched by an entrance and exit transition state. Their major difference is that PM3 predicts the diradical to reside in a deeper well than does AM1 (Scheme 7.1). Semi-empirical methods tend to overestimate the stability of diradicals, and so these surfaces may be in error. Carpenter argues the question as “What if these surfaces are correct?”31 If the diradical is longlived, then IVR should occur, leading to stereorandomized products. Because the experiments indicate definite stereoselection, can a surface with a diradical intermediate lead to stereoselectivity? To probe this question, Carpenter performed direct dynamics using both the AM1 and PM3 surfaces. An ensemble of initial states at 3008C was prepared about the higher energy TS (5) and trajectories were computed in the reverse direction. The principle of microscopic reversibility implies that these same trajectories run backwards are appropriate trajectories for the forward reaction. One hundred trajectories were run on each surface for 500 fs. The trajectories fell into two categories: (1) a set of short-lived trajectories (,250 fs) and (2) a set of long-lived trajectories.



Scheme 7.1.
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There were four short trajectories on the PM1 surface and 10 such trajectories on the AM1 surface. All of these short-lived direct trajectories proceed with counterclockwise motion about the C522C6 bond, leading exclusively to inversion about C6. No short-lived trajectory gives retention product, nor does it reside in the vicinity of the diradical 4 for any appreciable time. One may consider these trajectories as following the Woodward – Hoffman allowed, concerted path, except that it occurs over a PES containing a diradical! These direct trajectories all begin with energy in C522C6 rotational vibration mode, with its initial motion in the counterclockwise direction. The trajectory simply conserves this angular momentum, continuing the counterclockwise rotation through 1808 as C6 migrates to make the new C22C bond. How might a retention product be created? Counterclockwise rotation of 3608 (or multiples thereof) while C6 migrates would do the job. Such large angular rotations require considerably more energy in this mode than just zero-point energy. This rapidly rotating bond would then have to suddenly come to a quick halt when the new C22C bond is formed, but conservation of angular momentum prohibits this unless the momentum can be transferred to some other region of the molecule. As it cannot form the new C22C bond, the C522C6 torsional rotation continues on, giving rise to a long-lived diradical. The other option is for clockwise rotation about the C522C6 bond. This process turns out to be slower in getting started, because it leads to more rapid rupture of the C122C6 bond than does counterclockwise motion. However, once the clockwise C522C6 does begin, it accelerates rapidly to minimize the steric interaction of the downward-pointing group on C6 with the five-member ring below. Once again, this path generates too much angular momentum in the C522C6 torsion, and it cannot be quickly stopped in order to form the new C22C bond. Clockwise C522C6 trajectories are therefore long-lived in the neighborhood of the diradical. The short-lived trajectories indicate an effective rate constant much larger than that predicted by RRKM theory. These constitute nonstatistical dynamic paths. The longer-lived trajectories appear to follow traditional statistical dynamics. One way to reconcile these within a single statistical kinetics model is that there are two underlying reaction mechanisms—the “fast” trajectories corresponding to a concerted reaction and the “slow” trajectories corresponding to a stepwise mechanism with a long-lived diradical intermediate. Standard physical organic chemical interpretation of this idea necessitates that there be two different potential energy surfaces, that is, a concerted path with one TS and a second path with two transition states and an intermediate (as in 3 – 5). All the MD trajectories, however, are generated here using one surface, that for the stepwise mechanism! This is a fundamental break with classical organic mechanistic thought. Carpenter has coined the term “dynamic matching” to describe these direct, nonstatistical trajectories. The motion and momentum of a system coming out of one transition state region directs the system straight into a second transition state, neglecting any nearby local minima. The exit channel out of the first TS lines up, or matches, with the entrance channel into the second transition state. For Reaction (7.1), some paths through the region about TS 3 are pointed straight at 5 and so they
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pass directly over this second transition state and onto product. Occurrence of these direct paths, which are usually very short, is indicative of nonstatistical dynamics. Another common symptom of reactions that display nonstatistical behavior is a bimodal distribution of trajectory lifetimes. The nonstatistical trajectories have much shorter lifetimes than predicted by TST or RRKM. Trajectories will then cluster in two (or more) groups, the very short lifetime group and those with a much longer lifetime, consistent with statistical dynamics. Both direct trajectories that seemingly avoid local minima and bimodal lifetime distributions will be seen in many of the examples to follow. Returning to the experimental results, the dynamic model offers an explanation for the unusual observation of greater selectivity with higher temperature.28,29 It is important to note that labeled norbornene represents only a very small portion (1 – 2%) of the product of Reaction (7.3); the major products are the result of a retroDiels – Alder reaction, namely deuterated ethylene and cyclopentadiene. The activation entropy of the retro-Diels – Alder is presumably positive, but that of the rearrangement is negative. At higher temperatures, the retro-Diels – Alder will become more favorable, so more and more of the diradical will follow this fragmentation path. On the other hand, the direct rearrangement pathway cannot lead to fragmentation and so continues to produce just the inversion product. The “bleeding off” of the diradical allows for greater stereoselectivity to result.25 Carpenter25 also computed some trajectories for the rearrangements of the exoand endo-methylbicyclo[3.2.0]hept-2-ene, 6 and 7. The exo isomer 6 undergoes a direct trajectory with inversion about C6. This pathway rotates the methyl group away from the five-member ring, very much analogous to the direct trajectories of the parent compound.



For the rearrangement of the endo isomer 7, the trajectory starts off innocently enough, with a rotation about the C522C6 bond that brings the methyl group downward towards the five-member ring, looking just like the other direct trajectories that lead to the inversion product. However, soon along the trajectory, the methyl groups runs into the five-member ring and bounces off it, reversing the torsional rotation about C522C6. The net effect is now to have a direct trajectory that produces the retention product. This trajectory explains the preference for the retention product of Reaction (7.5).



7.3.2



Life in the Caldera: Concerted Versus Diradical Mechanisms



In the limited trajectory study for Reaction (7.1), Carpenter26 noted 10 (out of 100) direct trajectories with the AM1 surface and 4 (out of 100) direct trajectories on the PM3 surface. Although the sample size is too small to say anything definitive about these percentages, he did note that the diradical is in a shallower well in AM1 than in
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PM3. It is reasonable that the shallower well will be more easily (i.e., directly) crossed. In particular, a trajectory is less likely to be trapped within a shallow energy well than a deep energy well. Reactions involving intermediates in shallow energy wells may be good candidates for demonstrating unusual dynamical behavior. If this occurs in a reaction that can exhibit stereo- or regiochemistry, then this dynamic behavior can be experimentally tested. Pericyclic reactions fit this specification precisely. These reactions can show remarkable stereo- and regioselectivity, as discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Great debates have been fought over whether some pericyclic reactions are concerted or stepwise, the conflict based on the relative closeness in energy of the concerted transition state and the diradical intermediate. This section presents MD trajectory studies of a variety of pericyclic reactions, all of which demonstrate nonstatistical behavior. These studies raise significant questions about the fundamental nature of pericyclic reactions. The consequence of these MD studies is in fact much larger, challenging our understanding of just what the term “mechanism” really means. Besides being pericyclic reactions, these next examples share a characteristic potential energy surface. The diradical intermediate is energetically appreciable above the reactant and product energies. It resides in a broad shallow bowl with multiple exit channels that involve different transition states, all of which are typically of similar energy. The diradical is therefore poorly described as a single geometry, but rather can sample quite a range of geometries without much increase in energy. This kind of diradical has been termed twixtyl 32 or a continuous diradical transition state.33 The term that has become more popular is caldera,34 the collapsed dome of a volcano,35 which captures the shape of the surface about the diradical minimum. Figure 7.3 shows a generic PES of a caldera. The diradical intermediate (DI) sits in the center of the broad, shallow bowl—the caldera. To get a sense of the argument to be put forward in this chapter, imagine rolling a marble on the surface shown in Figure 7.3, starting at TS1, the entrance transition state connecting reactant R with the diradical DI. Suppose we give the marble a slight push backwards; the marble will roll downhill towards R, accelerating all the way as the potential energy (due to gravity) is converted into kinetic energy. This defines one trajectory. For the second trajectory, let us again start the marble at TS1 and give it a slight push in the forward direction, directly into the middle of the caldera, toward DI. The marble will again move downhill, accelerating towards DI. If we assume that the surface is frictionless, when the marble reaches the point DI, the local minimum inside the caldera, it will not stop because it has considerable momentum, gained as the potential energy is converted into kinetic energy. So, the marble continues on its straight path now climbing uphill towards TS2, slowing down as it gains height. If TS2 is no greater in energy than TS1, the marble will roll up over TS2 and then fall downhill towards P2. The marble has traversed a direct path across the caldera to P2. It is unaware of any other features on the PES. This trajectory is indicated as the heavy line in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.3. PES of a generic caldera. TS1 connects reactant R with the diradical intermediate DI. TS2 connects DI with product P2 and TS3 connects DI to P3.



Figure 7.4. Contour plot of the PES in Figure 7.3, looking down from above. The heavy line is the direct trajectory from TS1 across DI and over TS2 to P2. The long-short dashed line is the semidirect trajectory from TS1 to P3. The dashed line is the rebound trajectory from TS1 to P3.
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What is needed to get the marble to fall into one of the other products, say P3? Once the marble has momentum in the direction towards TS2 it will head that way unabated, unless it is deflected by a barrier or wall. Traveling from TS1 to P3 requires a right-hand turn. This can be accomplished in two ways. First, the marble can be initiated with a push in the direction directly towards TS3, with sufficient initial momentum to carry it towards that col and not get turned inward by the caldera wall back into its interior (the long-short dashed line of Fig. 7.4). A second possibility is to push the marble into the caldera but towards one of the high walls in order to rebound off that wall and towards TS3; the wall provides the “push” to turn the marble. This is the dashed line of Figure 7.4. Dynamic matching is the concept that the initial motion away from the first transition state (TS1 in our model) carries the species up the entrance channel towards the second transition state (TS2). Trajectories that start with momentum that properly matches with the second transition state will directly cross that caldera and spend no time as the diradical. The trajectories will be very fast, prohibiting IVR from occurring. Trajectories that do not match up with an exit channel will enter the caldera and bounce around the basin for a while before finally traversing up a hill and across a transition state. Such trajectories do reside in the basin for an appreciable time; these trajectories constitute the diradical state. During its time inside the basin, vibrational energy can be redistributed among the various modes. Statistical behavior can then be anticipated, as the diradical can now statistically exit any available channel. As will be discussed for the specific examples below, the trajectories will tend to group in two categories: those that are direct trajectories across the caldera, and those that bounce around inside the caldera for some longer time. It is the occurrence of the direct trajectories that provide the nonstatistical dynamics, calling into question the traditional notions of mechanism and intermediate. 7.3.2.1 Rearrangement of Vinylcyclopropane to Cyclopentene The thermolysis of vinylcyclopropane 8 to give cyclopentene 9 is another classic, formal [1,3]-sigmatropic rearrangement. Its mechanism has been the subject of controversy. Application of the Woodward–Hoffmann orbital symmetry rules predicts that the reaction proceeds by either the si or ar routes. Here, the stereodesignations s,a refer to suprafacial or antarafacial participation of the allyl fragment and r,i indicates retention or inversion about the migrating methylene group. Baldwin heated the trideuterated vinylcyclopropane 10 at 3008C and measured the ratio of the four rearrangement paths (Scheme 7.2).36 He found the si : sr : ar : ai ratio is 40 : 23 : 13 : 24. The ratio of the formally



allowed (si þ ar) to forbidden (sr þ ai) is about 1 : 1. This result casts serious doubt on the concerted mechanism, and Baldwin concluded the “diradical-mediated paths seem mechanistically essential.” On the other hand, the secondary kinetic isotope effect at the
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Scheme 7.2.



terminal vinyl carbon (kH/kD ¼ 1.17–1.21) is slightly larger than that at the migrating methylene carbon (kH/kD ¼ 1.14),37 evidence for a concerted mechanism. In 1997, two theoretical studies of the vinylcyclopropane to cyclopentene rearrangement were reported. Critical points at CASSCF(4,4)/6-31G were located by Davidson and Gajewski,38 while Houk39 located them using (U)B3LYP/6-31G with single-point energies computed at CASSCF(4/4)/ 6-31G . Both studies agree on the fundamental characteristics of the PES for this reaction. First, no stable diradical intermediate could be located. Rather, a flat plateau region is characterized by a number of transition states. A transition state that corresponds to the [1,3]-shift in the si manner is found, along with transition states with various arrangements of the terminal methylene groups. All of these transition states are within 4 kcal mol21 of each other (Fig. 7.5). The authors of both papers conclude that no single pathway is accountable for the rearrangement. The flatness of the potential energy surface and the lack of any diradical intermediate are suggestive of the possible role of dynamic control of this reaction.



Figure 7.5. Critical points on the 8 ! 9 PES. Relative energies in kcal mol21 at CASSCF(4,4)/6-31G .38
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TABLE 7.1. Percent Yields from Trajectories Begun at Three TSs.a TS(si)



TS(90,0)



TS(0,0)



Total



Expt.



37.7 39.4 12.5 10.4 87.9



27.5 26.5 17.1 28.9 17.4



31.0 14.2 13.4 41.4 12.7



39.6 31.9 12.3 16.2



40 23 13 24



si sr ar ai % React.b a



Ref. 41; bpercent of the trajectories initiated at that TS that resulted in a product.



Molecular dynamics trajectories have been computed for the 8 ! 9 using an AM1-SRP potential energy surface fit to the MRCI/cc-pVDZ//CASSCF(4,4)/ cc-pVDZ critical point energies.40,41 Trajectories at 573 K were initiated at three transition states: TS(si), TS(90,0), and TS(0,0). The product distribution from these trajectories is listed in Table 7.1. The product distribution is dependent on which TS is the origin of the trajectory. Trajectories started at TS(si) preferentially produce the Woodward –Hoffmann allowed products, but the ai product is the major one produced from the TS(0,0) trajectories. Trajectories from TS(90,0) give nearly equal distribution of the four possible products. This mode selectivity strongly discounts the presence of a diradical intermediate that has some appreciable lifetime. Such a diradical would undergo intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution, and the trajectories from the three different TSs would result in identical product distributions. The product distribution is also time-dependent. Listed in Table 7.2 is the timedependence of the s/a and i/r ratios for the trajectories initiated at the three TSs. Trajectories from TS(si) show strong preference for s over a in the short trajectories. These are trajectories that essentially directly close by a least-motion rotation of the vinyl group. Over longer times, the TS(si) trajectories lose specificity. The trajectories from TS(90,0) show strong preference for i over r at short times. This reflects a least motion pathway. The overall s/a ratio time-dependence is dominated by the results of the TS(si) trajectories.



TABLE 7.2. Time-Dependence of the Product Ratios.a TS(si)



TS(90,0)



TS(0,0)



Total



Time(fs)



s/a



i/r



s/a



i/r



s/a



i/r



s/a



i/r



100– 200 200– 300 300– 400 400– 500 500– 600 600– 700 700– 800



463 11 2.3 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.2



1.2 1.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.7



0.5 0.8 1.0 1.5 0.7 1.8 0.9



88 23 9.8 9.1 10.7 2.8 2.3



1.3 0.5 0.9 1.3 1.2 1.2 0.9



7.1 9.9 0.7 0.7 1.3 0.6 1.3



23.7 3.3 1.6 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.5



1.3 2.6 1.3 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.1



a



Ref. 41.
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The time-dependence suggests a bimodal trajectory distribution. The short duration trajectories are very stereoselective, mostly originating from TS(si), and involve direct, least-motion rotation about the C222C3 bond in a suprafacial motion. The longer time duration trajectories are more stereorandom and proceed through an anti conformation that requires significant geometric change to access. Even these long trajectories are not fully stereorandom—there is dependence on which TS is crossed and most trajectories maintain their angular velocity, be it about C122C2 or C222C3. This nonstatistical nature for the vinylcyclopropane to cyclopentene rearrangement implies that related reactions may also occur under dynamic control. The vinylcyclobutane 11 to cyclohexene 12 rearrangement is the next higher homolog. This rearrangement proceeds with quite variable stereoselectivity, strongly dependent upon the substituents. For example, the rearrangement of 13 proceeds with an allowed (si þ ar) to forbidden (sr þ ai) ratio of 1.1,42 but the diastereomers 14 and 15 are much more selective; the si/sr ratio is greater than 9.3 for the former and less than 0.14 for the latter.30



Houk located the critical points along the rearrangement of 11 into 12 at (U)B3LYP/6-31G .43 A diradical intermediate 16 does exist; however, three transition states (17 –19) are found in the neighborhood of 16 (Fig. 7.6). These critical points differ in energy by only 4 kcal mol21 (computed at CASPT2(6,6)/6-31G//



Figure 7.6. Critical points in the 11 ! 12 caldera.43 Relative CASPT2 energies in kcal mol21.
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UB3LYP/6-31G ). The diradical lies in a broad flat caldera, similar to that found in the 8 ! 9 rearrangement and other reactions discussed in this chapter. Although trajectory calculations were not performed, the shape of this PES strongly suggests that “the dynamic motions of diradical species moving along the flat potential surface before ring closure govern the observed stereochemical preferences.”43 In other words, dynamic effects dictate the product distribution. 7.3.2.2 Bicyclo[3.1.0]hex-2-ene 20 The rearrangement of bicyclo[3.1.0]hex-2-ene occurs on a flat caldera that allows for “quasi-energetic but geometrically nonequivalent pathways.”44 The rearrangement occurs through the formation of a diradical. Using the monodeuterated analog d-20x to explicate the full range of outcomes, the diradical d-21 can close via (1) the [1r,3s] path to give d-22x, (2) the [1i,1i] path to give d-20n, or (3) the [1i,3a] path to give d-22n (Scheme 7.3). Baldwin found that the gas-phase reaction of 20x at 225– 2558C gave the d-22x : d-20n : d-22n product ratio of 48 : 36 : 16.45 Houk and Suhrada46 examined the rearrangement of 20 at CASPT2(4,4)6-31G // CASSCF(4,4)/6-31G . The transition state 23 lies 40.0 kcal mol21 above the reactant. This transition states defines the entrance into a broad, flat caldera that holds three critical points, two mirror image local minima 24 and transition state 25 (Fig. 7.7). These critical points lie 0.1 and 0.4 kcal mol21 below 23, respectively. Structures 23 – 25 possess diradical character: the distance between the secondary and the allyl radical is large, the SOMOs are of different irreducible representations, and the triplet state is lower in energy than the singlet. The caldera interior surface describes the “intermediate,” but certainly no single geometry really can be ascribed to the diradical 21. This PES is ideal for nonstatistical kinetic behavior. Doubleday, Suhrada, and Houk then performed classical trajectory simulations for the rearrangement of 20.44 The trajectories were performed using direct dynamics, where the energy surface was computed using the AM1-SRP method. Here, AM1 was modified to fit to the CASPT2(4,4)/6-31G //CASSCF(4,4)/631G results discussed above. Trajectories were begun at the transition state 23 using the TS normal mode sampling procedure to give a Boltzman distribution. The trajectories were computed at 498 K and 528 K, and the percent yields of the
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Figure 7.7. Geometries of the critical points on the PES for the rearrangement of 20.46



products are reported in Table 7.3. Two important conclusions are readily drawn from this table. First, the agreement between the computed and experimental product distribution is remarkably good. Second, there is no difference in the product distribution at different temperatures. This is a sign of nonstatistical dynamics. The majority of the trajectories make a single pass across the caldera and then fall into a product energy well. The time to traverse the well is less than 400 fs, insufficient time for intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution. Rather, conservation of momentum dictates that trajectories simply follow straight paths across the caldera. The product distribution should then depend principally on the initial direction into the caldera. If this is true, a trajectory that enters the caldera to the upper left TABLE 7.3. Percent Yields from Trajectory Simulations.a



rs ii ia a



498 K



528 K



Expt.b



47.0 + 1.7 37.6 + 1.7 15.4 + 1.7



47.2 + 1.7 37.8 + 1.7 15.0 + 1.7



48 36 16



Ref. 44; bref. 45.
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Figure 7.8. Angular regions that lead to the different products. The regions are weighted by Ð 1 cos u du to predict the product distributions.44 Reprinted with permission from J. Am. 2 Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 90. Copyright 2006, American Chemical Society.



of the transition vector (Fig. 7.8) will fall into the rs product well. Weighting this Ð area as 12 cos udu, predicts that 42% of the trajectories should give the rs product. Those trajectories that initially head into the upper-right corner will cross the caldera and fall into the ii well; this area corresponds to 11% of the trajectories. Only 6% of the trajectories enter the caldera heading towards the bottom right and end up in the ia well. These percentages are remarkably similar to the actual product distribution. The other trajectories head towards one of the “hills” on the caldera rim and will bounce about the caldera (though again generally only for a short period of time) before falling into a well. This direct path notion suggests that product distribution should be timedependent; the path to the rs well is shorter than the paths across the caldera to the ii or ia wells. During the first 150 fs of trajectory time, virtually the only product formed is rs. After 200 fs, the ii and rs products are formed equally. The ia product slowly accrues. This time-dependence is another indicator of nonstatistical dynamics. 7.3.2.3 Cyclopropane Stereomutation The stereomutation of substituted cyclopropanes remains a subject of incomplete understanding. This is particularly frustrating to physical organic chemists, because the system is, at least at first glance, exceedingly simple. The chiral dideutrated cyclopropane (S,S )-26 undergoes isomerization to its enantiomer (R,R)-26 and the achiral form (R,S )-26 (Scheme 7.4). One can consider these interconversions as occurring by rotation about a single
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Scheme 7.4.



carbon or rotation about two carbon centers, with relative rates of k1 and k12, respectively. Berson47 examined the thermolysis of (S,S )-26 at 695 K and concluded that the ratio of single to double rotation (k1/k2) was about 50; however, this result depends on the secondary isotope effect for the cleavage of the C22C bond. Other reasonable choices of the isotope effect can reduce k1/k2 to a value as low as 5. In a second experiment designed to remove the dependence on this isotope effect, Baldwin examined the kinetics of the stereomutation at 4708C of the tri-deuterated-13Clabeled cyclopropane shown in Scheme 7.5.48 The resultant k1/k2 value is 1. The results are not reconcilable by any choice of isotope effect. Furthermore, their interpretation is entirely different; Berson’s result indicates little stereorandomization and predominant double rotation, but Baldwin’s result indicates either stereorandomization (probably through an intermediate) or competitive single and double rotation rates. Early extended Hu¨ckel calculations by Hoffmann on the stereomutation of cyclopropane invoked the intermediacy of the trimethylene radical 27.49 The single rotation transition state connecting 26 with 27 was estimated to be much higher than the double rotation transition state. Of the two possible double rotation pathways, orbital symmetry rules predict that the conrotatory pathway is preferred over the disrotatory pathway.



Scheme 7.5.
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Figure 7.9. Structures of the critical points on the PES of the trimethylene diradical.51



Given the difficulties in computing reasonable energies of diradicals, as discussed in Chapter 4, obtaining the potential energy surface of trimethylene diradical is a challenge. Multiconfiguration treatment is necessary, and the two best computations were performed at CASSCF(2,2)/VTZ(2d,p)50 and CASPT2 N/6-31G // GVB-PP(1)/6-31G .51 Both computations agree on the features of the potential energy surface and structure of its critical points (Fig. 7.9). The trimethylene diradical has C2 symmetry 27, with a conrotatory transition state 28 that is essentially of equal energy. The disrotatory transition state 29 about 1 – 1.5 kcal mol21 above 28 and the transition state for monorotation 30 is about 1 kcal mol21 higher still. The important point is that the region about the diradical is exceptionally flat. In 1997, two independent molecular dynamics studies of the cyclopropane stereomutation appeared back-to-back in the Journal of the American Chemical Society. The first, by Doubleday and Hase52 (a follow-up full paper53 appeared a year later), employed a PES using the AM1-SRP based upon Doubleday’s earlier CASSCF(2,2)50 study of the trimethylene diradical. Borden and Carpenter,51 authors of the second paper, devised an analytical surface based on CASPT2N energies of 27– 29. Although the potential energy surfaces are slightly different, the results and conclusions drawn from these two dynamics studies are in agreement. In the Doubleday/Hase study,52 trajectories were initiated at the conrotatory transition state with 4.39 kcal mol21 of energy above the zero-point energy. When all of that energy is placed into the conrotatory reaction coordinate, only conrotatory product is obtained. When 1, 3, or 7 quanta were placed into the disrotatory mode, conrotatory product remained the dominant product, but both the disrotatory and monorotation products increased with increased quanta. If the reaction proceeded by statistical intramolecular vibration energy redistribution through a trimethylene diradical, than all of the different starting conditions should have given identical product distributions. The trajectories that involve double rotations “could hardly be more direct,” terminating in less than 400 fs. Borden and Carpenter51 also noted the generally very direct trajectories. Even the trajectories that were initiated at the disrotatory transition state cross the shallow plateau and exit through a disrotatory transition state, rather than through
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the lower conrotatory transition state. This demonstrates the principle of “dynamic matching”—as entry onto the plateau is with disrotatory motion, this carries across the plateau and matches with the disrotatory exit channel. Based on the product distribution of their computed trajectories, Doubleday and Hase find k12/k1 ¼ 2.3 – 3, depending on the initial state sampling. Borden and Carpenter obtained the following k12/k1 ratio for trajectories initiated at the conrotatory, disrotatory, and monorotation transition states: 5.8 –6, 2.8– 3.3, and 0.35– 0.4, respectively, giving an overall value of 4.73. Transition state theory predicts a double to single rotation ratio of less than 1.5, dramatically lower than the value from the two MD studies. The very short-lived trajectories traverse the diradical plateau directly, in a dynamic matching sense. A fraction of the trajectories are long lived (.400 fs), and involve both single and double rotations and possibly multiple rotations.53 One might expect these trajectories to result from a “true” intermediate. In fact, these long-lived trajectories give k12/k1  1.4, consistent with transition state theory. Thus, it appears that bimodal lifetime distributions may be occurring here, namely short-lived direct trajectories lead to nonstatistical dynamics, and the longerlived trajectories follow statistical dynamics. 7.3.3



Entrance into Intermediates from Above



Another potential energy surface topology that presents an excellent opportunity for nonstatistical dynamics is characterized by a high-energy entrance transition state that leads into a shallow minimum. The exit TS from the intermediate is of much lower energy then the entrance TS (Fig. 7.10). In such a surface, the intermediate will be prepared with excess energy for escape over the second transition state. It is possible that many trajectories will be favorably aligned such that they directly traverse the intermediate and immediately exit to the final product. The following example exemplifies just such a scenario.



Figure 7.10. Generic PES where the entrance TS into the intermediate is much higher than the exit TS.
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7.3.3.1 Deazetization of 2,3-Diazabicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-ene 31 Thermolysis of 2,3-diazabicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-ene 31 leads to nitrogen extrusion, forming bicyclo[2.1.0]pentane 32. The stereoselectivity of this reaction can be determined with the deuterium-labeled analog 31-d2: the exo 32x to endo 32n product ratio is 3 : 1.54 Roth proposed two possible mechanisms: the first54 involves synchronous cleavage of the C22N bonds, with assistance provide by the back-side lobes of the carbon orbitals giving rise to the exo isomer (Scheme 7.6), and the second55 involves stepwise C22N cleavage and with C22C bond formation concerted with the second cleavage (Scheme 7.7). Allred and Smith offered a third mechanism (Scheme 7.8). The C22N bonds are broken synchronously, with the exo isomer formed from the recoil of the N2 loss.56 All three of these mechanisms have issues. Neither of the first two explain how the endo isomer is formed. The last mechanism implies the diradical intermediate has Cs symmetry but computations suggest it is of C2 symmetry. Both the stepwise and concerted pathways have been subject to computational study.57,58 Given the distinctly different natures of critical points along these surfaces, multiconfiguration wavefunctions with corrections for dynamic correlation are needed. Carpenter59 examined the reaction of 31 ! 32, optimizing the geometries using a CASSCF wavefunction and then computing single-point energies at CASPT2. The optimized geometries and their relative CASPT2 energies are shown in Figure 7.11.



Scheme 7.6.



Scheme 7.7.



Scheme 7.8.
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Figure 7.11. CASSCF/6-31G(d) optimized structures of 31–36. CASPT2 relative energies (kcal mol21) are listed below each structure.59



The concerted pathway begins at 31 and then passes through the Cs transition state 33, with an increase in energy of 34.1 kcal mol21. Next, the diradical intermediate 34 is formed, having C2 symmetry. The barrier for formation of the new C22C bond, 35, is only 1.2 kcal mol21, leading to 32, with overall exothermicity of 8.7 kcal mol21. This surface mimics that shown in Figure 7.10. The stepwise path first creates the diradical 36, which lies nearly 7 kcal mol21 above the highest barrier of the concerted pathway. The transition state for the stepwise path must be even greater, and so the stepwise path is not competitive with the concerted path. This discredits the mechanism shown in Scheme 7.7. The mechanism proposed in Scheme 7.6 is also inconsistent with the CASSCF computations. This mechanism suggests that the C22C bond is formed as the ˚ ) than C22N bonds are broken; however, this distance is longer in TS 33 (2.309 A ˚ in the reactant (2.188 A). The C2 diradical 34, as noted before, suggests that the mechanism of Scheme 7.8 is not correct, at least in all of its details. Carpenter noted that the motion associated with the reaction coordinate of 33 is inversion at both carbon atoms that break their bond to nitrogen. The reaction dynamics model for the reaction is that passage over 33 will have energy in the reaction coordinate mode that will directly lead towards the inverted product 32x. Once momentum has been placed into this inversion mode, it will continue unless a barrier is met.9 Carpenter pictures the mechanism as in Scheme 7.9. Molecules that cross 33 to form intermediate 34 are primarily directed onward to 32x. Only a small portion will remain in the shallow well and get turned towards 32n.
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Scheme 7.9.



The nonstatistical population is the group of molecules that directly cross the diradical and produce 32x. Carpenter59 hypothesized that with increasing pressure, collisions will become more common such that energy will be redistributed away from the modes that lead to direct crossing of the diradical, leading to a more statistical product distribution. In other words, collisions provide the barrier so that the momentum can be redirected. The reaction of 31-d2 was carried out in supercritical propane in order to control the pressure. The ratio of 32x to 32n did decrease with increasing pressure, evidence that is in support of the dynamic model of Scheme 7.9. 7.3.4



Avoiding Local Minima



Potential energy surfaces typically display many local minima. Standard mechanistic analysis holds that local minima located between reactant and product will be sampled along the reaction pathway; we call these intervening local minima intermediates. The deeper the energy well associated with the intermediates, the more likely the intermediate will be sampled and the longer the lifetime of that intermediate. The surprising result of the next three examples is that local minima are available and quite energetically stable, but the reaction trajectories skirt around them. Entrance into the wells associated with these putative intermediates requires the trajectories to turn. Without some wall or barrier to deflect the trajectory, most simply pass right by deep wells and transit directly on to product, producing nonstatistical distributions and reaction times much faster than predicted by RRKM or TST. 7.3.4.1 Methyl Loss from Acetone Radical Cation The loss of a methyl group from acetone radical cation appears to proceed in a nonstatistical fashion. The reaction is proposed to follow the mechanism outlined in Reaction (7.6). Hydrogen migration from acetone enol radical cation 37 gives acetone radical cation 39, which then cleaves a methyl group. Labeled reactant allows for distinguishing which methyl group is lost. If the acetone cation radical is long-lived, and IVR occurs, then there should be no difference in the branching ratio: the methyl groups should be equivalent. The infrared multiplephoton (IRMP) dissociation experiments of Brauman60 confirmed earlier studies61 – 63—the methyl group
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formed by the migrating hydrogen is preferentially lost. The branching ratio is greater than 1, ranging from 1.2 to 1.6.



(Reaction 7.6)



The initial explanation for this nonstatistical behavior was that as the hydrogen migrates to form 39, it deposits its energy into the antisymmetric stretch involving this newly formed methyl group.64 One can think of this as the momentum carried by the hydrogen is then given to the methyl group, which leads to that methyl dissociating. This model is, however, at odds with the IRMP results. The branching ratio increases with additional energy. The least energetic experiment gives a small branching ratio of 1.17, even though considerable energy is available for the methyl cleavage step. It is energy deposited into another vibrational mode that is critical. Brauman60 argued that excitation of the C22C22O bend involving the spectator methyl group is critical, because this angle must become linear in the product. Those ions with an excited C22C22O bend will be particularly inclined toward dissociation, leading to the nonstatistical products. Carpenter reported direct dynamics trajectories for Reaction (7.6).65 The PES was computed using AM1-SRP fit to the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ energies of the critical points. The critical points on the PES are sketched in Figure 7.12. The computed branching ratio was 1.01 + 0.01 for the trajectories started at the acetone radical



Figure 7.12. Critical points along the PES for Reaction (7.6). Relative energies are in kcal mol21 at B3LYP/cc-pVTZ.65
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cation 39, with a half-life of 409 fs. Trajectories initiated at the transition state 38 have a value of 1.13+0.01 with a half-life of about 240 fs. This branching ratio qualitatively agrees with the experimental observations, especially considering the approximate AM1-SRP PES. The different timescale for the two sets of trajectories is interesting, because all trajectories began with the same energy. The very short trajectories were those that began at 38 and never entered the region about 39. Analysis of the C22C22O angles during the trajectories indicates that dissociation occurs when one angle is about 908 and the other is about 1208. The geometry of 38 is similar to this requirement; the angle to the forming methyl is about 988 and the other angle is about 1208. So, once the TS geometry is obtained, many trajectories will simply directly dissociate. For those trajectories in the well associated with 39, the C22C22O angles oscillate and, when one nears 908, dissociation is likely to occur. This behavior demonstrates the importance of coupling kinetic energy to the appropriate vibrational modes that lead to product formation. Also of note is that very stable intermediates can simply be ignored during the reaction. 7.3.4.2 Cope Rearrangement of 1,2,6-Heptatriene Roth examined the Cope rearrangement of 1,2,6-heptatriene 40 to 3-methylenehexa-1,5-diene 41, and was able to trap a diradical intermediate with oxygen.66 He proposed that about half of the reaction occurs by a concerted route, and the other half occurs through a biradical intermediate 42. This model invokes three transition states (a concerted TS, and a transition state into and one out of the intermediate 42). Neither CASSCF(8,8) nor (U)B3LYP computations located a concerted transition state.67 Rather, only the entrance and exit TSs 43 and 44 could be found (Fig. 7.13). A subsequent computational study68 identified an additional conformer of the diradical.



Figure 7.13. CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G optimized geometries of the critical points for the reaction 40 ! 41. Relative energies are in kcal mol21.67
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Unlike the other pericyclic reactions discussed previously in this chapter, the diradical species here resides in a relatively deep well, greater than 12 kcal mol21, and so the potential energy surface about the diradical cannot be described as a caldera. Nonetheless, this reaction exhibits nonstatistical behavior. Carpenter and Borden68 first computed two trajectories using direct dynamics on the CASSCF(8,8)/6-31G surface. Both trajectories were initiated at 43, the transition state connecting reactant to the diradical intermediate. A linear-synchronous-transit (LST) path was computed connecting 43 to the intermediate 42, and one connecting 43 to 44. The vector corresponding to these two motions was used to assign the phases of the normal modes. The trajectory for the first case (the LST towards the intermediate) did, as expected, end at 42. The second trajectory (the LST towards 44) avoided the biradical and ended at product 41. In order to compute an ensemble of trajectories, Carpenter and Borden created an AM1-SRP fit to the CASSCF(8,8) energies. About 83% of the trajectories went into the region of the biradical. Of these, about 8% exited the biradical and proceed to product 41 in less than 500 fs, too short a time to be trapped under the Roths’ experiment. In addition, 17% of the trajectories completely bypassed the diradical and went directly to product. These trajectories, and the ones that quickly left the biradical, would constitute the “concerted” reactions that Roth noted. Carpenter and Borden68 make two important conclusions that raise significant concerns about the traditional physical organic notions of reaction mechanisms. First, nonstatistical dynamics can occur even when intermediates exist in relatively deep potential energy wells, not just on flat, caldera-like surfaces. Second, multiple products can be formed from crossing a single transition state. The steepest descent path from a transition state can only link to a single product,69 but dynamic effects can allow for nonsteepest descent paths to be followed to other products. 7.3.4.3 The SN2 Reaction: HO2 1 CH3F The gas phase nucleophilic substitution reaction was discussed in detail in Section 5.1.1. The generic PES for this reaction, shown in Figure 5.1, is characterized by three critical points separating reactants from products: two minima corresponding to entrance and exit ion-dipole complexes separated by a transition state. The PES for the reaction of hydroxide with fluoromethane is slightly modified from the standard one. As expected, there are two local minima separated by a single transition state. The new twist on this surface is the structure of the deepest energy well. These kinds of complexes usually have the anion weakly associated with the hydrogen atoms of the methyl group, as in the case of the entrance ion dipole 45. There is a small plateau just after the transition state where the fluoride ion is associated with the methyl hydrogens—47 is representative of structures on this plateau. When the fluoride, however, moves away from the back side, off the O22C axis, it can form a strong hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl proton, leading to the exit ion-dipole complex 48. One might expect this reaction to be trapped in this very deep energy well, with the final dissociated products reflecting IVR from within this well. Hase computed direct dynamics trajectories for this reaction using MP2/ 6-31þG energies and derivatives.70 Trajectories were initiated at the transition
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Figure 7.14. Critical points on the PES for the reaction HO2 þ CH3F. Energies (kcal mol21) relative to reactants computed at MP2/6-31+G .70



state 46. Just over half of these trajectories (33 out of 64) formed the entrance iondipole complex 45. Of the trajectories following the exit channel, only four of them formed 47. Of these four, one trajectory later departed this well and dissociated into products. The other 27 trajectories led to direct dissociation into methanol and fluoride, completely avoiding the deep energy well associated with 47. Thus, most of the reactants paths followed a nonreaction coordinate pathway. Apparently, there is weak coupling between the CH3OH þ F2 translation mode and the O22C  F bend mode. As F2 begins to withdraw, it does not transfer energy rapidly enough into the vibrational mode, but instead continues to exit in a fairly collinear fashion to products. One might argue this in terms of conservation of momentum. There needs to be some mechanism to transfer the C22F stretching momentum into angular momentum for F2 to rotate towards the hydroxyl hydrogen. Hase70 concludes that simply examining the PES—its shape, the well depths, and barrier heights—is “insufficient for determining atomic-level mechanisms for chemical reactions.” Rather, molecular dynamics, determining the actual atomic motions on a reaction PES, are necessary to obtain the detail necessary to decipher a mechanism. This is true even in the case where very stable intermediates are present. Previous standard mechanistic theory presumed that such stable intermediates would be readily accessed and internal energy completely randomized before continuing along the reaction path. This notion clearly now requires serious reconsideration. 7.3.5



Crossing Ridges: One TS, Two Products



A transition state is characterized by two conditions. First, all of the 3 N 2 6 gradients must be equal to zero at that point. Second, the corresponding 3 N 2 6 eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix at that point must all be positive and nonzero, except
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Scheme 7.10.



for one, which is negative. This implies that the transition state sits at the bottom of the potential energy well with respect to motion in all 3N 2 7 directions, but is at the top of the hill with respect to the direction defined by the eigenvector associated with negative eigenvalues. This direction is often referred to as the reaction coordinate. Motion along the reaction coordinate away from the TS will lead to lower energy structures. If one follows the reaction coordinate in the forward or reverse directions, eventually one will reach a critical point. Usually, these two critical points (the one located in the reverse direction and the one found in the forward direction) are local energy minima, and so we say that the TS connects reactant with product. Most importantly, there is a 1:1 correspondence between TS and product, or TS and reactant. This implies that if a reaction gives more than one product, there must be more than one TS on the PES. Scheme 7.10 shows a number of possible ways that reactant A can yield products B1 and B2. In (a), A crosses TS1 to create B1 or A crosses TS2 to create B2. The PES of (b) is like (a) with a third transition state TS3 that allows B1 and B2 to directly interconvert. Option (c) is a sequential mechanism whereby A converts to B1 through TS1, which can then cross TS2 to form B2. The last option (d ) proposes an intermediate INT created when A crosses TS1. The intermediate can then form either product, but by crossing one of the two distinct transition states TS2 or TS3. No PES (Scheme 7.10e) exists such that A crosses a single TS and then directly proceeds to either B1 or B2. Statistical treatment requires a kinetic model like those presented in Scheme 7.10a – d. The two studies presented next describe reactions that seemingly violate this notion that two products cannot be produced from crossing a single TS. In fact, the PES is perfectly normal; it is just that trajectories that originate at a single TS can diverge and end up in two distinct local minima. This situation is yet another manifestation of nonstatistical dynamics. 7.3.5.1 C222C6 Enyne Allene Cyclization The chemistry and computational studies of enediynes and enyne-allenes were presented in Section 3.3, and especially
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in Section 3.3.4. In this section we take on the Schmittel-type cyclization of the C1-alkyl substituted enyne-allenes 49.71,72 These compounds rearrange to give a product that can be formally considered to have undergone first a Schmittel cyclization to give the diradical 50, which then transfers a hydrogen atom to give the product 51. A concerted ene reaction is also possible through a single transition state 52.



Engels73 examined the competition between these two mechanistic pathways using (U)BPW91/6-31G(d) computations for two substituted analogs of 49: R1 ¼ Ph, R2 ¼ H, 53; R1 ¼ t-Bu, R2 ¼ H, 54. For the reaction of 53, he was able to locate a transition state for the formation of the diradical intermediate, but was unable to locate a transition state for the concerted path (the analog of 52). Because the phenyl substituent will stabilize the benzyllic radical, this is not an unexpected result. For the reaction of 54, transition states for both the concerted ene path and the Schmittel cyclization were located. These two transition states have nearly identical energies, and so Engels could not determine which pathway is favored. He did propose that their kinetic isotopes effects should be very different. Deuterium substitution on the methyl group off the allene will have little effect on the stepwise path. However, the computed primary isotope effect kH/kD for the concerted ene reaction is 1.97. Singleton carried out a combined experimental/computational/MD study of the enyne allene cyclization problem.74 First, he determined that the experimental kinetic isotope effect for the cyclization of 55 is 1.43. This value is smaller than what is usually found for concerted ene reactions, where kH/kD is often greater than 2.75,76 (U)B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) computations identified the concerted ene transition state, but no transition state was located for the direct formation of the diradical intermediate. Singleton speculated that there would be little geometric difference between these two potential TSs—both involve the formation of the C222C6 bond and differ only in the length of a single C22H bond, which is only slightly longer in the concerted TS than in the reactant. Is it perhaps possible that
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these two TSs have merged into one, that a single TS leads in two directions—the radical intermediate and the ene product?



Singleton then carried out MD trajectory computations for the rearrangement of 56 into 57. Using UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p), there is again a concerted ene transition state 58, but no transition state that connects 56 to the diradical intermediate 59. There is a transition state 60 that takes 59 into 57. The structures and relative energies of these critical points are shown in Figure 7.15. As discussed in Section 3.3, single-configuration methods may poorly describe the diradical character of many of the points along this type of reaction. In order to carry out direct dynamics, the DFT method is the only computationally feasible quantum mechanical treatment, but it may fail to adequately describe the relative energies on the PES. Fortunately, the UB3LYP energies are in excellent agreement with those computed at



Figure 7.15. (U)B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) optimized structures of 56–60. Relative energy at (U) B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) (normal text) and BD(T)/6-31 þ G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) (italics).74
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BD(T)/6-31þG(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p).



The general shape of the PES for this reaction is given in Figure 7.16. Note that the minimum energy path proceeds from transition state 58 to 57, and the MEP does not bifurcate. There is, however, a ridge that some trajectories may cross, allowing for trajectories to go from 58 to 59. This behavior is similar to that of a valley ridge inflection point (VRI), but there is no VRI on the MEP in this case. Trajectories were initiated either at the transition state 58 or a random sampling of structures about this TS. Most trajectories reach a product, either 57 or 59, within 30 fs, and all finished within 85 fs. These short trajectories suggest little opportunity



Figure 7.16. Qualitative PES for the reaction of 56 to 57. Adapted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc., 127, 9220 (2005). Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.
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for IVR to occur. Most of the trajectories, 72 out of 101, end up at 57, the product that is directly connected to the transition state. The other 29 trajectories terminate at 59. Some of these trajectories were allowed to go on for another 100 fs, but none exited the area about 59. Given sufficient time, these trajectories would cross over the barrier about 60 and make the final product 57. The upshot is that the diradical is produced even though no transition state takes reactant into it. The ridge provides the opportunity for trajectories to bifurcate into two possible energy sinks. Most follow the steepest descent downhill towards 57, but some will divert into the neighboring minimum, the diradical 59. Another interesting feature of the dynamics is that 29 trajectories that end up at 57 pass through a geometry that resembles 61. This structure is produced by a very asynchronous ene reaction where the hydrogen atom transfers to a greater degree than the formation of the C222C6 bond. Transition state 58 also describes an asynchronous ene reaction, but one where the C22C bond formation precedes H transfer. No local energy minimum corresponding to 61 could be located. It appears that there are a number of concerted pathways that might be traversed.



In fact, the trajectories that take 56 into 57 fall into a broad range of possibilities. There is the route that follows the minimum energy path, an asynchronous ene where the H atom transfer lags behind C22C formation, There is the asynchronous ene where C22C formation follows H atom transfer. And there is the stepwise path, where the C22C bond is completely formed and then the hydrogen transfers. Trajectories intermediate to these extremes also occur. Singleton concludes, “No single reaction path can adequately describe the mechanism.”74 Again, we are confronted by a mechanism that cannot be ascertained simply by locating the critical points upon the PES and comparing their relative energies. Dynamics play a critical role in dictating just how reactant propagates into product.



7.3.5.2 Cycloaddition of Ketenes with Cyclopentadiene A second example of this type of dynamics involves the cycloaddition of ketene with cyclopentadiene. The reaction had long been thought to simply give the formal [2 þ 2] product, such as the reaction of cyclopentadiene 62 with dichloroketene 63 to give the cyclobutanone 64 (Reaction 7.7).77 No formal [4 þ 2] product 65 is observed. Recent work of Machiguchi and Yamabe revealed a much more interesting reaction scenario.78 For the reaction of 62 with diphenylketene 66, the initial product is the formal [4 þ 2] adduct 67, followed by later production of 68, the formal [2 þ 2] product (Reaction 7.8). The proposed mechanism, [4 þ 2] cycloaddition followed by a [3,3]-sigmatropic rearrangement, is shown in
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Reaction (7.8).



(Reaction 7.7)



(Reaction 7.8)



Singleton took up this problem, again using a combined experimental/ computational/MD design.79 Careful monitoring of product formation at 2208C showed that 68 was formed at early times even when the concentration of 67 was quite small. A kinetic model suggested that the rate constant for the formation of 68 (9.0  1025 M21 s21) is only four times less than for the formation of 67 (4.1  1024 M21 s21), but the rate constant for conversion of 67 into 68 is 2.9  1025 M21 s21. This is inconsistent with the proposed mechanism of Reaction (7.8). The 13C kinetic isotope effect for 68 is negligible at C1 (the cyclopentadienyl carbon that joins with the carbonyl carbon), suggesting that this bond must be fully formed before the rate-limiting step. However, there is a substantial isotope effect at C1 for 64, implicating that bond making is occurring at this center in the rate-limiting step. The PES for both Reactions (7.7) and (7.8) were determined using mPW1K and B3LYP. The latter method provides energies and a surface in disagreement with experimental observations. The mPW1K/6-31þG(d,p) optimized structures and energies are shown in Figure 7.17. The transition state for the [4 þ 2] step, 69, is 13.1 kcal mol21 above the reactants, much lower than the TS for the [2 þ 2] step, 70. The TS for the Claisen step, 71, is a couple of kcal mol21 lower than 69. These energies are consistent with the two-step mechanism of Reaction (7.8), with the first being rate-limiting, but is inconsistent with the experimental observation of relatively rapid formation of 68. The critical points for the reaction of cyclopentadiene with dichloroketene are shown in Figure 7.18. The energetically low-lying TS 72 resembles the [4 þ 2] cycloaddition TS 69. The TS analogous to 70 lies 12.7 kcal mol21 higher in energy. Although 72 looks like the [4 þ 2] TS, it actually connects to 64. Furthermore, the optimized geometry of 72 at mPW1K/6-31G is little changed from that found with the larger basis set, but it connects to 65. This extreme sensitivity of the nature of the PES to basis set is disturbing—the predicted product differs with the basis set. Application of TST using 72 predicts kinetic isotope effects in excellent agreement with experiment. However, TST predicts a large isotope effect at C1 if 69 is the rate-limiting step, but the agreement with experiment is much improved when using 71 as the rate-limiting step. This brings up a problem in that this suggests a
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Figure 7.17. Critical points, optimized at mPW1K/6-31þG(d,p), for the reaction of 62 with 66.79



Figure 7.18. Critical points, optimized at mPW1K/6-31þG(d,p), for the reaction of 62 with 63.79
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TABLE 7.4. Trajectory Outcomes for Reactions (7.7) and (7.8).a Starting Point



Total



[4 þ 2]



[2 þ 2]



Recrossing



Exceed Time Limit



Diphenylketene 66 



69 (mPW1K/6-31G ) 69 (mPW1K/6-31þG )



130 24



67 8



4 1



56 15



3 0



Dichloroketene 63 



72 (mPW1K/6-31G ) 72 (mPW1K/6-31þG )



130 37



70 8



47 24



13 5



0 0



a



Ref. 79.



rate-determining step occurs after formation of a reversible intermediate, yet conversion of 67 into 68 avoids this putative intermediate. Direct dynamics trajectories were computed for both Reactions (7.7) and (7.8) using mPW1K/6-31G and mPW1K/6-31þG(d,p). Trajectories were initiated at 72 for Reaction (7.7) and at 69 for Reaction (7.8). Trajectories were run until a product was reached, a recrossing back to reactant occurred, or the elapsed time reached 500 fs. These trajectory outcomes are listed in Table 7.4. There are two critical results from these trajectory studies. First, trajectories for both reactions, initiated at a single TS on their respective surfaces, lead to both the [2 þ 2] and the [4 þ 2] product. This behavior is analogous to that seen in the dynamics of the C222C6 enyne allene cyclization discussed above. The PES for Reactions (7.7) and (7.8) are analogous to that shown in Figure 7.16; the majority of trajectories follow the MEP down from the transition state, but the nearby ridge provides a means for bifurcation into the other product as well. Second, recrossing of the transition state region is a common occurrence in these simulations. These recrossing trajectories typically first form the C122Ca bond, pass through the regions associated with either 71 or 73 and then rebound off the “wall” due to a short C122Ca distance. These trajectories do provide a means for reconciling all of the data into a cohesive framework. The [2 þ 2] and [4 þ 2] products can be formed from passage over the same transition state. This explains why both products are observed even at short reaction times, and precludes the necessity of the two-step ([4 þ 2] followed by the Claisen rearrangement) mechanism. It obviates the requirement for climbing the very large barriers associated with the direct [2 þ 2] pathways that were problematic when just examining the potential energy surfaces. Trajectory analysis allows for an interpretation of the kinetic isotope effects. TST adequately accounts for the KIEs for Reaction (7.7). Reaction (7.8) is problematic using TST; however, the large degree of trajectory recrossing discounts the underlying assumption of TST. In other words, TST cannot be applied to Reaction (7.8). The reaction mechanism cannot be reduced to simple models. This may be somewhat “intellectually unsatisfying,”79 and implies that understanding and predicting reaction products will be much more difficult than the application of the standard tools (characterization of critical points on the PES, TST, and so on) used over the past few decades.
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Stepwise Reaction on a Concerted Surface



We have discussed reactions whose potential energy surfaces have intermediates, and these intermediates are bypassed, giving rise to apparent “concerted” reactions. This last section discusses a case where the potential energy surface has only one transition state, but the dynamics indicate the formation of an intermediate. These trajectories are way off the intrinsic reactions coordinate, calling into question the importance of the IRC or MEP. 7.3.6.1 Rearrangement of Protonated Pinacolyl Alcohol Reaction (7.9) involves the loss of water and methyl migration of protonated pinacolyl alcohol 74 to produce the tertiary cation 75. There are two proposed mechanisms for this reaction. First, the methyl group could migrate as water is lost, a concerted mechanism going through a single transition state 76. Second, a stepwise mechanism proposes that water is first lost, creating the secondary cation intermediate 77, followed by methyl migration in a second distinct chemical step. This stepwise mechanism invokes an intermediate and two transition states, one for the water elimination and one for the migration.



(Reaction 7.9)



Ammal, Yamataka, Aida, and Dupuis examined Reaction (7.9) by first locating all of the critical points on the PES.80 With the HF, MP2, and B3LYP methods and either the 6-31G or 6-311G basis sets, the only transition state that could be located is for the concerted process, 76 (Fig. 7.19). The activation barrier is 5.5 (HF/6-31G ), 3.4 (B3LYP/6-311G ), and 8.0 kcal mol21 (MP2/6-311G ).



Figure 7.19. Optimized geometries of 74–76.
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No local minimum corresponding to the secondary cation 77 was found on either the B3LYP or MP2 PES. Molecular dynamics were then performed using the HF/6-31G PES. Fifty trajectories were initiated at the reactant position with kinetic energy equivalent to 400 K. These trajectories were then run for 500 fs. Of these 50, 28 remained in the reactant region. The reactive trajectories were very surprising. Only one trajectory followed a concerted pathway, leaving the reactant and directly going to rearranged product. The other 21 trajectories led to the secondary carbocation 77 created by loss of water. One of these trajectories then exited this well and led to rearranged product 75. The 20 trajectories that stayed in the region of 77 were then run for a longer time; seven of them rearranged to 76, eight of them remained in the neighborhood of 77, and five returned to reactant. The secondary cation has a lifetime of as long as 4000 fs. The vast majority of the reactive trajectories do not follow the intrinsic reaction coordinate, which is the concerted mechanism. Rather, the reaction proceeds in a stepwise fashion, even though the intermediate is not a local energy minimum. The shape of the PES, and particularly the critical points on this surface, does not control the mechanism. Rather, it is the motion, the dynamics, upon this surface that defines the mechanism.
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CONCLUSIONS



Reaction mechanisms are principally presented in introductory organic texts as reaction coordinate diagrams. These present a slice through the PES, where the x-axis follows the reaction path, usually interpreted as the MEP, and the y-axis is the potential energy. Students learn that a reaction follows just this path. For example, an SN1 mechanism means that from reactant R22X, the C22X bond is stretched, the energy rises up until the transition state is reached, and then the energy goes down until the carbocation intermediate is formed. In the second step, the energy increases with the approach of the nucleophile until a second transition state is crossed, followed by energy decrease as the C22Nuc bond is completely formed. The illustrated reaction path is just the MEP and should not be understood as the actual path traversed. Proper interpretation of the reaction coordinate diagram is that it identifies the critical points that may be sampled in the course of the reaction. Molecules will not follow a trajectory right on the MEP, but will stray about it. Generally accepted is that the actual trajectories may be in the neighborhood of the MEP. Most importantly, our classical conception of mechanism is that all of the critical points on the reaction path will be traversed in that particular order. Furthermore, intermediates that lie in relatively deep wells will have a lifetime that allows for complete redistribution of vibrational energy. This allows for statistical interpretation of rates for reaction coming out of these intermediates. Generally, this would imply that intermediates would scramble whatever stereo- or regiochemical information preceded their formation. In fact, this is one of the major
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distinguishing features among related classes of reactions. For example, the SN2 reaction proceeds without an intermediate and so stereochemistry is inverted, but the SN1 reaction, which goes through an intermediate, yields racemic product. Similarly, concerted pericyclic reactions have very specific stereochemical outcomes, but radical pathways involve loss of stereochemistry. As demonstrated by the examples in this chapter, these mechanistic concepts are often simply wrong. Seemingly stable intermediates are avoided. Stereochemical outcome can be found for reactions with intermediates. Multiple products can be formed from crossing a single transition state. Clearly, dynamic effects can be dramatic. Most crucial is that dynamic effects rear up in a broad range of situations. That dynamics effects are large for cases involving reactive intermediates that exist on a broad, flat plateau or caldera may not be too surprising, although the number of cases where this is true is probably larger than one might have anticipated. But the fact that reactions that have stable intermediates tucked into deep energy wells also do not exhibit statistical behavior is most unusual. The implication of these dynamics studies is compelling. Simply examining an organic reaction by locating the critical points on the PES, or even more rigorous characterization of large swathes on the PES, may provide insufficient, even misleading, information concerning the nature of the reaction mechanism. More trajectory studies are needed to determine how broad is the scope of nonstatistical behavior in organic reactions. We need to identify topological features on the PES that signal for nonstatistical behavior. We need to identify patterns within the trajectories, and ways to group them. A dynamics-based mechanistic model can then potentially be built, replacing our old mechanistic notions that rely solely on the PES. This pursuit will be a major challenge to physical and computational organic chemists for the upcoming decade. It has the potential to be as important as the heyday of physical organic chemistry of the late 1950s through the 1960s. Computational chemists will be full partners with experimentalists in developing this new, more mature model of organic reactions.
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Interviewed June 29, 2006 Professor Daniel Singleton is a professor of chemistry at Texas A&M University, where he has been for his entire academic career. Singleton performed his graduate studies at the University of Minnesota under Professor Paul Gassman working on synthetic methodology, but with a strong bent towards physical organic chemistry. Nearing the end of his stay at Minnesota, Singleton recalls a visit by Professor George Whitesides to the chemistry department. Whitesides met with a group of graduate students, and according to Singleton, told them all “to get out of physical organic chemistry.” Following this advice, he did a postdoctoral stint with Professor Barry Trost.
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His first calculations were done as an assistant professor and they concerned the Diels –Alder reaction of vinyl boranes. “This got me a JACS communication in my fifth year as an assistant professor,” Singleton recounts. “This was very critical in establishing a successful start of my academic career, especially in my earning tenure.” Singleton basically learned how to run quantum chemical calculations on his own, with some assistance along the way. “The Hall group at A&M really helped me out,” he recalls. “Preston MacDougal, who was a post-doc with Professor Hall, taught me a bunch of very fundamental things, including the basics of UNIX. One thing he taught me was how to use the vi editor, which shows how little I knew at the time!” A “synthetic point of view” continues to inform all of his calculations and their interpretation. Singleton’s main use of quantum chemistry is to compute kinetic isotope effects, largely to aid in the interpretation of his experiments. “Most of the time our work starts with experiments and the calculations follow,” Singleton explains. “We always compute the isotope effects in conjunction with the experiments, and we do them early on. I hate to admit it, but computed isotope effects are more than equal partners with experiments. That is, we really can’t do without them in most of our cases.” Computations occasionally precede the experiments, but this is rare. “The experiments may fail,” he points out. “Particularly now we are using trajectories in an exploratory way to look for something weird to happen and then go to the lab to try to verify it.” Singleton notes that “there is nothing special about doing the computations of isotope effects. You get the isotope effects from the frequency calculation, and people worry a great deal about the low-frequency modes. If you think of it in a classical thermodynamic sense, they’re going to have a tremendous influence on the rate, and these modes are not computed particularly well. So, you’d think the isotope effect calculations would be terrible. It doesn’t work that way. The errors in these low modes cancel out. The major effect is in the high-frequency modes.” In computing reasonable isotope effects, Singleton worries about the quality of the optimized structure. “For a relatively synchronous Diels – Alder reaction I would bet that we would compute the isotope effects within experimental error. SN2 reactions are much tougher. What that says is that dynamics might change things. We need more examples of this kind of thing.” Singleton computes isotope effects using the Quiver program. He characterized the program as “extremely user unfriendly.” His offer on the Computational Chemistry List to assist people in running Quiver led to over two dozen requests. He has “put a lot of effort into automating the process, writing macros and scripts so that his group can now calculate thousands of isotope effects. My students used to hate me when I told them to do a Quiver calculation; it would take them hours to set it up. Now it’s less than 10 minutes.” He notes that a Gaussian keyword that would allow for the direct computation of the isotope effects would greatly increase the usage of computed isotope effects calculations. “Kinetic isotope effects are underutilized because there is no simple way to do this computation,” he notes. The interpretation of isotope effects in the ene reaction of singlet oxygen was a great challenge to Singleton. “We had experimental isotope effects and we tried
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to predict them. B3LYP couldn’t even make a prediction. CASSCF allowed one to make a prediction but it was nonsense. Using a grid of single-point CCSD(T) energies gave us a transition state that did well with the intermolecular isotope effect, but allowed for no prediction of the intramolecular effect.” The answer turned out to be a two-step no-intermediate mechanism where reaction dynamics were critical. This sparked his current interest in seeking out systems where nonstatistical dynamics are important. Singleton feels that nonstatistical dynamics are not important in most reactions, but that they are important in a great many; “Maybe 1 out of 5 cases will have something interesting,” he speculates. “If you go through our cases, what we find is mostly by accident. But it’s not complete random chance that a reaction has nonstatistical behavior. Now we are designing systems to force dynamic effect on it.” Commenting on the meaning of “mechanism” in a dynamic world, Singleton says “Mechanism use to be a complete sequence of transition states and intermediates— everything on how reactants moved on to products. And the thing we really want to know about is the TS. Now we have to have an understanding of the complete energy surface and all its details. For most reactions, we can focus on just a small part of the energy surface, but for complicated mechanisms we will require knowledge of a broad portion of the PES. We will need to run trajectories for any interesting looking transition state, but a single trajectory is no more costly than an IRC calculation.” Although he has begun to introduce the consequences of dynamics in his graduate classes, he is “not too optimistic about its inclusion any time soon in a textbook.” Reading through Singleton’s papers, one sees a growing computational component. “I love laboratory work,” Singleton explains. “As a post-doc I could do it all the time. I just can’t do that now—student questions just interrupt that process too much. But with calculations I can set those up and get back to them whenever is convenient, including at home. This makes it easy for me to keep up a computational front. It’s also what makes it easier to teach students how to do computations than how to do the experiments. They do something wrong with a calculation, it’s easy to open up their files directly on my computer and check out exactly what they did. In the lab, that’s just much more difficult to do.” Although computations play such a large role in his current work, Singleton emphasizes the combination of computation and lab work when recruiting new students into his group. “I say to the student you’re going to do the lab work and that’s going to get you a job. But you’re actually going to understand what’s going on because of the computational work. That’s what will get you the physical organic understanding of chemistry.” When asked to name his most important scientific contribution, Singleton quickly gave the pithy reply “I haven’t done it yet!” He then acknowledged that “people are going to give me the most credit for the natural abundance isotope effect, which of course I didn’t invent. We just perfected it for carbon.” Singleton’s recent joint computational experimental studies of dynamic effects in organic reactions is a strong indication that his first tongue-in-cheek answer is likely to be true—Singleton’s most influential work appears to be in current development.
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